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welcome
sensory solutions for special needs
Products to be used under the supervision of a professional/responsible adult at all times

HOW TO ORDER

POST:
Orders can be placed by completing the form 
at the back of the catalogue. Please detail part 
number, quantity and a brief description of 
the item required where relevant. Also include 
a contact name, telephone number, order 
number, invoice address and delivery address 
(if different).

Niche Office Solutions Ltd
Niche Suites, 
Malik House, 
29 Manor Row, 
Bradford BD1 4PS

Welcome to the new Sensory Solutions for Special Needs 2019 catalogue 
which features all the exciting, innovative and exclusive products.   

Please remember to quote your credit or debit 
card number, or make cheques payable to: 
Niche Office Solutions Ltd

TELEPHONE: 01274 965089
Orders can be placed by telephone using a 
credit card. Niche's opening hours are 
9.00am to 5.30pm Monday to Friday.

FAX: 08450 739 410
Orders can be placed 24 hours a day. Please 
use the order form at the back of the 
catalogue.

EMAIL:
info@nicheofficesolutions.co.uk

ONLINE:
online.nicheofficesolutions.co.uk

VAT EXEMPTION
You may qualify for VAT exemption. To qualify 
you must fill in the exemption certificate found 
on the reverse of the order form and send it 
with your order. The items of equipment 
which are eligible for VAT zero rating are 
marked with a (V) after the price. We reserves 
the right to charge VAT subsequent to the 
discovery of a person or organisation          making 
a false claim.

C.E. MARKING
Where relevant all the equipment conforms to 
the E.C. Directive, E.M.C.compatibility and 
low voltage directive regulations and carries a 
C.E. mark. This may be displayed on the 
equipment or the accompanying 
documentation.

This year, we have introduced over 250 new products – from our Bright Sparks range on 
page 84 to some exciting new Softplay products (see page 224) that we think you will 
enjoy. We’ve also listened to customer feedback and introduced a large number of 
weighted (see page 170) and chewy products (see page 176) as well as adding lots of 
interesting new products to the whole of the catalogue for you to enjoy.

Take a look at page 57 of the catalogue to learn more about the heart of any sensory 
room. 

WE’RE HERE TO HELP
If there are any additional resources that you think should be included in our catalogue, 
if you want to provide us with any feedback, or if you have any product suggestions 
that you would like to see in the future, please get in touch with me by e-mail at: 
info@nicheofficesolutions.co.uk

Rick Thaper
Managing Director
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why choose Niche Office Solutions Ltd
sensory solutions for special needs
Products to be used under the supervision of a professional/responsible adult at all times

OUR APPROACH
Every project has unique needs. The age range of the users, their 
particular sensory experience requirements, the building or outdoor 
space available and the budget all shape the requirements of a specific 
project.

So what we will always do is:

• Visit the site to understand both the opportunities and the 
constraints it presents.

• Listen to the customer to ensure that we understand the project 
scope and objectives, the particular needs of their users and 
their aspirations for the future use of their multi-sensory 
environment.

• Propose imaginative solutions which enable the customer
to maximise the benefits of the investment - the breadth of
our experience means that we can offer choices and advice to 
customers to help them in their decision-making process.

• Provide detailed costs and plans so that customers have a clear 
understanding of layouts, equipment costs and timescales
- drawings are provided in 2D or 3D as required.

• Install to an agreed timescale which fits with the customer’s 
activity schedule - Our employees who have detailed product 
knowledge and depth of practical experience will carry out the 
installation.

• Train customer personnel in the use and care of the multi 
sensory environment - we want you to gain the maximum benefit 
from your investment and share our experience as part of the 
training programme.

And for the long term...

All of our multi-sensory environments are warranted and this is backed 
up by an excellent customer service team providing full telephone 
support, as well as a nationwide maintenance team who are
second-to-none.

OUR PROFESSIONAL SALES TEAM
Wherever you are, one of our representatives is only ever a phone call 
away to help provide you with advice on particular products, 
information, and guidance on multi-sensory solutions. For that one-to-
one service, a regional representative will make a personal visit at a 
time to suit you, offering individual advice on your proposed multi-
sensory environment - including 3D design drawings, itemised 
quotations and support.

To see what can be achieved, please give one of our 
dedicated sales team a call on: 01274 965089
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warranty & showrooms
sensory solutions for special needs

DID YOU KNOW...?
That all products are now backed by a TWO year warranty. When it 
comes to your multi-sensory environments and equipment, we 
understands that it is very important for your clients and pupils to 
have them in full-working order and available when you need them. So 
when you buy a product you get the added peace of mind that in the 
unlikely event that you have a problem we will get you back up and 
running as soon as possible. All backed up by an excellent customer 
service team providing full telephone support, as well as a nationwide 
maintenance team who are
second-to-none.

And after this...
Our aftercare doesn’t stop just because your equipment is out of 
warranty. We pride ourselves on looking after customers and don’t 
just see a purchase as a one-time transaction. We see it as the 
beginning of a long-term relationship and we take pride in the number 
of customers who return time and again and recommend us to others 
as a supplier.
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what we do
sensory solutions for special needs

MULTI-SENSORY ROOMS
Using light, sound and a range of specialised equipment, Multi-
Sensory Rooms provide a versatile space for your clients and pupils 
to play, relax, interact and learn. Most sensory products can be 
controlled with switches for users to interact with sensory equipment, 
making the room a rewarding and stimulating environment. We offers 
a range of products, from waterbeds and Softplay to bubble tubes, 
fibre optics and sound tools, to help you build your ideal multi-
sensory room.

SOFTPLAY ROOMS (Page 200)
A great way to let your students express themselves in a safe 
environment. Create an exciting world of brightly-coloured tunnels, 
dens, steps and slides where your clients and pupils can explore, 
interact and develop social skills. We’ve integrated advanced 
electronics into some of our products to provide auditory rewards 
and encourage learning. All our Softplay products are manufactured 
with the best components and covered in high quality nylon-
reinforced vinyl.

HYDROTHERAPY POOLS (Page 86)
A hydrotherapy pool is one of the few places where a physically 
disabled person can be free of support devices such as wheelchairs 
or braces - the sensation of floating in warm water is extremely 
liberating. Hydrotherapy pool lighting enhances any hydrotherapy 
pool by adding sound systems, controllable lighting, effects 
projectors and floodlights. The end result is a calming and relaxing 
environment where users can benefit from therapy, exercise, 
interaction and education.

SENSORY SHOWTIME (Page 76)
Easy-to-use software program “Sensory Showtime” can transform 
your interactive multi-sensory environment into a truly immersive 
experience. Manage and operate media and lighting effects using a 
special timeline window to easily create programmes that combine 
projector effects, colour-changing lights and special effects with 
video, photos, sound effects and music. Sensory Showtime is fully 
compatible with an iPad and can control up to 200 pieces of 
equipment.

SENSORY INTEGRATION (Page 234)
Many children and adults have not developed efficient processing of 
sensory information and find it difficult to engage in effective 
environmental and social interactions. We is committed 
to working with therapists and developing our product range in 
conjunction with leading manufacturers to provide the best resources 
for developing and improving sensory integration, from platform, 
sling and flexion swings to sensory scooters and rockers.

INTERACTIVE IMAGE (Page 92)
A stunning projection system in which the projected image magically 
responds to movement and actions with even the smallest movement 
producing a change in the display – creating a ripple effect or rolling 
a virtual ball. Designed in conjunction with SEN teachers, Interactive 
Image projects exciting colourful imagery onto any suitable surface to 
create a visually arresting interactive environment which encourages 
learning through play.

CALMING ROOMS
In contrast to the exciting interactive environment of other Softplay 
rooms, white rooms create a peaceful and safe passive environment 
where pupils can calm down, relax and sleep. Gentle music, tranquil 
sound effects, colour-changing lighting, bean bags and soft furniture 
can all be incorporated with Softplay walls and floors to promote 
calmness and serenity.

Interactive Image

Calming Rooms

Sensory Showtime
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Hydrotherapy Pools

Multi-Sensory Rooms

Softplay Rooms

Sensory Integration
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benefits of a sensory room
an exciting interactive environment for individuals or groups
Products to be used under the supervision of a professional/responsible adult at all times

WHAT A SENSORY ROOM CAN DO FOR YOUR SCHOOL
Within a busy school environment, a Interactive Multi-Sensory room can 
provide a calm, dedicated, engaging and exciting space to work with 
individual learners, or small groups of learners, who have a wide range of 
complex learning needs. As it’s easy to control the amount of sensory input 
and stimulation on offer at any one time within the sensory room, school staff 
are able to set up the space to meet each learner’s specific needs. 

What motivates and engages the learner? What is their understanding of 
cause and effect? What touch or which switch makes each sensory room 
activity accessible to them? Which visual effects might visually engage them? 
Interactive Multi-Sensory Rooms have a wide range of equipment, switch, 
touch and noise-making access, and different modes of switch access 
(momentary, latched and timed options) so that each pupil can enjoy 
motivating activities and experiences in the sensory room that meet and 
develop their cognition and communication.

DEVELOPING INDIVIDUAL SKILLS
A sensory room will give you...
• An environment that can be adapted to meet the individualised

learning needs of a wide spectrum of pupils with profound,
severe and complex learning difficulties, including those with
autism and those with significant visual difficulties.

• A defined space that enables you to control the sensory input for
each child, so that individuals are not over-stimulated and will be
more able to engage with, and focus on, tasks and activities.

• A range of motivating equipment to engage learners in planned
activities to develop understanding of cause and effect, choice
making, switch skills, visual focus and tracking.

• Different visual effects that can both help you to assess a child’s
vision and provide visual activities that will motivate them to use
and extend their visual range.

• A space that encourages shared and intensive interaction
between you and the child, as you share the experience together
and enjoy each other’s company.

• If necessary, a place to relax and calm.

WORKING WITH A GROUP
Imagine the scene: a small group of children in the sensory room with some 
of their education staff. The bubble tube is bubbling blue or green (changed 
regularly by the children using individual switches or 8-way SpaceMaster 
Controller). Images of woodland, or a range of greens and blues, is being 
projected onto the wall. A yellow Superbeam introduces shafts of sunlight to 
the scene. A tray of real water and pebbles is introduced so the children can 
‘paddle’ in the woodland stream. 

This is a sensory drama session, made even better by the intimate nature of 
the sensory room – a defined, quiet space where the only sensory input is that 
which is carefully planned to engage your learners and create an enjoyable 
shared experience with a unique atmosphere. Sensory stories and poems can 
also be enhanced in the sensory room, using sensory room equipment and 
effects together with other objects to make these stories and poems accessible 
and meaningful for pupils with complex needs.

Bubble Tubes - Page 11

Hand Wall - Page 228
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Halo - Page 226

Fibre Optics - Page 22

Steplite - Page 39

Interactive Infinity Tunnel - Page 36

Musical Touch Wall - Page 37
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bubble tubes
calming, interactive & colourful
Products to be used under the supervision of a professional/responsible adult at all times

THE TOP EIGHT THINGS TO DO
WITH A BUBBLE TUBE
According to responses from our customers, the best ways of 
using a bubble tube – depending on the needs of the pupil you 
are working with – are as follows:

• Use it on its own! Having too many pieces of equipment
switched on at once makes for sensory overload. Give your
pupil time to get up close, feel the vibration, visually focus on
the colour and on the bubbles or track the bubbles up the tube.
• As a supporting adult, share the experience with the child.
Show enjoyment and share the child’s pleasure. This may lead
to some lovely intensive interaction.
• Develop understanding of cause and effect. Give the pupil
time and quiet to process and use touch or switches to make
things happen.
• Encourage the child to be independent and in control –
through touch or using switches – carefully thinking about
what settings to use with each child to meet their needs and
extend their skills.
• Add	things	to	it,	such	as	bubble	tube	fish	or	table	tennis
balls, but not too many at once. Start with one and observe
how the pupil visually focusses and tracks.
• Use it to introduce turn taking (taking it in turns to change
the colour using switches). When you feel the child is ready,
this can become a shared activity with a peer, encouraging
early play skills.
• Use as an element of a sensory drama or a sensory story
– an orange bubble tube is great for hubble, bubble, toil and
trouble as part of spell-making at Hallowe’en!
• And	finally...	please,	please clean your bubble tube out every
term. It will then be happy and continue working well for you
for years and years!
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standard bubble tube
calming, interactive & colourful

STANDARD BUBBLE TUBE
 The Standard Bubble Tube provides a 
gentle colour change through the column of 
effervescent water. Touch the tube and feel 
the vibrations of the bubbles. Operates on 
240v transformed to 12v. 

419 50101 - 1m £569.95(V)
419 50102 - 1.5m £605.95(V)
419 50103 - 2m £635.95(V)

BEAD BUBBLE TUBE
 A steady stream of bubbles push coloured 
beads to the top of the inner tube - they 
then gently sink down the outer tube to the 
bottom. Operates on 240v transformed to 
12v. 

419 50411 - 1m £695.95(V)
419 50412 - 1.5m £719.95(V)

BALL BUBBLE TUBE
 A steady stream of bubbles push coloured 
balls to the top of the inner tube - they 
then gently sink down the outer tube to the 
bottom. Operates on 240v transformed to 
12v. 

419 50401 - 1m £705.95(V)
419 50402 - 1.5m £725.95(V)

BUBBLE TUBES –
AN ESSENTIAL
MULTI-SENSORY 
RESOURCE
Multi-sensory environments support 
interaction and discovery as well as 
communication. Bubble Tubes are 
at the heart of any multi-sensory 
environment, attracting attention 
and inspiring interaction through 
the constantly changing colours and 
moving bubbles.

Bubble Tubes have many benefi ts 
including visual stimulation, 
developing cause and effect skills, 
understanding colour sequencing and 
colour matching, and encouraging 
touch through vibration, as well as a 
whole range of themed activities.

We offers a range of bubble tubes 
suitable for a wide variety of sensory 
activities.

Standard
Bubble Tube

Bead
Bubble Tube

Ball
Bubble Tube

STANDARD BUBBLE TUBE
 The Standard Bubble Tube provides a 
gentle colour change through the column of 
effervescent water. Touch the tube and feel 
the vibrations of the bubbles. Operates on 
240v transformed to 12v. 

419 50101 - 1m £569.95(V)
419 50102 - 1.5m £605.95(V)
419 50103 - 2m £635.95(V)

BEAD BUBBLE TUBE
 A steady stream of bubbles push coloured 
beads to the top of the inner tube - they 
then gently sink down the outer tube to the 
bottom. Operates on 240v transformed to 
12v. 

419 50411 - 1m £695.95(V)
419 50412 - 1.5m £719.95(V)

BALL BUBBLE TUBE
 A steady stream of bubbles push coloured 
balls to the top of the inner tube - they 
then gently sink down the outer tube to the 
bottom. Operates on 240v transformed to 
12v. 

419 50401 - 1m £705.95(V)
419 50402 - 1.5m £725.95(V)
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interactive bubble tube
calming, interactive & colourful
Products to be used under the supervision of a professional/responsible adult at all times

INTERACTIVE BUBBLE TUBE
WITH WIRELESS SWITCH BOX
Using the latest in wirefree technology, the 8-Way Switch enables the 
user to select any of seven bright colours or stop and start the bubbles 
fl owing in the bubble tube column. The switch will also accept any 
favourite switch via a 1/4” jack plug input socket. Ideal for basic cause 
and effect, colour recognition and developing communication skills, 
the Interactive Bubble Tube operates on 240v transformed to 12v. The 
8-Way Switch is rechargeable and comes complete with charger.

419 50901 - 1m £759.00(V)
419 50902 - 1.5m £779.00(V)
419 50903 - 2m £799.00(V)

INTERACTIVE BALL BUBBLE TUBE
WITH WIRELESS SWITCH BOX
 A steady stream of bubbles push coloured balls to the top of the inner 
tube - they then gently sink down the outer tube to the bottom. The 
8-Way Switch enables the user to select any of seven bright colours or
stop and start the bubbles fl owing in the bubble tube column. Operates
on 240v transformed to 12v.

419 50403 - 1m £995.00(V)
419 50404 - 1.5m £1,025.00(V)

Products to be used under the supervision of a professional/responsible adult at all times
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touch bubble tube
calming, interactive & colourful

 TOUCH BUBBLE TUBE
Simply touching the column of this 
bubble tube brings it to life, activating  
bubbles and colours, and encouraging 
communication, exploration of cause and 
effect (without the use of a switch), and 
helping to develop tracking skills. A single 
button switch enables you to select one of 
three programmes: momentary, latched or 
interactive.

Momentary: the Touch Bubble Tube 
illuminates and bubbles when the column 
is touched

Latched: The Touch Bubble Tube 
illuminates and bubbles after a single 
touch and then switches off when touched 
a second time

Interactive: choose a colour by touching 
the bubble tube column on a side 
corresponding to the colour quadrant on 
the Softplay plinth - the Touch Bubble 
Tube illuminates and bubbles constantly

Comes complete with a Softplay plinth 
and wall fi xing bracket. 
Size: H1500mm  x W750mm x D750mm.

419 50232 £1,359.00(V)
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bubble tube portable corners
calming, interactive & colourful
Products to be used under the supervision of a professional/responsible adult at all timesProducts to be used under the supervision of a professional/responsible adult at all times

* Please see colour options on page 200

BUBBLE TUBE
PORTABLE CORNER*
 A portable Softplay bubble tube plinth complete with 1m Standard 
Bubble Tube, fi xed Acrylic Mirrors and lockable wheels. Please 
state colour when ordering.  Size: H1200mm x W690mm .

419 50612 £1,165.95(V)

PORTABLE BUBBLE TUBE CORNER*
WITH FIBRE OPTICS 
A portable Softplay bubble tube plinth complete with 150 Strand 
2m Fibre Optic Sideglow & Lightsource, 1m Standard Bubble Tube, 
fi xed Acrylic Mirrors and lockable wheels. Please state colour when 
ordering.  Size: H1200mm x W690mm .

419 50620 £1,669.00(V)

 A portable Softplay bubble tube plinth complete with 1m Standard 
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bubble tubes
calming, interactive & colourful

 INTERACTIVE BUBBLE TUBE PACKAGE
 The Interactive Bubble Tube Package comprises an interactive 
bubble tube which changes colour when one of the fi ve built-in 
switches on the surface of a Softplay bubble tube plinth is pressed 
- pressing the red button makes the tube turn red. Press the purple
button to turn the bubbles on and off. A corner set of Acrylic Mirrors,
enhances the bubble tube effect and enables carers to observe
any communication from the user. The tube operates on 240v
transformed to 12v. Contents:
• 1 x Softplay plinth (W900mm) with 5 x integrated switches
• 1 x 1.5m Interactive Bubble Tube
• 2 x Acrylic Mirrors - H1200mm x W900mm
• 1 x Safety Wall Fixing Bracket
• 1 x Bubble Tube Pump
• 1 x Set of fitting instructions

419 50204 £1,545.00(V)

 PORTABLE BUBBLE TUBE 
 A small, lightweight bubble tube which is easily transportable and 
ideal for home use or for moving between classrooms. Operates on 
240v transformed to 12v.  Size: H800mm .

419 50511 - Portable Bubble Tube £399.95(V)
419 50512 - Portable Bead Bubble Tube £505.95(V)

 INTERACTIVE BATTERY BUBBLE TUBE 
 A small bubble tube that operates in automatic colour change 
sequence which is overridden when the 5-Way Button Switch is 
pressed - turning the tube red, yellow, green or blue. The bubble 
tube comes complete a battery recharger and 5-Way Button Switch  
which accepts 1/4” and 3.5mm switch jack plugs.
Size: H800mm x W300mm x D300mm .

419 35176 £625.00(V)
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bubble tubes
calming, interactive & colourful
Products to be used under the supervision of a professional/responsible adult at all times

GIANT BUBBLE TUBE
The biggest bubble tube ever - two metres tall with a gigantic 230mm 
diameter tube. Select any one of seven vivid colours with the wireless 
8-way switch and start or stop the bubbles whenever you like. Price
includes wall bracket.  Size: H2000mm x W500mm x D500mmL.

419 50307 £1,100.00(V)

TRIPLE BUBBLE
TUBE COLUMN
A trio of bubble tubes displaying a 
magical ever-changing spectrum of 
colour provided by LED lights in the 
single bubble tube base. Each tube 
is a different height: 980mm, 785mm 
and 585mm. Operates on 240v 
transformed to 12v.

419 50104 £880.00(V)
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bubble walls
calming, interactive & colourful

 INTERACTIVE BUBBLE WALL PANEL
 A large wall-mounted panel which transforms the sensory features 
of a bubble tube into an interactive bubble wall. The bubbles rise 
from the base illuminated by bright colour changing LED lights 
which sequence through a range of eight colours. Input switch 
sockets enable the user to make the lights change to red, yellow, 
blue or green, and the user is also able to turn the bubbles on or 
off. The Interactive Bubble Wall Panel is supplied with a set of four 
Slimline Switches, an emptying kit and wall-mounting brackets.  
Size: H1650mm x W600mm x D90mm .

419 50105 £1,595.00(V)

MINI BUBBLE WALL PANEL
A smaller version of the popular Interactive Bubble Wall, 
the Mini Bubble Wall Panel is ideal for when space is at a premium. 
The wall-mounted panel transforms the sensory features of a bubble 
tube into an illuminated wall of bright, colourful bubbles, sequenced 
by colour-changing LED lights through a range of eight colours. Input 
switch sockets enable the user to change the lights to red, yellow, blue 
or green, and also turn the bubbles on or off. Supplied with four Slimline 
Switches. Size: H775mm x W670mm x D90mm

419 50106 £810.00 (V)
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bubble tube plinths
comfortable seating for your bubble tube
Products to be used under the supervision of a professional/responsible adult at all times

* Please see colour options on page 200

 BUBBLE TUBE SOFTY* 
 A softy cushion available in two sizes, each with a 100mm Dia. hole 
which slides over a Portable Bubble Tube, making a comfortable 
surface for users. The Bubble Tube Softy is also available with 
a 150mm Dia. hole for 1m, 1.5m and 2m bubble tubes and is 
available in a range of colours. Please remember to state hole size 
and colour when ordering. Sizes:
Medium: W1200mm x L1200mm.
Large: W1200mm x L1600mm.

419 88222 - Medium £215.00(V)
419 88223 - Large £252.00(V)

CORNER BUBBLE
TUBE PLINTH*
 This cushioned Softplay
plinth is ideal for any
bubble tube corner and
comes in four sizes, enabling
easier access to the bubble tube. 
Hole size: 150mm Dia.  Plinth sizes:
Small: H300mm x W1000mm x D1000mm.
Medium: H450mm x W1000mm x D1000mm.
Large: H300mm x W1200mm x D1200mm.
Extra Large: H450mm x W1200mm x D1200mm.

419 50651 - Small £249.00(V)
419 50652 - Medium £269.00(V)
419 50653 - Large £339.00(V)
419 50654 - Extra Large £389.00(V)

easier access to the bubble tube. 
Hole size: 150mm Dia.  Plinth sizes:
Small: H300mm x W1000mm x D1000mm.

bubble tube plinths
Products to be used under the supervision of a professional/responsible adult at all times

BUBBLE TUBE PLINTH*

£249.00(V)
£272.00(V)

 Cushioned Softplay plinths which 
encourage clients to get closer
to their bubble tubes. Up to three
tubes can be accommodated,
and we are happy to
tailor-make plinths to your specifi c sizes. 
 Hole size: 150mm Dia.  Plinth sizes:
Small: H300mm x W900mm x D900mm. 
Medium: H300mm x W1000mm x D1000mm. 
Large: H300mm x W1200mm x D1200mm.

419 50602 - Small 
419 50603 - Medium 
419 50604 - Large £335.00(V)
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bubble tube mirrors
calming, interactive & colourful

ACRYLIC MIRRORS 
 Ideal for creating the illusion of space and enhancing your bubble 
tube effect, Acrylic Mirrors can be used in a corner to create 
the impression of multiple bubble tubes. The Plywood Backed 
Acrylic Mirrors come supplied with fi xing plates - a fi tting service is 
available, please call for details.

ACRYLIC MIRRORS 
419 50501 - 1200mm x 600mm £60.95
419 50503 - 1200mm x 900mm £85.00
419 50505 - 1200mm x 1000mm £96.95
419 50507 - 1200mm x 1200mm £106.95

PLYWOOD BACKED ACRYLIC MIRRORS 
419 50501P - 1200mm x 600mm £91.95
419 50503P - 1200mm x 900mm £135.95
419 50505P - 1200mm x 1000mm £145.95
419 50507P - 1200mm x 1200mm £169.95
419 50508P - 2400mm x 1200mm £295.00

BUBBLE TUBE ACCESSORIES
 We recommends a Wall Fixing Bracket to be fitted to your bubble 
tube for greater safety.

The regular use of BCB Liquid helps minimise the build-up of 
bacteria and algae in the water. The chemical will also maximise the 
water quality and clarity in your bubble tube.

An industrial quality Bubble Tube Pump enables users to empty 
their bubble tube with ease. Comes complete with 4m tubing. 

Bubble Tube Caps occasionally get broken or go missing, so two 
standard replacement sizes are available: 90mm Dia. or 150mm 
Dia.

419 50112 - Wall Fixing Bracket £39.95
419 50692 - BCB Liquid £26.95
419 50114 - Bubble Tube Pump £50.50
419 50117 - Bubble Tube Cap 90mm Dia.  £6.00
419 50118 - Bubble Tube Cap 150mm Dia.  £9.00419 50118 - Bubble Tube Cap 150mm Dia.  £9.00

  COLOURFUL
BUBBLE
TUBE FISH 
 A set of 12 colourful fi sh
that rise to the top of your Bubble Tube in the
stream of bubbles and then gently fl oat back to the bottom to start 
their journey again. Visually captivating and ideal for tracking. 

419 50908 - Set of 12 £19.95

 A set of 12 colourful fi sh
that rise to the top of your Bubble Tube in the
stream of bubbles and then gently fl oat back to the bottom to start 

ACRYLIC MIRRORS 
 Ideal for creating the illusion of space and enhancing your bubble 
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colour column
calming, interactive & colourful
Products to be used under the supervision of a professional/responsible adult at all times

COLOUR COLUMN
SENSORY CENTRE
Ideal for any sensory room or darkened 
environment where water can’t be used, 
the Colour Column Sensory Centre 
incorporates three sensory items of 
equipment which are activated by 
pressing their own colourful switches or 
with a favourite switch via one of the three 
colour coded 3.5mm jack sockets. The 
curvy acrylic mirrors enhance the effects:
• 1 x Colour Column - H620mm
• 1 x 800mm 100 Strand

 Fibre Optic Sideglow
• 1 x UV Lightbox - W440mm x D125mm
• 1 x Set of UV Linelite Tubing
• 1 x Set of UV Coloured Shapes
Size: H770mm x W1000mm x D380mm.

419 34130 £1,325.00(V)

COLOUR
COLUMN
A bubble tube
with no bubbles!
Designed specifi cally for areas where 
water is not an option, the Colour 
Column features a frosted acrylic tube 
which changes colour and light pattern 
at the touch of a button. Select from a 
choice of solid colours to light up any 
darkened room, or switch to one of the 
eight programmed moving colour modes, 
creating an ever-changing rainbow of 
vertical and horizontal fl ashes. Very 
calming and relaxing the Colour Column 
is also ideal for eye-tracking exercises. 
A vibration option is also available. 
Comes complete with an 8-Way Wireless 
Rechargeable Switch.
Size: H770mm x W1000mm x D380mm.

419 50302 £1,095.00(V)
419 50303 - Vibration £1,275.00(V)

COLOUR COLUMN with no bubbles!
Designed specifi cally for areas where 
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sensory centres
calming, interactive & colourful

SENSORY CENTRE
Ideal for any sensory room or darkened environment, the Sensory 
Centre incorporates three sensory items of equipment which are 
activated by pressing their own colourful switches or with a favourite 
switch via one of the three colour coded 3.5mm jack sockets. The 
black carpet platform is tactile and warm to the touch and curvy 
acrylic mirrors enhance the effects:
• 1 x Bubble Tube - H620mm
• 1 x 800mm 100 Strand Fibre Optic Sideglow
• 1 x UV Lightbox - W440mm x D125mm
• 1 x Set of UV Linelite Tubing
• 1 x Set of UV Coloured Shapes
Size: H770mm x W1000mm x D380mm.

419 34133 £1,269.95(V)

UV SENSORY CENTRE
Ideal for any sensory room or darkened environment, the UV Sensory 
Centre incorporates three sensory items of equipment which are 
activated by pressing their own colourful switches or with a favourite 
switch via one of the three colour coded 3.5mm jack sockets. The 
curvy acrylic mirrors enhance the effects:
• 1 x Bubble Tube - H620mm
• 1 x 800mm 100 Strand UV Sparklefl ex
• 1 x UV Lightbox - W440mm x D125mm
• 1 x Set of UV Linelite Tubing
• 1 x Set of UV Coloured Shapes
Size: H770mm x W1000mm x D380mm.

419 34135 £1,269.95(V)

UV SENSORY CENTRE
Ideal for any sensory room or darkened environment, the UV Sensory 

SENSORY CENTRE
Ideal for any sensory room or darkened environment, the Sensory 
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fi bre optics & lightsource
create a dazzling world of shimmering colour
Products to be used under the supervision of a professional/responsible adult at all times

An important element within any multi-sensory environment, 
fi bre optics provide a unique opportunity to get light close to 
an individual. They provide a stimulating and safe experience 
without any heat or electricity being transmitted through the 
fi bre itself. Fibre optics offer relaxing and calming benefi ts 
as well as bright, colourful and stunning effects to aid the 
understanding of cause and effect.

The Fibre Optics range includes different options to suit every 
space available, however small. The range features fi bre optic 
sideglows, curtains, carpets, dens, infi nity panels and 
lightsources as well as many other options that are ideal for 
any sensory environment.

FIBRE OPTIC UV SPARKLEFLEX
& LIGHTSOURCE
A spray of acrylic fi bres which constantly change colour along 
their full length while also glowing furiously under a UV light. The 
changing colours encourage focus of attention and provide visual 
stimulation which is particularly useful for the partially sighted. 
Comes complete with Lightsource. Operates on 240v transformed 
to 12v.

419 60600 - 100 Strand x 1m Lightsource £310.00(V)
419 60601 - 100 Strand x 2m Lightsource £360.00(V)
419 60602 - 100 Strand x 3m Lightsource £445.00(V)

FIBRE OPTIC SIDEGLOW & LIGHTSOURCE
A spray of acrylic fi bres which constantly change colour along their 
full length. The changing colours encourage focus of attention 
and provide visual stimulation which is particularly useful for the 
partially sighted. Safe to handle. Comes complete with Lightsource. 
Operates on 240v transformed to 12v.

419 30104 - 100 Strand x 1m Lightsource £290.00(V)
419 30101 - 150 Strand x 1m Lightsource £320.00(V)
419 30102 - 150 Strand x 2m Lightsource £370.00(V)
419 30103 - 150 Strand x 3m Lightsource £420.00(V)
419 30105 - 200 Strand x 3m Lightsource £465.00(V)

FIBRE OPTIC SIDEGLOW & LIGHTSOURCE FIBRE OPTIC UV SPARKLEFLEX
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COLOUR 
CHANGING 
LIGHTSOURCE
Using the latest in LED 
technology the Lightsource 
provides a shimmering, 
twinkle of vibrant light along 
the length of your Fibre Optic 
Sideglow, producing a wide 
range of rich colours across 
the spectrum. A twinkle effect enhances visual stimulation. Operates on 
240v transformed to 12v. Size: H115mm x W265mm x D130mm.

419 30160 £235.00(V)

NEW - INTERACTIVE
COLOUR CHANGING
LIGHTSOURCE
& 8-WAY SWITCH

Using the latest in LED
technology the Lightsource
provides a shimmering,
twinkle of vibrant light
along the length of your
Fibre Optic Sideglow,
producing a wide range of rich
colours across the spectrum. The
Lightsource starts in automatic colour sequencing
mode. Using the latest in wire-free technology, the included
8-Way Switch enables users to choose from six bright vivid colours.
Ideal for basic cause and effect, colour recognition and developing
communication skills.Note: Fibre Optic Sideglow not included.

419 30162 £495.00(V)

JUMBO FIBRE
OPTIC SIDEGLOW
The Jumbo Fibre Optic Sideglow
has chunky strands which make them
easy to grip and allow them to withstand rough handling. The 
constant colour changes provide visual stimulation which is 
particularly useful for the partially sighted. Safe to handle, the 
Sideglow requires a Lightsource to operate. Strand size: 8mm Dia.

419 31126 - 15 Strand x 2m Sideglow £259.95(V)

UV JUMBO FIBRE OPTIC SIDEGLOW
A Jumbo Fibre Optic Sideglow which glows furiously under a 
UV light, providing added visual stimulation. Safe to handle, the 
Sideglow requires a Lightsource to operate.

419 31125 - 15 Strand x 2m Sideglow £285.95(V)

BAMBOO FIBRE
OPTIC SIDEGLOW
Combining both visual and tactile
stimulation, the Bamboo Fibre Optic Sideglow features a spray of 
bamboo-shaped acrylic fi bres which constantly change colour along 
their full length. Safe to handle, the Sideglow requires a Lightsource 
to operate.

419 31119 - 20 Strand x 1m Sideglow £269.00(V)
419 31120 - 15 Strand x 2m Sideglow £295.00(V)

the spectrum. A twinkle effect enhances visual stimulation. Operates on 

Combining both visual and tactile
stimulation, the Bamboo Fibre Optic Sideglow features a spray of 

OPTIC SIDEGLOW
The Jumbo Fibre Optic Sideglow
has chunky strands which make them
easy to grip and allow them to withstand rough handling. The 

NEW - INTERACTIVE
COLOUR CHANGING

producing a wide range of rich
colours across the spectrum. The
Lightsource starts in automatic colour sequencing

Bamboo
Fibre Optic Sideglow

7mm Dia.

Jumbo
Fibre Optic Sideglow

6mm Dia.

Standard
Fibre Optic Sideglow

3mm Dia.
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hanging fibre optics
create a dazzling world of shimmering colour
Products to be used under the supervision of a professional/responsible adult at all times

FIBRE OPTIC
SHOWER FRAME
& LIGHTSOURCE
Forms a stunning shower effect to stand or sit 
in. Supplied with Shower Frame, 200 Strand 
x 3m Sideglow and Lightsource. Operates on 
240v transformed to 12v.
Size: W500mm x D500mm.

419 30151 £689.00(V) 
419 30152 - Frame only £155.00(V)

SWING ARM FIBRE OPTIC 
SIDEGLOW & LIGHTSOURCE
An easy to install Swing Arm which rotates 
through 180º, enabling the fibre optics to be 
moved closer to a user and then safely out 
of the way when not in use. Supplied with 
Swing Arm, 150 Strand x 3m Sideglow and 
Lightsource. Operates on 240v transformed to 
12v. Overhang: 1220mm.

419 30133 £745.00(V)

FIBRE OPTIC CURTAIN KIT
& LIGHTSOURCE
Forms a stunning 1m wide shimmering 
curtain. Supplied with Curtain Kit, 150 strand 
x 3m Sideglow and Lightsource.Operates on 
240v transformed to 12v.

419 30131 £495.00(V) 

FIBRE OPTIC STAR CURTAIN
& LIGHTSOURCE
An exciting resource which enhances 
any darkened room. Fibre optics inserted 
into the surface of the curtain emit dots of 
shimmering colour that constantly change. 
The bespoke Star Curtain comes in a 2m 
width with a drop range between 2m and 3m 
(please specify the exact drop you require 
when ordering). Complete with Star Curtain, 
Curtain Track and Lightsource. Operates on 
240v transformed to 12v. 

419 30107 £495.00(V)
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fi bre optic softplay
create a dazzling world of shimmering colour

* Please see colour options on page 200

FIBRE OPTIC
LIGHTSOURCE
SEAT*
& LIGHTSOURCE
A Softplay Seat placed over a Lightsource with fi bre optics threaded 
through a ready-made hole. Supplied with Softplay Seat, 150 Strand x 
2m Sideglow and Lightsource.
Seat size: W400mm x L500mm.

419 70245 £665.00(V) 
419 70244 - Seat only £145.00(V)

FIBRE OPTIC SOFTY* & LIGHTSOURCE
A Softplay Softy cushion fi lled with polybeads which mould to your body 
providing a safe and secure, fi rm position. The 3m Fibre Optic Sideglow 
can be spread over the Softy and user, creating a visual and stimulating 
experience. Supplied with Softplay Softy, 150 Strand x 3m Sideglow 
and Lightsource. Operates on 240v transformed to 12v.
Softy size: W1600mm x D1200mm.

419 30111 £735.00(V)

FIBRE OPTIC FOUNTAIN*
Sparkling dramatic colour in the form of a fi bre optic spray, housed 
in a clear column which slowly changes colour. The Fibre Optic 
Fountain offers an incredible visual and tactile experience. Supplied 
with Softplay base, column, Sideglow and Lightsource.
Size: H1050mm x W760mm x D760mm.

419 31103 £795.00(V)

FIBRE OPTIC SOFTY* & LIGHTSOURCE

A Softplay Seat placed over a Lightsource with fi bre optics threaded 
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fi bre optic carpets
create a dazzling world of shimmering colour
Products to be used under the supervision of a professional/responsible adult at all times

FIBRE OPTIC WALL CARPET
A black carpet with colour changing fi bre optics woven into the
pile which create a stunning shimmering effect. The carpet can
be wall-mounted vertically or horizontally, making it accessible 
for visual and tactile exploration. Supplied with Wall Carpet, 
Lightsource and fi xing brackets. Size: H1000mm x L2000mm. 

419 30181 £535.00(V)419 30181 £535.00(V)

FIBRE OPTIC CARPET
& STAR CARPET
A black carpet with sparkling fi bre optics 
woven into the pile which creates a 
stunning shimmering effect. Ideal for 
visual and tactile experiences, the carpet 
can be laid over an existing fl oor covering. 
Supplied with Lightsource. Operates on 
240v transformed to 12v. Carpet size: 
L2000mm x W1000mm.
Star Carpet size: 1000mm Dia.

419 30171 - Carpet £525.00(V)
419 30172 - Star Carpet £525.00(V)
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FIBRE OPTIC INFINITY PANEL
The Fibre Optic Infi nity Panel creates a stunning visual effect that 
stretches on to what seems like infi nity. Watch the panel illuminate 
and change colour. The switch operates in latched timed mode - 
touch once to turn on and again to turn off. The panel will turn off 
automatically if left for 60 seconds. Can be wall mounted. Operates 
on 240v. Size: H580mm x W520mm x D90mm.

419 40107 £899.00(V)

FIBRE OPTIC INFINITY PANEL
The Fibre Optic Infi nity Panel creates a stunning visual effect that 
stretches on to what seems like infi nity. Watch the panel illuminate 
and change colour. The switch operates in latched timed mode - 
touch once to turn on and again to turn off. The panel will turn off 
automatically if left for 60 seconds. Can be wall mounted. Operates 
on 240v. Size: H580mm x W520mm x D90mm.

419 40107 £899.00(V)

FIBRE OPTIC INFINITY PANELFIBRE OPTIC INFINITY PANEL

INTERACTIVE
FIBRE OPTIC CARPET
A black wall carpet with fi bre optic strands 
and wooden frame. The Interactive 
Fibre Optic Carpet has four coloured 
switches which, when pressed, will turn 
the fi bre optics red, yellow, green or 
blue. The switches are sensitive and 
the slightest touch will cause a colour 
change. Supplied with Interactive Carpet, 
Lightsource and wall fi xing brackets.
Size: W1200mm.

419 30183 £1,545.00(V)

INTERACTIVE
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fi bre optics
create a dazzling world of shimmering colour
Products to be used under the supervision of a professional/responsible adult at all times

SOFTPLAY
FIBRE OPTIC TUNNEL*
An exciting piece of equipment which 
incorporates a fi bre optic carpet. Climb 
through the tunnel to experience a colourful, 
twinkling world of light. Lay on the tunnel 
fl oor and reach out to touch the sparkling 
fi bres. Please state colour when ordering.
Size: H760mm x W910mm x D1200mm.

419 50810 £1,025.00(V)
419 50809 - Interactive £1,185.00(V)

HAND-HELD FIBRE OPTICS
A colourful spray of fi bre optics illuminated 
by a bright robust hand-held torch 
attachment. Twisting the grip control 
activates a range of colour settings - 
white, red, green and blue - enabling any 
child to safely handle, control and explore 
the fi bre optics without the addition of a 
separate Lightsource. Operates on 3 x 
AAA batteries (included). Complete with 
1m x 100 Strand Fibre Optic Sideglow.
Torch size: L200mm x 50mm Dia.

419 30153 £249.00(V)

SOFTPLAY

MINI FIBRE OPTIC DEN*
& LIGHTSOURCE
A small Softplay den lined with fi bre 
optic carpet. Lie on the fl oor mat and put 
your head inside the den to discover a 
colourful, twinkling world of light. Reach 
out and touch the fi bre optics which 
arc over you. A back mirror enhances 
the experience. Operates on 240v 
transformed to 12v. Please state colour 
when ordering.
Den size:
H620mm x W600mm x D690mm.
Mat size:
L1220mm x W600mm x D60mm.

419 50812 £695.00(V)
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FIBRE OPTIC RAINCLOUD (above & left)
A cloud-shaped ceiling panel with a sparkling shower of colour-changing 
fibre optic strands. The rainfall sparkles with an ever-changing spectrum 
of coloured lights along the whole length of the strands, brilliantly 
creating the appearance of a rainbow-lit downpour within any darkened 
area or sensory room. Available with automatic or 8-way wireless 
switch-operated colour changes, the mirror-faced cloud is fitted with a 
2m Fibre Optic Sideglow and Lightsource.
Available in two sizes:
Medium: H630mm x W760mm (2m x 100 Strand Fibre Optic Sideglow)
Large: H860mm x W1155mm (2m x 150 Strand Fibre Optic Sideglow)

419 30136 - Colour Changing: Medium £595.00(V)
419 30137 - Colour Changing: Large £645.00(V)
419 30138 - Interactive: Medium £745.00(V)
419 30139 - Interactive: Large £795.00(V)

FIBRE OPTIC STAR (above)
A mirrored star-shaped ceiling panel inset with a hundred twinkling 
LED lights which glow in an ever-changing spectrum of brilliant 
colour. The Fibre Optic Star creates calming mood lighting 
reminiscent of a star-filled night sky and makes an atmospheric 
addition to any darkened area or sensory room. Available with either 
automatic or 8-way wireless switch-operated colour changes, the 
star includes 100 fibres with highly-polished ends and is powered by 
a Lightsource. Available in two sizes:
Medium: H780mm x W820mm (100 fibres)
Large: H1105mm x W1160mm (100 fibres)

419 30145 - Colour Changing: Medium £565.00(V)
419 30146 - Colour Changing: Large £615.00(V)
419 30147 - Interactive: Medium £715.00(V)
419 30148 - Interactive: Large £765.00(V)
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star buy projector packages
create an environment of ever-changing movement, colour & shape
Products to be used under the supervision of a professional/responsible adult at all times

 STAR BUY PROJECTOR 
PACKAGE A
 Contents:
• 1 x Mirage Projector
• 1 x 6” Effect Wheel Rotator
• 3 x 6” Effect Wheels (choose any
combination of three wheels from the
6” Effect Wheels on page 32).

419 60415 £445.00(V)       

STAR BUY PROJECTOR 
PACKAGE B 
 Contents:
• 1 x Mirage Projector
• 1 x 6” Effect Wheel Rotator
• 2 x 6” Effect Blank Wheels
• 1 x Box of OHP Sheets
• 1 x Pack of 8 Pens
• 1 x 6” Effect Wheel Stencil Book
• 3 x 6” Effect Wheels (choose any
combination of three wheels from the
6” Effect Wheels on page 32) .

419 60416 £550.00(V)

 STAR BUY PROJECTOR 
PACKAGE A
 Contents:
• 1 x Mirage Projector
• 1 x 6” Effect Wheel Rotator
• 3 x 6” Effect Wheels (choose any 
combination of three wheels from the 
6” Effect Wheels on page 32). 

419 60415 £445.00(V)

STAR BUY PROJECTOR 

• 1 x 6” Effect Wheel Stencil Book 
• 3 x 6” Effect Wheels (choose any 
combination of three wheels from the 

419 60416 £550.00(V)

NEW - STAR BUY 
PROJECTOR PACKAGE C
Contents include: 
• 1 x Mirage Projector
• 1 x 6” Effect Wheel Rotator
• 1 x Mirage Tent
• 3 x 6” Effect Wheels (choose any
combination of three wheels from the 6”
Effect Wheels on page 32).

419 60417 £465.00(V)

NEW - STAR BUY 
PROJECTOR PACKAGE C
Contents include: 
• 1 x Mirage Projector
• 1 x 6” Effect Wheel Rotator
• 1 x Mirage 
• 3 x 6” Effect Wheels (choose any 
combination of three wheels from the 6” 
Effect Wheels on page 32). 

419 60417 £465.00(V)
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projectors
create an environment of ever-changing movement, colour & shape

MIRAGE LED PROJECTOR 
The Mirage LED Projector is ideal for any interactive multi-sensory 
environment, small sensory area, home use, in a child’s bedroom, 
or on a table top. Compatible with SpaceKraft’s full range of effect 
wheels and projection accessories, this projector is bright, quiet 
and cool running. Operates on 240v transformed to 24v. Requires a 
wheel rotator and effect wheel for operation. 

419 60410 £335.00(V)

PROJECTOR 6” EFFECT BLANK WHEEL
& STENCIL BOOK (below)
 A clear wheel which allows you to design your own Projector 6” Effect 
Wheels using OHP Sheets and Pens. The 6” Effect Wheel Stencil Book 
has 15 black-lined scene drawings. Lay the clear OHP fi lm over the 
drawings, trace out and colour. Alternatively, photocopy onto OHP fi lm 
and colour. 

419 90081 - Projector 6” Effect Blank Wheel £12.95
419 90082 - Projector 6” Box of OHP Sheets £24.95
419 90083 - Projector 6” Pack of 8 Pens £12.95
419 60408 - Projector 6” Effect Wheel Stencil Book £14.95

PROJECTOR
PANORAMIC
ROTATOR (above right)
The Projector Panoramic Rotator projects an image forwards and 
around the room at the same time. Attaches to the focusing lens of 
any projector and connects to the projector jack plug.

419 90041 £95.00

PROJECTOR DEFLECTOR
MIRROR (below left)
The Projector Defl ector Mirror angles any projected image onto the 
fl oor or ceiling without having to tilt your projector. Attaches easily to 
the focusing lens of any projector.

419 90021 £59.95

  PROJECTOR 6”
EFFECT WHEEL ROTATOR
 Projector 6” Effect Wheel Rotators are required to rotate the 6” 
Effect Wheels in the Mirage Projector. Available in a choice of two 
speeds - please note: the majority of Effect Wheels produce their 
best results at 1/2 rpm.

419 90151 - 1/2 rpm £42.95
419 90153 - 5 rpm £46.00

MIRAGE LED PROJECTOR 

419 90021   £59.95419 90021   £59.95

The Projector Panoramic Rotator projects an image forwards and 

PROJECTOR

  PROJECTOR 6”
EFFECT WHEEL ROTATOR
 Projector 6” Effect Wheel Rotators are required to rotate the 6” 
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Products to be used under the supervision of a professional/responsible adult at all times

projector effects wheels
create an environment of ever-changing movement, colour & shape

6” EFFECT 
WHEELS 
A range of 6” wheels projecting colourful 
scenarios developed specifi cally to 
meet the requirements of education and 
sensory environments.

A Projector 6” Effect Wheel Rotator is 
required to operate these wheels. 

Please state wheel name and code
when ordering.

419 90121 - Single £29.95(V)
419 90120 - Set of 5 £127.95(V)

TRANSPORT
419 SK9001

CLOWN EXPRESSIONS
419 SK9002

FISHES
419 SK9003

SHAPES
419 SK9004

ALPHABET LETTERS
419 SK9005

NUMBERS (1-9)
419 SK9006

SPACE
419 SK9007

JUNGLE ANIMALS
419 SK9008

ALPHABET PICTURES
419 SK9010

RAINBOW
419 SK9009

SEASIDE
419 SK9011

FARMYARD ANIMALS
419 SK9012

FRUIT
419 SK9014

VEGETABLES
419 SK9015

PLANETS
419 SK9013

BALLOONS
419 SK9016

FIREWORKS
419 SK9017

BIRTHDAY
419 SK9018

DEEP SEA
419 SK9019

SPORTS EQUIPMENT
419 SK9020

JUNGLE ANIMALS
419 SK9008
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1936 to 1945
419 90128

MEADOWS
419 90124

AFRICA
419 90127

DAY & NIGHT
419 90125

VINTAGE PRODUCTS
419 90129

WOODLAND
419 90122

CORAL REEF
419 90126

PLANETS
419 90123

MAXI 9” WHEEL ROTATOR
A Maxi 9”Wheel Rotator is required to 
rotate the Maxi 9” Effect Wheels in the 
Mirage Projector. 6rpm.

419 90152 £89.00

MAXI 9” EFFECT WHEELS
A range of 9” wheels containing double the graphic content of 
traditional effect wheels. These large format effect wheels have 
been developed specifi cally to meet the requirements of education 
and sensory environments. A Maxi 9” Wheel Rotator is required to 
operate these wheels. Please state wheel name and code when 
ordering.

Single £64.95
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Products to be used under the supervision of a professional/responsible adult at all times

projectors
create an environment of ever-changing movement, colour & shape

PROJECTOR 6”
EFFECT WHEEL S
A range of 6” Effect Wheels projecting 
colourful scenarios developed specifi cally 
to meet the requirements of education and 
sensory environments. Calming and relaxing. 
A Projector 6” Effect Wheel Rotator is required 
to operate these wheels. Please state wheel 
name and code when ordering.

419 90121 - Single £34.50(V)

PROJECTOR 6”
LIQUID WHEELS
 Create ever-changing, warm abstract colours 
in your multi-sensory room with these calming 
and relaxing wheels. Available in:
A - multi-coloured
B - blue/purple,
C - orange/yellow
D - blue/green
E - red/pink.
A Projector 6” Effect Wheel Rotator is required 
to operate these wheels. Please state wheel 
name and reference letter when ordering.

419 90061 - Single £50.00

BUBBLES
419 FG8100

CLOUD
419 FG7004

ORGANIC
419 FG7083

SNOW
419 FG8109

GALAXY
419 FG8108

WEATHER
419 FG7025

SHAPELAND
419 FG7030

PAPILLON
419 FG8102

PROJECTOR 6” 
DISTORTION WHEELS
A set of three Projector 6” Distortion 
Wheels designed to create subtle abstract 
images which pass in a gentle and 
relaxing movement. A Projector 6” Effect 
Wheel Rotator is required to operate 
these wheels.

419 90062 - Set of 3 £41.50

PROJECTOR 6” 

PROJECTOR HOOPS 
 Two pop-up Projector Hoops which are 
lightweight and easy-to-handle, complete 
with hanging loops. Supplied in two blue 
storage bags.  Size: 1100mm Dia. 

419 88224 - Set of 2 £34.95(V)

A

B

C

D

E

PROJECTION BROLLY
The Projection Brolly opens to make 
an instant projection screen. Extremely 
versatile and easy to position in awkward 
spaces or when space is limited.
Size: 1300mm Dia. 

419 88229 £29.95(V)
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PROJECTOR TENT 
 A large white net which is perfect for back 
projection and bringing projected images 
closer to clients. An ideal accessory to fi t over 
a Waterbed.  Comes complete with hanging 
hoop for overhead fi xing.
Size: H2500mm x 650mm Dia.

419 88221 £25.95

SPACE PROJECTOR
 A powerful visual effect for tracking and colour 
work, the Space Projector rotates coloured 
oils to produce ever-changing moving patterns 
of vibrant light. The image can be directed 
onto ceilings or walls. Available in two colour 
combinations. Operates on 240v. 

419 26161 - Yellow/Blue £105.00
419 26162 - Red/Blue £105.00
419 35113 - Spare Lamp £5.65

SPACE
PROJECTOR
PICTURE WHEELS
Three picture effect wheels to use with 
your Space Projector. Creates a rotating 
image of up to 1.5m in diameter on walls 
or ceilings.

419 26166 - Counting
Sheep £20.00

419 26167 - Vehicles £20.00
419 26168 - Sky £20.00 

SPACE
PROJECTOR

 GALAXY STAR PROJECTOR
 Bring the universe inside with this 
amazing projector! Transform the largest 
or smallest room into your own animated 
galaxy with thousands of stars and 
shooting stars - with or without cloud 
formations. The Galaxy Star Projector 
creates a fantastic light show effect - just 
plug in and turn on. Fully adjustable with 
two built-in precision glass lenses. AC 
adapter included. 
 Size: H270mm x W250mm x D220mm.

419 26160 £160.00
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interactive panels
helping to understand cause and effect
Products to be used under the supervision of a professional/responsible adult at all times

INTERACTIVE
INFINITY TUNNEL
The Interactive Infinity Tunnel offers users 
total control over a never-ending tunnel of 
ever-changing coloured LED lights, using 
switches to effect lighting changes in the 
tunnel. For use by up to four pupils, each 
with their own switch, the Interactive Infinity 
Tunnel encourages awareness and develops 
communication skills.

Operates 15 different programmes:
• Automatic Sequence with Speed Control
• Manual Sequence: press any switch
• Four-Colour Build-Up: press any switch.
• Momentary Single Colour: individual

colours come on only when the switch is on
• Latched Single Colour: individual colours

come on when the switch is pressed and
stay on until the switch is pressed again

• Latched Build-Up: allows build-up of colours
each time a switch is pressed, lights stay on
until the switch is pressed again

• Momentary Build-Up: allows build-up
of colours each time a switch is pressed
and held on

• Automatic Sequence with Speed Control:
two colours at one time

• Manual Sequence Forward and Reverse:
press any switch

• Momentary Full Colour: all colours come
on only when the switch is on

• Two-Switch Reward: press any two
switches together to light up

• 2 LED Manual Sequence: press any switch
• 3 LED Manual Sequence: press any switch
• 3 LED Automatic Sequence

with Speed Control
• Automatic Sequence: colour cycle

with speed control

Includes 4 Slimline Switches and operates on 
240v.  Size: H775mm x W670mm x D90mm .

419 40100 £955.00(V)36 Call uson: 01274 965089



Ripple Effect

MUSICAL TOUCH WALL
With different programmes to explore, the 
Musical Touch Wall is a fabulous magical wall 
panel which lights up with an ever-changing 
spectrum of coloured LED light. Brush your 
hand over the Musical Touch Wall to receive 
a rainbow wash of colour and an auditory 
reward. Ideal for tracking, encouraging 
communication and colour recognition.   

Operates the following programmes: 
• Trails: paint with light, wherever you

move your hand the light follows
• Crosses: touch the screen to

create a cross (x)
• Plus: touch the screen to create

a plus sign (+)
• Radar: touch the screen to create a

radar-like swirl effect
• Squares: touch the screen to

create squares.
• Circles: touch the screen to create circles
• Numbers: touch the screen to count

up to 9 - each touch of the screen increases
by 1 (you will see each number as well as
hear the number spoken)

• Snake: touch the end of the moving
snake to gain a reward

• Shapes: touch the screen to create shapes
• Ripple: touch the screen to create a

wave of coloured ripples

Size: H775mm x W670mm x D90mm.

419 14282 £2,250.00(V)

Numbers Effect Rainbow Effect Shapes Effect Plus Effect

Crosses Effect
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interactive panels
helping to understand cause and effect
Products to be used under the supervision of a professional/responsible adult at all times

FANLITE
The Fanlite is a spectacular resource which encourages 
vocalization, communication and helps develop basic cause and 
effect skills. This arched panel uses the latest in sound-activated 
LED technology to illuminate up to 12 segments of brightly coloured 
light moving from left to right as well as up and down. Whistle, 
shout, sing out loud, clap your hands or stamp your feet - any 
type of noise will bring the Fanlite to life, rewarding the user with a 
colourful light display. Alternatively, just fill the room with music and 
the Fanlite responds accordingly depending on which programme is 
selected: 

• Automatic sequence with no microphone input
• Colours building inwards from top and bottom
• Colours building upwards from the middle
• Colours building from left to right
• Random dots activated by sound

And many more!

In addition, this stunning and visually arresting resource includes 
the following innovative features: 

• High brightness LEDs display a truly vibrant range of colours
• Speed, fade and sensitivity settings help to fine tune the

programmes for the needs and preferences of all users
• An extremely sensitive on-board microphone - even the

smallest noise is enough to activate the lights
• Includes a plug-in external microphone which is ideal

for wheelchair users and those with limited mobility
• The low profile unit has a depth of only 90mm which

makes it ideal for slotting directly into Softplay walls
• LED lights that last 30,000 hours means never having

to replace lamps

Complete with a microphone and operates on 240v transformed to 
a safe low voltage. Size: H680mm x W1050mm x D90mm.

419 40257 £850.00(V)
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STEPLITE
The Steplite is a fantastic piece of equipment that every Sensory 
Room should include. This large panel uses the latest in
sound-activated LED technology to illuminate up to 12 steps of 
brightly coloured light. With a simple clap of your hands or any form 
of vocalization the panel comes to life, rewarding the user with 
an impressive display of light. Alternatively, just fi ll the room with 
music and the Steplite will respond accordingly depending on which 
programme is selected: 

• Automatic sequence with no microphone response
• Rainbow display from bottom to top
• Random display microphone input
• Colours building inwards from top and bottom
• Colours building outwards from the middle
• Colours building from left to right

And many more!

In addition, this stunning and visually arresting resource includes 
the following innovative features: 

• High brightness LEDs display a truly vibrant range of colours
• Speed, fade and sensitivity settings help to fi ne tune the

programmes for the needs and preferences of every user
• An extremely sensitive on-board microphone - even the

smallest noise is enough to activate the lights
• Includes a plug-in external microphone which is ideal

for wheelchair users and those with limited mobility
• The low profi le unit has a depth of only 90mm which makes

it ideal for slotting directly into Softplay walls
• LED lights that last 30,000 hours means never having

to replace lamps

Comes complete with a microphone and operates on 240v 
transformed to a safe low voltage.
Size: H1210mm x W450mm x D90mm.

419 40250 £850.00(V)
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interactive panels
helping to understand cause & effect
Products to be used under the supervision of a professional/responsible adult at all times

 MUSICAL HOPSCOTCH PAD
 Each time a coloured square on this Softplay fl oor pad is pressed, a corresponding colour 
square illuminates on the wall panel and a musical note or tune is played. Teachers and 
carers can choose from a selection of 64 pre-loaded nursery rhymes and effect sounds that 
the children will enjoy. Add your own collection of musical sounds by loading them through the 
USB interface on your computer. Operates on 240v. 
 Floor Pad Size: H80mm x W1200mm x D600mm.
Wall Pad Size: H90mm x W1400mm x D610mm.

419 34136 £1,250.00(V) 
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 INTERACTIVE MOODLIGHT
 An interactive light that illuminates with four 
vibrant panels which can operate independently 
or together creating a stunning range of different 
colour combinations. With three modes of 
operation - automatic, sound responsive and 
switch controlled - the Interactive Moodlight is 
a strong, versatile visual tool creating many 
different moods in your multi-sensory room. 
Operates on 240v. 
Size: H775mm x W670mm x D90mm .

419 26177 £925.00(V)
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interactive panels
wall-mounted activities for multi-sensory environments
Products to be used under the supervision of a professional/responsible adult at all times

NEW - INTERACTIVE MINI UV 
LINE LITE PANEL 
A smaller interactive version of the UV Mirror 
Line Lite Panel featuring a mirrored wall panel 
with cascading strands of Line Lite tubing 
which glow intensely under UV light. Press the 
switch on the front panel or plug in a favourite 
switch to latch on the UV light source and 
watch the strands glow. The Interactive Mini 
UV Line Lite Panel is also compatible with the 
SpaceMaster Controller. Operates on 240v 
transformed to a safe low voltage.
Size: H775 mm x W670 mm x D90mm.

419 10409 £379.00(V)

NEW - BRIGHT SPARKS 
SOUND REACTIVE PANEL
An interactive wall panel featuring fi ve clear 
tubes fi lled with a continuous row of LED 
lights, backed by a mirror for greater visual 
impact. The sound sensitive light tubes 
illuminate from top to bottom in response to 
any noise, change colour and then fade slowly 
from bottom to top when the noise stops. 
Change the settings on the control panel to 
select multi-coloured or single colour display, 
or to alter the sound sensitivity of the inbuilt 
microphone. Also compatible for use with the 
SpaceMaster Controller, the Bright Sparks 
Sound Reactive Panel is ideal for cause 
and effect learning and vocal sound work. 
Designed to be fi xed to the wall and supplied 
complete with wall mounted brackets, the 
panel operates on 240v transformed to a safe 
low voltage.
Size: H775mm x W670mm x D90mm.

419 40115 £720.00(V)

NEW - INTERACTIVE FIBRE 
OPTIC TWINKLE PANEL
A colourful twinkling fi bre optic harness 
suspended behind a clear protective 
polycarbonate panel and backed by a 
mirror for greater visual impact. The fi bres 
automatically scroll through a gentle colour 
change cycle, instantly change to any 
selected colour when switch activated, and 
then revert to the automatic colour change 
if no switch control has been used for 10 
minutes. The panel includes four 1/4” jack 
sockets so that users can plug in four Slimline 
switches (included) or any favourite switch. 
Each socket is colour coded (red, yellow, 
green and blue) to activate the matching fi bre 
optic colour display: press the red switch to 
turn the fi bres red, and so on. The Interactive 
Fibre Optic Twinkle Panel is also compatible 
for use with the SpaceMaster Controller. 
Designed to be fi xed to the wall and supplied 
complete with wall mounted brackets, the 
panel operates on 240v transformed to a safe 
low voltage.
Size: H775mm x W670mm x D90mm.

419 40119 £780.00(V)

NEW - TALKBACK BOARD
A fantastic interactive board which records 
any six sounds using the inbuilt microphone 
and then enables each sound to be allocated 
to one of six illuminated switch pads on the 
circular surround. The user plays back the 
sounds by pressing the appropriate panel, 
as indicated by suitable images overlaid 
on clear fi lm over the switch pads. The six 
recorded sounds are saved to a memory bank 
and can be recalled at any time: eight banks 
enable a total of 48 different recorded sounds 
to be saved at any one time. The centrally-
mounted control panel includes a removable 
mirror cover that conceals the panel and 
restricts access to the recording buttons and 
microphone. The surround is manufactured 
from the same high quality components 
and nylon-reinforced vinyl as the rest of 
our Softplay items while the mirror cover is 
soft and unbreakable. The Talkback Board 
encourages understanding of cause and 
effect, choice making, social communication 
and interactive play. Designed to be fi xed to 
the wall and supplied with wall fi xing brackets, 
it operates on 240v transformed to a safe low 
voltage.
Size: 1000mm Dia. x D90mm.

 419 75269 £695.00(V)

NEW - INTERACTIVE MINI UV 

NEW - BRIGHT SPARKS 

NEW - INTERACTIVE FIBRE 
A fantastic interactive board which records 
any six sounds using the inbuilt microphone 
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panel lifters
raise or lower effects panels for fully inclusive access

* Please see we colour options on page 200

WALL PANEL ELEVATOR*
The Wall Panel Elevator raises and lowers 
effects panels to any convenient working 
height - whether short, tall or seated, users of 
all heights, ages and abilities can access the 
wall panels without stooping or being 
physically raised to a working height, making 
this a particularly useful device for 
wheelchair users. The elevator panel 
enables panels to be lowered to 300mm 
above fl oor level and raised to a maximum 
height of 1.6m, depending on the panel size. 
There are two elevator switches and one 
to lower the panel, all three operating an 
electrical motor with a built-in safety feature 
that ensures the panel stays fi xed in the last 
position should the motor fail. The Softplay 
surround ensures that there are no trap 
hazards. A choice of colours is available.

The Wall Panel Elevator is designed for use 
with wall panels only, including:

• Interactive Infi nity Tunnel
• Interactive Moodlight
• Interactive Touch Wall
• Fibre Optic Infi nity Panel

The elevator operates on mains supply 
transformed to low voltage and must be 
securely wall-mounted using appropriate 
fixings. Please note: supply and installation of 
this equipment must be carried out by trained 
engineers - please contact us for details.  
Size: H2100mm x W1000mm x D220mm.
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multi-sensory resources
essential additions to any multi-sensory environment
Products to be used under the supervision of a professional/responsible adult at all times

NEW - IBOY PLAYS
& DOOZY SWITCH COMBO
A fun standalone music player that illuminates 
and glows gently in the dark. Use the hand-
held remote control to alter volume and 
make iBoy change colour or cycle through an 
automatic sequence of colour changes. iBoy 
is a Bluetooth device that requires an external 
device to provide the music source. It has also 
been adapted for use with the Doo-zy Switch 
so that users can control the iBoy’s main 
functions wirelessly. A great way to introduce 
sound into a small sensory area or a Dark 
Den, and also perfect for bedrooms. Comes 
complete with a mains charger.

419 14128 £180.00

NEW -
IDANCE PLAYER
Fill your room with light and sound playing 
from your mobile devices. The iDance Player 
connects to phones or tablets via the supplied 
cable or Bluetooth to project colourful, 
spinning light patterns onto walls and ceilings 
for your very own dance party. Connect the 
supplied microphone as well and sing along 
with your favourite tracks. A great way to 
introduce sound into a small sensory area or 
a Dark Den, and also perfect for bedrooms. 
Operates on 240v mains supply.

419 14129 £55.00

NEW - GLOW CHAIR 
A stunning mood-enhancing seat that glows 
gently and automatically cycles through 
a spectrum of colour, creating a calming 
and relaxing atmosphere in any darkened 
environment. The Glow Chair is constructed 
from opaque polyethylene, fi tted with internal 
LEDs, fully rechargeable and suitable for 
outdoors use. It comes complete with charger 
and a remote control for selecting any colour. 
The chair is perfect to use with the Doo-zy 
Switch, offering the choice of changing the 
chair’s colour with a switch.
Size: H650mm x 700 Dia.

419 14130 £220.00
419 14131 - including £300.00

Doo-zy Switch

NEW - TRAFFIC 
LIGHTS
A full-sized set of 
facsimile traffi c lights that 
make the perfect way 
to bring an activity to a 
gradual and peaceful 
end. Cycling through 
the same sequence 
of colours as regular traffi c lights, the unit 
is particularly useful for those with autism 
spectrum disorder, and also for those who 
fi nd transitions diffi cult. The Traffi c Lights are 
designed to be controlled by the supporting 
adult in the activity, enabling the learner to 
end one activity and move on to another. 
Size: H770mm x W260mm x D195mm.

419 60165 £310.00(V)

IDANCE PLAYER
Fill your room with light and sound playing 

A full-sized set of A full-sized set of 
facsimile traffi c lights that facsimile traffi c lights that 
make the perfect way 
to bring an activity to a 
gradual and peaceful 

NEW - IBOY PLAYS

NEW - MARBLE CHASE
A large enclosed maze game with marbles 
to guide through the labyrinth, carefully tilting 
the frame by its handles. A great activity 
to promote hand/eye coordination, visual 
attention, concentration and controlled 
movement. The Marble Chase comes 
complete with a pack of 20 marbles so you 
can add as many marbles to the maze as 
necessary to suit the needs of the user. 
Size: L640mm.

419 23103 £90.00(V)

NEW - CONCAVE
CORNER MIRROR 
A fascinating acrylic mirror that refl ects 
strange distorted images of anybody who 
cares to engage with it. Ideal for any room 
corner, the Concave Corner Mirror also works 
well with bubble tubes and colour columns.
Size: H1800mm x W600mm x D600mm.

419 50556 £380.00(V)

NEW - MARBLE CHASE
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soundbeam
making sounds and music with movement

SOUNDBOX
The Soundbox resonator enables the user to 
feel the sound generated by Soundbeam™ as 
a pleasurable and relaxing physical vibration. 
Individuals with challenging behaviours can 
also be signifi cantly calmed, and numerous 
other syndromes and conditions will benefi t 
from Soundbox vibroacoustic therapy. 
Soundbox is easy to use and virtually 
indestructable. Please note: this piece of 
equipment requires the use of an amplifi er 
(sold separately).
Size: 180mmH x 1120mmW x 910mmD.

419 55501 - Soundbox £1,435.00
419 55501AMP - Amplifi er £450.00

• 1 x Soundbeam 6 Touch Screen Controller
• 1 x Soundbeam Sensor
• 1 x Soundbeam Sensor Stand
• 2 x Speakers

419 55401 £2,695.00

Soundbeam™ is an innovative contactless 
movement-into-sound device. Regardless 
of physical or cognitive ability, clients can 
experiment with sound by moving within the 
fi eld of an invisible keyboard in space. Even 
the blinking of an eye can produce cascades 
of notes, dramatic chords or sound effects 
making Soundbeam™ an ideal resource for 
solo work, group music-making and story-
based activities.

Soundbeam™ 6 incorporates 128 soundsets 
(combinations of music or theme-based 
sounds for up to four beams and eight 
switches) and internal synthesiser (256 
musical instruments/sounds). Simple controls 
allow the operating length of the beam 
(between 300mm and 6m) to be tailored to the 
mobility level of the individual user. Additional 
beam units can be added for more ambitious 
group work and performance projects.

Soundbeam™ 6 wireless switches are 
colourful, robust, sensitive, versatile, 
tactile and communicate wirelessly with 
Soundbeam™ 6 to an active range of 20m 
(line of sight).

For further information about Soundbeam™ 
or to arrange a demonstration of this amazing 
resource, simply contact our sales team on: 
01274 965089.

SOUNDBEAM™ 6 SOLO KIT
Includes:

SOUNDBEAM™ 6 GROUP KIT
Includes:
• 1 x Soundbeam 6 Touch Screen Controller
• 2 x Soundbeam Sensors
• 4 x Wireless Switches
• 2 x Soundbeam Sensor Stands
• 1 x Microphone
• 2 x Speakers

419 55402 £3,525.00

Soundbeam 6 Controller

Soundbeam 6 Sensor
and Stand

The Soundbeam 6 Sensor
emits a beam which acts like
an invisible keyboard when

disturbed by movement

Set of 4 Wireless Switches

The Soundbox vibrates
enabling the

user to feel as well as 
hear the music
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sensory room package
a simple self-contained multi-sensory solution - just plug in and go!
Products to be used under the supervision of a professional/responsible adult at all times

1.5m Bubble Tube

Interactive Moodlight

Sensory Room Package
in Softplay Red
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 SENSORY
ROOM PACKAGE* 
Turn any space into an interactive multi-sensory environment with the Interactive Sensory 
Package which features: LED Interactive Infi nity Tunnel, Interactive Moodlight, Fibre Optic 
Sideglow and 1.5m Bubble Tube & Mirror. The clever design also provides seating and storage 
for your additional sensory resources and can be manufactured in any one of our 14 colour 
options. Size: H1800mm x W2950mm x D775mm.

 LED INTERACTIVE INFINITY TUNNEL 
The LED Interactive Infinity Tunnel offers users total control over a never-ending tunnel of ever-
changing coloured LED lights, using switches to effect lighting changes in the tunnel. For use 
by up to four pupils, each with their own switch, the LED Interactive Infinity Tunnel encourages 
awareness and develops communication skills.
Operates 15 different programmes:
• Automatic Sequence with Speed Control
• Manual Sequence: press any switch
• Four-Colour Build-Up: press any switch
• Momentary Single Colour: individual colours come on only when the switch is on
• Latched Single Colour: individual colours come on when

the switch is pressed and stay on until the switch is pressed again
• Latched Build-Up: allows build-up of colours each time a switch is

pressed - lights stay on until the switch is pressed again
• Momentary Build-Up: allows build-up of colours each time a switch is pressed and held on
• Automatic Sequence with Speed Control: two colours at one time
• Manual Sequence Forward and Reverse: press any switch
• Momentary Full Colour: all colours come on only when the switch is on
• Two-Switch Reward: press any two switches together to light up
• 2 LED Manual Sequence: press any switch
• 3 LED Manual Sequence: press any switch
• 3 LED Automatic Sequence with Speed Control
• Automatic Colour Cycle Sequence with Speed Control
Includes 4 x Slimline Switches. Operates on 240v.

 INTERACTIVE MOODLIGHT 
 The Interactive Moodlight illuminates with four vibrant squares of light which can operate 
independently or together to create a stunning range of different colour combinations. With three 
modes of operation - Automatic, Sound Responsive and Switch Controlled - the Interactive 
Moodlight is a strong, versatile visual tool creating many different moods in your multi-sensory 
room. Operates on 240v. 

FIBRE OPTIC SIDEGLOW
The Fibre Optic Sideglow is a spray of acrylic fibres which constantly change colour, encouraging 
the focusing of attention - particularly useful for the partially-sighted as the fibres provide visual 
stimulation. Using the latest in LED technology, a built-in Lightsource provides a shimmering 
twinkle of vibrant light along the full length of the Fibre Optic Sideglow. Operates on 240v 
transformed to 12v. Safe to handle.

1.5M BUBBLE TUBE & MIRROR
The 1.5m Bubble Tube provides a gentle colour change through a column of effervescent water 
- touch the tube and feel the vibrations of the bubbles. Bubble Tubes are at the heart of any multi-
sensory environment, gaining attention and inspiring interaction through the constantly changing
colours and moving bubbles. Bubble Tubes have many benefi ts and can be used to aid visual
stimulation, develop cause and effect skills, understand colour sequencing and/or colour matching,
and encourage touch through vibration as well as many other themed activities. Operates on 240v
transformed to 12v.

419 57512 £4,995.00(V)

14 COLOUR OPTIONS TO CHOOSE FROM
The * symbol denotes that this product is available in 

a range of single colours or colour combinations.
Select from the options above and please remember 

to specify when ordering.
If you require any help or advice on colour options, 

please do not hesitate to call.

Purple Black

Baby
Pink

Light 
Blue

CeriseOcean 
Blue

Dark
Blue

Dark 
Green

Lime 
Green

Vanilla

YellowRedWhite Orange

 SENSORY
ROOM PACKAGE*

LED Interactive
Infi nity Tunnel

Fibre Optic Sideglow

Sensory Room Package
in Softplay Dark Green
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Products to be used under the supervision of a professional/responsible adult at all times

interactive lighting
helping to understand cause and effect

NEW - LINE DANCER
An LED spotlight that projects a colourful array of dots and beams. 
The Line Dancer’s range of display programmes are all sound-
activated but can also be controlled with the supplied 8-Way 
Wireless Rechargeable Switch - simply press any one of the 
switches to select a programme:
• Switch 1 - Enlarging squares
• Switch 2 - Gyrating crosses
• Switch 3 - Horizontal bars down
• Switch 4 - Vertical lines across
• Switch 5 - Colour chase: horizontal bars moving down
• Switch 6 - Colour chase: vertical bars moving across
• Switch 7 - Sound mode
• Switch 8 - Off
The 8-way switch can also be used in conjunction with any favourite
switch – simply plug into the 6.3mm jack socket on the rear. The
Lightbeam is mains powered and can be wall- or ceiling-mounted
with the supplied bracket.
Size: H237mm x W264mm x D253mm.

419 20825 £495.00

NEW - LINE DANCER
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QUADLIGHT
A self-contained sound-activated LED spotlight unit with four differently-
coloured projection beams. With no lamps to replace, the LEDs run at a 
cool temperature making the QuadLight ideal to use close up. The lights 
react to sound, changing and fl ashing brightly when a noise is made. A 
pair of controls adjust the sound sensitivity and speed. The QuadLight 
is mains powered and can be placed on a desktop as well as wall- or 
ceiling-mounted with the supplied bracket.
Size: H120mm x W400mm x D140mm.

419 26124 £65.00

LED PAR CAN
A Par Can lamp which uses the latest in LED technology to provide a 
deep vibrantly coloured spotlight. Fitted with red, green and blue LEDs, 
the Par Can can be set to blend between colours across the complete 
spectrum, or quickly adjusted to react to noise, such as a handclap. 
It can be fi xed to the ceiling with the supplied bracket or placed on a 
desktop with the bracket in the open position.
Size: H240mm x W200mm x D80mm.

419 20720 £65.00 SUPERBEAMS
A set of four small LED spotlights that pack a powerful punch: each 
Superbeam can be used as a narrow spotlight but also quickly 
transforms into a wide fl oodlight simply by removing the magnetic 
fi lter on the front. Incorporating the latest colour-changing LED 
technology, the Superbeam produces a pure coloured light with no 
stray colours. Ideal for intense close-up colour work in the smaller 
sensory room, a range of different colour effects can be controlled 
by the supplied 8-Way Wireless Rechargeable Switch – simply 
press any one of the switches for a different effect:
• Switch 1 - Red
• Switch 2 - Yellow
• Switch 3 - Green
• Switch 4 - Blue
• Switch 5 - Colour chase sequence: red, green, yellow, blue
• Switch 6 - Single colour sequencing
• Switch 7 - Chase speed control
• Switch 8 - Off
The 8-way switch can also be used in conjunction with any favourite 
switch – simply plug into the 6.3mm jack socket on the rear.
Each Superbeam is mains powered and can be wall- or ceiling-
mounted with the supplied bracket. The set comes complete with all 
interconnecting leads, but the fitting service is strongly 
recommended for these items.
Size: H130mm x W190mm x D240mm.

419 20805 £980.00

QUADLIGHT
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Products to be used under the supervision of a professional/responsible adult at all times

interactive lighting
helping to understand cause and effect

RAINBOW LIGHT
A dome-shaped light fi tted with lenses 
to provide narrow shafts of prismatic 
illumination – a mirror ball effect taken to the 
next level, but with no spotlights required. 
The range of colours, speed and rotation 
can be controlled by the supplied 8-Way 
Wireless Rechargeable Switch. Press any 
one of the switches for a different effect:
• Switch 1 - Red: slow rotation
• Switch 2 - Yellow: slow rotation
• Switch 3 - Green: slow rotation
• Switch 4 - Blue: slow rotation
• Switch 5 - All colours: slow rotation
• Switch 6 - All colours: no rotation
• Switch 7 - All colours: fast rotation
• Switch 8 - All off
The 8-way switch can also be used in
conjunction with any favourite switch –
simply plug into the 6.3mm jack socket
(your switch requires a large jack plug).
The Rainbow Light requires a mains power
supply and can be used on a desktop or
fi xed to the ceiling – a fi tting service is
available at extra cost if required.
Size: H255mm x W270mm x D270mm.
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MAGIC SCANNER
A high brightness light which can be 
focused to project a variety of stunning 
effects around any multi-sensory 
environment. The Magic Scanner’s highly 
sophisticated optical system ensures crisp, 
clear images and robot motor technology 
enables the effects to be projected to 
almost any position in the room.
• Pan left to right through 360°
• Pan up and down through 270°
• Project and scroll through

six colours - white, red, yellow,
green, blue and magenta

• Project six silhouette images
• Mix the colours and silhouettes

together and move the
image around the room

Versatile and visually arresting as a 
standalone piece of equipment, the Magic 
Scanner can also be coupled with the 
supplied 8-Way Wireless Rechargeable 
Switch to provide users with an exciting 
tool for creating atmospheric theatre within 
the sensory room. Simply press any one of 
the switches for a different projected effect:
• Switch 1 - Changes colours
• Switch 2 - Changes silhouette images
• Switch 3 - Silhouette images with colour
• Switch 4 - Cracked glass effect:

moving around the room
• Switch 5 - Purple dotty effect:

moving around the room
• Switch 6 - Mirror pan: side to side
• Switch 7 - Mirror tilt: up and down
• Switch 8 - Off
The 8-way switch can also be used in
conjunction with any favourite switch –
simply plug into the 6.3mm jack socket
on the rear. The Magic Scanner is mains
powered and can be used on a tabletop or
ceiling-mounted with the supplied bracket.
Size: H340mm x W220mm x D220mm.

419 20816 £795.00

MAGIC SCANNER
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Products to be used under the supervision of a professional/responsible adult at all times

interactive lighting
helping to understand cause and effect

LIGHTWAVE FLOOR
An illuminated floor fitted with 176 colour-changing pinpoint 
LEDs which fills the floor of any darkened room with stunning 
light displays. Ideal for colour games, the Lightwave Floor’s 
black backing absorbs the ambient light to accentuate the 
colour tones of the red, yellow, green and blue display 
options, creating a range of mesmerising moving patterns 
controlled by an 8-Way Wireless Rechargeable Switch:
• Switch 1 - All lights red
• Switch 2 - All lights yellow
• Switch 3 - All lights green
• Switch 4 - All lights blue
• Switch 5 - Scrolls through a series of motion

display programmes: Falling Star;
Diagonal Colours; Arrows; Colour Stack;
Fan; Falling Snow

• Switch 6 - Scrolls through a further series of motion
display programmes: Diamond;
Horizontal Stack; X-Factor; Centre Burst;
Large Vertical Bars; Squares

• Switch 7 - Changes the speed of the displays
• Switch 8 - All off
The Lightwave Floor comes complete with its own control
box, 2m cable and an 8-Way Wireless Rechargeable Switch
- the box requires a mains supply transformed to a safe
voltage. The floor also includes a Softplay surround - a fitting
service can be provided if required.
Floor size: L1220mm x W1000mm x D60mm.
Softplay surround size: L1525mm x W1300mm x D90mm.

419 16705 £1,250.00(V)
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DANCING GLOBES
A set of 55 colour-changing globes which provide a stunning light 
display of light which appears to move along the globe chain. 
Dancing Globes are designed to be fi tted to the ceiling and hung 
vertically, but they can also be draped from the ceiling or fi tted to 
a swing arm. The set comes complete with an 8-way wireless and 
rechargeable switch. Press any one of the switches for a different 
effect:
• Switch 1 - All lights red
• Switch 2 - All lights yellow
• Switch 3 - All lights green
• Switch 4 - All lights blue
• Switch 5 - Scrolls through a series of motion display

programmes: Falling Snow; Colour Bars; Fade In & Out Colour;
Centre-out Colours; Horizontal Colour Up; Build-up Blue

• Switch 6 - Sound to light mode
• Switch 7 - Changes the speed of the displays
• Switch 8 - All lights off
The 8-way switch can also be used in conjunction with any favourite
switch - simply plug into the 6.3mm jack socket (your switch
requires a large jack plug). Dancing Globes require a mains supply
and come with a control box that fi xes to the ceiling. Up to 10 sets
of globes can be strung together to create a massive display - a
fi tting service is available at extra cost if required.
Size: W1015mm x 2350mm Drop.
Individual globe size: 55mm Dia.

419 20813 £695.00

Size: W1015mm x 2350mm Drop.
Individual globe size: 55mm Dia.

419 20813 £695.00
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interactive lighting
helping to understand cause and effect

MIRROR CLOUD & MIRROR STAR
Large illuminated panels with concealed LED strips which provide 
a colourful and atmospheric ambient glow in any darkened room. 
Available as a cloud shape or a fi ve-pointed star, the mirror-faced 
panels can be wall- or ceiling-mounted and are both available in three 
versions with varying light effects:
• White - a fi xed white light for use as a

wall light or general illumination
• Colour Changing - the light automatically cycles through a

spectrum of colour changes
• Interactive - an interactive spectrum of colour changes

via a switch
Powered by low voltage transformed from mains with a supplied 
powered pack, the Mirror Cloud and Mirror Star are both available in 
two sizes.

MIRROR CLOUD
Standard Cloud: H760mm x W630mm.
Large Cloud: H860mm x W1155mm.
419 14512 - White: Standard £250.00(V)
419 14513 - White: Large £270.00(V)
419 14514 - Colour Changing: Standard £335.00(V)
419 14515 - Colour Changing: Large £355.00(V)
419 14516 - Interactive: Standard £465.00(V)
419 14517 - Interactive: Large £495.00(V)

MIRROR STAR
Standard Star: H780mm x W820mm.
Large Star: H1105mm x W1160mm.
419 14522 - White: Standard £250.00(V)
419 14523 - White: Large £270.00(V)
419 14524 - Colour Changing: Standard £335.00(V)
419 14525 - Colour Changing: Large £355.00(V)
419 14526 - Interactive: Standard £465.00(V)
419 14527 - Interactive: Large £495.00(V)

DANCING CURTAIN
A remarkable black curtain fi tted with 176 colour-changing pinpoint 
LEDs which fi lls an entire wall with eye-popping displays of light. The 
black backdrop absorbs the ambient light to accentuate the colour 
tones of the red, yellow, green and blue display options, creating 
a range of mesmerising moving patterns controlled by an 8-Way 
Wireless Rechargeable Switch or a Softplay Colour Cube:
• Switch 1 - All lights red
• Switch 2 - All lights yellow
• Switch 3 - All lights green
• Switch 4 - All lights blue
• Switch 5 - Scrolls through a series of motion display programmes:

Falling Star; Diagonal Colours; Arrows; Colour Stack; Fan;
Colour Stack; Fan; Falling Snow

• Switch 6 - Scrolls through a further series of motion display
programmes: Diamond; Horizontal Stack; X-Factor;
Centre Burst; Large Vertical Bars; Squares

• Switch 7 - Changes the speed of the displays
• Switch 8 - All lights off
Ideal for colour games, the Dancing Curtain is designed to be wall
or ceiling fi xed. The curtain is fi tted with eyelets, supplied with tie
raps to enable easy-fi xing, and includes a control box connected to
the curtain at the bottom left hand corner - a fi tting service can be
provided if required. Please note that only six display options are
available with the Softplay Dice. Sizes:
Curtain: H2000mm x W3000mm.
Softplay Dice: H400mm x W400mm x D400mm.

419 20814 - with 8-Way Wireless Switch £895.00
419 21814 - with Softplay Dice £895.00
419 20814 - with 8-Way Wireless Switch £895.00
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SHOOTING STAR MIRROR PANEL
A large star-shaped illuminated panel with concealed LED strips 
which provide a colourful and atmospheric ambient glow in any 
darkened room. The mirror-faced star is accompanied by four 
coloured trails, offering an outer-space themed addition to your 
sensory room. The panel can be wall or ceiling mounted and is 
available in three versions with varying light effects:
• White - a fixed white light for use as a

wall light or general illumination
• Colour Changing - the light automatically cycles through a

spectrum of colour changes
• Interactive - an interactive spectrum of colour changes

 via a switch
Powered by low voltage transformed from mains with a supplied 
power pack. Size: H890mm x W1695mm.

419 14501 - White £310.00(V)
419 14502 - Colour Changing £395.00(V)
419 14503 - Interactive £540.00(V)

RAINBOW PANEL
A large illuminated rainbow-shaped wall panel with concealed LED 
strips which add a colourful and atmospheric ambient glow to any 
darkened room. The rainbow is formed from four coloured arches - 
red, yellow, green and blue - and is available in three versions with 
varying light effects:
• White - a fixed white light for use as a

wall light or general illumination
• Colour Changing - the light automatically cycles through a

spectrum of colour changes
• Interactive - an interactive spectrum of colour changes

 via a switch
Powered by low voltage transformed from mains with a supplied 
power pack, the panel is available in two sizes:
Standard: H1130mm x W565mm.
Large: H1750mm x W875mm.

419 14504 - White: Standard £310.00(V)
419 14505 - White: Large £340.00(V)
419 14506 - Colour Changing: Standard £395.00(V)
419 14507 - Colour Changing: Large £420.00(V)
419 14508 - Interactive: Standard £540.00(V)
419 14509 - Interactive: Large £575.00(V)
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controllers
perfect solutions for managing your multi-sensory environment
Products to be used under the supervision of a professional/responsible adult at all times

SENSORY SUITE - ULTIMATE CONTROL

Sensory Suite is a remarkable new concept in 
sensory room management, an innovative system 
which combines three key pieces of equipment: the 
SpaceMaster Controller, the ColourCreator and the 
SoundCreator.

Each of these three controllers is an essential 
resource for organising the effects in a multi-sensory 
environment, but when used in combination, they 
present an extremely powerful sound and light media 
experience.

Touch panel control for carers and switch access for 
users make the Sensory Suite system easy to use with 
no complicated button actions. All three controllers 
utilise proven and reliable technology developed over 
the last 25 years and follows the ethos of cause and 
effect using switch progression.

AN INTRODUCTION TO SWITCH PROGRESSION

For many switch users, especially those with cognitive difficulties, the goal is 
almost always one of learning to use a switch to make independent choices. 
Documents like the ‘Switch Progression Road Map’ provide a framework 
which we can use to help switch users work toward achieving this goal. 
The process is straightforward: we assess what stage our switch users are 
at now, and then use the framework to help us decide and plan what to do 
next. Breaking down what can be a long and complex process for some into 
smaller, achievable steps enables us to focus on what is important, providing 
our switch users with every opportunity to explore and interact with the world 
around them as they make meaningful and measurable progress towards 
greater independence.

To make progress with switches we need to understand what skills our 
switch users can demonstrate and then devise a program of motivating and 
fun activities which will help them extend and develop those skills in ways 
which enable greater independence.

The progression is relatively simple:
1) Press a switch (and know you did it)
2) Press a switch with purpose (to make something happen)
3) Press a switch in response to a prompt
4) Press a switch in response to a specific (favoured) prompt

The aim is to help our switch users to develop the skills and confidence to 
use their switch, or switches, to make independent choices. Those choices 
might be to play with a favourite toy, or to experience and interact with 
stimulating light and sound equipment in the sensory room. Equally those 
choices could be words or phrases from a communication device or the 
direction buttons on a powered wheelchair. Helping switch users to develop 
their skills presents them with opportunities for greater independence and a 
means to interact with, and extend control over, the world they live in.

Ian Bean,
Author of ‘Switch Progression Road Map’
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spacemaster controller
perfect solutions for managing your multi-sensory environment

SPACEMASTER CONTROLLER
The SpaceMaster Controller is the ideal system to manage and 
operate up to eight items of sensory equipment in any multi-sensory 
environment. The controller’s unique wire-free switching capability 
communicates with each piece of sensory equipment simultaneously 
and enables users with special needs to fully interact with all of the 
equipment. Six different switch programmes are each designed to 
encourage both carer and user into an interactive learning curve using 
the recognised switch progression model. Which programme is in use 
at any given time is indicated on the large alphanumeric programme 
display.

1) Momentary - the equipment operates as long
as the switch is pressed.

2) Latched On/Off - the equipment switches on or off
each time the switch is pressed.

3) Timed - the equipment switches on for a
predetermined time (up to 60 seconds or 60 minutes)

4) Turn Taking Sequence - the user can keep pressing
their switch to turn off one item and turn on the next item
in line, or the next user can take their turn.

5) Ready, Steady, Go - the fi rst user to press their switch
will turn on their chosen item  of sensory equipment,
locking out the others.

6) Automatic Programme - a stepping programme with adjustable
speed and adjustable length of time on.

Additional features include backlight illumination and Easy touch-
screen control. 

The SpaceMaster is also fi tted with RCCD circuit protection.

8-Way Switch
The SpaceMaster Controller comes with a remote wireless 8-Way 
Switch that enables users to press a button and turn on any one of 
eight sensory items of equipment. The 8-Way Switch can also be 
used in conjunction with any favourite switch - simply plug into one of 
the eight inputs at the rear of the switch.

TidyPlug System
TidyPlug is a complete cable management solution which includes: 

• A futuristic-looking cabling system to hide unsightly
wires away from users.

• A mains isolator switch to disconnect every piece of
equipment at the end of the day.

• A separate wired solution to connect a 24 hour mains
supply to critical pieces of equipment while still being able to
disconnect other equipment at the end of the working
day - such as PCs and waterbeds.

• TidyPlug wall brackets to secure equipment to walls
with socket outlets and control cables suitable for
controlling hundreds of pieces of equipment, making
everything future proof.

• TidyPlug fl oor sockets that conceal equipment power supply
and control cables, preventing them from coming into
contact with fi dgeting hands.

Dice Switch
A robust cuboid switching device that makes a unique way to activate 
up to six items of sensory equipment. The Dice Switch comes with 
six colour images of sensory equipment inserted into the transparent 
pockets on each face of the cube - whichever way up the Dice Switch 
lands, the image facing upwards will switch on using the SpaceMaster 
Controller’s wire-free technology. The Dice Switch is powered by a 
PP3 battery (included).

Setting up a Sensory Room? Call Tel: 01274 965089 to 
arrange a local representative for a FREE design and 
quotation.
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soundcreator
the perfect solution for creating a musical & noisy sensory environment

SOUNDCREATOR
SoundCreator is the perfect management system for generating noise, sounds and music in your 
multi-sensory room. SoundCreator has eight built-in banks of eight sounds (64 sounds in total). 
The fi rst three banks of sounds can store up to 24 personal sounds that users can record using 
the internal microphone and high-quality recorder. The other fi ve banks feature 40 pre-recorded 
sounds ranging from musical instruments to novelty noises. The system connects easily to a Vibro 
Acoustic Body Pillow or Vibro Acoustic Chair as well as a Softplay Hand Wall.

SoundCreator features include:
• Built-in microphone for recording personal messages
• Easy-to-use touchscreen that enables the selection of any sound
• Clear alphanumeric selection display
• Connects easily to a room amplifi er and speakers
• Jack input for connection to an MP3 player or iPad
• Bluetooth access for mobile devices (optional)

8-Way Switch
SoundCreator comes with a remote wireless 8-Way Switch that enables users to press a button 
and turn on/off any one of eight sounds. The 8-Way Switch can also be used in conjunction with 
any favourite switch – simply plug into one of the eight inputs at the rear of the switch.

Dice Switch
When the Dice Switch is thrown, the SoundCreator will identify the colour shown on the upward 
face - if the dice lands with the red side facing up, the SoundCreator will say the word ‘red’ to 
reinforce the effect. When used in conjunction with the ColourCreator, the whole room will also 
be illuminated by the matching coloured lighting. The Dice Switch is powered by a PP3 battery 
(included).
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colourcreator
the perfect solution for creating a colourful sensory environment

COLOURCREATOR

SpaceKraft’s ColourCreator is an easy-to-use interactive control system that accesses LED 
lighting to produce a dynamic rainbow of colours for any multi-sensory environment. The system 
comes with a wireless remote 8-Way Switch box which enables users to choose and switch 
between a range of vibrant colours. ColourCreator is the perfect partner for theme work or cause 
and effect exploration, making it simplicity itself to instantly enhance the mood and atmosphere of 
a room with Momentary, Latched and Timed modes of operation and sequencing. Choose from a 
selection of different user programmes:

• Momentary - the equipment operates as long as the switch is pressed
• Latched On/Off - the equipment switches on or off each time the switch is pressed
• Timed - the equipment switches on for a predetermined time

(up to 60 seconds or 60 minutes)
• Sound to Light (S/L) - any music is picked up by the built-in microphone and converted

into a spectrum of coloured light that shines brightly around the room
• Noise (N) - any noise turns on white light momentarily
• Programme (P) - eight dramatic colour programmes to choose from
• Rainbow Colour - speed adjustable chase
• Colour Chase - press any button on the 8-Way Switch (time adjustable)
• Stepping Colour - to step the colour along

ColourWall
ColourWall is an arrangement of powerful light bars integrated into the TidyPlug cable 
management system and linked together around the walls of a sensory room to create a dramatic 
wash of coloured light. The light bars are supplied with white decorative pelmets which conceal 
cables from users when used in conjunction with TidyPlug. The ColourCreator management 
system provides wireless control and enables users to interact and control the colour of the room 
via the 8-Way Switch remote box.

Dice Switch
ColourWall can also be used in conjunction with the Dice Switch which has six different coloured 
faces. Throw the Dice Switch and whichever way the Dice lands, the upward facing colour will 
activate ColourWall to illuminate the room in that particular colour. With the SoundCreator system 
in operation too, the word for the colour can be recorded and played back simultaneously, 
enhancing the effect.
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mains controller
the solution for managing your multi-sensory equipment
Products to be used under the supervision of a professional/responsible adult at all times

MAINS CONTROLLER
& DOO-ZY SWITCH KIT
Combined together in kit form, the Mains Controller and Doo-zy Switch 
enable users to control mains-operated equipment using all the 
functions of the Doo-zy Switch with wireless infrared control. The Doo-
zy Switch transmitter infrared signal operates within line of site from up 
to 3m away (projector illustrated not included).

419 60170 £300.00(V)

MAINS CONTROLLER
The Mains Controller operates mains powered equipment using a 
switch. Plug any piece of equipment into either of the 13amp 
sockets, then plug in a favourite switch, select a programme and 
just press to activate. Programmes are selected with the ‘Select’ 
button and the required time period is set with the ‘Time’ button: 
both programmes and times are indicated with green and red 
LEDs.
The controller has a range of programmes to choose from:
• Momentary/Direct - press switch and hold to operate
• Co-operate (2 switches) - press both switches to operate
• Latched - press once for ‘on’ and again for ‘off’
• Timed: Seconds - press to activate the time period

and change the settings using the ‘Time’ button
• Timed: Minutes - press to activate the time period

and change the settings using the ‘Time’ button
• On/Off (2 switches) - press one switch for ‘on’ and the

other switch for ‘off’
• Doo-zy Switch - tune into the infrared receiver of the Doo-zy

switch and the functions of the Doo-zy override the Mains
Controller wirelessly (Doo-zy will work up to 3m away from the
mains switch) - sold separately

The Mains Controller requires a mains power supply and accepts 
switches fitted with either 1/4” or 3.5mm jack plugs. The 13amp 
mains sockets are wired together to switch two items at once - 
please ensure the equipment to be used in conjunction with it does 
not use more than 1000watts or 5amps.

419 60160 £139.00(V)

Use the Mains Controller 
with a Doo-zy Switch to control a 
Mirage LED Projector or any main 

operated equipment

The Doo-zy Switch is a unique 
multi-functional accessible switch 

for all abilities 
– see page 68 for full details
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mains controller kit
key sensory equipment operated with a mains controller

NEW - MAINS CONTROLLER SENSORY KIT 
A comprehensive kit featuring key sensory equipment that can be 
operated with the Mains Controller and controlled by a switch using 
switch progression. The Mains Controller has two 13amp sockets 
that are both connected and switched together, so two pieces of 
equipment plugged in together will both activate when the switch 
is pressed – just plug in the items you are working with when you 
need to use them! The kit also includes a Slimline Switch which 
easily connects to the Mains Controller with its 1/4” jack plug and is 
activated by pressing the large brightly coloured plate.

Contents:
• Portable Bubble Tube (see page 15 for details)
• Mirage LED Projector (see page 31 for details)
• Projector 6” Effect Wheel Rotator (see page 31 for details)
• 3 x 6” Effect Wheels (see page 32 for details)
• Fibre Optic Sideglow & Lightsource (see page 22 for details)
• Revolving Mirror Ball (200mm Dia.) and motor
• Mirror	Ball	Spotlight	with	colour	filter	pack
• Mains Controller
• Slimline Switch

The Mirror Ball comes complete with a battery powered motor and 
is designed to hang from a ceiling or wall bracket (supplied). The 
motor requires 1 x C type battery (included). The Mirror Ball comes 
to life when the beam of the Mirror Ball Spotlight is directed onto it. 
The	spotlight	comes	with	a	colour	filter	pack	so	you	can	change	the	
colour of the projected light beam.

The Mains Controller requires a mains supply powered at	 240v	
and	is	fitted	with	a	standard	13amp	plug	with	a	5amp	fuse.	Please 
ensure the equipment to be used in conjunction with it does not 
use more than 1000watts or 5amps.

419 60180 £1,250.00(V)

Mirror Ball

Portable Bubble Tube

Fibre Optic Sideglow
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switches
accessible switches for all abilities

 TASH PILLOW SWITCH 
 A soft contact switch operated by pressing 
the face or head against the smooth closed 
cell foam surface. A safety pin and Velcro are 
attached to the back of the switch for secure 
fastening to a pillow or clothing. Comes with a 
Switch Adaptor to 1/4” jack socket. 
Size: H20mm x 80mm Dia. 

419 80213 £125.00(V)

BIG SWITCH
 A large switch made of durable plastic with an 
easy-to-mount fl ange base. The Big Switch 
includes 1.8m cable fi tted with a 3.5mm jack 
plug, and is designed to give an audible 
feedback to the user. Comes with red, yellow, 
green and blue colour caps. 

419 80067 £41.00(V)

BIG SWITCH

BIG MACK SWITCH
 A communication aid with 20 seconds of 
memory which allows a message to be 
recorded and played back when pressed. 
Also activates equipment via a switching 
system.  Requires 9v battery (included).
Size: 160mm Dia.

419 80070   £139.00(V)

BIG MACK SWITCH

LITTLE MACK SWITCH 
 This communicator provides an easy 
way to introduce voice output devices 
while teaching cause and effect. Simply 
record any message for one touch 
playback - connect to a toy or battery 
operated appliance for instant positive 
reinforcement. Batteries included. 
Size: 110mm Dia.

419 80080   £92.00(V)

TASH BUDDY
BUTTON SWITCH
A robust little switch that comes with a Switch 
Adaptor to 1/4” jack socket. Available in red, 
yellow, green and blue - please state colour 
when ordering.  Size: 65mm Dia.

419 80203  £43.00(V)

TASH BUDDY
BUTTON SWITCH

NEW - RIBBON SWITCH
A waterproof switch that can be activated by 
bending in either direction. The Ribbon Switch 
can be operated by head movement or any 
tight access area such as between the upper 
or lower arm and trunk, thighs, knees or under 
the chin. The switch has an activation area of 
100mm x 5mm requiring an activation force 
of 110g.

419 80158 £93.00(V)

NEW - RIBBON SWITCH

FINGER
BUTTON SWITCH
A small single action switch with a fl exible 
hook and loop tape strap that is designed 
to be placed around a fi nger. Includes 1.5m 
cable fi tted with a 3.5mm jack plug.

419 80026 £115.00(V)

FINGERFINGER

TASH
GRASP SWITCH 
 A single switch that can be held
in the palm of the hand and activated by 
squeezing the 25mm diameter rubber grip. 
(Caution: keep away from direct heat as the 
air inside the switch may expand causing 
the switch to latch on.) Comes with a Switch 
Adaptor to 3.5mm jack plug.  Size: L140mm 

419 80207 £150.95(V)

TASHTASH
GRASP SWITCHGRASP SWITCH
 A single switch that can be held A single switch that can be held
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NEW - LEVER SWITCH
A low profi le, lever action switch with 
adjustable sensitivity. Supplied with primary 
coloured stickers and available in two versions 
– standard (grey) and waterproof (blue). The
switch has an activation area of 40mm x
75mm requiring an activation force of between
100g and 140g.

419 80173 - Waterproof £24.00(V)
419 80174 - Standard £18.00(V)

NEW - LEVER SWITCH
NEW - MICRO
LIGHT SWITCH
& MOUNTING PLATE
A very light touch switch for those who have 
limited movement. With auditory click and 
tactile feedback, the Micro Light Switch is 
activated by pressing down on the top surface 
with a feather light touch. The switch has 
an activation area of 13mm requiring an 
activation force of 10g.

419 80175 - Switch £59.00(V)
419 80176 - Mounting Plate £38.00

A low profi le, lever action switch with 
adjustable sensitivity. Supplied with primary 
coloured stickers and available in two versions 
– standard (grey) and waterproof (blue). The 

NEW - MICRONEW - MICRO
LIGHT SWITCHLIGHT SWITCH
& MOUNTING PLATE

 SOUND ACTIVATED SWITCH 
 This highly sensitive switch is activated by 
the slightest sound.  The Sound Activated 
Switch comes with a microphone - 
operation is set in Momentary mode and 
sensitivity can be adjusted. Requires 4 x 
AA batteries (included). 

419 80062 £160.00(V)

 SINGLE PRESSURE
PAD SWITCH
A soft padded switch that will activate any 
suitable piece of sensory equipment with the 
slightest touch - ideal for fl oor use. Available in 
red, green, yellow or blue - please state colour 
when ordering. 
 Size: W400mm x D400mm .

419 80064 £105.95(V)

NEW - MINI
CUP SWITCH
A very small switch for people with good 
targeting ability. The Mini Cup Switch features 
a very small 25mm activation surface that 
provides auditory click and tactile feedback 
and requires an activation force of 130g. Ideal 
for mounting as a head or chin switch and 
in applications where a discreet switch is an 
advantage. Comes complete with coloured 
stickers. 

419 80157 £54.00(V)

NEW - MININEW - MININEW - MINI
CUP SWITCHCUP SWITCHCUP SWITCHCUP SWITCH
A very small switch for people with good A very small switch for people with good A very small switch for people with good 

CHIN SWITCH
A switch designed to be
positioned around the neck and fi tted with 
plastic tubing which can be cut to size. Tilting 
your head down onto the 70mm pressure pad 
will activate the switch, providing visual and 
auditory feedback. The switch includes 1.8m 
cable fi tted with a 3.5mm jack plug.

419 80042 £105.00(V)

CHIN SWITCH
A switch designed to be
positioned around the neck and fi tted with 

JELLY BEAN SWITCH
 Made of durable plastic with easy-to-mount 
fl ange base. Includes 1.8m of cable fi tted 
with a 3.5mm jack plug. Designed to give an 
audible feedback to the user. Comes with four 
caps: red, yellow, green and blue. 
 Size: 57mm Dia. 

419 80068 £42.00(V)

NEW - MINI
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switches
accessible switches for all abilities

 DAVENPORT
UV ROD SWITCH 
 A single action switch activated by a rod that shines brightly under UV 
light. The rods are available in a choice of four colours -  red, yellow, 
green or blue - while the base is available in black or natural. Please 
state colour when ordering. 

419 80021 - Black £54.50(V)
419 80031 - Natural £54.50(V)

NEW - ACCESS WOBBLE 
SWITCH
A robust lever switch that can be activated by 
fi ne or gross movement from any direction, 
enabling it to be used as a head switch 
or to be activated by any part of the body. 
Although the Access Wobble Switch only 
requires a slight movement of about 6mm in 
any direction to operate, the spring allows the 
90mm tall lever to easily move out of the way 
of sweeping or erratic movements.

419 80205 £85.00(V)

NEW - ACCESS WOBBLE 

 DAVENPORT

 A single action switch activated by a rod that shines brightly under UV 

SPLATZ 
 A range of soft and squishy switch cases designed to protect the Jelly 
Bean Switch and its lead at the point of connection.Many disabled 
children communicate and operate equipment using the Jelly Bean 
Switch, but the switches can slide around in use and often take quite 
a beating. Splatz hug the switches tightly, and are non-slip, helping to 
prevent injury if a child hits their switch too hard. Splatz are made from 
medical grade silicone rubber which is safe and hygienic. Available in 
blue, yellow, red or green - please state when ordering. 

419 80301 £19.95(V)

Products to be used under the supervision of a professional/responsible adult at all times

SPLATZ 

NEW - DOME SWITCH
Finger press anywhere on the dome to 
activate. Size: 175mmDia.

419 80141 £64.50(V)

NEW - DOME SWITCH

CANDY CORN PROXIMITY
SENSOR SWITCH
A small and highly sensitive switch that 
requires no pressure to activate - just wave 
your hand or any other part of your body 
within 10mm of the switch to activate, 
providing a visual and auditory feedback. 
Includes 1.5m cable fi tted with a 3.5mm jack 
plug.

419 80041 £135.00(V)

CANDY CORN PROXIMITY

NEW - DISC SWITCH
Place your hand on the large pressure plate to 
activate. Requires very little effort.
Size: 25mmD x 175mmDia.

419 80142 £56.00(V)

NEW - DISC SWITCH
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SLIMLINE SWITCH
 A slimline switch which is activated by pressing the brightly coloured 
plate. With an overall height of 10mm, the large surface plate requires 
very little pressure, ensuring ease of use. Available in four colours red, 
yellow, green and blue - please state when ordering. 

419 80043 £43.00(V)

VIBE-LITE 
 Vibe-Lite is an exciting switch that combines tactile and visual 
stimulation into a single ergonomic case. It can be used with toys, AAC 
devices, computers and any switch-operated equipment.  Vibe-Lite 
vibrates and illuminates simultaneously, making it a highly tactile and 
visually pleasing switch to use. Select Momentary, Latched or Timed 
modes, connect your chosen equipment and away you go - no other 
controllers are required.

Illumination - A special blink feature makes the dome glow once every 
4 seconds so users can easily fi nd it in a darkened environment. The 
dome will also glow when the switch is pressed.
Vibration - The Vibration feature operates when the switch is pressed - 
it can be switched off if required. 

419 80219 £60.00(V)

TILT SWITCH
 This headband switch is operated when the 
head is slightly tilted forwards or backwards. 
Ideal for users who have limited mobility. 

419 80217 £52.00(V)

SMOOTHIE SWITCH
The Smoothie Switch has a low profi le surface 
and is angled towards the user to make it 
really easy for those with limited movement to 
press. Includes 1.5m cable fi tted with a 3.5mm 
jack plug. Available in four colours: red, 
yellow, green and blue - please state colour 
when ordering. Sizes:
Small: 75mm Dia. Large: 125mm Dia.

419 80024 - Small £25.00(V)
419 80025 - Large £30.00(V)

SMOOTHIE SWITCH

419 80219 £60.00(V)

TILT SWITCH
 This headband switch is operated when the 
head is slightly tilted forwards or backwards. BLOC SWITCH 

  A chunky switch which is activated by 
pressing the brightly coloured plate. Very 
popular and easy to press, the Bloc Switch is 
available in UV reactive, red, yellow, green or 
blue - please state when ordering. 

419 80037 £29.95(V) online.nicheofficesolutions.co.uk 65
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switches
accessible switches for all abilities

NEW - SINGLE TIDYSWITCH
The single TidySwitch is a wireless switch 
designed to work with the range of 
equipment. Press the plate to operate. The 
TidySwitch is rechargeable and comes with 
a mains charger. When not in use the switch 
automatically switches off. Available in fi ve 
colour options - red, yellow, green, blue or 
black/white. 

419 80027-R - Red £120.00(V)
419 80027-Y - Yellow £120.00(V)
419 80027-G - Green £120.00(V)
419 80027-BL - Blue £120.00(V)
419 80027-B - Black/White £120.00(V)

NEW - COOPERATIVE 
SLIMLINE DUAL SWITCH
A low profi le switch with two switch plates. 
Both plates have to be pressed together to 
operate – either one person has to press both 
plates or two people press a plate each. The 
switch is fi tted with a 1/4” jack plug.
Size: H10mm x L240mm x W200mm.

419 80028 £53.00(V)

NEW - BEAD CHAIN SWITCH
This simple and robust switch curtain 
activity is totally absorbing for sensory 
learners who are working at an early cause 
and effect level, as well as those who enjoy 
the feeling of the weight, temperature, 
texture and movement of the bead chains 
on their hands and arms. Run your fi ngers 
through the chain to activate the switch. 
The Bead Chain Switch is fi tted with a 
1/4” jack plug and designed for use with a 
controller or switch adapted toy. Encourages 
concentrated engagement and attention. 
Size: H290mm x L400mm x W230 mm

419 80312 £120.00(V)

NEW - MATCH IT MYSELF SWITCH 
A fantastic and innovative switch that invites the user to select and activate a specifi c piece of 
Interactive Multi-Sensory Room equipment by placing the appropriate illustrated card into the 
slot on the switch surface. Place the card with the image of a bubble tube in the slot and see 
the bubble tube turn on! Or place the image of a favourite stage show into the slot to switch 
on a Sensory Showtime production that uses the music from that show together with other 
sensory effects.

The Match It Myself Switch is designed to operate with the range of sensory room controllers 
– including the SpaceMaster Controller, the Colour Creator and Sensory Showtime – and 
connects with any piece of equipment controlled by these controllers. This exciting technology 
develops independence and makes choice-making easy and accessible.

The illustrations on the selection cards are supplied blank but we will fi t the correct equipment 
icon when purchased as part of a installation. You can also make your own symbols, 
illustrations or photographs and print to any standard sticker. The Match It Myself is 
completely wireless, uses rechargeable batteries and comes complete with a charger and 
eight blank cards. Sizes:  Match It Myself Switch: H50mm x 200mm Dia.
Selection Cards: H86mm x W54mm 

419 80317 - Match It Myself Switch £299.00(V)
419 80318 - Additional Blank Choice Cards - Set of 8 £45.00

NEW - SWITCH MODIFIER
Switch progression is the recognised structured method of teaching cause and effect with 
switch technology, using momentary, latched and timed functions to control desirable 
equipment as a reward. But toys are often very limited in how they work. The Switch Modifi er 
is like a magic box that fi ts between the toy and the switch, offering users the ability to use 
the item in momentary, latched or timed mode. Simply select which function you wish to use 
by pressing the MLT button and you’re ready to go. The timed function operates from fi ve 
seconds up to four minutes. When not used for a period of ten minutes, the modifi er shuts 
down to conserve battery power. The Switch Modifi er uses 3 x AAA batteries (supplied).

419 80493 £110.00(V) 

NEW - SINGLE TIDYSWITCH

NEW - COOPERATIVE NEW - COOPERATIVE 
SLIMLINE DUAL SWITCH
A low profi le switch with two switch plates. 
Both plates have to be pressed together to 
operate – either one person has to press both 
plates or two people press a plate each. The 
switch is fi tted with a 

controller or switch adapted toy. Encourages 

419 80312 £120.00(V)

NEW - COOPERATIVE 

NEW - SWITCH MODIFIER
Switch progression is the recognised structured method of teaching cause and effect with 
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  GOOSENECK SWITCH MOUNTING
 A fl exible yet rigid switch mounting system - the fi xed position arm is of 
a heavy duty design and provides increased stability as a trade off for 
reduced adjustment.  It includes a strong clamp to anchor the system 
onto most surfaces. 

419 80081 £69.99

UNIVERSAL SWITCH MOUNTING SYSTEM
 A system which enables the mounting of any switch quickly and 
easily - a single lever locks all the joints into position. The arm 
extends to 520mm and can support weights up to 2kg. It includes 
a strong clamp to anchor the system onto most surfaces from 
wheelchair frames to table edges. 

419 80071 £157.50

SWITCH ADAPTORS
 Switch Adaptors add versatility to switches. 

419 80221 - 1/4” jack plug to 3.5mm socket £3.95
419 80222 - 3.5mm jack plug to 1/4” socket £3.95

3.5mm Jack Plug
to 1/4” Socket

1/4” Jack Plug
to 3.5mm Socket

BATTERY ADAPTORS
 Battery Adaptors come in a number of different forms to suit the 
type of batteries used in the toy or item being controlled. The disc 
or press stud (depending on the type of battery) fi ts between the 
battery and the contact, making a break in the circuit. By plugging 
a switch into the jack socket, the toy or item can be switched on in 
a momentary mode. Please note that the toy or item’s own on/off 
switch must be on when the adaptor is used. For switches fi tted with 
1/4” jack plug. 

419 80223 - AA or AAA Batteries £12.95
419 80224 - C or D Batteries £12.95
419 80226 - PP3 Batteries £12.95

PP3 Battery AdaptorC Battery Adaptor

AAA or AA Battery Adaptor

D Battery Adaptor

UNIVERSAL SWITCH MOUNTING PLATES 
A pair of triangular mounting plates designed to enable any 
mountable switch to be fi tted to the Universal Switch Mounting 
System. Available in either large or small sizes. Universal Switch 
Mounting Plates are the only metal mountain plates on the market 
and are virtually indestructible.

419 80073 Large £20.00
419 80072 Small £20.00
419 80073 Large £20.00
419 80072 Small £20.00

UNIVERSAL SWITCH MOUNTING SYSTEM
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doo-zy switch
accessible switches for all abilities

 THE DOO-ZY SWITCH 
 Anyone involved in delivering learning to 
those with complex sensory or physical 
needs will appreciate the incredible fl exibility 
of the Doo-zy Switch which features on-board 
intelligence and a host of built-in switch 
programmes.
• Record up to eight different sounds

for replaying as required
• Durable and easy to use
• Operates on flat surfaces, wall-mounted

or attached to a wheelchair
• Comes fitted with a 1 GB SD memory card
• Make up to 6.5 hours of high-quality

sound recordings
• Uses rechargeable batteries (included) that

last for up to 12 hours continuous use
• Battery power recharger included
• Comes with adjustable arm wall

mounting bracket
• Complete with carry bag

Ideal uses for the Doo-zy Switch: 

Toy Controller 
When used as a toy controller, the Doo-zy 
Switch offers the following options: 

• Timed - set the time required and
press the switch to operate

• Timed out - press the switch at the end
of the message to operate

• Direct - press and hold to operate
for desired time

• Latched - press to operate and
again to turn off

MY DOO-ZY,
MY FRIEND, OUR
JOURNEY BOOK
 Written collaboratively by a sensory 
needs co-ordinator and specialist speech 
& language therapist, both working in 
the fi eld of complex needs, this is a fun 
and exciting resource to ensure that 
individuals get the most out of their Doo-
zy switches. The book is full of activities 
supported by evidence-based practice, 
to help Doo-zy users achieve their full 
potential wherever they are - in the home, 
the classroom or out and about. The 
book contains 21 chapters full of tried 
and tested activities to target thinking 
skills, switching skills and communication 
skills - Doo-zy is a friend, taking the 
Doo-zy user on a journey of discovery. 
Opportunities are presented for the user to 
learn to control their environment, improve 
their participation during interactions with 
others, and develop their reasoning skills. 
From basic control of the Doo-zy itself 
to using the switch with moving objects 
- the television, bubble tube, MP3 player
and much, much, more - the user is
encouraged to communicate their needs,
preferences, wants and interests to those
around them.  172 pages. A5.

419 80220 £20.00(V)

• Sequence - press and play back
a sequence of sounds

• Opposite - release switch to operate
Music Player
Record your favourite tracks straight from your 
iPod or MP3 player. Press the Doo-zy Switch 
to hear your music - press again to skip to the 
next track. 
Voice Recorder 
Record a single message or command 
and press the switch to play back your 
recorded message. Ideal for use as a step 
communicator at storytime - a string of sounds 
can be recorded in sequence and used to 
operate any controllable piece of equipment. 
Infra-red Remote Control 
Doo-zy will learn up to 15 infra-red codes 
to use with equipment such as a TV or CD 
player - play back the codes in sequence. This 
feature is designed to learn infra-red codes 
from domestic handheld remote controls.
Magic Eye 
The Doo-zy Switch has a built-in ‘Magic Eye’ 
passive infra-red sensor that enables switches 
to be operated by body movement - either 
close-up or up to 4m away. Break the invisible 
beam with your body to activate the switch.

Doo-zy also illuminates and vibrates to 
give visual and tactile feedback and comes 
supplied with interconnecting lead, 6.3mm 
jack plug adaptors and graphic cards.

419 80210 £120.00(V)

MY DOO-ZY,
MY FRIEND, OUR
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switch adapted devices
accessing cause & effect

CAR & HORSE BOX - SWITCH ADAPTED
Simply connect your favourite switch via its 1/4” jack plug, then press 
the switch to see the Car & Horse Box start up and drive off. When 
activated the car beeps its horn and fl ashes its lights. The horse box 
can be detached and comes complete with pony. Ideal for teaching 
cause and effect, this colourful set requires 3 x AA batteries (included).
Size: L358mm.

419 80641 £49.95(V)

CAR & HORSE BOX - SWITCH ADAPTED

TRACTOR & TRAILER - SWITCH ADAPTED
Simply connect your favourite switch via its 1/4” jack plug, then press 
the switch to see the Tractor & Trailer start up and chug along. The 
brake lights fl ash when the tractor stops providing great auditory and 
visual feedback. The trailer can be detached and comes complete with 
a friendly cow. Ideal for teaching cause and effect, this colourful set 
requires 4 x AA batteries (included). Size: L326mm.

419 80642 £49.95(V)

switch adapted devices

TRACTOR & TRAILER - SWITCH ADAPTED

NEW - TRAIN SET - SWITCH ADAPTED
An exciting model train set with a switch adapted control lever – just 
plug in your favourite switch via the 1/4” jack and take control of your 
own diesel locomotive. The controller has four settings: reverse, stop, 
forward and fast forward. Select a setting and then press your switch 
(not included) to watch the train come to life. Connect the track sections 
in any confi guration with the rail bridge and refuelling shed to build a 
2.2m rail loop for your train. Ideal for turn-taking and co-operative play. 
Requires 6 x AAA batteries (included).

419 80645 £45.00(V)419 80645 £45.00(V)

NEW - STAR WARS
PORG - SWITCH ADAPTED
Simply connect your favourite switch via
its 1/4” jack plug, then press the switch to
see the Porg from ‘Star Wars: The Last Jedi’ fl ap and wave his 
wings, waddle and move forward while making Porg noises. Ideal 
for teaching cause and effect, this friendly Porg requires 3 x AA 
batteries (included). Size: H180mm.

419 80643 £50.00(V)

see the Porg from ‘Star Wars: The Last Jedi’ fl ap and wave his 
wings, waddle and move forward while making Porg noises. Ideal 

NEW - WASHING
MACHINE - SWITCH ADAPTED
A realistic miniature version of a Hotpoint washing machine which 
connects to your favourite switch via its 1/4” jack plug (switch not 
included), activating a wash cycle when the switch is pressed. As 
well as being a motivating activity to teach and practice cause and 
effect understanding, the Washing Machine is also ideal for working 
on turn-taking and cooperative play. Comes complete with opening 
door, soap powder drawer, washing basket and soap powder 
carton. Requires 3 x C batteries (included). 
Size: H300mm x W200mm x D220mm.

419 80657 £45.00(V)

NEW - WASHING
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switch adapted devices
accessing cause & effect

RACING PENGUINS - SWITCH ADAPTED
Simply connect your favourite switch via its 1/4” jack plug to see the 
penguins climb the stairs before sliding down the slippery slope and 
doing it all over again! Releasing the switch stops the penguins. 
Ideal for teaching cause and effect, and tracking, this fun toy 
requires 1 x D battery (included). Size: H250mm.

419 80637 £22.95(V)

RACING PENGUINS - SWITCH ADAPTED

NEW - LIGHT UP
BUBBLE BLOWER - SWITCH ADAPTED
Simply connect your favourite switch via its 1/4” jack plug to create 
a steady stream of bubbles. Press the button on the top to start the 
lights and bubbles and then use your switch to rotate the blower 
360° and produce a lovely spread of iridescent bubbles – great for 
teaching cause and effect. Requires 2 x AA batteries (included) and 
comes complete with 236ml of bubble solution. Age: 3+.
Size: H210mm.

419 80644 £35.00(V)

Products to be used under the supervision of a professional/responsible adult at all times

switch adapted devices

NEW - LIGHT UPNEW - LIGHT UP

PERCY THE PIG - SWITCH ADAPTED 
Simply connect your favourite switch via its 1/4” jack plug, then 
press the switch to see Percy the Pig walk along, rest, wiggle his 
nose and tail, and oink. Ideal for teaching cause and effect, this 
friendly pink piglet requires 2 x C batteries (included).
Size: L250mm. 

419 80608 £26.75(V)

RACING CAR - SWITCH ADAPTED
Simply connect your favourite switch via its 1/4” jack plug, then 
press the switch to see this Racing Car start up and drive away. 
When activated the car produces engine noises, honks its horn and 
fl ashes its headlights and brake lights while travelling 1m before 
stopping. Ideal for teaching cause and effect, this colourful car 
requires 3 x AA batteries (included). Size: L310mm. 

419 80640 £45.00(V)419 80640 £45.00(V)419 80640 £45.00(V)
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NEW - WALK WITH
ME DINO - SWITCH ADAPTED
A friendly remote controlled dinosaur toy that can be controlled by 
its own simple remote control pad or by using two of your favourite 
switches (not included). Connect your chosen switches via the 1/4” 
jack plugs, then press the switches to make Dino walk forward and 
backwards, turn his head and wiggle his tail while playing tunes. 
Dinosaurs are always highly motivating so this switch adapted toy is 
ideal for teaching and practicing cause and effect. Requires 3 x AA 
batteries (included). Size: L200mm x H200mm.

419 80648 £30.00(V)

NEW - WALK WITH
ME DINO - SWITCH ADAPTEDBUBBLE

MACHINE -
SWITCH ADAPTED 
& BUBBLE LIQUID
 Simply connect your favourite switch via its 1/4” jack plug to create 
a steady stream of bubbles. Ideal for teaching cause and effect, this 
magical Bubble Machine requires 2 x AA batteries (included) and 
comes complete with bubble liquid.  Age: 3+.  Size: H140mm .

419 80631 £30.95(V)

A friendly remote controlled dinosaur toy that can be controlled by 
its own simple remote control pad or by using two of your favourite 
switches (not included). Connect your chosen switches via the 
jack plugs, then press the switches to make Dino walk forward and 
backwards, turn his head and wiggle his tail while playing tunes. 

NEW - WALK WITH
ME DINO - SWITCH ADAPTED

SWITCH ADAPTED 
& BUBBLE LIQUID
 Simply connect your favourite switch via its 1/4” jack plug to create 

DRUMMING MONKEY - SWITCH ADAPTED
Simply connect your favourite switch via its 1/4” jack plug, then 
press the switch to see the Drumming Monkey nod its head and 
chatter before beating the drum. Ideal for teaching cause and effect, 
this friendly monkey requires 2 x AA batteries (included).
Size: H170mm.

419 80639 £26.75(V)419 80639 £26.75(V)

PIP THE PENGUIN - SWITCH ADAPTED
 Simply connect your favourite switch via its 1/4” jack plug, then 
press the switch to see Pip the Penguin waddle around, merrily 
fl apping his wings and making adorable squeaks. Ideal for teaching 
cause and effect, this friendly penguin requires 2 x AA batteries 
(included). Size: H160mm. 

419 80636 £26.75(V)

419 80648 £30.00(V)
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switch adapted devices
accessing cause & effect

NEW - PEPPA
PIG - SWITCH ADAPTED 
Simply connect your favourite switch via its 
1/4” jack plug, then press the switch to hear 
Peppa sing a range of songs. Alternatively, 
Peppa can be activated by pressing both 
of her hands at the same time. Peppa Pig 
is an enduring children’s favourite, so this 
switch adapted toy is ideal for teaching and 
practicing cause and effect. Requires 3 x AAA 
batteries (included). Size: H200mm.

419 80647 £40.00(V)

NEW - PEPPA
PIG - SWITCH ADAPTED 

NEW - FIRE
ENGINE - SWITCH ADAPTED
Simply connect your favourite switch via its 
1/4” jack plug, then press the switch to bring 
the fi re engine to life, making a siren and 
engine noise when activated. Requires 2 x AA 
batteries (included). Size: L310mm.

419 80652 £30.00(V)

switch adapted devices

  VIBRATING
PILLOW - SWITCH ADAPTED 
The Vibrating Pillow helps soothe sore feet 
and aching backs leaving you feeling relaxed 
and comfortable. Simply connect your 
favourite switch via its 1/4” jack plug to activate 
the pillow. Available in red, blue or silver - 
please state colour when ordering. Requires 2 
x D batteries (included). 
Size: W300mm x D300mm.

419 34101 £36.00(V)

VIBRATING

NEW - MY FIRST SPORTS
CAR - SWITCH ADAPTED
An exciting remote-controlled toy car that 
can be controlled by its own simple remote 
control pad, or by using two of your favourite 
switches (not included). Connect your chosen 
switches via the 1/4” jack plugs, then press the 
switches to drive the car forwards, turn on its 
lights or make it spin round. The car horn can 
also be beeped using the control pad. Ideal 
for teaching and practicing cause and effect, 
its size and colour offers instant and ongoing 
appeal. Requires 4 x AA batteries (included). 
Size: L205mm.

419 80650 £45.00(V)

NEW - MY FIRST SPORTS

NEW - SESAME STREET 
TICKLE ME ELMO - SWITCH 
ADAPTED 
Simply connect your two favourite switches 
via 1/4” jack plug, then press either switch 
to make Elmo talk and laugh, wiggle and 
giggle (switches not included). Tickling 
Elmo’s tummy, hands or feet produces the 
same effect making him accessible to a wide 
range of users. As well as being a motivating 
activity to teach and practice cause and effect 
understanding, Elmo is also ideal for working 
on turn taking and co-operative play. Requires 
2 x AA batteries (included). Size: H400mm.

419 80651 £42.00(V)

NEW - SESAME STREET 

LUCY THE
DOG - SWITCH ADAPTED 
 Simply connect your favourite switch via its 
1/4” jack plug, then press the switch to see 
Lucy the Dog walk along, rest, lift her head 
and bark. Ideal for teaching cause and effect, 
this friendly pooch requires 2 x C batteries 
(included). Size: L210mm. 

419 80629 £17.95(V)
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NEW - HELICOPTER -
SWITCH ADAPTED
Simply connect your favourite switch via its 
1/4” jack plug, then press the switch to bring 
the police helicopter to life, making a siren and 
engine noise when activated. Requires 3 x AA 
batteries (included). Size: L305mm

419 80654 £30.00(V)

NEW - HELICOPTER -

NEW - HENRY THE
HOOVER - SWITCH ADAPTED
A realistic miniature version of the
multi-purpose Henry the Hoover vacuum 
cleaner that connects to your favourite switch 
via its 1/4” jack plug (switch not included). Just 
press the switch to activate Henry’s hoover 
suction function. As well as being a motivating 
activity to teach and practice cause and effect 
understanding, Henry the Hoover is also ideal 
for working on turn-taking and cooperative 
play. Requires 4 x C Batteries (included). 
Size: H205mm x 200mm Dia.

419 80656 £45.00(V)

NEW - HENRY THE

3. NEW - FLUFFY DOG -
SWITCH ADAPTED
Simply connect your two favourite switches 
via 1/4” jack plugs, then press one switch to 
hear Fluffy bark and whine, and the other to 
make her pant and wag her tail. A motivating 
activity to teach and practice cause and 
effect understanding, Pansy the Poodle is 
also ideal for turn-taking and cooperative 
play. Requires 3 x AA batteries (included). 
Size: H205mm

419 80646 £30.00(V)

4. ROBBIE RABBIT -
SWITCH ADAPTED
 Simply connect your favourite switch via its 
1/4” jack plug, then press the switch to see 
Robbie Rabbit hop along, sit, raise his ears 
and squeak. Ideal for teaching cause and 
effect, this friendly bunny requires 2 x AA 
batteries (included). Size: L240mm. 

419 80607 £26.75(V)

suction function. As well as being a motivating 
activity to teach and practice cause and effect 
understanding, Henry the Hoover is also ideal 

419 80656 £45.00(V)

 1. DAVE THE DALMATIAN -
SWITCH ADAPTED
Simply connect your favourite switch via its 
1/4” jack plug, then press the switch to see 
Dave the Dalmatian walk forward, sit, bark 
and perform a back fl ip. Ideal for teaching 
cause and effect, this friendly pooch 
requires 2 x AA batteries (included).
Size: L210mm. 

419 80606 £26.75(V)

2. NELLIE THE ELEPHANT -
SWITCH ADAPTED
Simply connect your favourite switch via 
its 1/4” jack plug, then press the switch to 
see Nellie the Elephant start to walk across 
any fl at surface. After a few seconds, 
Nellie will stop, move her head from side 
to side, and curl her trunk while making 
a distinctive elephant trumpeting sound. 
Ideal for teaching cause and effect, this 
friendly elephant requires 2 x AA batteries 
(included). Size: L300mm.

419 80638 £26.75(V)

NEW - TYRANNOSAURUS -  
SWITCH ADAPTED
This realistic Tyrannosaurus will appeal to 
dinosaur fans of all ages. Simply connect 
your favourite switch via its 1/4” jack plug, then 
press the switch to make the Tyrannosaurus 
lumber forward and roar, his red eyes lighting 
up at the same time. Ideal for teaching and 
practicing cause and effect for older as well 
as younger pupils. Requires 3 x AA batteries 
(included). Size: H205mm

419 80649 £30.00(V)

NEW - TYRANNOSAURUS -  

1

2

3
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sensory toys
helping children understand cause & effect
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NEW - VIBE-LITE
A simple cause and effect toy which 
vibrates and lights up when pressed 
down, and then stops when the pressure 
is released. Ideal for learners at an early 
stage of development, the Vibe-Lite can 
also be used as a switch with momentary, 
latched and timed modes.

419 80219 £60.00(V)

NEW - MUSICAL BEAD CHAIN
This simple, robust bead curtain plays a 
tune when the beadchain is touched and 
moved – just run your fi ngers through the 
chain to activate the music. The Musical 
Bead Chain provides a totally absorbing 
activity for sensory learners who are working 
at an early level of cause and effect, and 
for those who enjoy feeling the texture and 
movement of the beadchains on their hands 
and arms. A selection of eight different tunes 
can be chosen using a hidden panel on the 
underside, which also enables the carer 
to select whether the Musical Bead Chain 
operates in momentary, latched or time 
modes. The volume can also be adjusted or 
turned off altogether.
Requires 3 x AA Batteries (supplied).
Size: H290mm x L400mm x D230mm.

419 80405 £180.00(V)

419 80219 £60.00(V)

419 80405 £180.00(V)
NEW - SOUND DOME
A fantastic new robust interactive resource 
which produces different musical sounds 
when the fi ve coloured switches are 
pressed. Sound Dome can be set to play 
piano, drums, animal noises, and fun 
sound effects, making it ideal for a range 
of applications – from simple
cause-and-effect to early musical 
composition. Requires 3 x AA batteries 
(included). Size: H135mm x 229mmDia.

419 16229 £195.00(V)

NEW - VIBRATION DOME
A fascinating and engaging new 
interactive resource which produces 
different levels of vibration feedback when 
the fi ve coloured switches are pressed. 
Specifi cally designed for children who 
fi nd vibration highly motivating (including 
those with signifi cant visual impairment), 
the Vibration Dome can operate in 
momentary, latched or timed modes, 
making it suitable for learners at any stage 
of switch progression.
Requires 3 x AA batteries (included). 
Size: H135mm x 229mmDia.

419 16234 £160.00(V)

This simple, robust bead curtain plays a 
tune when the beadchain is touched and 
moved – just run your fi ngers through the 
chain to activate the music. The Musical 
Bead Chain provides a totally absorbing 
activity for sensory learners who are working 
at an early level of cause and effect, and 
for those who enjoy feeling the texture and 
movement of the beadchains on their hands 
and arms. A selection of eight different tunes 
can be chosen using a hidden panel on the 
underside, which also enables the carer 
to select whether the Musical Bead Chain 
operates in momentary, latched or time 
modes. The volume can also be adjusted or 
turned off altogether.
Requires 3 x AA Batteries (supplied).
Size: H290mm x L400mm x D230mm.

NEW - SOUND DOME

NEW - VIBRATION DOME

NEW - TWIN DOME
Two globes of fascinating multi-coloured 
spinning lights mounted on a mirror surface, 
activated by cause-and-effect switch access. 
Simply connect your chosen switch via the 1/4” 
jack plug and the Twin Dome is ready to be 
used in momentary, latched and timed modes, 
making it suitable for learners at any stage of 
switch progression, including those with visual 
impairment.
Requires 3 x AA batteries (included). 
Size: H140mm x L412mm x W252mm

419 16232 £195.00(V)

Thomas is registered blind and has 
virtually no useful vision. He has 
profound and complex learning 
diffi culties, but loves vibration and has 
begun to make simple choices between 
two known objects. Thomas is highly 
motivated to play with the Vibe-Lite. He 
presses it down with either his hand 
or his cheek and loves being close up 
against it with his face. Presented with 
a choice of two things in front of him, 
he carefully feels for the Vibe-Lite and 
when he’s sure that he has it, he pulls 
it towards him, vocalizes excitedly and 
presses it to his cheek.

NEW - TWIN DOME
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NEW - LIGHT UP DOME
& LIGHT UP DOME PLUS
A captivating new interactive colour-changing 
toy that enables the user to control the 
sequence of changes to the colour of the 
illuminated dome by pressing integrated 
switches of corresponding colours: red, 
yellow, blue and green. The dome works in 
momentary mode – the light stays on for as 
long as the switch is pressed – promoting 
simple cause-and-effect understanding. Set 
in passive mode, the dome lights up with an 
ever-changing sequence of colours, making it 
an excellent addition to a dark den or sensory 
room.

Light Up Dome Plus has all the functionality 
of the Light Up Dome but with added vibration 
effects activated by the switches. Light Up 
Dome Plus also operates in either momentary, 
latched or timed mode – the latter can be set 
for anything up to one minute. This robust, 
highly motivating toy is suitable for learners 
at any stage of switch progression, including 
those with visual impairment. 
Requires 3 x AA batteries (included).
Size: H130mm x 337mm Dia.

419 16230 - Dome £130.00(V)
419 16231 - Dome Plus £195.00(V)

NEW - LIGHT UP DOME

NEW - SPARKLE DOME
A great new cause-and-effect interactive toy: 
simply press down on the transparent dome 
to make metallic sparkles fl y about inside the 
dome. Robust, simple and highly motivating 
for learners at an early stage of cause and 
effect understanding, including those with 
visual impairment.
Requires 3 x AA batteries (included).
Size: H220mm x 320mm Dia.

419 16209 £130.00(V)

NEW - SPARKLE
DOME PLUS
Simply press down on the transparent dome 
to make metallic sparkles fl y around inside 
the dome while music plays at the same time! 
This great new cause-and-effect interactive 
toy also includes switch accessibility using 
momentary, latched or timed modes: the 
user’s favourite switches can be linked to the 
Sparkle Dome Plus to best meet their needs 
(switches not supplied). A robust, highly 
motivating toy that is suitable for learners at 
any stage of switch progression.
Requires 3 x AA batteries (included). 
Size: H220mm x 320mm Dia.

419 16210 £195.00(V)

419 16209 £130.00(V)419 16209 £130.00(V)419 16209 £130.00(V)

NEW - SPARKLE

NEW - UV SPARKLE DOME
A great new cause-and-effect interactive toy 
that incorporates UV LED lights to encourage 
visual and cognitive engagement. Simply 
press down on the transparent dome to 
make UV reactive sparkles fl y about inside 
the dome, glowing brightly in the glow of UV 
light. Robust, simple and highly motivating for 
learners at an early stage of cause and effect 
understanding, including those with visual 
impairment.
Requires 3 x AA batteries (included).
Size: H220mm x 320mm Dia.

419 16227 £130.00(V)

NEW - UV SPARKLE
DOME PLUS
Simply press down on the transparent dome 
to make UV reactive sparkles fl y around 
inside the dome, glowing brightly in the glow 
of UV LED lights. This great new cause-and-
effect interactive toy also includes switch 
accessibility using momentary, latched or 
timed modes: the user’s favourite switches 
can be linked to the UV Sparkle Dome 
Plus to best meet their needs (switches not 
supplied). A robust, highly motivating toy 
that is suitable for learners at any stage of 
switch progression, including those with visual 
impairment.
Requires 3 x AA batteries (included).
Size: H220mm x 320mm Dia.

419 16228 £195.00(V)

NEW - UV SPARKLE
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sensory showtime
the simple and effective solution to controlling your sensory environment
Products to be used under the supervision of a professional/responsible adult at all times

WHAT IS SENSORY
SHOWTIME?
The system manages and operates 
all the key media and effects within a 
sensory room using a special timeline 
window, which makes it very easy 
to build programmes that combine 
projector effects, colour changing 
lights and special effects with video, 
photos, sound and music.

WHAT CAN IT DO? 
Theatrical presentations of undersea 
adventures or space exploration can 
be planned and programmed by simply 
arranging the various elements – such 
as bubble tubes, projector effects 
wheels and movie clips - on the 
timeline.

The timeline is an area of the screen 
where an image of the different pieces 
of sensory equipment is placed. A 
playback arrow then moves from left 
to right in real time to depict which 
effects are ‘on’ at any particular 
moment, a single element or multiple 
items operating in tandem to create 
stunning scenarios.

HOW DOES IT WORK?
Drag and drop the icon of your 
favourite effect into the timeline and 
then stretch or reduce the resulting 
timescale graphic – a coloured 
rectangle - to increase or decrease 
the time of playback. When the arrow 
stops at the end of the timescale, 
the playback for that effect stops, so 
you can easily decide how long each 
element of your programme runs for. 

Sensory Showtime is a timed 
programme and you can make as many 
programmes as you wish. There is also 
a ‘Live’ screen where the icon for any 
effect can be simply placed into one 
area to instantly activate that effect in 
the room. 

The system will operate up to 16 
switches which can be used to trigger 
the timeline. The press of a switch 
will also pause and then resume the 
playback, and switches can also be 
assigned with momentary or latched 
settings. Sensory Showtime uses big 
clear icons that are easy to understand 
and with one-click operation, iPad 
control can be added with our interface 
app.

Sensory Showtime can control up to
200 pieces of equipment so adding 
more elements to the presentation is 
easy. 

IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO SEE A 
DEMONSTRATION OF SENSORY 
SHOWTIME OR FIND OUT MORE 
PLEASE GIVE US A CALL

Sensory Showtime
Equipment Trolley
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spaceframe
a lighting frame for displaying your favourite Sensory Ceiling Tiles
Products to be used under the supervision of a professional/responsible adult at all times
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NEW - SPACEFRAME
A robust suspended ceiling frame designed to 
hold our Sensory Ceiling Tiles. SpaceFrames can 
be used in any area within your building, including 
corridor spaces and sensory rooms, and are ideal 
for defi ning any ceiling area. They are especially 
useful for pupils who need to spend time lying 
down or those who are motivated by visual light 
effects, including those with visual impairment. 
SpaceFrames are available in two styles: three 
tile space in a single row (3 x 1) of six tile space 
in two rows (3 x 2). Please note: Sensory Ceiling 
Tiles illustrated are sold separately – see page 
80. Spot lights illustrated not included.

419 60800 - 3 x 1 Tile Spaces £620.00(V)
419 60801 - 3 x 2 Tile Spaces £820.00(V)
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sensory ceiling tiles
enhance your ceilings with stunning visual effects
Products to be used under the supervision of a professional/responsible adult at all times

Sensory Ceiling Tiles are designed to 
drop into any standard 
(600mm x 600mm) suspended 
ceiling grid. They require a minimum 
clearance above the grid of 150 mm to 
allow the tile to drop in place, and most 
also require a mains power supply of 
240v – they are all low current so can 
easily be added to a lighting circuit. 

Two types of tiles are available: 
Passive and Interactive. Passive tiles 
are designed to run automatically 
when power is switched on via a light 
switch. Interactive tiles use one of our 
wireless single switches to enable 
users to switch them on. Interactive 
tiles can also be operated using the 
SpaceMaster Controller. 

NEW - GLITTER BALL
SENSORY CEILING TILE 
A disco-style revolving mirror ball is suspended 
from a mirror tile, transforming any directed light 
source (such as a hand-held torch) into multiple 
shafts of light that dance around the walls. The 
mirrored surface above the ball doubles the effect 
for even greater visual impact. Sizes:
Tile: L595mm x W595mm x D75mm.
Mirror Ball: 200mm Dia. 

419 60817 £120.00(V) 

NEW - LIGHT UP WINDOW 
SENSORY CEILING TILE 
A colour changing ceiling tile featuring 
an illuminated four-panel window shape 
that provides stimulating hues of colour to 
encourage visual interest and engagement. 
The Passive version of the Light Up Window 
Sensory Ceiling Tile scrolls automatically 
through a colour change sequence. The 
Interactive tile uses SpaceKraft’s wireless 
switch to enable users to operate the tile in 
latched mode. Both options use mains voltage 
transformed to a safe low voltage.
Size: L595mm x W595mm x D75mm.

419 60821 £220.00(V) 
419 60831 - Interactive £350.00(V)

NEW - COLOUR RODS 
SENSORY CEILING TILE 
Glowing acrylic rods of bright red, blue, 
yellow and orange are set into a backlit 
mirror tile, creating a bright area of 
visual interest within any ceiling space, 
particularly in a darkened area. The 
mirrored surface of the tile extends the 
visual image and impact. The Colour 
Rods Sensory Ceiling Tile uses a mains 
power supply transformed to a safe low 
voltage. Tile size:
L595mm x W595mm x D75mm.

419 60816 £180.00(V)80 Call us on: 01274 965089



NEW - UV LINE LITE SENSORY 
CEILING TILE 
Multiple UV sensitive strings hanging from 
a mirrored tile glow brightly with a forest of 
colour when illuminated by UV light. The 
mirrored surface refl ects the effect creating 
the illusion of glowing strings suspended in 
the air. An excellent cost effective method 
of transforming a suspended ceiling into a 
vibrant and colourful sensory area. Please 
note: a UV light (not included) is required 
make the strings glow. 
Tile size: L595mm x W595mm x D75mm.

419 60818 £90.00(V) 

NEW - FIBRE OPTIC SHOWER 
SENSORY CEILING TILE 
A shower of fi bre optic light strands hang 
down from the ceiling, magically lit by a fi bre 
optic lightsource concealed in the tile above.
The strands constantly change colour creating 
an irresistible effect that encourages visual 
engagement, making it particularly useful for 
users with visual impairment. 
Tile size: L595mm x W595mm x D75mm.

419 60819 £299.00(V)

NEW - LIGHT UP SHAPES 
SENSORY CEILING TILES 
A colour changing ceiling tile featuring 
interchangeable illuminated geometric 
shapes that provide stimulating hues of 
colour to encourage visual interest and 
engagement. The Passive version of this 
tile scrolls automatically through a colour 
change sequence. The Interactive tile uses 
SpaceKraft’s wireless switch to enable users 
to operate the tile in latched mode. Please 
choose between the following shape
options – star, circle, square and triangle – 
and use mains voltage transformed to a safe 
low voltage.
Size: L595mm x W595mm x D75 mm. 

419 60820 £220.00(V) 
419 60830 - Interactive £350.00(V)

NEW - INFINITY TUNNEL 
SENSORY CEILING TILE 
A continually changing tunnel of LED lights 
creates a stunning and visually arresting effect 
in which the bright coloured lights appear to 
rise up an endless chimney in the ceiling. The 
Passive version of the Infi nity Tunnel Sensory 
Ceiling Tile runs automatically through a 
sequence of colour changes to constantly 
maintain visual interest. The Interactive tile 
uses SpaceKraft’s wireless switch to enable 
users to operate the tile in latched mode.
Size: L595mm x W595mm x D75mm.

419 60822 £220.00(V)
419 60832 - Interactive £350.00(V)  
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ceilingscape
enhance your ceilings with illuminated views of the outside world
Products to be used under the supervision of a professional/responsible adult at all times

Enhance your interior spaces with 
a range of illuminated photographic 
ceiling tiles designed to stimulate 
your imagination and extend your 
mind beyond the parameters of the 
building. Each set of CeilingScape 
tiles comprises a series of rear-lit 
high defi nition photographs that 
present a different upward-looking 
view, presenting an unusual and 
stimulating display of the outside 
world, as if looking through a skylight. 
CeilingScape Tiles fi t easily into your 
existing standard 600mm x 600mm 
ceiling spaces.

NEW - CEILINGSCAPE 
SUMMER BRANCHES
Look up into a leafy green tree and the 
beautiful blue sky above with this set of 
illuminated photographic panels. The 
CeilingScape Summer Branches panels fi t 
easily into your existing ceiling grid. Individual 
tile size: H600mm x W600mm

419 41102 £595.00(V)
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NEW - CEILINGSCAPE
HIGH RISE
Look up into the angular world of city 
architecture with this sequence of illuminated 
photographs displaying views from the 
intersection of four contemporary high-rise 
buildings. The CeilingScape High Rise panels 
fi t easily into your existing ceiling grid. 
Individual tile size: H600mm x W600mm

419 41101 £595.00(V)

NEW - CEILINGSCAPE 
AUTUMN BRANCHES
Look up into the colourful branches of an 
autumn tree and the beautiful blue sky above 
with this set of illuminated photographic 
panels. The CeilingScape Autumn Branches 
panels fi t easily into your existing ceiling grid. 
Individual tile size: H600mm x W600mm

419 41103 £595.00(V)
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bright sparks range
innovative light-up sensory equipment activated by movement
Products to be used under the supervision of a responsible adult at all times

NEW - BRIGHT SPARKS
SHAKE & SHIMMER
A wide, robust, transparent tube with 
easy-to-grip handles at both ends. 
Shake the tube to see light tiles 
inside bounce, rattle and illuminate, 
creating a pleasing sound and visual 
effect which is mirrored by a refl ective 
rod that runs through the middle 
of the tube. The immediacy of this 
activity makes it ideal for engaging 
sensory learners working at an early 
cause and effect level.  
Size: L310mm x W175mm.

419 84102 £60.00(V)

NEW - BRIGHT SPARKS 
ROLLER RATTLE
A narrow, transparent tube fi lled 
with light tiles and marbles. Shake, 
roll and tip to light up the tiles and 
create a pleasing rattling sound. The 
immediacy of this activity makes it 
ideal for engaging sensory learners 
working at an early cause and effect 
level. Size: H285mm x 25mmDia.

419 84100 £35.00(V)

NEW - BRIGHT SPARKS 
ROLL & GLOW
A wide, robust, transparent tube 
containing an opaque ball that rolls 
backwards and forwards within the 
tube. The ball contains light tiles 
that are activated with the rolling, 
illuminating the ball as it moves along 
the tube. The immediacy of this 
activity makes it ideal for engaging 
sensory learners working at an early 
cause and effect level.
Size: H320mm x 100mmDia.

419 84101 £45.00(V)

NEW - BRIGHT SPARKS 

NEW - BRIGHT SPARKS
SHAKE & SHIMMER
A wide, robust, transparent tube with 

NEW - BRIGHT SPARKS STALACTITES 
SENSORY CEILING TILE
Four tubes fi lled with a continuous row of sound sensitive light tiles 
hang down from a mirrored surface, lighting up from top to bottom in 
response to any noise. When the noise stops, the lights fade slowly 
from bottom to top. The mirrored surface refl ects the effect creating 
the illusion of the illuminated tubes being suspended in the air. Set 
into a sensory room ceiling or a SpaceFrame, the Bright Sparks 
Stalactites Sensory Ceiling is ideal for users working on cause and 
effect or vocal sounds production. The tile uses a mains power 
supply transformed to a safe low voltage. 
Tile size: L595mm x W595mm x D75mm.

419 84103 £350.00(V)

Our Bright Sparks range features a selection of innovative 
equipment designed with small light-up tile components that 
are activated by any movement. Especially useful for teaching 
cause and effect in a fun and engaging way, the intense visual 
impact of Bright Sparks equipment makes it ideal for children 
with visual impairment.

The range includes many different items from small hand-held 
pieces to much larger structures such as light-up fl oors. 
Each piece works well in daylight but is particularly stunning in 
any dark space such as a dark den or sensory room.
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NEW - BRIGHT SPARKS
FLASHY FLOOR TILES 
Sets of Flashy Floor tiles encased in a soft edged frame, providing 
different options for your sensory area depending on the available 
fl oor space. Each arrangement of tiles lights up in a myriad of bright 
colours when anyone walks, runs or jumps on it. The immediacy 
of the motivating visual reward is highly effective in encouraging 
movement and motor development, engaging sensory learners 
working at an early cause and effect level, and encouraging shared 
interaction and play. The tiles are constructed from high density 
material covered with an acrylic plastic, but shoes should be 
removed when using the fl oor to keep scratching to a minimum. The 
tough and hard wearing light elements are fully encased making 
them virtually unbreakable. 

Bright Sparks Flashy Floor Tiles are supplied in kit form, with three 
formats available:
Kit 1: 3 Tiles – 3 x 1 frame size: H25mm x L1700mm x W700mm 
Kit 2: 6 Tiles – 3 x 2 frame size: H25mm x L1700mm x W1220mm 
Kit 3: 9 Tiles – 3 x 3 frame size: H25mm x L1700mm x W1700mm 
The tiles are available in fi ve different colourways: red, green, blue, 
pink, white or multi-coloured. 
Please state colour and kit selection when ordering.

Please note that the Flashy Floor Tiles use special elements made 
exclusively for that will require replacement periodically. We expect 
a two year life expectancy for these elements and a complete 
replacement set is supplied free of charge on delivery.

419 84104 - Kit 1: 3 Tiles £630.00(V)
419 84105 - Kit 2: 6 Tiles £1,300.00(V)
419 84106 - Kit 3: 9 Tiles £1,900.00(V)

NEW - BRIGHT
SPARKS SOFTPLAY 
FLASHY FLOOR*
An amazing Softplay fl oor that 
lights up in a myriad of bright 
colours when anyone walks, runs or 
jumps on it. The immediacy of the 
motivating visual reward is highly 
effective in encouraging movement 
and motor development, engaging 
sensory learners working at an 
early cause and effect level, and 
encouraging shared interaction and 
play. The Bright Sparks Softplay 
Flashy Floor is constructed from 
high density foam covered in 
wipe clean reinforced nylon. The tough and hard wearing lights are 
encased in a high density plastic tubing, making it virtually unbreakable. 
Please note that the fl oor uses special elements made exclusively. For 
that will require replacement periodically. We expect a two year life 
expectancy for these elements and a complete replacement set is 
supplied free of charge on delivery. 
Size: L2000mm x W820mm x D90mm.

419 84108 £280.00(V)

NEW - SPARKLE BIFF BAG*
A magical Softplay punching bag that lights up when pushed or 
punched, with the sparkle effect altering in illumination in accordance 
with the velocity of the push or punch. The Sparkle Biff Bag is made 
from wipe-clean nylon reinforced PVC and uses battery powered 
elements which can easily be replaced using the zipped cover. The bag 
comes complete with a ceiling bracket and rope for fi xing to a ceiling 
height of between 2.4 and 3 metres.
Size: L1000mm x 250mm Dia. (6kg) 

419 84110 £240.00(V)

NEW - BRIGHT SPARKS
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hydrotherapy pool lighting
sensory solutions for special needs
Products to be used under the supervision of a professional/responsible adult at all times

A hydrotherapy pool is one of the few places where a 
physically disabled person can be free of support devices such 
as wheelchairs or braces - the sensation of floating in warm 
water is extremely liberating.

SpaceKraft’s Hydrotherapy Pool Lighting enhances any 
hydrotherapy pool by adding sound systems, controllable 
lighting, effects projectors and floodlights. The end result is
a calming and relaxing environment where users can benefit 
from therapy, exercise, interaction and education.

Ty Gwyn School
Cardiff

Stoney Ridge School
Bradford

Bleasdale School
Silverdale
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multi-sensory in the home
a sensory room for Zak

Young Zak Hall has his very own sensory room at home where he 
can relax on a waterbed listening to calming music and sounds, 
or be stimulated by a bubble tube, fibre optics and any number of 
glow in the dark elements. Working closely with Zak’s parents, 
designed and transformed a room at their house in Cumbria to 
create a special place for Zak, equipped with a variety of 
resources selected specifically for him. Zak’s mother Mags recalls 
how everything came together.

“We knew about the catalogue and had seen the equipment 
on the catalogue,” she says, “but it was through talking with the 
occupational therapist and other parents that we found that 
everyone recommended Niche Office Solutions Ltd. I knew the 
basic equipment like the bubble tube and the fibre optics, and that 
was really about my limit at the time. When I got in touch with 
them, the people just came up with some lovely ideas. 

“They asked what sort of things Zak would like, so I was saying 
things like, ‘Well, he needs to have some nice plinths that are 
going to be soft so that he can lie on them,’ because Zak’s got no 
functional movement at all. I said, ‘We’ll definitely want some 
bubble tubes in there, some mirrors, fibre optics, but I don’t really 
know much more than that.’ So they put some ideas to us and 
said, ‘What do you think of that?’ and we just went, ‘Yes, yes, yes,’ 
to everything! How could you say no? 

“It was all really exciting things, and things that would massively 
benefit Zak. We told them that he loves floating in water, so of 
course the first thing they thought of was a waterbed which would 
replicate that sensation for him. And then we said that

he likes to see things but because he’s registered blind, could we 
block all the other colour out and have something that was really 
bright? They came up with UV lighting, so the whole room’s black 
with a lovely bright light right in front of him. He can hold objects 
that react to UV right in front of his face and that was perfect.

“The people were really helpful and even came out to see us after 
everything was installed, just to make sure we were happy with 
everything and see if there was anything that needed to change. 
Everything was tailor-made and tailor-fitted and the guys that 
came to fit it were all lovely. They’re a really fast service too: if I 
ever need to order anything like a lamp, I just call up and they pop 
one in the post straight away. 

“It’s just such a really good company to work with and I wouldn’t 
swap them for the world.”
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multi-sensory in the home
ideal resources for therapy and learning at home
Products to be used under the supervision of a professional/responsible adult at all times

HOME FIBRE OPTICS KIT
An all-in-one fi bre optics kit featuring a spray of acrylic fi bres which 
constantly change colour along their full length. Completely safe to 
handle, the colour changes encourage attention focusing and provide 
useful visual stimulation for the partially sighted. The Sideglow comes 
complete with a Lightsource unit which combines high brightness with 
rich saturated colours to light up the Sideglow strands with vibrant, 
twinkling lights. The Home Fibre Optics Kit comprises a 1.2m 75 Strand 
Sideglow and Lightsource and operates on 240v transformed to 12v.

419 65822 £275.00(V)

Sensory equipment offers a number of benefi ts, such as 
encouraging communication, developing basic cause and 
effect skills, or simply creating a calming environment. Here 
we understand that sensory equipment is often available at 
school, but continued accessibility outside school hours also 
offers signifi cant long-term benefi ts. On these pages, we 
have put together a selection of multi-sensory equipment that 
can be used to continue this valuable area of learning and 
therapy in the home, providing the right amount of interaction 
whether you need stimulation or a calming environment. 

HOME BUBBLE TUBE KIT*
 Bubble Tubes are at the heart of any multi-sensory environment, 
inspiring interaction through the constantly changing colours and 
moving bubbles. The Home Bubble Tube Kit features a 1m bubble 
tube which provides a gentle colour change through the column of 
effervescent water. It comes complete with:
• A cushioned Softplay plinth which enables the user to get closer
to the bubble tube (H300mm x W900mm x D900mm).
• A set of six colourful fi sh that rise to the top of the bubble tube 
before gently fl oating back to the bottom to start their journey again.
• Wall fi xing bracket.
The Softplay plinth is available in the full range of colour options - 
please state colour when ordering. The bubble tube operates on 240v 
transformed to 12v.

419 65821 £795.00(V)

HOME PROJECTOR KIT
The ideal multi-effect projector set for a home sensory environment, 
the Home Projector Kit features a compact tabletop Aura Projector 
with dimmable and off timer capabilities as well as WiFi connectivity. 
The projector comes complete with two 6” Effect Wheels to project 
colourful motion scenarios around your home sensory room - choose 
from the selection of 6” Effects Wheels on page 32.
Size: H200mm x W200mm x D200mm.

419 65820 £195.00

 GALAXY STAR PROJECTOR
Transform the largest or smallest room into your own animated 
galaxy with thousands of stars and shooting stars - with or without 
cloud formations. The Galaxy Star Projector creates a fantastic light 
show effect - just plug in and turn on. Fully adjustable with two
built-in precision glass lenses. AC adapter included. 
 Size: H270mm x W250mm x D220mm.

419 26160 £160.00419 26160 £160.00

multi-sensory in the home
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419 65822 £275.00(V)

HOME FIBRE OPTICS KIT
An all-in-one fi bre optics kit featuring a spray of acrylic fi bres which 

HOME BUBBLE TUBE KIT*
 Bubble Tubes are at the heart of any multi-sensory environment, 
inspiring interaction through the constantly changing colours and 
moving bubbles. The Home Bubble Tube Kit features a 1m bubble 
tube which provides a gentle colour change through the column of 
effervescent water. It comes complete with:
• A cushioned Softplay plinth which enables the user to get closer 
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COLOUR COLUMN
SENSORY CENTRE (above and left)
Ideal for any sensory room or darkened 
environment where water can’t be used, the 
Colour Column Sensory Centre incorporates 
three sensory items of equipment which are 
activated by pressing their own colourful 
switches or with a favourite switch via one of 
the three colour coded 3.5mm jack sockets. 
The curvy acrylic mirrors enhance the effects:
• 1 x Colour Column - H620mm
• 1 x 800mm 100 Strand

 Fibre Optic Sideglow
• 1 x UV Lightbox - W440mm x D125mm
• 1 x Set of UV Linelite Tubing
• 1 x Set of UV Coloured Shapes
Size: H770mm x W1000mm x D380mm.

419 34130 £1,325.00(V)

SENSORY CENTRE
Ideal for any sensory room or darkened 
environment, the Sensory Centre incorporates 
three sensory items of equipment which are 
activated by pressing their own colourful 
switches or with a favourite switch via one of 
the three colour coded 3.5mm jack sockets. 
The black carpet platform is tactile and warm 
to the touch and curvy acrylic mirrors enhance 
the effects:
• 1 x Bubble Tube - H620mm
• 1 x 800mm 100 Strand

 Fibre Optic Sideglow
• 1 x UV Lightbox - W440mm x D125mm
• 1 x Set of UV Linelite Tubing
• 1 x Set of UV Coloured Shapes
Size: H770mm x W1000mm x D380mm.

419 34133 £1,269.95(V)

SENSORY CENTRE

COLOUR COLUMNCOLOUR COLUMN
SENSORY CENTRE SENSORY CENTRE 
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multi-sensory in the home
ideal resources for therapy and learning at home
Products to be used under the supervision of a professional/responsible adult at all timesProducts to be used under the supervision of a professional/responsible adult at all times

NEW - GUITAR CHEW
A fun guitar-shaped chew with a ‘neck’ 
extension to reach the back molars and a 
smooth looped ‘body’ that’s easy to hold. 
Ridges and bumps on the neck resemble the 
frets and tuning pegs on a real acoustic guitar 
providing extra sensory input. 
Size: L130mm x W60mm x D13mm

419 28433 - S (Blue) £7.99(V)
419 28434 - XT (Lime Green) £7.99(V)
419 28435 - XXT (Orange) £7.99(V)

NEW - CHEW DUDE 
CHEWABLE NECKLACE
An attractive necklace with a friendly 
chewable brick fi gure pendant that children 
will love - perfect for chewing with front teeth. 
The pendant is attached to a breakaway cord 
for added safety: the cord is 910mm long but 
can easily be shortened by sliding the thread 
out of the clasp, retying the knot at a shorter 
length, and then trimming the excess thread. 
Age: 5+.
Pendant size: H60mm x W40mm x D12mm

419 28414 - S (Red) £11.99(V)
419 28415 - XT (Lime Green) £11.99(V)
419 28416 - XXT (Blue) £11.99(V)

NEW - CHEWBUDDY GHOST
A friendly ghost-shaped chew available in 
a range of colours with a detachable safety 
lanyard so it can be worn around the neck. 
Chewbuddy Ghost’s medical grade material 
has great bite resistance with some ‘give’ 
making it pleasant to bite on. 
Size: L60mm x W50mm x D8mm

419 28439 - Blue £5.95(V)
419 28440 - Red £5.95(V)
419 28441 - Green £5.95(V)
419 28442 - Purple £5.95(V)

NEW - SIDEKICK CHEWIE 
A happy chewable dancing fi gurine with fi ve 
extensions to chew on. Smooth on both sides, 
the Sidekick Chewie provides a safe outlet 
for anyone who needs to chew, with long 
extensions that are ideal for reaching back 
molars. Size: H150mm x W100mm x D13mm

419 28430 - S (Red) £11.99(V)
419 28431 - XT (Lime Green) £11.99(V)
419 28432 - XXT (Blue) £11.99(V)

 FIDGET BAG
 Finger Fidgets can be useful to aid 
concentration in the classroom. This selection 
of fi dgets are ideal for keeping fi dgety fi ngers 
happy and focused on the job in hand. 
   Bag size: H450mm x W350mm .
Contents (may vary):
• 1 x Sensory Bag
• 2 x Koosh Balls
• 3 x Fiddly Fidgets
• 4 x Spine Balls
• 3 x Hedgehog Balls
• 6 x Bendy Men
• 1 x Mondo Ultimate Spaghetti Ball
• 5 x Finger Colour Mats
• 1 x Jump Bean Motion
• 3 x Dinki Glitter Tubes
• 3 x Tactile Animals 

419 25222 £84.95
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NEW - WEIGHTED EMPATHY DOLL
A beautiful soft weighted doll that will help children to explore their 
feelings and develop emotional wellbeing. Placed on the lap, the doll 
calming expression improves concentration and helps with practicing 
eye contact. Weight: 3lbs. Age: 3+.
Size: L550mm x W230mm

419 97177 £29.95(V)

THE DARK DEN
An easily assembled cube tent with black interior which offers 
a vital stimulation-free refuge for pupils who can become 
overwhelmed by the noise and bustle of school life, providing a 
setting for quiet time or solitary play with light-up and glow in the 
dark resources. The den assembles with 12 poles and 8 connectors 
(supplied).  Age: 3+. Size: H1000mm  x W1000mm  x D1000mm .

419 57606 £60.95

DARK DEN ACCESSORIES KIT
 An exciting collection of light-up resources for use inside the Dark Den, 
the Mega Dark Den, or any darkened environment. 
Contents (may vary):
• 1 x Sensory Bag • 2 x Disco Glide Balls
• 1 x LED Glitter Rocket • 2 x Dynamo Torches
• 2 x LED Multi-Spinners • 1 x Hand Held Infi nity Tunnel
• 3 x Flashing Crystal Stars • 2 x Spiky Flashing Balls
• 1 x Prismatic Projector • 2 x Rainbow Flashing Balls
• 1 x Bumble Ball

419 57607 £59.95

NEW - WEIGHTED AMOS THE ELEPHANT
A lovely cuddly weighted elephant toy that provides sensory pressure 
when hugged, helping children to feel calm and safe. Amos is an ideal 
toy for younger children that like something weighted and heavy: he can 
be cuddled in bed or laid on the tummy or lap to provide sensory relief. 
Weight: 3lbs. Age: 3+. Size: H320mm x L340mm 

419 97187 £39.95(V)

WEIGHTED BLANKET
A comfy blanket made from soft, breathable material which 
provides a deep, calming pressure without overheating the user. 
Ideal for those who need help with calming, relaxing and sleeping, 
the Weighted Blanket can be used in a range of home or school 
settings - as a calming strategy at school, in the car, or for help with 
settling down to sleep. Available in three weights and colourways: 
red/green, red/purple and red/grey. 100% polyester. 
Hand wash only. 

419 97141 - 3lb £52.95(V)
419 97142 - 5lb £61.95(V)
419 97143 - 8lb £69.95(V)
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interactive image
turn any floor or wall into an incredible interactive image
Products to be used under the supervision of a professional/responsible adult at all times

TURN ANY FLOOR OR WALL INTO AN 
EXCITING INTERACTIVE SURFACE
Interactive Image is a projection system in which the projected 
image magically responds to movement and actions. The 
system projects an image onto any suitable surface to create 
a visually arresting interactive environment which encourages 
learning through play. Designed in conjunction with SEN 
teachers, this versatile system is an innovative way to explore 
cause-and-effect and provides an exciting and stimulating 
sensory environment designed to encourage learning and 
development.

• Crawl across a grassy lawn to create a trail of colourful
growing	flowers.

• Trek into the jungle and push back the leaves to reveal the
hidden tiger.

• Wave your hands over a giant keyboard to illuminate the
keys and hear each note play.

The smallest movement will cause a change in the display 
- creating a ripple effect or rolling a virtual ball. Sound is
incorporated to create a multi-sensory experience. For
children, Interactive Image is a colourful, magical environment
which they can change with every movement. For teachers
and carers, it is a valuable, adaptable tool for use in teaching,
physical development and therapy.

The easy-to-use system comes complete with a range of
built-in	activities	which	are	flexible	enough	to	be	used	in	many	
teaching and therapeutic scenarios. The activities are set up 
as standard templates which can be customised by teachers 
to suit differing levels of ability and also to integrate photos or 
moving images which are relevant to a subject or pupil.

Each	system	is	configured	to	your	specific	requirements.	
Available as a ceiling-mounted system or portable mobile unit.

To	find	out	more	about	this	amazing	system	or	to	arrange	
a free demonstration please don’t hesitate to call. We will 
discuss your individual needs to ensure you get the most from 
your Interactive Image system.

Trek into the jungle and push back the 
leaves to reveal the hidden tiger

Launch	the	fireworks

Clear the diamonds

Crawl across a grassy 
lawn to create a trail 
of colourful growing 
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fl oor package & mobile unit
turn any fl oor or wall into an incredible interactive image

INTERACTIVE IMAGE FLOOR PACKAGE
Supplied as a complete package comprising:
• PC including operating software
• Kinect sensor camera
• Projector
• Speakers
• Over 100 customisable activities
• Ipad/slate controllable
• Mounting brackets and cables
• Installation and training with online video tutorials
• 12 month warranty

419 40106 £6,995.00

INTERACTIVE IMAGE MOBILE UNIT
The complete Interactive Image system supplied as a handy portable 
trolley with an adjustable head for easy access to any area of the 
school. A high level Kinect sensor camera allows interaction with 
any movement below. This truly versatile system is ideal for any 
environment.
• Over 100 customisable activities
• Ipad/slate controllable
• Lockable casters
• Installation and training with online video tutorials
• 12 month warranty
Size: W650mm x D750mm x H1500mm (H2350mm extended).

419 40109 £7,495.00

turn any fl oor or wall into an incredible interactive image

INTERACTIVE IMAGE FLOOR PACKAGEINTERACTIVE IMAGE FLOOR PACKAGE

Clear the leaves

Wave your hands over a giant keyboard to 
illuminate the keys and hear each note play
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sensory trolleys
mobile sensory trolley & relaxation sensory trolley
Products to be used under the supervision of a professional/responsible adult at all times

MOBILE SENSORY 
TROLLEY – A COMPLETE 
SENSORY ROOM ON 
WHEELS!
This unique design incorporates all 
the key elements of a sensory room in 
a single portable unit. A support pole 
holds a Mirror Ball, Mirage Projector 
and a Universal Arm - the arm has a 
clamp which supports a Projection 
Brolly and Projection Tent in almost 
any position. A Pinspot is directed at 
the Mirror Ball and colour fi lters can be 
fi tted to vary the effect. Also included 
is a Mini Tactile Area and Bendy Mirror, 
providing even more sensory and 
visual experiences. The entire trolley 
is built around an extremely colourful 
1m LED Bubble Tube, backed with an 
Acrylic Mirror. To the rear is a mini UV 
area complete with Magnetic Shapes 
and Linelite Tubing, ideal for close up 
work and play. The twinkling LED side 
panel is visually arresting with bright 
stunning colours. Fitted with four easy-
glide lockable wheels and designed to 
fi t through a single door with ease, all 
the multi-sensory equipment is self-
contained on the trolley - just wheel 
into a room and plug into a single 
power socket. Size: 
H1950mm x W650mm x L1200mm.

MOBILE SENSORY TROLLEY 
 The Mobile Sensory Trolley comes with the 
following standard equipment (may vary):
• 1 x Mirage Projector
• 1 x 6” Effects Wheel
• 1 x 6” Effects Wheel Rotator
• 1 x Projection Brolly
• 1 x Projection Tent
• 1 x 1m Bubble Tube
• 1 x Bubble Tube Pump
• 1 x Pinspot & Filters
• 1 x Mirror Ball
• 1 x UV Light
• 1 x Set of UV Linelite Tubing
• 1 x Set of Magnetic UV Shapes
• 1 x Twinkle Side Panel
• 1 x Tactile Panel
• 1 x Bendy Mirror
• 1 x Mini Softplay Wedge

419 34120 £3,745.00(V)

MOBILE SENSORY TROLLEY 
DELUXE
The Mobile Sensory Trolley Deluxe includes 
all of the Mobile Sensory Trolley standard 
equipment and includes full switch control with 
SpaceKraft’s 8-Way Wireless Rechargeable 
Switch. Press a switch to turn a favourite 
piece of equipment on or off, with a selection 
of momentary, latched or timed modes (the 
timed mode is fi xed at two minutes). Additional 
equipment on the Deluxe Trolley includes the 
following (may vary):
• 1 x 8-Way Switch
• 1 x iPod
• 1 x Fibre Optic Sideglow
• 1 x Original Sensory Tub
• 2 x 6” Effects Wheels
• 2 x 50mm Effects Cassettes
• 1 x 50mm Cassette Rotator
• 1 x UV Shaker
• 1 x UV Twister
• 1 x Set of UV Magic Rods

419 34121 £5,395.00(V)

Tactile Panel

Twinkle LED Side Panel

8-Way Switch

Bubble Tube & Storage

Projector & Mirror Ball
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 RELAXATION SENSORY 
TROLLEY 
A sturdy compact trolley designed to transport 
and store multi-sensory equipment making 
it easy to transform any small space into a 
multi-sensory environment. Ideal for group 
activities or on a one-to-one basis, all items 
on the trolley can be switched on and off via a 
3-Way Switch.
Equipment includes (may vary):
• 1 x Relaxation Sensory Trolley
• 1 x Portable Bubble Tube
• 1 x 100 Strand 2m Fibre Optic Sideglow
• 1 x LED Lightsource
• 1 x Mirage Projector
• 1 x Wheel Rotator
• 1 x Liquid Effects Wheel
• 3 x 6” Effects Wheels

(select any combination of three wheels
from: Transport, Fishes, Shapes, Space,
Seaside, Planets, Fireworks, Deep Sea)

419 57510 £1465.00(V)

RELAXATION SENSORY 

419 57510 £1465.00(V)

Relaxation Sensory Trolley

Portable Bubble Tube

100 Strand 2m Fibre Optic
Sideglow & Lightsource

Liquid Effects Wheel

3 x 6” Effects Wheels -
select any combination

of three wheels

Mirage Projector
& Wheel Rotator
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sensory-in-a-box kits
portable sensory solutions that are easy to install
Products to be used under the supervision of a professional/responsible adult at all times

 SENSORY-IN-A-BOX KIT A 
 Contents (may vary):
• 1 x Flight Case
• 1 x Large Plastic Tub
• 1 x Mirage Projector
• 1 x Mirror Ball & Stand
• 1 x UV Floating Lantern
• 1 x Waterfall Tube
• 3 x Space Blankets
• 2 x Egg Shakers
• 1 x Clatterpillar
• 1 x Large Glitter Tube
• 1 x Mustafa Hamster
• 1 x Threading Butterfly
• 1 x Vibrating Pillow
• 1 x LED Pinspot
• 1 x Fibre Optic

Sideglow (2m 100 Strand)
• 1 x Lightsource
• 1 x Wheel Rotator - 1/2 rpm
• 1 x 6” Effect Wheel - Fireworks
• 1 x 6” Effect Wheel - Seaside
• 1 x Hedgehog Ball - 90mm Dia.
• 1 x Hedgehog Ball - 55mm Dia.
• 1 x Chocolate Chops
• 1 x CD Music for Children
• 1 x CD Edge of Dreams
• 1 x CD Classics for Creativity
• 1 x Twirly Whirly
• 3 x UV Rattle Tubes
• 1 x Interactive Battery Bubble Tube

with 5-Way Switch
• 1 x Battery Bubble Tube Bag
• 1 x Fluorescent Fabric Green
• 1 x Fluorescent Fabric Orange
• 1 x 3m UV Linelite Tubing - 4mm Dia.
• 1 x 3m UV Linelite Tubing - 8mm Dia.
• 1 x Fluorescent Mirror Chimeabout

419 34126 £1,850.00(V)

WHY CHOOSE
SENSORY-IN-A-BOX KITS?
A unique set of Sensory-in-a-Box 
Kits designed for people with special 
needs, giving them an opportunity to 
benefi t from sensory input regardless 
of their location. Each kit provides a 
specifi c piece of sensory equipment 
and a selection of other useful sensory 
resources which offer new experiences 
for children and adults to explore. 
Ideal for occupational therapists and 
any community-based sensory worker 
who needs to deliver the benefi ts of 
sensory input to an individual who 
doesn’t have access to, or is unable to 
attend, a sensory room. Can also be 
used in a home or school setting where 
space is at a premium.

• Develop inclusive practice for
children of all abilities

• Create an exciting,
interactive environment

• Ideal for early years partnerships
• Portable and easy to install

UV Linelite Tubing
Sensory-in-a-Box Kits A B

Clatterpiller
Sensory-in-a-Box Kits A B C
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 SENSORY-IN-A-BOX KIT B
 Contents (may vary): 
• 1 x Flight Case
• 1 x Large Plastic Tub
• 4 x Slimline Switches
• 2 x Dynamo Torches
• 1 x Chocolate Chops
• 1 x Waterfall Tube
• 1 x Clatterpillar
• 3 x Space Blankets
• 1 x Mirror Ball & Stand
• 1 x LED Pinspot
• 1 x Space Projector
• 1 x Threading Butterfly
• 4 x Spine Balls
• 3 x Juggling Scarves
• 2 x Egg Shakers
• 1 x Mustafa Hamster
• 1 x Boxed UV Light
• 1 x Fibre Optic

Sideglow (2m 100 Strand)
• 1 x Lightsource
• 1 x Sound Activated Switch
• 1 x Hedgehog Ball - 90mm Dia.
• 1 x Hedgehog Ball - 55mm Dia.
• 1 x Music For Relaxation CD
• 1 x Ocean Sounds CD
• 1 x Peaceful Garden CD
• 1 x Large Glitter Tube
• 1 x Interactive Battery Bubble Tube
• 1 x Battery Bubble Tube Bag
• 1 x Fluorescent Mirror Chimeabout
• 1 x UV Mittens - Two Pairs
• 1 x Set of UV Linelite Tubing
• 1 x UV Rattle Tube - Yellow
• 1 x UV Shaker Tube - Green
• 1 x UV Twist Tube - Red/Blue
• 1 x UV Alphabet Letters

419 34129 £1,850.00(V)

 SENSORY-IN-A-BOX KIT C 
 Contents (may vary): 
• 1 x Flight Case
• 1 x Large Plastic Tub
• 1 x Micro Controller
• 1 x Fibre Optic

Sideglow (2m 100 Strand)
• 1 x Lightsource
• 1 x LED Pinspot
• 1 x Mirror Ball & Stand
• 1 x Dynamo Torch
• 1 x Space Projector
• 1 x Chocolate Chops
• 1 x Waterfall Tube
• 2 x Egg Shakers
• 1 x Mustafa Hamster
• 1 x Vibrating Pillow
• 3 x Space Blankets
• 1 x Large Glitter Tube
• 1 x Spiral Glitter Tube
• 1 x Clatterpillar
• 1 x Sound Activated Switch
• 1 x Threading Butterfly
• 1 x Fluorescent Mirror Chimeabout
• 1 x Hedgehog Ball - 90mm Dia.
• 1 x Hedgehog Ball - 55mm Dia.
• 1 x Music For Relaxation CD
• 1 x Ocean Sounds CD
• 1 x Savannah CD
• 1 x Battery Bubble Tube Bag
• 1 x Beach Shape Board
• 1 x Bathroom Shape Board
• 2 x Rainbow Flashing Balls
• 4 x Spine Balls
• 1 x Boing Ball
• 1 x Interactive Battery Bubble Tube

with 5-Way Switch

419 34128 £1,850.00(V)

UV Twist Tube - Red/Blue
Sensory-in-a-Box Kit B Only

UV Twist Tube - Red/Blue
Sensory-in-a-Box Kit B Only

Set of 3 Space Blankets
Sensory-in-a-Box Kits A B C

Juggling Scarves
Sensory-in-a-Box Kits A B

Set of 4 Spine Balls
Sensory-in-a-Box Kits B C

Vibrating Pillow
Sensory-in-a-Box Kits A C

Hedgehog Balls
Sensory-in-a-Box Kits A B C

Space Projector
Sensory-in-a-Box Kit C Only

Fibre Optic Sideglow
Sensory-in-a-Box Kits A B C
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sensory-in-a-box kits
portable sensory solutions that are easy to install
Products to be used under the supervision of a professional/responsible adult at all times

 PROJECTOR
SENSORY-IN-A-BOX KIT 
 Contents (may vary): 
Visual
• 1 x Mirage Projector
• 1 x 6” Effect Wheel Rotator
• 3 x 6” Effect Wheels
• 1 x Projection Brolly
• 1 x Jigsaw Softies
• 3 x Space Blankets
• 2 x Ooze Tubes
• 1 x Multi-Liquid Motion
• 2 x Jump Bean Motions
• 6 x Party Bubbles
• 1 x LED Magic Power Globe
Tactile
• 1 x Fiddly Fidget
• 5 x Finger Colour Mats
• 1 x Finger Colour Squares
• 1 x ABC Touch-n-Feel Cards
• 1 x Matching Textures Bag
• 1 x Talking ID
• 1 x Massage Roller Bar
Auditory
• 1 x Wrist Bells
• 5 x Talking Points
• 1 x Mini Rainbow Maker
• 1 x Matching Sound Cubes
Massage
• 5 x Hedgehog Balls
• 2 x Massage Rollers
• 1 x Bobo Massager
• 1 x Vibrating Pillow
• 1 x Dotty Balls - Set of 6
Olfactory
• 1 x Aroma Dough
• 4 x Aroma Balls
• 1 x Cozy Animal
Supplied in fl ight case and sensory tub.

419 34123 £899.95

Projector & Effect Wheels
Projector

Sensory-in-a-Box Kit Only

LED Magic Power Ball
Projector, Bubble Tube & Fibre Optic

Sensory-in-a-Box Kit

Cosy Animals
Projector, Bubble Tube & Fibre Optic

Sensory-in-a-Box Kit
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 BUBBLE TUBE
SENSORY-IN-A-BOX KIT 
Contents (may vary):
Visual
• 1 x Interactive Battery Bubble Tube,

5-Way Switch & Bubble Tube Bag
• 1 x Jigsaw Softies
• 2 x Ooze Tubes
• 2 x Jump Bean Motions
• 3 x Space Blankets
• 1 x Multi-Liquid Motion
• 3 x UV Touchable Bubbles
• 1 x LED Magic Power Globe
Tactile
• 1 x Matching Textures Bag
• 5 x Finger Colour Mats
• 1 x Finger Colour Squares
• 1 x Touch-n-Feel Cards
• 1 x Massage Roller Bar
• 4 x Spine Balls
Massage
• 5 x Hedgehog Balls
• 2 x Massage Rollers
• 1 x Vibrating Pillow
• 1 x Bobo Massager
Olfactory
• 1 x Aroma Dough
• 4 x Aroma Balls
• 1 x Cozy Bee
• 1 x Squidgie Ball
Supplied in fl ight case and sensory tub.

419 34124 £939.00

 FIBRE OPTIC
SENSORY-IN-A-BOX KIT 
Contents (may vary): 
Visual 
• 1 x 150 Strand x 1m

Fibre Optic Sideglow
& Lightsource 

• 1 x Dark Den
• 3 x Space Blankets
• 1 x LED Light Stick
• 3 x Rainbow Flashing Balls
• 2 x Dynamo Torches
• 2 x LED Multi-Spinners
• 1 x LED Magic Power Globe
Tactile
• 2 x Koosh Balls
• 4 x Spine Balls
• 1 x Matching Textures Bag
• 5 x Finger Colour Mats
• 1 x Finger Colour Squares
• 1 x ABC Touch-n-Feel Cards
• 1 x Massage Roller Bar
Auditory
• 1 x Talking ID
• 1 x Wrist Bells
• 1 x Matching Sound Cubes
• 1 x Mini Rainbow Maker
• 5 x Talking Points
Massage
• 5 x Hedgehog Balls
• 1 x Vibrating Pillow
• 1 x Bobo Massager
• 2 x Massage Rollers
Olfactory
• 1 x Aroma Dough
• 4 x Aroma Balls
• 1 x Cozy Animal
Ideal for occupational therapists or for use
in a home setting. Supplied in fl ight case
and sensory tub.

419 34122 £840.00

Supplied in fl ight case and sensory tub. 

419 34124 £939.00

Hedgehog Ball
Projector, Bubble Tube

& Fibre Optic
Sensory-in-a-Box Kit

Jump Bean Motion
Projector and
Bubble Tube

Sensory-in-a-Box Kit

Space Blankets
Projector, Bubble Tube

& Fibre Optic
Sensory-in-a-Box Kit

Massage Rollers
Projector, Bubble Tube

& Fibre Optic
Sensory-in-a-Box Kit

• 1 x Matching Textures Bag 
• 5 x Finger Colour Mats 
• 1 x Finger Colour Squares 
• 1 x ABC Touch-n-Feel Cards
• 1 x Massage Roller Bar 

• 1 x Matching Sound Cubes 
• 1 x Mini Rainbow Maker 

Finger Colour Mats
Projector, Bubble Tube

& Fibre Optic
Sensory-in-a-Box Kit

Matching Textures Bag
Projector, Bubble Tube

& Fibre Optic
Sensory-in-a-Box Kit
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tactile wall panels
explore and learn through touch
Products to be used under the supervision of a professional/responsible adult at all times

WHY CHOOSE TACTILE PANELS?
Tactile Panels engage a child or young person on many levels:
• visual engagement of colourful equipment
• different textures to explore
• auditory effects from musical and percussive resources

A wide selection of Tactile Panels are available to meet 
specifi c needs according to age or complexity - the UV Tactile 
Panel and Fibre Optic Tactile Wall Panel are ideal for visual 
stimulation, the Acoustic Tactile Wall Panel encourages 
communication skills, while the Tubey Panels aid in the 
understanding of cause and effect.

TUBEY TACTILE WALL PANEL
 This exciting wooden board has been designed to maximise visual 
and tactile stimulation for people of all ages. The air balls, coloured 
wooden balls and ball tube are all ideal for motion and colour 
work. Spirals, clatter balls and chains provide auditory and visual 
stimulation. Shaped mirrors aid communication awareness. Hard 
and soft textured panels and spikey balls provide enjoyable tactile 
sensations to explore. Comes with wall fi xing bracket and ball 
collection tray.  Size: H1450mm x W1200mm x D156mm .

419 23125 £1,075.00(V)
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ACOUSTIC TACTILE WALL PANEL
This panel has many acoustic as well as visual and tactile 
experiences: beat the wooden chimes, ring the fl uorescent mirror 
bells, bang on the tambourine, turn the mirror rattle disc, see funny 
faces in the mirror disc, drop the coloured shaped blocks through 
the sort and shape holes to hear and see them clatter through the 
pegs to the trough below - the interaction is endless! Suitable for 
fi xing to any wall with the supplied brackets.
Size: H1500mm x W1200mm x D200mm.

419 23122 £1,065.00(V)

ACOUSTIC TACTILE WALL PANEL
This panel has many acoustic as well as visual and tactile 
experiences: beat the wooden chimes, ring the fl uorescent mirror 
bells, bang on the tambourine, turn the mirror rattle disc, see funny 
faces in the mirror disc, drop the coloured shaped blocks through 
the sort and shape holes to hear and see them clatter through the 
pegs to the trough below - the interaction is endless! Suitable for 
fi xing to any wall with the supplied brackets.
Size: H1500mm x W1200mm x D200mm.

419 23122 £1,065.00(V)
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tactile wall panels
explore and learn through touch
Products to be used under the supervision of a professional/responsible adult at all times

FIBRE OPTIC TACTILE WALL PANEL 
 A large tactile board with strong visual fi bre optics throughout the panel. Press 
the red switch to turn on the black fi bre optic carpet - a soft tactile sensation with 
glowing fi bres. A second switch turns on a twinkling array of fi bre optics dotted 
throughout the many other tactile experiences. Operates on 240v transformed to 
12v. Comes with wall fi xing brackets.  Size: H1450mm x W1200mm x D156mm. 

419 23123 £1,385.00(V)

tactile wall panels
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CORRIDOR TACTILE WALL PANEL
A large, colourful, noisy wall panel incorporating exciting key elements 
from the Acoustic and Fibre Optic Tactile Wall Panels. Press the Big 
Switch to make the black Fibre Optic Carpet sparkle brightly, or press 
either switch on the two communicators to enable non-verbal children to 
initiate communication. Explore the mirrors, sheepskin secret pockets, 
balls, chains, tambourine, abacus, spinners and ratchets, all providing 
stimulation and different sensory experiences - ideal for group activities. 
Suitable for fi xing to any wall with the supplied brackets.
Operates on 240v transformed to 12v.
Size: H900mm x W2400mm x D150mm.

419 23126 £2,140.00(V)

CORRIDOR TACTILE WALL PANEL
A large, colourful, noisy wall panel incorporating exciting key elements 
from the Acoustic and Fibre Optic Tactile Wall Panels. Press the Big 
Switch to make the black Fibre Optic Carpet sparkle brightly, or press 
either switch on the two communicators to enable non-verbal children to 
initiate communication. Explore the mirrors, sheepskin secret pockets, 
balls, chains, tambourine, abacus, spinners and ratchets, all providing 
stimulation and different sensory experiences - ideal for group activities. 
Suitable for fi xing to any wall with the supplied brackets.
Operates on 240v transformed to 12v.
Size: H900mm x W2400mm x D150mm.

419 23126 £2,140.00(V)

CORRIDOR TACTILE WALL PANELCORRIDOR TACTILE WALL PANEL
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tactile wall panels
explore and learn through touch
Products to be used under the supervision of a professional/responsible adult at all times

INTERACTIVE
ACTIVITY TACTILE PANEL 
 With wheels to spin, chains to rattle, fi bre optics that sparkle and 
buttons to press, this activity panel offers lots to explore and discover. 
You can even record and listen to sounds and messages with the Big 
Switch communicator. Operates on 240v transformed to 12v.  Comes 
complete with wall fi xing brackets.
Size: H740mm x W1000mm x D160mm .

419 23133 £1,250.00(V)

INTERACTIVE
ACTIVITY TACTILE PANEL 
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UV TACTILE PANEL
This panel will brighten any darkened room, glowing vibrantly under 
UV light with lots of tactile features to explore. Enjoy making your 
way around this visually stunning panel. Comes with wall fixing 
brackets. Size: H1200mm x W760mm x D156mm.

419 23127 £860.00(V) UV MUSICAL TACTILE PANEL
This colourful and visually-arresting panel is filled with tactile items 
to explore with your hands or feet, and everything glows brightly 
under a UV light. Eight hidden shapes act as switches which 
generate an electronic sound when pressed – eight banks of sound 
are available, presenting 64 audio options. The sound control panel 
is mounted in the side of the panel: press the ‘select button’ to 
change the sound banks and adjust the volume accordingly. The 
UV Musical Tactile Panel is powered by mains supply transformed 
to safe low voltage. Size: 750mm Dia.

419 82118 £695.95(V)
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junior tactile wall panels
explore and learn through touch
Products to be used under the supervision of a professional/responsible adult at all times

FUNFAIR
TACTILE PANEL (left)
A large wooden board which offers many 
tactile, visual and aural sensations.
Spin the wheels, fl ick the wooden panels, 
feel the different textures and see yourself 
in the mirrors - there is plenty to discover! 
Helps develop exploration and tactile 
recognition. Comes complete with wall 
fi xing brackets.
Size: H900mm x W1200mm x D150mm.

419 23128 £975.00(V)

CIRCUS
TACTILE PANEL (below)
A large wooden board which offers many 
tactile, visual and aural sensations. Turn 
the wheels, fl ick the wooden panels, feel 
the different textures and spin the drums 
to be rewarded with sound and light 
refl ections - there is plenty to discover! 
Helps develop exploration and tactile 
recognition. Comes complete with wall 
fi xing brackets.
Size: H900mm x W1200mm x D150mm.

419 23129 £975.00(V)
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FUN TACTILE PANEL
 A tactile panel with multiple sensations to explore which has been 
specially designed for toddlers. Spin the mini rollers, look in the 
mirrors or feel the textured surfaces. Comes complete with wall 
fi xing brackets.  Size: H500mm x W600mm x D150mm .

419 23174 £335.00(V)

BIG WHEEL TACTILE PANEL
 A tactile panel with multiple sensations to explore. Turn the big 
wheel to watch the particles twirl and glitter sticks shimmer, view 
yourself in the mirrors, and brush the textured surfaces. Comes 
complete with wall fi xing brackets. 
Size: H500mm x W600mm x D150mm .

419 23172 £365.00(V)

FUN TACTILE PANEL
 A tactile panel with multiple sensations to explore which has been 
specially designed for toddlers. Spin the mini rollers, look in the 
mirrors or feel the textured surfaces. Comes complete with wall 
fi xing brackets.  Size: H500mm x W600mm x D150mm .

419 23174 £335.00(V)

BIG WHEEL TACTILE PANEL
 A tactile panel with multiple sensations to explore. Turn the big 
wheel to watch the particles twirl and glitter sticks shimmer, view 
yourself in the mirrors, and brush the textured surfaces. Comes 
complete with wall fi xing brackets. 
Size: H500mm x W600mm x D150mm .

419 23172 £365.00(V)
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tactile activity panels
fascinating games and sensory activities that make learning fun
Products to be used under the supervision of a professional/responsible adult at all times

NEW - NOUGHTS & 
CROSSES ABACUS 
ACTIVITY BOARD
A high-quality hand-made mini activity 
panel that features the traditional noughts 
and crosses game in the form of robust 
wooden prisms mounted on spindles. 
Turn the prisms from left to right to select 
a nought or a cross. The triangular blocks 
are made from top quality birch and 
coated in a lacquered fi nish suitable for 
NHS use. The mini panel also includes a 
mini abacus for counting and scoring. 
Size: H280 mm x W520mm x D120mm. 

419 23101 £180.00(V)

NEW - ACTIVITY
BALL RUN GAME 
Place the balls in the wooden tracks at the top 
of the panel and watch them roll and tumble 
down the run to land in one of three numbered 
compartments at the bottom. The user can 
infl uence the direction of the balls by moving 
one of the three adjustable fl ip track pieces 
identifi ed by their mirror surfaces. The tracks 
are made from top quality birch and coated 
in a lacquered fi nish suitable for NHS use. 
Supplied with 20 multi-coloured balls. Sizes:
Panel: H980 mm x W1030 mm x D120mm
Balls: 40mm Dia.

419 23102 £480.00(V)

NEW - NOISY ACTIVITY PANEL 
An engaging activity panel that combines the 
Flip Blocks Picture Matching Game with two 
noisy activities – whirly wheel and chime bars. 
Flip over a tile on the picture matching game to 
reveal one of 10 different illustrations and then 
fl ip the other tiles to fi nd the matching one. Turn 
the whirly wheel to generate a noisy clacking 
sound and actuate colourful tumbling crystals and 
glitter tubes. Run your fi ngers along the chimes 
to produce a jangle of mini bells. This large, wall 
mounted panel can be used as an individual 
activity or played by two or more children. The 
picture matching tiles are made from top quality 
birch and coated in a lacquered fi nish
suitable for NHS use. 
Size: H980mm x W1030mm x D120mm. 

419 23107 £340.00(V)

NEW - NOISY ACTIVITY PANEL 
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NEW - FLIP BLOCKS TACTILE 
MATCHING GAME
Each of the 20 tiles on this matching game 
fl ips over to reveal one of 10 different textured 
surfaces. Flip one tile over to reveal its 
texture and then fl ip the other tiles to fi nd 
the matching one. The Flip Blocks Tactile 
Matching Game is a large, wall mounted 
panel that can be played by one, two or more 
children at a time, making it an ideal activity 
to practice turn taking and co-operation. It 
also makes an engaging sensory activity for 
children who like to spin, fl ip or physically 
explore objects. The tiles are made from top 
quality birch and coated in a lacquered fi nish 
suitable for NHS use. 
Size: H980mm x W515mm x D120mm.

419 23104 £310.00(V)

NEW - FLIP BLOCKS PICTURE 
MATCHING GAME
Each of the 20 tiles on this matching game 
fl ips over to reveal one of 10 different 
illustrations. Flip one tile over to reveal its 
picture and then fl ip the other tiles to fi nd 
the matching one. The Flip Blocks Picture 
Matching Game is a large, wall mounted 
panel that can be played by one, two or more 
children at a time, making it an ideal activity 
to practice turn taking and co-operation. It 
also makes an engaging sensory activity for 
children who like to spin, fl ip or physically 
explore objects. The tiles are made from top 
quality birch and coated in a lacquered fi nish 
suitable for NHS use. 
Size: H980mm x W515mm x D120mm. 

419 23105 £310.00(V)

NEW - TWIST & TURN 
ACTIVITY PANEL (above)
Three fun twist and turn activities incorporated 
into a single panel: noughts and crosses, cog 
turning and colour matching. The traditional 
noughts and crosses game comprises 
triangular wooden prisms mounted on 
spindles – twist the prisms from left to right to 
select a nought or a cross. Turn the handle 
on the central cog to see all the cogs rotate 
either clockwise or anti-clockwise. The colour 
matching game comprises wooden cubes 
mounted on spindles – twist the cubes to align 
the four different colours on the cube faces. 
The prisms and cubes are made from top 
quality birch and coated in a lacquered fi nish 
suitable for use in the NHS. 
Size: H280mm x L1030mm x D120mm.

419 23106 £340.00(V)

NEW - KALEIDOSCOPE 
ACTIVITY PANEL
Peep through the hole into darkness and 
then twist the barrel to see the Kaleidoscope 
magically illuminate and come to life. A 
symmetrical display of light and colour 
refl ects around the mirror chamber for 60 
seconds before going dark again. Twist the 
barrel again to keep the display alight. The 
Kaleidoscope Activity Panel fi xes to the wall 
using the supplied brackets. Operates on 
240v transformed to a safe low voltage.
Size: H280mm x W520mm x D160mm.

419 23108 £210.00(V)

NEW - TWIST & TURN 

NEW - KALEIDOSCOPE 
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tactile resources
explore & learn through touch
Products to be used under the supervision of a professional/responsible adult at all times

PATH
FINDER
 A set of eleven wooden sand-embossed 
tactile fl oor tiles. A fun way of promoting 
spatial awareness, orientation skills, 
tactile perception of the feet, general 
balance and basic co-ordination skills. 
   Tile Size: W400mm x D400mm .

419 24149 - Set of 11 £119.95

 WRIGGLY CENTIPEDES 
 A set of four colourful centipedes. Soft, fl oppy, 
stretchy and highly tactile. 
Age: 3+.   Size: L240mm .

419 15128 - Set of 4 £7.95

 CRYSTAL ORGANZA 
RAINBOW PACK 
A set of seven colourful organza cloths with 
a sparkling crystal lustre which creates a 
stunning visual effect and is ideal for providing 
tactile stimulation. It can also be used to 
enhance music and movement, soften the 
environment or as part of role play.  Age: 3+.  
Size: W1500mm x D1000mm. 

419 50684 - Set of 7 £19.95

TOUCH AND MATCH
Match the 12 differently-textured cylinders 
with the corresponding indents on the game 
board. An ideal multi-skill game to enjoy.
Size: W220mm x D170mm.

419 16808 £12.50

TOUCH AND MATCH

NEW - COLOURED
FLUFF BALLS
A set of six brightly coloured fl uff balls that 
are very soft and tactile. Easy to hold, throw 
and catch. Size: 90mm Dia.

419 25280 - Set of 6 £6.55

NEW - COLOURED

 TACTILE DOMINOES 
 A set of 24 different tactile dominoes to match 
and play with. Each domino is large and easy 
to pick up. Comes complete with a wooden 
storage tray.  Age: 3+.
Size: W90mm  x D44mm.

419 16806 £32.50

 TACTILE DOMINOES 
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TACTILE
SQUARES 
 A set of six different tactile
interlocking tiles which join together to form 
a mat, path or cube, helping to develop 
exploration and tactile recognition.  Age: 3+.  
Size: W400mm .

419 80848 - Set of 6 £64.50

TUBEY
FLOOR MODEL 
 A fun free-standing panel which encourages 
hand/eye co-ordination and tracking. Six 
coloured balls are supplied with each model 
- watch them travel through the transparent
tubes before dropping into the tray.  Age: 3+. 
Size: H370mm x W500mm.

419 09712 £180.00

TALL TUBEY (right) 
 Place a ball in either of the top entrance 
holes and watch it thread its way to the 
bottom - why not place two balls and have a 
race? Six coloured balls supplied. 
Age: 3+.  Size: H550mm x W300mm .

419 23131 £154.95

HAND
HELD TUBEY 
 Twist and turn this easy-to-hold tubey to 
guide the ball through the tube, encouraging 
hand and arm movement to improve 
dexterity. Comes with four coloured balls.  
Age: 3+.  Size: W230mm.

419 23132 £44.00

TUBEY
FLOOR MODEL 

HAND
HELD TUBEY 
 Twist and turn this easy-to-hold tubey to 
guide the ball through the tube, encouraging 
hand and arm movement to improve 

HAND
HELD TUBEY 
 Twist and turn this easy-to-hold tubey to 

NEW - TACTILE PLACE MATS
A set of six textured mats, each with their own 
distinctive colour and texture, from red plush 
or black faux leather to yellow honeycombed 
fabric or green two-tone sequins. The reverse 
of each mat has a special non-slip surface 
suitable for tables or desk tops. 
Size: L360mm x W260mm

419 16802 - Set of 6 £42.95(V)

NEW - TACTILE PLACE MATS
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tactile resources
explore & learn through touch
Products to be used under the supervision of a professional/responsible adult at all times

TACTILE HANDS & FEET 
 A set of six pairs of non-slip tactile hand 
and foot prints in four colours. Ideal for fl oor 
games.  Hand size: L200mm x W170mm.
Feet size: L230mm x W100mm.

419 16110 - Hands £21.50
419 16111 - Feet £21.50
419 16112 - Hands & Feet £39.25

TACTILE HANDS & FEET TACTILE HANDS & FEET NEW - MUDBALLS
Texture without all the mess! A set of three 
tactile balls each offering unique textures on 
both the inside and the outside. Each exterior 
has either a bumpy, pointy or smooth textured 
surface while the insides are fi lled with large 
beads, small beads or sand. There’s also 
a hidden snake toy inside each ball for an 
added tactile surprise. For use as a fi dget 
or communication exercises describing 
similarities and differences.

419 25286 - Set of 3 £25.95

NEW - MUDBALLSNEW - MUDBALLSTACTILE
FLOOR FRAMES 
 Walk barefoot across these seven fl oor tiles 
to experience different tactile sensations. The 
fl oor frames stack easily onto a mobile trolley.  
Age: 3+.  
Size: H60mm x W530mm x D350mm.

419 24146 - Set of 7 £395.00 

TACTILE LETTERS 
A set of 26 activity cards which feature 
extra-large lower case letters with a textured 
surface. Trace the letters with a fi nger to 
develop pre-writing skills and letter recognition 
- a fascinating way to explore the alphabet.
Age: 3+.  Size: H125mm x W100mm.

419 16497 £18.50

develop pre-writing skills and letter recognition 

TACTILE DISCS 
 Using your hands and feet, match the large 
discs to the smaller discs hidden in the bag. 
Alternatively, simply match the colours. 
Great for developing recognition skills, tactile 
perception and encourages communication. 
The Tactile Discs set comprises fi ve large 
and fi ve small tactile discs with blindfold and 
storage bag. 
Size: 270mm Dia. and 110mm Dia. 

419 16807 £69.95

TACTILE DISCS 
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LARGE ACTIVITY CENTRE 
 A large free-standing double-sided activity board, offering many 
visual and noisy activities. Designed to encourage group play, 
sharing and exploration.  Age: 3+. 
Size: H460mm x W760mm x D330mm .

419 15412 £329.00

MIRROR DIFFRACTION ACTIVITY CENTRE 
 A free-standing, double-sided activity centre with mirrors, diffraction 
tubes, roly-poly drum and a mirror marble wheel. Encourages 
exploration.   Age: 3+. Size: H380mm x W610mm x D250mm .

419 15413 £275.00

NEW - TACTILE
WEIGHTED HEDGEHOG
Children will love this friendly weighted hedgehog made from soft plush. 
His back is covered with two-tone sequins which appear to change from 
blue to gold and back again when stroked. Ideal for providing calming 
pressure and tactile stimulation. Size: 350mm Dia.  

419 97188 £34.95(V)

TACTILE SAND TILES 
A set of 10 sand-embossed fi breboard tiles which help promote tactile 
perception, fi ne motor skills and hand/eye co-ordination. Feel the 
shapes embossed on the tiles with your fi ngers and then transfer your 
tactile experience onto paper.  Age: 3+.  

419 16500 - Set of 10 £82.00
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sensory packages
multi-sensory den and genie sensory package
Products to be used under the supervision of a professional/responsible adult at all times

GENIE MULTI-SENSORY DEN PACKAGE
 This package includes a Multi-Sensory Den, a selection of sensory 
equipment and fi tted Softplay fl oor padding. Contents (may vary):
• 1 x Multi-Sensory Den &  wheeled carry bag
• 1 x Set of Fitted Softplay Floor Pads & carry bag
• 1 x Interactive Battery Bubble Tube

with 5-Way Switch & carry case
• 1 x Pinspot with standard hanging bracket
• 1 x 8” Mirror Ball
• 1 x Mirage Projector and Wheel Rotator
• 1 x Space 6” Effect Wheel (SK9007)
• 1 x 150 Strand 3m Fibre Optic Sideglow & Lightsource
• 2 x Switched extension power leads
• 1 x Set of instructions
• 1 x Wheeled sensory equipment case

419 57602 £3,245.00(V)

THE IDEAL PORTABLE
MULTI-SENSORY ENVIRONMENT
Individuals who have challenging behaviour are diffi cult to 
supervise - even more so in a learning environment. Behaviour 
can be troublesome with very short attention spans and low 
levels of concentration, and an important concern is the 
potential for self-harm. Containment and self protection may 
be necessary. 

The use of sensory equipment such as bubble tubes, 
projectors and fi bre optics are very effective in aiding 
relaxation and calming. SpaceKraft’s Multi-Sensory Den is the 
ideal portable sensory solution. Made from heavy duty, nylon 
re-enforced fabric on a sturdy metal frame, it can be installed 
in any area from a bedroom to large hall. SpaceKraft’s Genie 
Sensory Package will transform the look and feel of your
Multi-Sensory Den, making it a warmer, more inviting area to 
engage individuals in a multi-sensory experience and helping 
to calm challenging behaviour.

MULTI-SENSORY DEN 
 The Multi-Sensory Den opens out quickly and simply to create the 
perfect portable environment for your multi-sensory equipment, 
ideal for one-to-one or group sensory work. The interior is 95% 
blacked out when the Velcro fastening door is closed - perfect for 
creating your own darkroom. The drop-down Multi-Sensory Den is 
fully portable when packed away in its wheeled carry bag.
Minimum den size when built: H2070mm x W2500mm x D2500mm.
 Wheeled carry bag size: H400mm x W1600mm x D400mm .
Please remember to check space availability before ordering.

419 57604 - Multi-Sensory Den only £535.00
419 57603 - with fitted Softplay Floor Pads £795.00

Softplay Floor Mats
Quick & Easy

Installation

Genie Multi-Sensory
Den Package

Genie Multi-Sensory
Den Package

Multi-Sensory Den
Wheeled Carry Bag

Wheeled Sensory
Equipment Case

Bubble Tube
Carry Case

Softplay Floor Mats
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Pinspot with bracket
and 8” Mirror Ball

150 Strand 3m
Fibre Optic Sideglow

& Lightsource

Interactive Battery
Bubble Tube with 5-Way 
Switch and carry case

Bubble Tube with 5-Way 
Switch and carry case

Mirage Projector with
Wheel Rotator and

Space 6” Effect Wheel
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dark den
creating calming environments
Products to be used under the supervision of a responsible adult at all times

MEGA DARK DEN
 A large cuboid tent which offers a darkened stimulation-free 
environment for a single child or groups of children. The den provides 
a setting for quiet time or inclusive play with light-up and glow in the 
dark resources. Easy to assemble with 16 poles and 12 connectors, the 
Mega Dark Den comes complete with storage bag.  Age: 3+. 
Size: H1820mm x W1200mm x D1200mm.

419 57559 £107.95

THE DARK DEN
An easily assembled cube tent with black interior
which offers a vital stimulation-free refuge for pupils who can become 
overwhelmed by the noise and bustle of school life, providing a 
setting for quiet time or solitary play with light-up and glow in the 
dark resources. The den assembles with 12 poles and 8 connectors 
(supplied).  Age: 3+. Size: H1000mm  x W1000mm  x D1000mm .

419 57606 £60.95

DARK DEN FIBRE OPTIC SET 
 A fi bre optics starter set comprising a 100 Strand x 1m Fibre Optic 
Sideglow and Lightsource. Safe for children of all ages, this colourful, 
tactile resource can be introduced into any darkened environment. 
Operates on 240v transformed to 12v. Use under supervision. 

419 30100 £345.95(V)

DARK DEN UV RIPPLE MAT 
 Woven from colourful plastic strips, this large fl exible mat glows 
intensely under UV light. The UV Ripple Mat creates a jewel-like 
stained glass effect when hung in front of a window while the woven 
structure offers great tactile interest. Easy to clean and durable, this mat 
makes a great addition to any darkened environment and encourages 
exploratory play.  Size: W1000mm x D1000mm .

419 40404 £265.50

MEGA DARK DEN
 A large cuboid tent which offers a darkened stimulation-free 

THE DARK DEN
An easily assembled cube tent with black interior
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NEW - DARK DEN ACCESSORIES KIT
This accessory kit has an exciting array of light-up resources which 
are all of a suitable size for children to explore in any den or darkened 
environment.    Bag size: H450mm x W350mm . Contents (may vary):
• 1 x Infi nity Tunnel • 1 x Dynamo Torch
• 1 x Flashing Spiky Meteor Ball • 1 x Shake and Shine
• 1 x Magic Power Ball • 1 x Fibre Optic Ice Lamp
• 1 x Bumble Ball • 1 x Spiky Flashing Balls
• 1 x LED Multi Spinner Ball • 1 x Cylinder Faze Lamp
• 1 x Prismatic Projector • 1 x Disco Glide Ball
• 1 x Rainbow Flashing Ball • 1 x Sensory Bag

419 57607 £59.95

UV TORCH
A small powerful
UV torch with nine LEDs.
Requires 3 x AAA batteries (included).

419 10347 £7.95

UV torch with nine LEDs.
Requires 3 x AAA batteries (included).

NEW - CORAL
FLASHING BALLS
A set of four coral-textured balls that illuminate 
with bright colours when bounced hard on the 
fl oor. On impact, each ball fl ashes with two 
different colours for 15 seconds, making them 
ideal for throwing and catching activities in 
a darkened environment. Colours may vary. 
Size: 65mm Dia.

419 21186 - Set of 4 £7.95

NEW - CORAL
FLASHING BALLS

NEW - LIGHT UP PUPPY
A fabulous new super soft furry friend who 
magically lights up with multi-coloured LEDs 
when his paw is squeezed. Click the switch in 
his left paw and the loveable white glow puppy 
illuminates all over his body, gently cycling 
through a rainbow of colour. 100% polyester 
fi bres. Requires 3 x AA batteries (included).
Size: H230mm

419 20093 £8.95

NEW - LIGHT UP PUPPY

NEW - LED TORCHES
 A set of 12 durable, energy effi cient
hand torches in four colours.
Requires 2 x AA batteries (not included).  Size: L160mm x 33mm Dia.

419 26213 - Set of 12 £25.95

NEW - LED TORCHES
A set of 12 durable, energy effi cient

Requires 2 x AA batteries (not included).  Size: L160mm x 33mm Dia.

LED MULTI-SPINNER 
 The LED Multi-Spinner is easy to
hold and has a button which activates the 
multi-coloured spinning lights. Ideal for any 
darkened area. Requires 3 x AA batteries 
(included).  Age: 3+. Size: L200mm .

419 20195 £6.00
419 20196 - Set of 4 £19.95

hold and has a button which activates the 
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light-up resources
create stimulating, colourful mood & atmosphere
Products to be used under the supervision of a professional/responsible adult at all times

RAINBOW
FLASHING BALL
 A tactile multi-coloured ball which fl ashes 
when bounced.  Age: 3+. Size: 70mm Dia. 

419 25236 £3.75

NEW - BLADELESS
FAN WITH LIGHT
An easy-to-grip brightly coloured fan that 
provides a gentle stream of air without the 
worry of trapping little fi ngers. The fan also 
features an LED colour changing light that 
works while the fan is in use. Requires 3 x 
AAA batteries (included). Size: H195mm

419 26208 £7.45

NEW - BLADELESSNEW - BLADELESS

NEW - MINI FIBRE OPTIC
LED MUSHROOMS 
A set of colourful fi bre optic lamps comprising 
a blue base with blue lit fi bres, a red base 
with red lit fi bres and a green base with green 
lit fi bres. Ideal for use in a dark room or any 
darkened area. Batteries included.
Size: H220mm x 230mm Dia.

419 20174 - Set of 3 £6.95

LARGE INFINITY TUNNEL
Look into the tunnel to see an array of 
coloured LED lights stretching back into 
infi nity. The coloured lights rotate through 
patterns of red, blue and green. Ideal for any 
darkened area. Requires 3 x AA batteries 
(included). Size: 150mm Dia.

419 20141 £10.50

GLITTER GLOBE
Shake the globe to see a fascinating projected 
display of colour changing refl ections. Ideal for 
use in any darkened area. Requires 3 x AAA 
batteries (included). Size: H90mm.

419 26228 £4.95

FLASHING BALL
 A tactile multi-coloured ball which fl ashes 

 IRREGULAR SENSORY BALLS
 These tactile colourful balls light up and fl ash 
when bounced or squashed. Their irregular 
shape means they hop and bounce at odd 
angles, adding to the fun. Size: 80mm  Dia.

419 25276 - Set of 4 £11.95

COLOUR CHANGING EGG
This free-standing Colour Changing Egg 
morphs slowly through a pretty rainbow of 
colours creating a soothing and magical glow. 
Requires 3 x AA batteries (included).
Size: H95mm.

419 20140 £3.95

 IRREGULAR SENSORY BALLS

DYNAMO
TORCH
 Repeatedly squeeze
the handle fi rmly to make
the torch light up. Great for developing fi ne 
motor skills and cause and effect. 

419 26215 £4.95

UNDERWATER LIGHT SHOW
 A fantastic addition to a sensory bathroom, 
these fl oating lights are safe to use in water 
and have fi ve different settings, including fast 
and slow fl ashing LED lights. Switch on and 
enjoy the effect as red, green and blue lights 
fl ash and fade under the water. Requires 3 x 
AAA batteries (included). 
Size: H85mm x 80mm Dia. 

419 26227 £8.95

RAINBOW
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NEW - LIGHT
UP TEDDY
A fabulous new super soft furry friend who 
magically lights up with multi-coloured LEDs 
when his paw is squeezed. Click the switch in 
his left paw and the loveable white glow teddy 
illuminates all over his body, gently cycling 
through a rainbow of colour. 100% polyester 
fi bres. Requires 3 x AA batteries (included).
Size: H230mm.

419 20094 £8.95

SOUND SENSITIVE LIGHT BAR
An illuminated sensor bar that reacts to music 
and voices: make any noise or play your 
favourite music to see brightly coloured LED 
lights fl ash in response. Sing a song or just 
talk and watch how the lights react to vocal 
sounds. Alternatively, just fl ick the switch for a 
random light show. Requires 4 x AA batteries 
(included). Age 6+.
Size: H50mm x L270mm x W55mm  

419 26176 £15.95

NEW - TSUM TSUM LIGHT UP
One of a wide range of cute soft Disney 
Tsum Tsum toys featuring familiar Disney 
and Pixar characters such as Nemo, Simba, 
Baloo, Goofy, Cinderella, Destiny, Sven and 
King Louie. Pat or gently squeeze to see the 
character blush as its cheeks light up and it 
chuckles or squeaks. Please note: characters 
may vary. Age: 0+
Size: H60mm x L120mm x W80mm.

419 20145 £3.45

NEW - TSUM TSUM LIGHT UP

SOUND SENSITIVE LIGHT BAR

LED MAGIC
POWER
GLOBE
Ideal for any darkened
environment, this globe creates a 
mesmerising display of multi-coloured, 
multi-patterned spinning illumination. A visual 
must for any sensory room! Requires 4 x AA 
batteries (included).

419 20181 £10.95

Ideal for any darkened
environment, this globe creates a 

NEW - LIGHT

A fabulous new super soft furry friend who 

FLASHING CRYSTAL STARS
 A set of three soft and pliable crystal stars  
which illuminate when squeezed.
Use under supervision.  Age: 3+ .  
Size: 60mm Dia. 

419 26142 - Set of 3 £4.95

FLASHING CRYSTAL STARS

MOONLIGHT CUSHION 
 A great addition to any sensory environment, 
the Moonlight Cushion provides a calm 
ambience and the internal light source 
illuminates the whole cushion with an array of 
colours. A simple tap of this white fur cushion 
brings it to life. The cushion comes complete 
with a low energy battery pack which is safely 
zipped away inside. Removable cover for 
easy cleaning. Requires 3 x AA batteries (not 
supplied).  Size: W350mm x D350mm .

419 20092 £27.95

 TEXTURED SENSORY
LIGHT BALLS
 A set of four fi rm balls which light up and fl ash 
when bounced. Each ball is a different colour 
and texture. Age: 3+. Size: 100mm Dia.

419 25277 £13.95

 TEXTURED SENSORY

PRISMATIC
PROJECTOR LIGHT 
 This hand-held light has three different visual 
effects to explore. Press the button and watch 
a mesmerizing display of multi-coloured lights 
and patterns at varying speeds. Great for 
any darkened environment. Requires 3 x AA 
batteries (included).  Age: 3+.  Size: L200mm .

419 20210 £6.15
419 20310 - Set of 4 £21.50

PROJECTOR LIGHT 
 This hand-held light has three different visual 

LED FIBRE
OPTIC
MUSHROOM
 The LED Fibre Optic Mushroom lamp is 
bright, eye-catching and safe to touch. Run 
your fi ngers through the spray or blow gently 
on the fi bres and see the lights move. The 
LED light sequences slowly through red, 
blue and green. Requires 3 x AA batteries 
(included).  Size: H325mm  x 400mm Dia.

419 20172 £9.25
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 MUSICAL
BUMBLE BALL 
 Turn on the Bumble Ball
and watch it light up, bounce around 
and laugh enthusiastically! A fun sensory 
experience for children. Requires 3 x AA 
batteries (not included).     Size: 90mm Dia. 

419 25190 £10.95

BUMBLE BALL 
 Turn on the Bumble Ball

STAR SHOW PROJECTOR
This amazing visually arresting projector 
illuminates any darkened room with hundreds 
of stars. The changing LED projector light 
produces a rainbow of colours. Requires 3 x 
AA batteries (included). Size: H120mm.

419 26230 £6.55

MOOD CUBE
A portable mood light which has colour 
changing LEDs. Perfect for any dark area. 
Calming and relaxing. Requires 3 x AA 
batteries (included). Size: W75mm.

419 20143 £4.95

LIGHT
UP DICE
This soft rubber dice slowly changes colour 
to create an enchanting visual effect. Adds 
interest to any darkened environment.
Size: W75mm.

419 20142 £3.95

LED
TORCHES
 A set of 12 durable, energy effi cient hand 
torches in four colours. Requires 2 x AA 
batteries (not included). 
Size: L160mm x 33mm Dia.

419 26213 - Set of 12 £25.95

NEW - LED
CYLINDER
FAZE LAMP
A calming mood light
with six bright colour
changing lights. Watch
it ‘Faze’ through a gentle colour change. 
Requires: 3 x AAA batteries (included).
Age: 5+. Size: H163mm x 80mm Dia.

419 26205 £6.95

VIBRATING
FIBRE
OPTIC SPRAY
 Stimulating fi bre optics which twinkle and 
change colour. Gentle vibration can be felt 
through the tips of the fi bres. Not intended for 
vigorous handling. Requires 3 x AA batteries 
(included).  Size: H300mm x 150mm Dia. 

419 34118 £15.95

FLASHING EYEBALLS
 A set of three plastic Flashing Eyeballs which 
have LED lights inside that activate when 
tapped or dropped. Weighted so the eye is 
always looking upwards!  Size: 40mm Dia. 

419 25238 - Set of 3 £9.95

LED DUCKS 
 A pair of light-up
fl ashing rubber
ducks.  Great fun
at bathtime! Age: 0+ .
Size: L80mm.

419 20166 - Set of 2 £4.90419 20166 - Set of 2 £4.90

FLASHING EYEBALLS

LED
TORCHES
A set of 12 durable, energy effi cient hand 
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LED GLITTER ROCKET 
 Shake the Rocket to create clouds of brightly 
sparkling glitter, then turn on the LED 
colour changer to see the colours change 
through red, blue and green. Switches off 
automatically. Requires 3 x 1.5v batteries 
(included).  Size: H150mm .

419 20198 £6.95

LED MULTI-SPINNER 
 The LED Multi-Spinner is easy to hold and 
has a button which activates the multi-
coloured spinning lights. A great visual effect 
ideal for any darkened area. Requires 3 x AA 
batteries (included).  Age: 3+. Size: L200mm .

419 20195 £6.00
419 20196 - Set of 4 £19.95

LED MULTI-SPINNER 
 The LED Multi-Spinner is easy to hold and 

NEW - LIGHT UP PUPPY
A fabulous new super soft furry friend who 
magically lights up with multi-coloured LEDs 
when his paw is squeezed. Click the switch in 
his left paw and the loveable white glow puppy 
illuminates all over his body, gently cycling 
through a rainbow of colour. 100% polyester 
fi bres. Requires 3 x AA batteries (included).
Size: H230mm.

419 20093 £8.95

KALEIDOSCOPE LAMP
Switch on the lamp to see the crystal globe 
rotate and project multi-coloured prismatic 
patterns of light. Provides a calming visual 
effect. Requires 3 x AA batteries (included).
Size: H100mm.

419 26229 £11.95

KALEIDOSCOPE LAMP

 SENSORY MOOD SHAPES
 These robust plastic shapes are aesthetically 
pleasing and ideal for providing coloured light in 
any sensory environment or darkened room. Each 
shape can be fixed on one of 16 colours or run on 
an automatic programme which fades smoothly 
through the entire spectrum. The units feature 
rechargeable low voltage LEDs and are supplied 
with a charging station - a six hour charge provides 
eight hours of light.

419 26184 - Pyramid H480mm £79.95
419 26185 - Cube H400mm £99.95
419 26186 - Egg H420mm £79.95
419 26187 - Ball 400mm Dia. £79.95
419 26188 - Pebble L400mm £79.95

SENSORY MOOD
LIGHT TABLE
A strong, cotton-reel-shaped table 
which makes a great lightbox as well 
as providing coloured mood light in any 
sensory environment or darkened room. 
The table can be set on one of 16 colours 
or run through an automatic programme 
which fades smoothly across the entire 
spectrum - the appearance is calming 
as the colours spread evenly throughout 
the whole table. Features rechargeable 
low voltage LEDs and is supplied with 
a charging station - a six hour charge 
provides 10 hours of light. Water resistant. 
Maximum load: 80kg.
Size: H400mm x 700mm Dia.

419 26189 £169.95

NEW - LIGHT UP PUPPY

Sensory Mood Pyramid

Sensory Mood Egg

Sensory Mood Ball

Sensory Mood Cube

Sensory Mood Pebble

A fabulous new super soft furry friend who 
NEW - LIGHT UP PUPPY
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ultra violet
visual effects that encourage exploration
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Ultra Violet (UV) lighting extends 
and enhances the range of visual 
experiences that can be offered to 
clients. Because UV reactive toys 
and equipment glow brightly when 
exposed to a UV light source, they 
create irresistible points of focus and 
interest, encouraging play and tactile 
exploration.

COLOURFUL CATERPILLAR
An infl ated soft, squishy, tactile bright coloured 
caterpillar which glows vividly under a UV 
light. A great favourite as a fi dget! Colours 
may vary. Size: L200mm.

419 10310 £3.50

COLOURFUL CATERPILLAR

UV MEGA SLINKY
A multi-coloured Slinky which glows brightly 
under UV light. An excellent fi ddle toy which 
'walks' down stairs in classic Slinky fashion.
Size: 105mm Dia.

419 10314 £5.95

UV MEGA SLINKY

UV DRY MARKER PENS
A pack of 12 dry marker pens with fl uorescent 
pigment which glows brightly in UV light. Write 
or draw on any dry marker board and simply 
wipe clean when fi nished.

419 60604 £18.95

UV DRY MARKER PENS

MAGNETIC UV
SHAPE BOARD
 A dark green magnetic metallic board 
which comes with a wall mounting kit and 
a set of 12 UV coloured acrylic shapes. 
Designed to be used in a dark room with a 
UV light. Comes complete with acrylic UV 
shapes and two metres of magnetic strip. 
   Size: H1025mm x W625mm .

419 10211 £195.00

MAGNETIC UV

UV TUBE LADDER 
 The UV Tube Ladder has fi ve mirrored 
tubes which turn at the slightest touch. 
Fluorescent material inside each tube 
refl ects on the mirrors creating colourful 
glowing patterns.  Age: 3+. 
Size: H270mm .

419 40406 £85.00

UV DRY MARKER PENS
A pack of 12 dry marker pens with fl uorescent 
pigment which glows brightly in UV light. Write 
or draw on any dry marker board and simply 
wipe clean when fi nished.

419 60604 £18.95

UV DRY MARKER PENS

UV TUBE LADDER 

UV SENSORY WATERFALL
A wall-mounted waterfall effect which glows 
brightly when used with a UV light. Made 
from strips of stretchy vinyl, the UV Sensory 
Waterfall stimulates the visual senses while 
also providing a great tactile experience. 
Incorporating a cantilever mounting bracket, 
the UV Sensory Waterfall can easily be fi xed 
on walls or above doors, and swung out ready 
for use. Age: 3+. Available in two sizes both 
with 2m drop.

419 40482 - 1m £376.00
419 40483 - 1.2m £449.00
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UV LIGHT WITH
DIFFUSER (above)
 A complete UV light suitable for ceiling 
fi xing. Operates on 240v. 

419 10507 - L600mm £90.00
419 10508 - L1200mm £125.00

UV LIGHT WITH

UV SHAKER TUBE
 A plastic tube fi lled with UV granules which 
glow furiously in UV light. Shake to hear an 
unusual noise. An ideal toy for developing 
grip skills. Available in three colours: red, 
yellow and green - please state colour when 
ordering.  Age: 3+. 
Size: L220mm x 30mm Dia. 

419 40413 £24.00

UV RATTLE TUBE 
 A clear plastic tube fi lled with UV blocks 
which glow furiously in UV light. Shake to 
see the blocks move and hear them rattle. 
An excellent visual, noisy, sensory tool for 
developing grip skills. Available in three 
colours: red, yellow and green - please state 
colour when ordering. Age: 3+.
Size: L230mm x 50mm Dia. 

419 40412 £24.00

UV TWIST TUBE
 A clear plastic tube with a spiral inset and 
two sets of UV granules. Twist or shake the 
tube and watch the granules make their way 
around the spiral all the way to the bottom. An 
excellent tactile tool for developing grip and 
rotating skills.  Available in two colourways: red 
& blue or green & orange - please state when 
ordering. Age: 3+. 
Size: L400mm x 30mm Dia. 

419 40414 £30.00

UV GROAN TUBES
 A set of fi ve UV-reactive fl uorescent tubes 
which generate a spooky groaning noise when 
turned.  Age: 3+ . Size: L400mm .

419 40436 - Set of 5 £ 9.95 UV Shaker Tube UV Rattle Tube UV Twist Tube UV Groan Tube

UV TOUCHABLE BUBBLES
 Bubbles that react brightly under UV light, 
which can be touched and caught. 
 Age: 3+.  4ml.

419 10307 £3.95

UV TOUCHABLE BUBBLES

 UV ROLLER
SHAKER TUBE
 The UV Roller Shaker Tube contains mirrored 
plates and multi-coloured fl uorescent material. Ultra 
violet light enhances the visual reward.  Age: 3+.  
Size: L240mm .

419 40407 £28.50

 UV ROLLER
SHAKER TUBE

UV Twist Tube UV Groan Tube

plates and multi-coloured fl uorescent material. Ultra 

419 40407 £28.50
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HIGH
POWER UV LIGHT
 This directional UV light produces a stunning 
vibrant effect from its 192 LEDs. Modes 
include sound activation and 100% to 0% 
dimming. Operates on 240v.
   Size: H240mm x W360mm x D90mm .

419 10503 £125.00

HIGH
POWER UV LIGHT
 This directional UV light produces a stunning 

NEON SCARVES 
 Light, easy to handle, colourful and glow 
furiously under UV light - all it takes is a slight 
movement to have this set of three Neon 
Scarves waving through the air. Ideal for 
group activities and encouraging movement.  
Age: 3+ . Size: L460mm.

419 40420 - Pack of 3 £7.95

MAGIC WAND
 A hand-held linelite wand which shines 
brightly in UV light.  Age: 3+.  Size: L520mm .

419 15136 £18.95

 UV PINPRESSION 
Place your hand against the surface to leave 
an impression of your hand print - try it with 
your face or favourite toy! Watch it glow under 
UV light. Available in two colours, the UV 
Pinpression is visually stunning and tactile 
too!  Age: 3+.    
Size: H125mm x W95mm x D60mm .

419 40390G - Green £8.50
419 40390B - Blue £8.50
419 40390 - Set of 2 £15.95

UV TORCH
A small powerful
UV torch with nine LEDs.
Requires 3 x AAA batteries (included).

419 10347 £7.95

UV torch with nine LEDs.
Requires 3 x AAA batteries (included).

MAGIC WAND
 A hand-held linelite wand which shines 

ROPE LINELITE TUBING
 Flexible plastic rope-effect tubing which 
glows intensively under UV light. Can be tied 
and plaited. Excellent for visual and tactile 
stimulation. Available in six colours: blue, 
green, pink, orange, red and purple (please 
state when ordering).  Prices are per linear 
metre. 
Size: 8mm Dia.

419 10209 - 1m Single Colour £3.75
419 10210 - 15m Mixed Colour £44.95

Products to be used under the supervision of a professional/responsible adult at all times

LINELITE TUBING
 Flexible plastic tubing which glows intensely 
under UV light and can be tied in knots. 
Available in fi ve colours: orange, green, 
yellow, red and blue (please state when 
ordering). Prices are per linear metre. 

419 10206 - 4mm Dia. £2.99
419 10207 - 8mm Dia. £3.99
419 10208 - 15m Mixed Colour £42.95

ROPE LINELITE TUBING
 Flexible plastic rope-effect tubing which 

LINELITE TUBINGLINELITE TUBING
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UV SENSORY TUB
This tub includes a wide selection of exciting 
and stimulating resources which glow brightly 
under UV light - great for any darkened 
environment.
Size of tub: H300mm x W800mm x D390mm.
Contents (may vary):
• 1 x Plastic Tub
• 1 x Set of Linelite Tubing - 15m
• 1 x UV LED Lantern
• 2 x UV Rattle Tubes
• 2 x UV Shaker Tubes
• 1 x UV Twist Tube
• 3 x UV Capes
• 2 x Pairs of UV Mittens
• 3 x Juggling Scarves
• 1 x Blue & Yellow UV Glitter Baton
• 1 x Red & Orange UV Glitter Baton
• 1 x Purple & Green UV Glitter Baton
• 1 x Glow Squidgie Ball
• 1 x Glow in the Dark Dinosaur
• 1 x Magic Wand
• 1 x Green UV Pinpression
• 1 x Blue UV Pinpression
• 4 x UV Multi-Shapes
• 1 x Set of UV Puffers
• 1 x UV Mega Slinky
• 1 x UV Spikey Wrist Band
• 5 x UV Groan Tubes

419 40421 £375.00(V)

MEGA DARK DEN
 A large cuboid tent which offers a 
darkened stimulation-free environment for 
a single child or groups of children. The 
den provides a setting for quiet time or 
inclusive play with light-up and glow in the 
dark resources. Easy to assemble with 16 
poles and 12 connectors, the Mega Dark 
Den comes complete with storage bag.  
Age: 3+. Size: H1820mm x W1200mm.

419 57559 £107.95

NEW - UV BUBBLE WALL PANEL
An exciting wall-mounted panel that transforms the sensory features of a bubble tube into an 
illuminated wall of bright, colourful bubbles enhanced by UV light. The UV Bubble Wall Panel 
is supplied with a Slimline Switch which enables the user to turn the panel on and off. 
Size: H775mm x W670mm x D90mm.

419 50107 £780.00 (V)
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UV MIRROR
LINE LITE WALL PANEL
A mirrored wall panel with cascading 
strands of Line Lite Tubing which glow 
intensely under UV Light. Comes complete 
with wall fi xing brackets. Operates on 240v.
Large: H1500mm x W600mm x D160mm.
Small: H775mm x W670mm x D90mm.

419 10405 - Large £479.00(V)
419 10409 - Small £379.00(V)

UV MIRROR
LINE LITE WALL PANEL
A mirrored wall panel with cascading 
strands of Line Lite Tubing 
intensely under UV Light. 
with wall fi xing brackets. Operates on 240v.
Large: H1500mm x W600mm x D160mm.
Small: H775mm x W670mm x D90mm.

419 10405 - Large £479.00(V)
419 10409 - Small £379.00(V)

UV SOLAR FLARE BALL
A tactile ball with a unique texture which 
makes it hard to put down. The UV Solar 
Flare Ball glows brightly under UV light and 
its infl ated ‘body’ is covered in short tentacles 
which makes it easy to catch and a great 
fi dget. Colours may vary. Size: 120mm Dia.

419 10308 £3.50

UV SOLAR FLARE BALL

 LOW ENERGY
BLACKLIGHT BULB 
 Turn any room into a UV room with this 26w 
low energy blacklight bulb. Ideal for use at 
home or in a room where the installation of a 
permanently fi xed UV light is not possible. 

419 10356 - Bayonet Fitting £14.95

 LOW ENERGY

UV CANNON 
 A powerful UV spot projector which emits a 
strong beam of ultra violet light for a full range 
of darkroom work. 25w UV lamp included and 
complete with adjustable bracket. Operates 
on 240v. 

419 10358 £49.95

UV NUMBERS
 A set of 20 numbers which counts out to 
100. Made from highly reactive UV plastic in
various colours.  Number size: H95mm .

419 40424 - Set of 20 £68.00

 UV MULTI-SHAPES
 A set of 12 UV shapes which can be 
handled at close quarters to enjoy the bright 
luminescence.  Shape size: H95mm .

419 10304 - set of 12 £53.50
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UV SENSORY BAG
 A fantastic resource to brighten up your 
sensory room. Make lessons fun using UV 
reactive resources - this sensory bag is an 
ideal way to introduce UV into any darkened 
environment.
Bag size: H450mm x W350mm .
Contents (may vary): 
• 1 x Sensory Bag
• 1 x UV Juggling Sticks
• 1 x UV Mittens
• 3 x Juggling Scarves
• 5 x UV Groan Tubes
• 4 x Spine Balls
• 2 x UV Touchable Bubbles
• 1 x UV Post-It Notes
• 1 x Rope Linelite Tubing - 3m
• 1 x UV Pinpression
• 1 x UV Portable Light

419 34026 £79.95

BLACK MAGIC BOX (left)
 This superb portable go-anywhere kit comes complete with UV light, safety diffuser and 
tactile objects. Just plug into any mains socket and see the objects glow vigorously. 
Ideal for visual and tactile use. Operates on 240v. Weight: 8kg .
   Size: H360mm x W380mm x D250mm .

419 10407 £295.00

BLACK MAGIC BOX (left)
 This superb portable go-anywhere kit comes complete with UV light, safety diffuser and 
tactile objects. Just plug into any mains socket and see the objects glow vigorously. 
Ideal for visual and tactile use. Operates on 240v. Weight: 8kg .
   Size: H360mm x W380mm x D250mm .

419 10407 £295.00

UV LED LANTERN
 A sturdy ultra violet light which uses the
latest in LED technology. Ideal for one-to-
one work or with a small group. Requires 
4 x D batteries (not included). 
Size: H270mm .

419 10349 £39.95

UV LED LANTERN

SPINE
BALLS
 Four bright UV reactive balls which are 
fi rm and bouncy, yet soft to touch. 
Age: 3+. Sizes: 38mm Dia., 50mm Dia., 
60mm Dia. and 70mm Dia.

   419 40431 - Set of 4 £14.00

SPINE
BALLS
 Four bright UV reactive balls which are 

UV TUBE DRUM 
 A stimulating and rewarding toy. The fi ve 
tubes are fi lled with fl uorescent material 
which glows intensely under ultra violet 
light. Rotates at the slightest touch. 
 Age: 3+.    Size: W240mm .

419 40405 £92.00

419 10407 £295.00

UV TUBE DRUM 
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UV MITTENS 
 Two pairs of UV Mittens made in different 
textured materials: one furry (orange) and 
one smooth (green). Great for drama and 
expression.  Size: Medium .

419 40419 - Two Pairs £19.95

UV SENSORY CENTRE
Ideal for any sensory room or darkened environment, the UV Sensory Centre incorporates 
three sensory items of equipment which are activated by pressing their own colourful switches 
or with a favourite switch via one of the three colour coded3.5mm jack
sockets. The curvy acrylic mirrors enhance the effects:
• 1 x Bubble Tube - H620mm
• 1 x 800mm 100 Strand UV Sparklefl ex
• 1 x UV Lightbox - W440mm x D125mm
• 1 x Set of UV Linelite Tubing
• 1 x Set of UV Coloured Shapes
Size: H770mm x W1000mm x D380mm.

419 34135 £1,269.00(V)

NEW - UV THINKING PUTTY
A fun mouldable putty that magically changes 
colour when exposed to UV light. Stretch, 
pull and squish to develop hand strength and 
fi ne motor skills. Draw, write or scribble bright 
designs directly onto the surface of the putty 
with the included UV keychain light. Thinking 
Putty never dries out. Available in three 
different colour styles: Blue Moon, Arctic Flare 
or Mystic Glacier. Each tin contains 3.2oz of 
putty. 

419 26151 - Blue Moon £14.99
419 26152 - Arctic Flare £14.99
419 26153 - Mystic Glacier £14.99

NEW - UV THINKING PUTTY
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FLUORESCENT
MIRROR CHIMEABOUT
 Strips of coloured fl uorescent perspex which 
glow under a UV light, each with its own bell.  
Spin the Chimeabout to create a visual and 
musical effect. Age: 3+.  Size: H240mm .

419 09704 £56.00

FLUORESCENT

PORTABLE UV LIGHT
Stand alone or hold in your hand, this 
versatile light brings any UV objects to life. 
 Ideal for any dark corner. Requires 4 x 
AAA batteries (not included). 
Size: L160mm.

419 10351 £19.95
419 10352 - Spare Lamp £7.95

UV RIPPLE MAT
 Woven from colourful plastic strips, this 
large fl exible mat glows intensely under UV 
light. The UV Ripple Mat creates a jewel-like 
stained glass effect when hung in front of a 
window while the woven structure offers great 
tactile interest. Easy to clean and durable, this 
mat makes a great addition to any darkened 
environment and encourages exploratory play.  
Size: W1000mm x D1000mm .

419 40404 £265.50

NEW - NEON FUNNY FACE BALLS
A range of large colourful football-sized infl atable 
balls covered with soft fl uorescent fur which 
glows brightly under UV light. One side features a 
humorous friendly face that children will love. Great 
for catching or throwing activities, especially in a 
darkened environment. Age: 3+.   Size: 210mm Dia.

419 18517G - Green £2.75
419 18517O - Orange £2.75
419 18517P - Pink £2.75
419 18517Y - Yellow £2.75
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LUMIGLO SCREEN
& LED TORCH 
 The Lumiglo Screen glows brightly when 
exposed to light. Using your hand as 
a mask, shine the LED Torch onto the 
screen and then remove your hand to 
see the outline lingering on the glowing 
screen. Write, draw and make patterns 
on the screen using the LED Torch. The 
Lumiglow Screen comes complete with 
LED Torch and wall mounting brackets 
- the torch requires 3 x AAA batteries
(included).  Size: H1000mm x W600 mm.

419 34119 £190.00(V)

GLOW IN THE DARK
SENSORY BAG
 The Glow in the Dark Sensory Bag contains 
many carefully selected items which enhance 
any dark area. Charge all items up in normal 
light and watch them glow when the lights go 
out.  Contents (may vary): 
• 1 x Pack Glow in the Dark Stars
• 1 x Glow in the Dark Pens - Set of 2
• 1 x Glow in the Dark Galaxy
• 1 x Glow in the Dark Ball
• 3 x Glow in the Dark Dinosaurs
• 1 x Glow Stretchy Spaghetti
• 1 x Glow Squidgie Ball
• 1 x Glow in the Dark Gloves
• 1 x Pack Glow Paper - A4
 Bag Size: L450mm x W350mm .

419 34024 £86.95

NEW - GLOW
IN THE DARK FEET
A set of six fl uorescent footprints that 
absorb light to glow brightly in a darkened 
environment. Comes complete with adhesive 
pads for easy mounting. Ages: 3+.
Size: L180mm x W70mm

419 26103 - Set of 6 £4.25

GLOW IN THE
DARK GLOVES
 A pair of soft and stretchy fabric gloves which 
fi t most hands perfectly. The gloves glow 
furiously under UV light and are great fun in 
any darkened room.

419 26096 - Pair £9.95

GLOW IN THE
DARK GLOVES

GLOW IN THE DARK
OOGI MAN
An irresistibly tactile and wonderfully 
expressive fl uorescent fi gure toy. With suction 
cup head, hands and feet, and long stretchy 
arms, he connects to any smooth surface. 
Oogi plays happily in bathtubs and on fridges 
or mirrors. Made from food-grade silicone 
rubber - safe, durable and easy to clean.
Age: 3+.

419 40485 - Small H80mm £5.95
419 40486 - Medium H130mm £11.95

GLOW IN THE DARKGLOW IN THE DARKGLOW IN THE DARK

NEW - GLOW IN THE DARK 
MIXED BY ME KIT
Create customised Thinking Putty with 
this easy-to-use kit of colour and effects 
putty mixers. Blend blobs of colour putty 
with clear putty to turn it any colour. Add 
special effects putties to make the putty 
sparkle, shimmer and fl uoresce The putty 
tin labels can also be customised using 
supplied colour pencils.
Contents:
• 5 x tins of clear Thinking Putty
• 3 x colour concentrates

(red, yellow, blue)
• 3 x special effects

(sparkle, shimmer, glow in the dark)
• 6 x coloured pencils
• 20 x customisable tin labels
• 1 x mixing mat

419 15026 £19.99

 INVISIBLE
UV PAINT 
A set of fi ve water-based acrylic paints which 
appear to be white and become almost 
invisible when dry. Turn on a UV light and 
the paint comes to life, glowing with bright 
colours: red, yellow, blue, green and orange. 
Guidance information is provided. 
Size of pot: H50mm .

419 40426 £67.95

A set of fi ve water-based acrylic paints which 
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GLOW STRETCHY SPAGHETTI 
 A super stretchy bundle of spaghetti-like 
strands which glow in the dark. Very soft and 
tactile.  Age: 3+.  Size: L280mm.

419 40468 £7.95

GLOW SQUIDGIE
BALL (above right)
 A very tactile, squeezable rubber ball 
which glows in the dark or under UV 
lighting.  Age: 0+. Size: 90mm Dia. 

419 40463 £8.95

GLOW IN THE DARK
GOO BALLS (below left)
Glow in the Dark Goo Balls are an 
amazing wonder of chemistry. Slimy and 
gross to the touch, they grow to 200 times 
their original size, slip, slide, bounce and 
explode! They glow for hours in the dark 
and under a UV light. Safe and non-toxic. 
Age: 3+.

419 40481 £14.95

NEW - GLOW IN
THE DARK STARS 
A set of 24 fl uorescent stars in three different 
sizes (85mm, 38mm and 25mm) which 
glow brightly in the dark. Turn the lights off 
and watch the stars shine brightly. Comes 
complete with adhesive pads for easy 
mounting. Ages: 3+.

419 26086 - Set of 24 £4.25

NEW - GLOW IN THE DARK 
SNOWFLAKES
A set of 30 fl uorescent snowfl akes in fi ve 
different shapes and three different sizes 
(55mm, 40mm and 30mm). Charge them 
up under a light and then watch them glow 
brightly in the dark. Comes complete with 
adhesive pads for easy mounting. Ages: 3+.

419 26100 - Set of 30 £4.25

NEW - GLOW IN THE DARK 
MOON & STARS MOBILE
A hanging mobile with a fl uorescent moon and 
eight glow in the dark stars. Ideal for hanging 
up in a darkened room - turn the lights off and 
see it glow. Age: 3+.
Size: H730mm x W360mm.

419 26087 £6.50

NEW - GLOW JUMBO 
METEORITES
A set of 20 large tactile fl uorescent ‘meteorite’ 
stones that absorb light to glow brightly in a 
darkened environment. Ages: 3+. Meteorite 
sizes vary between L35mm and L60mm.

419 26085 - Set of 20 £6.95

SCRUNCHY
FIDGET DINOSAURS
Soft and stretchy glow in the dark dinosaurs 
which can be squeezed, tugged and pulled, 
providing lots of sensory tactile experiences. 
Available individually or as set of three 
different.  Age 3+.  Size: L190mm.

419 26088 £5.95
419 26089 - Set of 3 £14.95   

SCRUNCHY

GLOW GOO
Make your own goo which glows in the dark. 
Quick, easy and fun to make, Glow Goo 
radiates a luminescent green in any darkened 
environment. Combine the three ingredients, 
stir and the goo will start to take its slimy form. 
Charge under a light and you’re ready to glow! 
Age: 3+.

419 40480 £4.45

GLOW IN THE DARK 
BALLOON BALL
A squishy glow in the dark ball which can 
be infl ated and defl ated like a balloon. Push 
the straw into the base and blow to infl ate 
- the ball will not defl ate when the straw is
removed. Throw, bounce or squash - it will
always retain its shape. Colours may vary.
Ages: 6+. Size: 250mm Dia.

419 40489 £2.25
419 40490 - Set of 3 £5.95

GLOW IN THE DARK 
TRANSFORMING GLOBE
A glow in the dark globe which magically 
expands from 140mm Dia. to 300mm Dia. in 
seconds. A great tactile feel - comes to life 
when the lights go out! Ages: 4+.

419 40408 £12.95

GLOW IN THE DARK GLOW IN THE DARK GLOW IN THE DARK 

GLOW SQUIDGIE

GLOW IN THE
DARK SENSORY BALL
 This glow in the dark ball creates a great 
visual effect when the lights go out. Soft 
and stimulating with a spiky, textured feel, 
providing a great sensory experience. 
 Age: 6m+.  Size: 165mm Dia. 

419 26111 £12.95

GLOW IN THE
DARK SENSORY BALL GLOW STRETCHY SPAGHETTI 

 A super stretchy bundle of spaghetti-like 
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VISUAL EFFECTS
SENSORY BAG 
 The Visual Effects Sensory Bag 
contains a whole range of effects which 
provide dramatic moving colour and 
altering shapes that will mesmerize and 
encourage the watcher to concentrate 
on the reward. Ooze Tubes and Glitter 
Tubes offer slow movement whilst Jump 
Bean Motion is quick and exciting. The 
Magnifying Glass, Kaleidoscope and Eyes 
Scopes are all visually stimulating. 
Contents (may vary): 
• 1 x Sensory Bag
• 1 x Wooden Magnifying Glass
• 4 x Jump Bean Motions
• 1 x Spiral Tube
• 3 x Ooze Tubes
• 3 x Liquid Timers
• 1 x Multi-Liquid Motion
• 1 x Liquid Cell Timer
• 1 x Twirly Tube
• 2 x Dinki Glitter Tubes
• 1 x Large Glitter Tube
• 1 x Spiral Glitter Tube
• 1 x Eye Scope
• 3 x Liquid Timers
• 1 x Spikey Flashing Ball
 Bag size: W450mm x D350mm .

419 34023 £84.95

NEW - BRIGHT SPARKS
SHAKE & SHIMMER
A wide, robust, transparent tube with easy-
to-grip handles at both ends. Shake the tube 
to see light tiles inside bounce, rattle and 
illuminate, creating a pleasing sound and 
visual effect which is mirrored by a refl ective 
rod that runs through the middle of the tube. 
The immediacy of this activity makes it ideal 
for engaging sensory learners working at an 
early cause and effect level.  
Size: L310mm x W175mm

419 84102 £60.00(V)

NEW - BRIGHT SPARKS
SHAKE & SHIMMER

FINGER COLOUR SQUARES
 A clear plastic pad with fi ve fl exible sections 
fi lled with squares of contrasting coloured oils. 
Press the squares with varying pressure to 
direct the oils around the sheet from square 
to square. Finger Colour Squares encourages 
using one fi nger at a time and develops hand/
eye co-ordination and fi ne motor skills.  Age: 
3+. Size: W340mm x D210mm .

419 28400 £13.95

FINGER COLOUR SQUARES

LIQUID
CELL TIMER 
 An attractive timer
which produces an eye-catching dual-colour 
movement.  Age: 3+. Size: H145mm .

419 26328 £3.95

LIQUID
CELL TIMER 
 An attractive timer

SPACE
BLANKET 
 This versatile blanket is noisy, crinkly 
and highly refl ective. Shine a torch or 
pinspot onto the blanket to create stunning 
refl ections. 

419 88225 - Set of 3 £10.95

FINGER COLOUR SQUARES
 A clear plastic pad with fi ve fl exible sections 
fi lled with squares of contrasting coloured oils. 
Press the squares with varying pressure to 
direct the oils around the sheet from square 
to square. Finger Colour Squares encourages 
using one fi nger at a time and develops hand/
eye co-ordination and fi ne motor skills.  Age: 
3+. Size: W340mm x D210mm .

419 28400 £13.95

FINGER COLOUR SQUARES

pinspot onto the blanket to create stunning 

419 88225 - Set of 3 £10.95

SPACE
BLANKET 
 This versatile blanket is noisy, crinkly 

WOODEN
MAGNIFYING GLASSES
A pair of colourful magnifying glasses - a must 
for all those with an inquisitive mind. Great for 
looking at the world a little bit closer!  Age: 3+.  
 Size: L250mm x W135mm .

419 22226 - Set of 2 £12.95

WOODEN
MAGNIFYING GLASSES
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 GLITTERING WINDSOCKS
 A set of six shimmering windsocks which 
move and fl utter in the slightest breeze.  Size: 
L1250mm .

419 33130 - Set of 6 £49.95

GLITTERING WINDSOCKS

MIRROR
DIFFRACTION ROLY-POLY
Roll the Mirror Diffraction Roly-Poly to be 
rewarded with the noise of tumbling beads 
and the visual attraction of six bright diffraction 
panels. Two mirror discs are mounted at each 
end of the cylinder. 
 Age: 3+.    Size: W250mm x 140mm Dia. 

419 15416 £59.95

MIRROR
DIFFRACTION ROLY-POLY

 GLITTER TUBES
 Clear tubes fi lled with brightly coloured glitter 
which fl oats in liquid. Gentle visual stimulation 
which can be very calming for children.  
Available in three sizes. Age: 3+. 

419 97130 - Dinki L130mm £3.75
419 97160 - Large L320mm £8.95
419 97161 - Spiral L275mm £6.45

GIANT SOFTY
COLOUR PANELS
 Three large soft foam colour viewing panels 
with red, blue and yellow acrylic transparent 
fi lters. View the world in a different way when 
you look through them! Explore colour by 
holding two panels together to see what new 
colours can be created. 
 Age: 6m+ .  Size: L315mm x W190mm .

419 50683 - Set of 3 £32.95

GIANT SOFTY SENSORY BLOCKS
 A set of 16 building blocks with wooden 
frames and a selection of different effects 
inside, including liquid, glitter, acrylic colour, 
beads and sand The blocks can be used for 
building, creating patterns or as a stimulus 
to children’s creativity on a light box. Also 
encourages interaction and communication.  
Age: 3+ . Size: W140mm x H70mm x D40mm .

419 26305 - Set of 16 £44.95

SENSORY BLOCKS

NEW - BRIGHT SPARKS 
ROLLER RATTLE
A narrow, transparent tube fi lled with light tiles 
and marbles. Shake, roll and tip to light up the 
tiles and create a pleasing rattling sound. The 
immediacy of this activity makes it ideal for 
engaging sensory learners working at an early 
cause and effect level. 
Size: H285mm x 25mmDia.

419 84100 £35.00(V)
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VISUAL SENSORY FUN BAG
 A fun selection of visual resources which 
aid  colour recognition and exploration - 
great for group activities and playtime. 
Contents (may vary): 
• 1 x Sensory Bag
• 2 x Ooze Tubes
• 2 x Jump Bean Motions
• 1 x Kaleidoscope with Magic Wand
• 2 x LED Multi-Spinner Balls
• 3 x Space Blankets
• 2 x Dynamo Torches
• 1 x Multi-Liquid Motion
• 2 x Rainbow Flashing Balls
• 1 x Prismatic Projector
• 1 x Bumble Ball
• 1 x Twirly Tube
• 2 x Eye Scopes
• 1 x Waterfall Tube
 Bag size: W450mm x D350mm .

419 34030 £84.95

NEW - BRIGHT SPARKS 
ROLL & GLOW
A wide, robust, transparent tube containing an 
opaque ball that rolls backwards and forwards 
within the tube. The ball contains light tiles 
that are activated with the rolling, illuminating 
the ball as it moves along the tube. The 
immediacy of this activity makes it ideal for 
engaging sensory learners working at an early 
cause and effect level.
Size: H320mm x 100mmDia.

419 84101 £45.00(V)

NEW - BRIGHT SPARKS 

 MULTI-LIQUID MOTION 
 Multiple squares of colour are created as the 
liquids move up and down through the clear 
cells.  Age: 3+. Size: H130mm x W80mm .

419 26327 £6.25

OOZE TUBES 
 Turn the Ooze Tube upright and watch the 
jelly liquid ooze to the bottom. Set of four 
different colours.  Age: 3+ . Size: H100mm .

419 26299 - Set of 4 £15.00

SQUIDGY SPARKLE SHAPES
 A set of six geometric-shaped pads fi lled 
with coloured oils and glitter which moves 
and sparkles when pressed. Ideal for 
manual exercise and basic cause-and-effect 
understanding, the set includes two triangles, 
two rectangles, a square and a circle.  Age: 3+ . 
Size: H150mm .

419 28320 - Set of 6 £14.95

MIRROR PEBBLES
 Children will be absorbed by this refl ective 
collection of differently sized metallic discs. 
These smooth shiny pebbles will fascinate 
when laid in paths and stacked. Four different 
sizes to distinguish, sort and sequence. Age: 
3+ . Size: 45mm Dia. to 150mm  Dia.

419 25426 - Set of 20 £65.95

MIRROR PEBBLES

OOZE TUBES 
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FLOATING FISH
AQUARIUM (below left)
Turn the aquarium upside down to make the 
colourful fi sh dance. Calms, focuses and
promotes fi ne motor skills. Size: H150mm.

419 20148 £4.50

SPIRAL TUBE
(above right)
 Turn the Spiral Tube upside down and watch 
the trail of bubbles spiral to the bottom. 
Promotes tracking and aids relaxation.
Age: 3+ . Size: H165mm .

419 26294 £4.95

 Turn the Spiral Tube upside down and watch 

GIANT SIGHT
& SOUND TUBES 
 Five durable, lightweight plastic tubes which 
offer a wealth of sensory experiences. Each 
clear sealed tube contains different colourful 
materials to explore by tilting and rolling the 
tube: geometric shaped pieces, feathers, 
star balls, silver jingling bells and transparent 
coloured beads.  Age: 3+. Size: L400mm .

419 97131 - Set of 5 £69.95

GIANT SIGHT

SENSORY DUAL COLOUR 
LIQUID SET 
 Turn any of these three colourful liquid 
sensory shapes upside down and watch the 
two streams of liquid cascade to the bottom 
illustrating the passage of time - a dynamic 
that will captivate and fascinate. 
 Age: 3+. Size: H130mm x W95mm .

419 26287 - Set of 3 £14.95

FLUORESCENT
MIRROR CHIMEABOUT
 Strips of coloured fl uorescent perspex 
which glow under a UV light and each 
with its own bell.  Spin the Chimeabout to 
create a visual and musical effect.
Age: 3+.  Size: H240mm .

419 09704 £56.00

SHIMMERING CURTAIN 
 This slit drape curtain glitters when struck 
by light and shimmers in the slightest 
breeze. Flame retardant, durable and 
suitable for hanging across doorways or 
against walls. Available in black or silver.  
Age: 4+.  Size: W900mm x 2400mm Drop .

419 20125 - Black £29.45
419 20126 - Silver £29.45

LIGHT DIFFRACTION
SHAPE PANELS
 A pack of 10 silvered square panels in fi ve 
different designs which diffract light in all 
directions.  Age: 3+.  Size: L430mm.

419 20124 - Set of 10 £37.50

LIGHT DIFFRACTIONLIGHT DIFFRACTIONLIGHT DIFFRACTION

SQUIDGY SPARKLE FISH
 A set of six fi sh-shaped pads fi lled with 
coloured oils and glitter which moves and 
sparkles when pressed. Ideal for manual 
exercise and basic cause-and-effect 
understanding, the set includes six fi sh of 
different sizes, styles and colours.  Age: 3+ . 
Size: L50mm to L200mm .

419 28322 - Set of 6 £16.99

SQUIDGY SPARKLE FISH
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OPTICAL EFFECT
SENSORY BAG 
 Mirrors are very popular, helping 
children to discover themselves and 
become familiar with their own face 
and expressions. The resources in 
this sensory bag provide a wide range 
of visual effects including prismatic, 
refl ective, magnifi cation, colour change 
and glitter. Contents (may vary): 
• 1 x Sensory Bag
• 4 x Magic Mirrors
• 3 x Space Blankets
• 2 x Eye Scopes
• 1 x Rainbow Sound Blocks
• 1 x Wooden Magnifying Glass
• 2 x Dinki Glitter Tubes
• 2 x Large Glitter Tubes
• 2 x Spiral Glitter Tubes
• 3 x Giant Softy Colour Panels
 Bag size: W450mm x D350mm .

419 34031 £84.95

LARGE SENSORY
BUBBLE SET 
 Turn any of these four colourful liquid sensory 
shapes upside down and watch the bubbles 
fl oat to the top, illustrating the passage of time 
- a dynamic that will captivate and fascinate.
Age: 3+. Size: H125mm x W85mm .

419 26288 - Set of 4 £17.95

 FINGER COLOUR MATS
 A set of fi ve plastic mats fi lled with different 
coloured oils. Press the mats with varying 
pressure to direct the oils around. Finger 
Colour Mats encourage using one
fi nger at a time and develops hand/eye
co-ordination and fi ne motor skills.  Age: 3+.  
Size: L230mm x W190mm.

419 28406 - Set of 5 £26.95

KALEIDOSCOPE
WITH MAGIC WAND 
 Look through the kaleidoscope
to see a sparkling, ever-changing
pattern as glitter and stars fl oat down
the glitter tube. Age: 3+. 
Size: L290mm  x W235mm.

419 60612 £12.95

LIQUID TIMERS
 A set of three colourful Liquid Timers 
with different droplet mechanisms which 
encourage interaction and promote fi ne motor 
skills. Children will be fascinated watching the 
cascade. Age: 3+.
Size: H120mm .

419 26326 - Set of 3 £13.95

KALEIDOSCOPE
WITH MAGIC WAND
 Look through the kaleidoscope
to see a sparkling, ever-changing
pattern as glitter and stars fl oat down
the glitter tube. Age: 3+. 

NEW - SENSORY FLOOR TILES
A set of fascinating thin fl oor tiles, each 
containing vibrant coloured liquid that swirls 
and bubbles as the tiles are pressed, creating 
a wonderful visual and tactile experience 
as you move around on them. The tiles are 
fi lled with a non-toxic cosmetic liquid and the 
protective layer on top is highly scratch and 
abrasion resistent, withstanding any amount 
of jumping on, strenuous use by children and 
adults, as well as the weight of wheelchairs 
and trolleys. Sensory Floor Tiles can also 
be used on a table top or any fl at surface, 
creating a dramatic visual effect with only 
slight pressure. Size: H300mm x W300mm.

419 25294 - Set of 4 £79.95
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SQUIDGY SPARKLE NUMBERS
 A set of 10 squashy numbers fi lled with 
coloured oils and glitter which moves and 
sparkles when squeezed and manipulated, 
combining manual dexterity with numeracy. 
The set comprises numbers 0 to 9.  Age: 3+ .
Size: H150mm .

419 28326 - Set of 10 £19.95

BUBBLE TIMER SET
 Turn any of these four liquid timers upside 
down and watch the colourful droplets fall to 
the bottom - fascinating to watch! Set of four 
colours.  Age: 3+. Size: H65mm .

419 50682 - Set of 4 £6.50

JUMP BEAN MOTION
 Invert the Jump Bean Motion and watch the 
colourful beans jump and bounce their way 
down the tube! Four different colours. 
 Age: 3+. Size: H140mm .

419 26284 - Set of 4 £13.95

LIQUID TIMER SET
 A set of three attractive transparent colour 
timers in red, green and blue. Invert and 
watch the bubbles bounce and fall to the 
bottom. A great visual sensory experience!  
Age: 3+. Size: H70mm.

419 26286 - Set of 3 £6.25

SENSORY TUBES
 Develop sensory awareness and encourage 
tactile exploration with this set of four multi-
functional plastic tubes. Fill each tube with 
a selection of tactile, visual or aromatic 
elements for children to investigate. The 
free-standing, dual-opening tubes include 
both solid and vented lids which fi t securely 
and twist easily on and off. (Tube contents 
illustrated not included. ) Age: 2+. 
Size: L300mm .

419 15158 - Set of 4 £23.00

EASY HOLD DISCOVERY SET 
 A set of six hand-held wooden viewing panels, 
each displaying a different effect for seeing 
the world in a different way. The set
includes three transparent acrylic magnifying 
lenses in different colours (red, blue and 
yellow), a pair of double-sided convex/
concave mirrors and a plain mirror.  Age: 3+.
Size: L185mm x W120mm .

419 50685 - Set of 6 £35.95

EASY HOLD DISCOVERY SET EASY HOLD DISCOVERY SET 

NEW - SENSORY
GLITTER STORM
A set of three large cylinders full of sparkling 
gold, silver or blue glitter suspended in clear 
liquid, creating a fascinating glitter storm when 
the cylinders are turned over or shaken.
Size: H140mm x 50mm Dia.

419 26289 - Set of 3 £19.95

NEW - SENSORY

BUBBLE TIMER SET

JUMP BEAN MOTION
 Invert the Jump Bean Motion and watch the 

 Age: 3+. Size: H140mm .

419 26284 - Set of 4 £13.95

SENSORY TUBES
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ROUND LIGHT PANEL 
 Ideal for group work this stylishly designed 
circular panel  provides a bright arena of 
evenly dispersed white light. For use in any 
area of the classroom, the Round Light Panel 
is particularly suitable for a darkened corner 
where quiet focused observation is more 
easily achieved. Comes with a safe, low 
voltage power supply.  Age: 3+. Available in 
two sizes.

419 15229 - 500mm Dia. £129.95
419 15230 - 700mm Dia. £189.95

EXPLORATION LIGHT TRAY 
A large versatile art tray which can be used 
inside or outdoors. Made from clear plastic, 
the tray’s rigidity means that even when fi lled 
with water, it can be lifted without fl exing. In 
addition to everyday use, the tray has been 
designed to fi t over a light panel so that 
children can enjoy using it when mark making, 
drawing or painting. The internal size of the 
tray accommodates an A3 sheet of paper. 
Size: H565mm x W450mm x D115mm.

419 28335 £41.95

ULTRA BRIGHT
LED LIGHT PANEL
A panel which provides a clean bright 
illuminated background, perfect for lighting 
items from beneath and ideal with transparent 
and translucent objects. This portable panel is 
great for investigating and exploring pattern, 
shape, colour, opacity and transparency. 
Aesthetically pleasing with a sleek 
appearance and rounded edges, the panel is 
tough and easily cleaned. Supplied with a low 
voltage power supply. 
Size: H10mm x L650mm x W477mm.

419 28334 £122.00

COLOUR CHANGING LIGHT PANEL 
 This colour changing panel can be used on the fl oor or table top to add another dimension to 
your sensory environment. Children can explore the effect of colour changing and mixing, and 
view objects in interesting and different ways. Powered by a low voltage mains supply which 
evenly illuminates the surface in a range of 20 colours. Comes with a remote control and can 
be set for individual colour or programmed to rotate through a sequence of colours via smooth, 
fade, flash or strobe settings. Size: H15mm x L660mm x W480mm .

419 28337 £179.95

NEW - ULTRA SLIM
LIGHT PANEL
This illuminated panel is ideal for lighting 
items from beneath and works well with 
transparent and translucent objects. The 
panel has a tough plastic surround, uses low 
voltage technology to ensure safety, and is 
also lightweight and portable. Can be wall 
mounted. Comes with 12V mains adaptor and 
lead. Size: 25mmH x 520mmL x 400mmW.
Illuminated area size:
L420mm x W300mm (A3).

419 15129 £79.95

NEW - ULTRA SLIMNEW - ULTRA SLIM

ROUND LIGHT PANEL 
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COLOUR GEO SHAPES
 Six large translucent acrylic shapes: red circle, 
blue square, yellow triangle, green rectangle, 
purple hexagon and orange pentagon. Ideal 
for shape and colour recognition and for 
colour mixing, using as templates, and to 
support mathematical development. Great fun 
when used on a light box. Age: 3+ .
Size: 200mm Dia. 

419 15154 - Set of 6 £19.95

COLOUR PADDLES
 Ideal for use with a light panel, these 
transparent paddles in six colours help to 
demonstrate the principles of colour mixing. 
Paddles can be strung together. 
 Age: 3+.  Size: L150mm .

419 28332 - Set of 6 £3.25

RAINBOW
LOWERCASE ALPHABET
 A set of 26 letters in a child friendly font made 
in colourful clear acrylic. Ideal for use on a 
light box making letter recognition interesting 
and exciting. Can be suspended or pinned to 
a notice board. (Lightbox not included.)
Age: 3+ . Size: H70mm.

419 28324 - Set of 26 £16.95

RAINBOW NUMBERS
A set of 12 numbers from 0 to 9 which 
includes an additional 0 and 1. Made from 
colourful acrylic, they are ideal for use on a 
light box. Encourages numeral recognition. 
Can be suspended or pinned to a notice 
board.  Age: 3+ . Size: H70mm.

419 28325 - Set of 12 £8.95

SILISHAPES LINKING PEOPLE
A set of pliable people shapes which 
consists of six colourful families, each with 
six members: grandma & grandad, mum 
& dad and brother & sister. The characters 
can be linked by their hands and make an 
excellent resource for storytelling, language 
development, mathematical sorting, pattern 
making and attributes: taller or shorter, older 
or younger, etc. Comes with an information 
sheet of ideas.
Approximate size: H100mm.

419 26306 £15.95

SPLAT SET 
Nine colourful splat-shaped acrylic pieces in a 
range of effects. Ideal for use with a light box, 
and for exploring colour mixing, matching, 
light observation and shadow making. Age: 
3+.  Size: L520mm x W400mm .

419 15155 - Set of 9 £16.95

COLOUR GEO SHAPES

SPLAT SET 

COLOUR PADDLES

NEW - SENSORY 
SEMISPHERES
A fascinating set of smooth transparent 
hemispheres in eight different clear colours. 
Each Semisphere magnifi es any object it 
is placed on by four times, offering a view 
of that object that is both a different colour 
and greatly enlarged. Hold two or three 
Semispheres together to create different 
colours and hues, or use in conjunction 
with a light panel to enhance colour mixing 
opportunities. Size: 50mm Dia.

419 15145 £38.95

NEW - SENSORY 
SEMISPHERES
A fascinating set of smooth transparent 

NEW - CLEAR RAINBOW 
PEBBLES
An appealing set of 36 smooth colourful 
transparent pebbles that are ideal for 
developing fi ne motor skills in early 
construction and manipulation activities. The 
pebbles come in three different shapes and 
six soft colours complete with a convenient 
storage jar. Age: 18m+.
Size of largest pebble: L75mm

419 28309 £16.99
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BENDY
MIRROR
This fl exible acrylic mirror is ideal for any sensory environment. 
Children will enjoy seeing distorted images of themselves as they 
move in front of the mirror, encouraging communication. Comes 
complete with wall fi xing brackets.  Size: H1250mm x W650mm.

419 20151 £289.95(V)

VELCRO FLEXI MIRRORS (right)
Easy to use Velcro-backed fl exible mirrors - simply roll out and stick to 
a surface with the supplied Velcro tabs. Constructed from thin fl exible 
acrylic mirror and edged in reinforced vinyl. Safe to use in areas where 
even conventional plastic mirrors may be unsuitable. Available in black 
or white - please state colour when ordering.

419 30294 - Small L500mm x W500mm £46.00(V)
419 30295 - Medium L600mm x W600mm £56.00(V)
419 30296 - Large L1200mm x W600mm £60.00(V)

HALF
MIRROR MAT* 
This padded Softplay mat incorporates a shatter-proof, plastic 
safety mirror. Babies and toddlers will be fascinated by their 
refl ection, encouraging curiosity and self awareness. Please state 
colour when ordering. Size: D25mm x 1200mm Dia.

419 75003 £149.95

ideal products for encouraging self-awareness
Products to be used under the supervision of a professional/responsible adult at all times

BENDY
MIRROR

HALF
MIRROR MAT* 

SOFT MIRROR SHAPES 
 These colourful Softplay framed mirrors can be used on the fl oor,
hand-held or mounted to a wall. The set includes three different shaped 
and coloured fl exible non-shatter mirrors, with padded hard-wearing 
vinyl surrounds.  Age: 0+.  Individual size: W600mm .

419 15426 - Set of 3 £105.99

complete with wall fi xing brackets.  Size: H1250mm x W650mm.

419 20151 £289.95(V)419 20151 £289.95(V)
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SOFTPLAY MIRROR CORNER*
This Softplay set consists of two acrylic wall mirrors and a heavy-
duty vinyl fl oor mat which fi ts perfectly into the corner of any nursery 
room, providing children with a unique visual perception experience. 
Please state colour when ordering.
Acrylic mirror size: H600mm x W1200mm.
Floor mat size: D75mm x 1200mm Radius.

419 75404 £235.00(V)

SOFT
FRAME
BUBBLE
MIRROR 
Multiple convex
mirrors inset into a
soft foam panel which
provides a unique visual
experience - see your refl ection
change size and shape. Encourages self-awareness, exploration 
and is endless fun for children of all ages.  Age: 0+.  

419 15428 -  3 Bubble H840mm x W300mm £94.95
419 50804 -  9 Bubble H865mm x W865mm £194.95
419 15427 -  24 Bubble H750mm x W550mm £219.95

419 75404 £235.00(V)

DISTORTION
MIRRORS
 The convex dimples
on these wall-mounted
mirrors create light distortions and refl ections. Can be used 
outdoors - securely mount in a sheltered spot to add another
aspect to your sensory garden.  Age: 0+. Available in two sizes:

419 15430 - 3 Bubbles L750mm x W250mm £49.95
419 15429 - 9 Bubbles L750mm x W750mm  £134.95

SOFT
FRAME
BUBBLE

experience - see your refl ection

* Please see colour options on page 200
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MAGIC MIRRORS
A set of eight colourful, soft-surround, 
fl exible animal mirrors which make your 
refl ection narrow or wide when the mirror 
is bent.
Great fun for bathtime! Age: 0+.

419 50670 - Frog £4.65
419 50671 - Duck £4.65
419 50672 - Crab  £4.65
419 50673 - Whale £4.65
419 50770 - Penguin £4.65
419 50771 - Sea Horse £4.65
419 50772 - Turtle £4.65
419 50773 - Fish £4.65
419 50774 - Set of 8 £29.50

SOFTY MIRROR SQUARES
A set of three Softy Mirror Squares each 
containing a different style mirror. The red 
square has convex, the orange square has 
concave, and the yellow square has fl at 
mirrors. See yourself in all shapes and sizes. 
Age: 3+. Size: L285mm x W285mm.

419 80838 - Set of 3 £33.50

SOFTY MIRROR SQUARES

MAGIC MIRRORS
A set of eight colourful, soft-surround, 

SOFTY MIRROR SQUARES
A set of three Softy Mirror Squares each 
containing a different style mirror. The red 
square has convex, the orange square has 
concave, and the yellow square has fl at 
mirrors. See yourself in all shapes and sizes. 
Age: 3+. Size: L285mm x W285mm.

419 80838 - Set of 3 £33.50

SOFTY MIRROR SQUARES

MIRROR CUBE
A lightweight Softplay cube with inset mirrors
to promote self-awareness. Age: 3+.
Size: H300mm x W300mm x D300mm.

419 30308 £51.00

SOFTY MIRRORS PACK
A set of fi ve hand-held mirrors consisting 
of convex, concave and plain mirrors. Ideal 
for encouraging communication and self 
awareness. Lightweight, soft and washable. 
Suitable for use with babies and toddlers. 
Age: 0+.
Blue mirror size:
H240mm x W240mm x D35mm.
Red, yellow and orange mirror size:
H150mm x W150mm x D30mm.
Purple mirror size:
H230mm x W200mm x D35mm.

419 50666 - Set of 5 £27.75
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HAND-HELD FOAM MIRROR
Children will enjoy using this vivid purple hand-held mirror with 
easy-to-hold handles and a large mirror surface. Use for refl ection, 
focusing, self-awareness and role play. Age: 3+.
Size: L455mm x W245mm x D30mm.

419 50657 £17.95

SOFTY FOUR
WAY MIRROR 
 Look at everyday things
in a new and unusual way!
Place any object inside to see
numerous refl ections created from all
different angles. Great for encouraging communication
and discussion. Comes as a fl at pack and simply slots together
and can be packed away when not in use.  Age: 3+. 
Size of base: L380mm x W380mm.
Size of panels: L300mm x W300mm.

419 50681 £34.95

JIGSAW SOFTIES
A set of four softy play mirrors with a jigsaw profi le in four different 
colours. They can be hand-held, free-standing or wall-mounted to 
create a stunning, colourful display. Mirrors come with sticky pads for 
wall-mounting.  Age: 3+. Size of each mirror: L200mm x W200mm.

419 50662 - Set of 4 £27.95419 50662 - Set of 4 £27.95

Place any object inside to see
numerous refl ections created from all
different angles. Great for encouraging communication
and discussion. Comes as a fl at pack and simply slots together
and can be packed away when not in use.  Age: 3+. 

SOFTY MIRROR EXPLORATORY 
 Place any item inside to see it refl ected on the mirrored internal 
surfaces. Ideal for encouraging communication and spatial 
awareness. Made from rigid foam, the Mirror Exploratory can be 
folded fl at when not in use.  Age: 3+. 
Size: L450mm x H350mm x W300mm .

419 50659 £69.99
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MIRROR  TRAY
A large octagonal mirror set in a lightweight plastic frame. Easy to move 
from room to room, place on the fl oor and use with toys.
Size: W960mm.

419 50803 £105.95

MESSAGE MIRROR
A range of mirrors with messages engraved around the edges, 
prompting the user to consider a thought. Provided with double-
sided sticky pads for easy fi xing, Message Mirrors can be used as 
a conversation piece, to prompt a response, discuss feelings and 
encourage a positive self-image.  Size: 200mm Dia.

419 30314 - How I Feel Today £6.75 
419 30315 - Look At Me £6.75
419 30316 - Who Am I? £6.75

HAND-HELD MIRRORS
A selection of shaped acrylic mirrors with handles that make them easy 
for little hands to hold. The large mirrored surface makes the Hand-Held 
Mirrors ideal for refl ection focusing, self-awareness and role play. Two 
styles are available, rectangle and peardrop - the latter is available in 
two different sizes:
Rectangle: L300mm x W210mm.
Small Peardrop: L220mm x W115mm.
Large Peardrop: L280mm x W170mm.

419 50547 - Rectangle £6.00
419 50548 - Small Peardrop £3.50
419 50549 - Large Peardrop £6.00
419 50558 - Set of 3 £12.95

ideal products for encouraging self-awareness
Products to be used under the supervision of a professional/responsible adult at all times

MIRROR  TRAY

ROLY-POLY MIRROR DRUM 
 Rotate the Roly-Poly Mirror Drum to see your refl ection appear again 
and again and receive the noisy rewards from the tumbling beads 
within.  Age: 3+.  Size: H200mm x W270mm x D200mm .

419 15414 £54.95

NEW - MIRROR BLOCK SET
A set of blocks comprising eight geometrically-shaped rubberwood 
pieces with double-sided acrylic mirror inserts. Ideal for shape 
recognition, simple block building and refl ective pattern-making. Ideal 
for promoting self-awareness. Ages: 12m+.
Rectangle size: L140mm x W70mm x D40mm. 

419 50776 - Set of 8 £24.95
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MIRRORED ALPHABET 
 A full set of lower case alphabet letters cut from highly refl ective 
double-sided acrylic. The letter font has been selected for its child 
friendly style and all pieces come with a 3mm hole so they can be 
strung together to create mobile displays.  Age: 3+.  Available in two 
sizes.

419 50676 - Small H70mm £12.95
419 50677 - Large H168mm £39.95

MIRRORED NUMBERS 
 A set of 10 numbers (0 to 9) cut from highly refl ective
double-sided acrylic. Ideal for hanging or attaching to a wall - 
great for children to feel, experience, play with and trace around.  
Helps to develop number recognition and numeracy skills.
Age: 3+.  Available in two sizes.

419 50678 - Small H70mm £6.99
419 50679 - Large H168mm £21.99

NEW - WOBBLE MIRROR
A fun wall mirror with two wobbly refl ective surfaces that create 
amusing visual effects, wildly distorting the image of anyone 
standing in front, stretching and squashing heads and bodies just 
like the Hall of Mirrors at a funfair. The Wobble Mirror can be fi xed 
to the wall horizontally or vertically to create different effects. The 
mirrors are housed in a top quality wooden surround with a coating 
suitable for hospital cleaning. Comes complete with wall fi xing 
brackets. Size: H1000mm x W1000mm x D120mm .

419 50555 £350.00(V)
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SHAPED WALL MIRRORS (right)
Four different shaped, shatter-resistant acrylic mirrors which create a 
wall of visual discovery and fun! Each mirror comes with fi xing screws.

419 30303 - Round 600mm Dia. £47.95
419 30304 - Square H600mm x W600mm £47.95
419 30305 - Hexagonal H600mm x W600mm £47.95
419 30306 - Bear H750mm x W400mm £72.00
419 30307 - Set of 4 £162.00

ACRYLIC MIRRORS
Safe mirrors ideal for wall mounting in a portrait or landscape 
format. Complete with wall fi xing screws. Available in three sizes.

419 30297 - Rectangle 300mm x 600mm £37.00
419 50501 - Large Rectangle 1200mm x 600mm £60.95
419 50507 - Square 1200mm x 1200mm £106.95

ACRYLIC MIRRORS
Safe mirrors ideal for wall mounting in a portrait or landscape 
format. Complete with wall fi xing screws. Available in three sizes.

419 30297 - Rectangle 300mm x 600mm £37.00
419 50501 - Large Rectangle 1200mm x 600mm £60.95
419 50507 - Square 1200mm x 1200mm £106.95

ACRYLIC MIRRORS
Safe mirrors ideal for wall mounting in a portrait or landscape 

ARCHED SINGLE MIRROR
A safe acrylic mirror with rounded edges
that makes an ideal addition to any
sensory environment. Easily wiped clean
and rigid plywood-backed, the 5mm mirror
is fi tted on the back with double-sided tape that will stick to most 
surfaces: just remove the tape protective paper, push hard to the 
wall, and then secure the mirror with four screws (supplied) for 
safety.

419 50543P - H1500mm x W600mm £135.00
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CORNER MIRRORS
A range of safe acrylic mirrors with rounded edges and interesting shapes that lend themselves to mounting 
behind bubble tubes or in sensory corners. Each design is available as a pair of 5mm mirrors which can easily 
be wiped clean. They are fi tted on the back with double-sided tape that will stick to most surfaces: just remove 
the tape protective paper, push hard to the wall, and then secure the mirror with a single screw for safety. Rigid 
plywood-backed versions are also available: these are secured to the wall with four screws. All acrylic Corner 
Mirrors come complete with appropriate screws and fi xings.

419 50540 - High Cloud H1800mm x W900mm £225.00
419 50540P - High Cloud H1800mm x W900mm Plywood Backed £265.00

419 50541 - Low Cloud H1220mm x W1220mm £195.00
419 50541P - Low Cloud H1220mm x W1220mm Plywood Backed £235.00

419 50542 - Curved H1700mm x W900mm £225.00
419 50542P - Curved H1700mm x W900mm Plywood Backed £265.00

419 50544 - Skyline H1415mm x W1120mm £290.00
419 50544P - Skyline H1415mm x W1120mm Plywood Backed £330.00

419 50545 - Wavy H1650mm x W1120mm £290.00
419 50545P - Wavy H1650mm x W1120mm Plywood Backed £330.00

419 50542P - Curved H1700mm x W900mm Plywood Backed £265.00419 50542P - Curved H1700mm x W900mm Plywood Backed £265.00

419 50544 - Skyline H1415mm x W1120mm £290.00419 50544 - Skyline H1415mm x W1120mm £290.00
419 50544P - Skyline H1415mm x W1120mm Plywood Backed £330.00419 50544P - Skyline H1415mm x W1120mm Plywood Backed £330.00

419 50545 - Wavy H1650mm x W1120mm £290.00419 50545 - Wavy H1650mm x W1120mm £290.00
419 50545P - Wavy H1650mm x W1120mm Plywood Backed £330.00419 50545P - Wavy H1650mm x W1120mm Plywood Backed £330.00

Skyline Corner Mirror
(Softplay Floor sold

separately)

Wavy Corner Mirror

Curved Corner Mirror

Skyline Corner Mirror

Low Cloud Corner Mirror

High Cloud Corner Mirror

Wavy Corner Mirror
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BODY MASSAGE SENSORY BAG
A comprehensive range of brushes, rollers, masse and vibrating 
resources which will provide many tactile sensations to enjoy and 
experience. Bag size: H450mm x W350mm . Contents (may vary):
• 1 x Sensory Bag • 2 x Hedgehog Balls
• 1 x Bobo Massager • 3 x Hand Massagers
• 2 x Massage Rollers • 1 x Tortoise Massager
• 1 x Octopus Massager • 1 x Dolphin Massager
• 1 x Backrest Massager • 1 x Massage Roller Bar
• 1 x Peanut Massage Roll • 1 x Foot Massager
• 1 x Long Handled Brush • 1 x Nylon Hand Brush
• 4 x Natural Brushes • 1 x Duck Wheel Massager
• 2 x Masse Ladybirds • 1 x Head Tingler
• 1 x Smoothie

419 34022 £84.95

 FIDGET BAG
 Finger Fidgets can be useful to aid concentration in the classroom. 
This selection of fi dgets are ideal for keeping fi dgety fi ngers happy 
and focused on the job in hand.    Bag size: H450mm x W350mm .
Contents (may vary):
• 1 x Sensory Bag • 2 x Koosh Balls
• 3 x Fiddly Fidgets • 4 x Spine Balls
• 3 x Hedgehog Balls • 6 x Bendy Men
• 5 x Finger Colour Mats • 1 x Jump Bean Motion
• 3 x Dinki Glitter Tubes • 3 x Tactile Animals
• 1 x Mondo Ultimate Spaghetti Ball

419 25222 £84.95

On these pages, we have put together a selection 
of products which aid development and learning, and then 
divided them into collections so that you can locate the 
areas that are most appropriate - whether you are looking for 
something to aid motor skills development, need a visual tool 
to improve tracking skills, or require resources to stimulate the 
senses.

We have packed some of our most popular resources into 
specifi c themed bags and tubs making them handy for moving 
between classrooms, for occupational therapists and carers to 
carry, or for use in the home.

BODY MASSAGE SENSORY BAG
A comprehensive range of brushes, rollers, masse and vibrating 
resources which will provide many tactile sensations to enjoy and 
experience. Bag size: H450mm x W350mm . Contents (may vary):
• 1 x Sensory Bag • 2 x Hedgehog Balls
• 1 x Bobo Massager • 3 x Hand Massagers
• 2 x Massage Rollers • 1 x Tortoise Massager
• 1 x Octopus Massager • 1 x Dolphin Massager
• 1 x Backrest Massager • 1 x Massage Roller Bar
• 1 x Peanut Massage Roll • 1 x Foot Massager
• 1 x Long Handled Brush • 1 x Nylon Hand Brush
• 4 x Natural Brushes • 1 x Duck Wheel Massager
• 2 x Masse Ladybirds • 1 x Head Tingler
• 1 x Smoothie

419 34022 £84.95

FIDGET BAG

Fiddly Fidgets

Hedgehog Balls

Spine Balls

Bendy Smiley Men

Dolphin Massager
Peanut Massage Roll

Foot Massager

Ladybird Masse

Hand Massagers
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VISUAL EFFECTS SENSORY BAG
 This bag contains a whole range of effects that provide dramatic 
moving colour and altering shapes, mesmerizing and encouraging 
your child to concentrate on the reward. Ooze Tubes and Glitter 
Tubes provide slow movement while the Jump Bean Motion is 
quick and exciting. The Magnifying Glass, Kaleidoscopes and Eyes 
Scopes are all visually stimulating. Bag size: H450mm x W350mm .
Contents (may vary): 
• 1 x Wooden Magnifying Glass • 4 x Jump Bean Motion
• 1 x Spiral Tube • 3 x Ooze Tubes
• 3 x Liquid Timers • 1 x Colour Motion
• 1 x Rain Maker • 1 x Glitter Tube Large
• 1 x Spiral Glitter Tube • 1 x Kaleidoscope
• 2 x Mini Kaleidoscopes • 3 x Liquid Timer
• 3 x Glitter Tube Dinki • 4 x Eye Scopes
• 1 x Wavy Timer • 1 x Sensory Bag

419 34023 £84.95

 TACTILE SENSORY BAG 
 A bag full of exciting tactile resources to get your hands on! 
Everyone will enjoy exploring the textures and shapes: squeeze the 
Goohey Mesh Balls, fi dget with the Tangle Fuzzies, roll the Spider 
Ball - lots of fun at your fi ngertips!    Bag size: H450mm x W350mm .
Contents (may vary): 
• 3 x Hand Massagers • 2 x Goohey Mesh Ball
• 1 x Tangle Fuzzie • 2 x Wriggly Centipedes
• 1 x Squidgie Ball • 1 x Knitting Ball
• 1 x Water Wiggler • 1 x Massage Roll
• 1 x Colourful Caterpillar • 1 x Spiky Flashing Balls
• 1 x Tactile Animals - Spider • 6 x Natural Brushes
• 2 x Fluff Balls • 2 x Finger Colour Mats
• 1 x Bead Ball • 1 x Puffer Ball
• 1 x Koosh Ball • 1 x Spider Ball
• 1 x Sensory Bag

419 34027 £84.95

 TACTILE SENSORY BAG 

Wriggly Centipedes

Spiky Flashing Ball

Goohey
Mesh Ball

419 34023 £84.95

Jump Bean Motion

Wavy Timer
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 VISUAL SENSORY FUN BAG
 A fun selection of visual resources which aid 
colour recognition and exploration. Great for 
group activities and playtime.
Bag size: H450mm x W350mm .
Contents (may vary): 
• 2 x Ooze Tubes
• 2 x Jump Bean Motions
• 2 x LED Multi-Spinner Balls
• 3 x Space Blankets
• 2 x Dynamo Torches
• 1 x Multi-Liquid Motion
• 2 x Rainbow Flashing Balls
• 1 x Prismatic Projector
• 1 x Bumble Ball
• 1 x Twirly Tube
• 2 x Eye Scopes
• 1 x Kaleidoscope with Magic Wand
• 1 x Waterfall Tube
• 1 x Sensory Bag

419 34030 £84.95

SENSORY BALL PACK
 A selection of 20 balls with different tactile 
textures, colours, density and bounce 
properties. The balls are supplied in a 
black drawstring bag for easy storage.
Sizes: 55mm Dia. to 75mm Dia.

   419 25275 - Set of 20 £34.95

OPTICAL EFFECT 
SENSORY BAG
 Mirrors are very popular tools for helping 
children to discover themselves and become 
familiar with their own face and expressions. 
The resources in this sensory bag provide a 
wide range of visual effects including prisms, 
refl ections, gently fl oating glitter, refl ective 
crinkly surfaces, magnifi cation and coloured 
tints. Bag size: H450mm x W350mm . 
Contents (may vary): 
• 4 x Magic Mirrors
• 3 x Space Blankets
• 2 x Eye Scopes
• 1 x Rainbow Sound Blocks
• 2 x Dinki Glitter Tubes
• 2 x Large Glitter Tubes
• 2 x Spiral Glitter Tubes
• 3 x Giant Softy Colour Panels
• 1 x Wooden Magnifying Glass
• 1 x Sensory Bag

419 34031 £84.95

UV SENSORY BAG
 A fantastic resource to brighten up your sensory room. Make lessons 
fun using UV reactive resources - this sensory bag is an ideal way to 
introduce UV into any darkened environment.
Bag size: H450mm x W350mm .
Contents (may vary): 
• 1 x UV Juggling Sticks • 1 x UV Mittens
• 3 x Juggling Scarves • 5 x UV Groan Tubes
• 4 x Spine Balls • 2 x UV Touchable Bubbles
• 1 x UV Post-It Notes • 1 x Rope Linelite Tubing - 3m
• 1 x UV Pinpression • 1 x UV Portable Light
• 1 x Sensory Bag

419 34026 £79.95

Dynamo Torch

Twirly Tube

SENSORY BALL PACK

Glitter Tube

Multi-Liquid 
Motion
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DARK DEN ACCESSORIES KIT
This accessory kit has an exciting array of 
light-up resources which are all of a suitable 
size for children to explore in any den or 
darkened environment. 
Bag size: H450mm x W350mm.
Contents (may vary):
• 1 x LED Multi Spinner Ball
• 1 x Cylinder Faze Lamp
• 1 x Prismatic Projector
• 1 x Disco Glide Ball
• 1	x	Infinity	Tunnel
• 1 x Bumble Ball
• 1 x Dynamo Torch
• 1 x Shake and Shine
• 1 x Magic Power Ball
• 1 x Fibre Optic Ice Lamp
• 1 x Spikey Flashing Balls
• 1 x Rainbow Flashing Ball
• 1 x Flashing Spikey Meteor Ball
• 1 x Sensory Bag

419 57607 £59.95

GLOW IN THE DARK 
SENSORY BAG
The Glow in the Dark Sensory Bag 
contains many carefully selected items 
that will enhance any dark area. Charge 
all items up in normal light and watch 
them glow when the lights go out. 
Bag size: H450mm x W350mm.
Contents (may vary): 
• 1 x Pack Glow in the Dark Stars
• 2 x Glow in the Dark Pens
• 1 x Glow in the Dark Galaxy
• 1 x Glow in the Dark Ball
• 3 x Glow in the Dark Dinosaurs
• 1 x Glow Stretchy Spaghetti
• 1 x Glow Squidgie Ball
• 1 x Glow in the Dark Pair of Gloves
• 1 x Pack Glow Paper - A4
• 1 x Sensory Bag

419 34024 £86.95
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Space Blanket

ORIGINAL SENSORY TUB
The Original Sensory Tub is an ideal starter 
kit to build up your equipment base and 
resources. It contains a wide selection of 
stimulation equipment grouped under six 
different headings - tactile, visual, auditory, 
vibration, massage and weighted. All these 
products will encourage movement,
hand/eye co-ordination, vocalisation, 
tracking skills and visual attention. The 
equipment will also help communication 
skills, develop sensory awareness and 
promote relaxation.
Size of tub:
H300mm x W800mm x D390mm.
Contents (may vary):
• 1 x Plastic Tub
Tactile
• 2 x Koosh Balls
• 1 x Squidgie Ball
• 1 x Mondo Ultimate Spaghetti Ball
• 3 x Water Wigglers
Visual
• 2 x Colour Frames
• 3 x LED Multi-Spinner Balls
• 1 x Prismatic Projector
• 2 x Dynamo Torches
• 1 x Finger Colour Squares Mat
• 5 x Softy Mirrors
• 3 x Space Blankets
• 2 x Large Glitter Tubes
• 5 x Finger Colour Mats
Auditory
• 5 x Talking Buttons
• 3 x Soundhoses
• 1 x Large Wiggly Giggly
• 2 x Egg Shakers
• 1 x Star Tambourine
• 2 x Giraffe Shakers
• 1 x Mini Rainbow Maker
• 2 x Striped Maracas
Vibration
• 1 x Backrest Massager
• 1 x Bobo Massager
Massage
• 4 x Hand Massagers
• 1 x Octopus Massager
• 1 x Dolphin Massager
Weighted
• 1 x Weighted Neck Roll

419 34225 £275.00(V)

WHY CHOOSE
A SENSORY TUB?
A comprehensive range of toys and 
equipment which:
• Develop sensory awareness
• Aid tracking skills
• Encourage participation
• Promote relaxation
• Develop hand/eye co-ordination

Large Wiggly Giggly Large Glitter Tube
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sensory tubs
tactile vibration sensory tub

TACTILE VIBRATION 
SENSORY TUB
The Tactile Vibration Sensory Tub 
contains items which will offer contrasting 
experiences such as warm/cold, soft/hard, 
smooth/rough, refl ective/absorbant and 
round/angular. The vibration items can be 
held or placed against the body.
Size of tub:
H300mm x W800mm x D390mm.
Contents (may vary):
• 1 x  Plastic Tub
• 1 x  Guiro Shaker Tube
• 2 x  Massage Rollers
• 1 x  Two Wheel Massage Roller
• 2 x  Sensyballs
• 1 x  Koosh Ball
• 1 x  Backrest Massager
• 3 x  Space Blankets
• 1 x  Bumble Ball
• 2 x  Water Wigglers
• 1 x  Cuddle Ball - 150mm Dia.
• 4 x  Goohey Mesh Balls
• 6 x  Tactile Hands
• 1 x  Set of Tactile Discs
• 1 x  Bobo Massager
• 1 x  Crystal Organza Rainbow Pack
• 1 x  Touch and Match
• 1 x  Massage Peanut Roll
• 5 x  Finger Colour Mats
• 1 x  Hedgehog Ball - 55mm Dia.
• 1 x  Hedgehog Ball - 70mm Dia.
• 2 x  Natural Brushes
• 1 x  Vibrating Head Tingler
• 1 x  Yellow Bug Massager
• 1 x  Tangle Therapy

419 34221 £255.00(V)

tactile vibration sensory tub

Goohey Mesh Ball

Tactile Discs
Bumble Ball

Massage Roller
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RELAXATION SENSORY 
TUB
This tub contains all you need to create 
the perfect calming and relaxation 
session.
Size of tub: 
H300mm x W800mm x D390mm.
Contents (may vary): 
• 1 x Plastic Tub
• 1 x Aroma Dough
• 1 x Tangle Therapy
• 1 x Sensyball
• 1 x Mini Cuddle Ball
• 2 x Stretchy Rings
• 2 x Aroma Balls
• 1 x Large Sand Timer - 5 Minutes
• 1 x Aromatherapy Music CD
• 1 x Sleep Music CD
• 1 x Massage Roller Bar
• 2 x Massage Rollers
• 3 x Bobo Massagers
• 1 x Stretchy Centipede
• 1 x Kaleidoscope with Magic Wand
• 1 x Weighted Neck Roll
• 1 x Octopus Massager
• 1 x Dolphin Massager
• 1 x Tortoise Massager
• 1 x Box of Aroma Cards
• 1 x Backrest Massager
• 4 x Fruit Scented Bubbles
• 1 x Head Tingler
• 3 x Natural Brushes
• 1 x Ladybird Masse

419 34224 £230.00(V)

Stretchy Rings

Head Tingler

Aroma Dough

Massage 
Roller Bar
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sensory tubs
mirror diffraction sensory tub

sensory tubs
mirror diffraction sensory tub

MIRROR DIFFRACTION 
SENSORY TUB
This tub contains a whole gallery of 
colourful visual objects to look through, 
observe or see yourself refl ected, 
providing an exciting visual array of 
colours and movement to enjoy and 
experience.
Size of tub: 
H300mm x W800mm x D390mm.
Contents (may vary):
• 1 x Plastic Tub
• 1 x Set of Light Diffraction

Shape Panels
• 2 x LED Multi-Spinner Balls
• 1 x Wooden Magnifying Glass
• 1 x Dynamo Torch
• 1 x Spiral Tube
• 4 x Ooze Tubes
• 1 x Blue Liquid Timer
• 1 x Green Liquid Timer
• 1 x Pink Liquid Timer
• 2 x Multi-Liquid Motion
• 1 x Colour Paddles
• 5 x Mirror Discs
• 1 x Blue & Yellow UV Glitter Baton
• 4 x Magic Mirrors
• 2 x Eye Scopes
• 1 x Waterfall Tube
• 3 x Softy Mirror Squares
• 3 x Space Blankets
• 1 x Set of Mirrored Numbers
• 1 x Set of Sensory Blocks
• 1 x Mini Diffraction Fluorescent Box
• 1 x Kaleidoscope Lamp

419 34093 £255.00(V)

Sensory Blocks

Softy Mirror Squares

Multi-Liquid Motion
Liquid Timers

Magic Mirrors
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sensory tubs
visual sensory tub

VISUAL SENSORY TUB
This tub contains a whole range of bright 
attractive resources which will encourage 
participation, movement, vocalisation,
hand/eye co-ordination,tracking skills and 
visual attention.
Size of tub:
H300mm x W800mm x D390mm.
Contents (may vary):
• 1 x Plastic Tub
• 1 x Kaleidoscope with Magic Wand
• 1 x Mirror Diffraction Roly Poly
• 3 x Space Blankets
• 3 x Juggling Scarves
• 1 x Waterfall Tube
• 2 x Water Wigglers
• 2 x Dinki Glitter Tubes
• 1 x Large Glitter Tube
• 1 x Blue Jump Bean Motion
• 1 x Red Jump Bean Motion
• 2 x Colour Frames
• 2 x Dynamo Torches
• 1 x Wooden Magnifying Glass
• 1 x Star Hand Held Infi nity Tunnel
• 1 x Blue Liquid Timer
• 1 x Green Liquid Timer
• 1 x Spiral Tube
• 2 x Prismatic Projectors
• 2 x LED Multi-Spinner Balls
• 1 x White Net
• 3 x Flashing Crystal Stars
• 1 x Set of Light Diffraction Panels
• 2 x Eye Scopes
• 5 x Finger Colour Mats
• 1 x Glitter Bubble Tube

419 34223 £255.00(V)

Jump Bean Motion

Wooden
Magnifying Glass

Kaleidoscope with
Magic Wand
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sensory tubs
windy garden sensory tub

WINDY GARDEN
SENSORY TUB
This tub contains a wide range of mobiles, 
windsocks, windmills and chimes - 
everything you need to create a colourful, 
exciting and stimulating action garden 
where the slightest breeze sets everything 
in motion. 
Size of tub:
H300mm x W800mm x D390mm.
Contents (may vary):
• 1 x Plastic Tub
• 5 x Twister Tranceglows
• 1 x Rattan Bamboo Chime
• 1 x Triple Disc Windmill
• 1 x Spiral Spring Bamboo Chime
• 5 x Windsocks
• 1 x Bamboo Chime
• 6 x Glittering Windsocks
• 4 x Sunfl ower Mobiles
• 3 x Rainbow Double Windmills
• 5 x Windmill Flowers
• 1 x Cockerel Weather Vane
• 1 x Parrot Mobile

419 34095 £195.00(V)

Windmill Flowers

Cockerel
Weather Vane

Sunfl ower Mobiles

Windsock - Fish
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sensory tubs
auditory sensory tub

sensory tubssensory tubs

AUDITORY SENSORY TUB
This tub contains many carefully 
selected items offering different auditory 
sounds and musical rewards, which will 
encourage participation, movement, 
hand/eye coordination and 
communications skills.
Size of tub: 
H300mm x W800mm x D390mm
Contents (may vary): 
• 4 x Soundhose
• 1 x Voice Changer
• 4 x UV Groan Tubes
• 2 x Egg Shakers
• 2 x Wrist Bells
• 1 x Wooden Frog Giant
• 1 x Musical Bells - 9 Bells
• 1 x Clatterpillar
• 3 x Noisy Animal Sound Blocks
• 2 x Kazoos
• 1 x Train Whistle
• 1 x Rain Maker
• 1 x Headless Tambourine 200mm
• 1 x Cage Bells
• 1 x Jingle Bells
• 1 x Jingle Stick
• 4 x Hand Clappers
• 2 x Giraffe Shakers
• 1 x Guiro
• 1 x Metal Shaker
• 2 x Maracas
• 1 x Marching Drum
• 1 x Hammer with Whistle
• 1 x Honking Horn
• 1 x Sound Machine
• 1 x Thunder Makers
• 1 x Wiggly Giggly

419 34222 £189.00(V)

Train Whistle

Guiro

Voice Changer

Soundhose
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sensory tubs
UV sensory tub

UV SENSORY TUB
This tub includes a wide selection of 
exciting and stimulating resources which 
glow brightly under UV light - great for any 
darkened environment.
Size of tub: 
H300mm x W800mm x D390mm
Contents (may vary):
• 1 x Plastic Tub
• 1 x Set of Linelite Tubing - 15m
• 1 x UV LED Lantern
• 2 x UV Rattle Tubes
• 2 x UV Shaker Tubes
• 1 x UV Twist Tube
• 3 x UV Capes
• 2 x Pairs of UV Mittens
• 3 x Juggling Scarves
• 1 x Blue & Yellow UV Glitter Baton
• 1 x Red & Orange UV Glitter Baton
• 1 x Purple & Green UV Glitter Baton
• 1 x Glow Squidgie Ball
• 1 x Glow in the Dark Dinosaur
• 1 x Magic Wand
• 1 x Green UV Pinpression
• 1 x Blue UV Pinpression
• 4 x UV Multi-Shapes
• 1 x Set of UV Puffers
• 1 x UV Mega Slinky
• 1 x UV Spiky Wrist Band
• 5 x UV Groan Tubes

419 40421 £375.00(V)

Juggling Scarves

UV Shaker Tube

Linelite Tubing

UV Mega Slinky

UV Rattle Tube 
& UV Shaker Tubes
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specially selected resources
Products to be used under the supervision of a professional/responsible adult at all times

Most of us take social interaction in our stride. We may be outgoing, or we may be 
shy, but most of us know how to respond or how to pick up basic signals about how 
someone is feeling. We have understanding of our own emotions, and can often 
understand how someone else may be feeling. These skills are highly complex and are 
learned through years of picking up signals and learning to respond. Autism makes this 
a much harder process.

Children who have autism:
• Are unlikely to consider how someone else may be feeling
• Are often focusing on themselves and their own immediate needs
• Are likely to misinterpret or miss non verbal signals - such as facial expressions
• Do not pick up on language which is not clear in meaning or contains inference
• Are likely to have diffi culty controlling emotions and understanding feelings
• Are likely to not know how to behave in many social situations and need to have
support to learn how to respond

This selection of products offer games and activities to work on these social interaction 
issues: from hearing stories about feelings, studying bright cards about emotions to 
understanding personalised social situation stories.

DESKTOP
VISUAL TIMETABLE HOLDER
 A clear Perspex desktop holder with Velcro 
strip to attach activity cards. Ideal for frequent 
timetable referencing (activity cards not 
included). Size: H100mm x W300mm .

419 13390 £14.95

COMMUNICATION PACK 
 The Communication Pack has all the 
necessary tools for working in a
one-to-one situation with a child who has 
communication diffi culties such as autism. 
The resources are contained in a compact 
durable bag and include:
• 1 x Ring binder
• 8 x Ring binder insert pages

with 10 timetable visual
symbol cards on each

• 6 x Social stories leafl ets
• 1 x ‘A’ Frame Board comprising:

• Now & Next
• Timetable
• Solutions

• 1 x Your Time Table board
• 1 x Voice control traffi c light
• 1 x Keychain with visual symbols which

include: register, playground,
computer, home, circle time
and many more

• 1 x Stress ball
All of the pages, symbols and communication
tools are ‘easy wipe’ with rounded corners.

419 80266 £208.00

PRIVACY PARTITION 
 This handy cardboard partition can be 
placed on a desk to provide an instant visual 
distraction-free work zone. Use for carefully 
selected periods to support the child’s 
concentration on task. The tri-fold design sets 
up in seconds and is easily stored away when 
not in use. 
Size: H360mm x W1070mm .

419 80270 - Set of 10 £25.00

DESKTOP
VISUAL TIMETABLE HOLDER

NEW - AUTISM RESOURCE KIT 
IN A BAG FOR CLASSROOMS
A complete kit of resources for helping 
children to communicate more effectively, 
make better decisions and understand 
routines and sequences – especially useful 
for those on the autism spectrum and those 
with social communication diffi culties. The set 
comprises over 100 visual symbols displayed 
on communication fans and foam board 
communication tiles, together with a pyramid 
display board and word tiles (‘then’, ‘now’, 
‘and’, ‘or’), dry wipe tiles to make your own 
symbols and words, and a practical resource 
manual to help the reader understand 
effective ways of working with autism – all 
stored in a handy drawstring bag.
Contents:
24 x visual communication symbol tiles
4 x visual communication symbol fans
1 x ‘I Feel’ communication fan
1 x ‘I Have Autism’ communication fan
1 x pyramid display board
4 x word tiles
4 x mini dry wipe tiles
1 x dry wipe pen
2 x safety lanyards
1 x ‘Hey, Children on the Autism Spectrum 
      Play Too’ manual
1 x drawstring bag

419 13821 £74.95

NEW - I HAVE AUTISM FAN 
COMMUNICATION PASSPORT
An easy-to-read and easy-to-carry 
communication passport for telling other 
people the essential information about an 
individual on the autism spectrum. The fan 
features petals with describe the traits of 
autism from the individual’s perspective, 
together with a set of self-complete petals for 
adding information specifi c to the individual, 
such as:

• Things I like
• Things I don’t like
• I get upset when...
• I calm down when...
• Special ways I communicate

Extra petals enable the addition of any further 
relevant information. Collate whichever petals 
are relevant and then use the supplied popper 
to easily assemble the fan. Please note: 
these are not toys and should be used under 
supervision. 
Fan petal size: H125mm x W45mm

419 13822 - Set of 6 £22.95
419 13823 - Set of 10 £37.95

NEW - AUTISM RESOURCE KIT 

NEW - I HAVE AUTISM FAN 
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BUSYLEGZ 
Placed discreetly under a desk, Busylegz 
is a durable pivoted cone platform which 
makes an ideal resource for controlling active 
legs, enabling calming movement and aiding 
concentration.
 Size: H280mm x W410mm .

419 25567 £46.95

EAR DEFENDERS
Ideal Ear Defenders to stop children from 
becoming distracted or disturbed. Also 
suitable for protecting a child's ears in 
a noisy environment. Complete with a 
comfortable padded headband which is 
light and easy to wear, and folds neatly for 
safe storage. Attenuation value: SNR 23.4 
dB. Weight: 160g. Age: 6m+ to 16.
Size closed:
H120mm x W120mm x D95mm.

419 13680 - Black £12.45
419 13681 - Blue £12.45
419 13682 - Red £12.45

AIR CUSHION
 A durable infl ated Air Cushion with a knobbly 
textured surface which can be sat or stepped 
on. Ideal for enhancing touch, balance and co-
ordination. 
Small: 350mm Dia. Large: 550mm Dia.

419 25165 - Small £16.95
419 25166 - Large £35.95

SIT-ON WEDGE
  A durable infl ated wedge with a knobbly 
textured surface ideal for enhancing touch, 
balance and co-ordination.  The Sit-On 
Wedge is particularly comfortable for fl oor 
sitting as it moves the pelvis into a natural, 
supported upright position. For this reason, 
it is particularly good for children who have 
rounded shoulders or low muscle tone, as 
the seat helps the body sit in a good postural 
position. 
 Small: W250mm x D250mm.
Large: W320mm x D320mm.

419 25550 - Small £24.95
419 25549 - Large £29.95

PORTABLE WORKSTATION
A three partition barrier with clear plastic 
pockets which can be personalized. 
Perfect for children who become 
distracted easily. Features:
• 4 x pockets on the left panel
• 10 x pockets on the middle panel
• 1 x red fi nish pocket on the right panel
Also includes a tray system in four
different colours with a plastic pocket
on the front of each, plus guidance
notes written by a speech and language
therapist. Folds fl at and comes in a handy
storage bag (symbol inserts illustrated not
included ).
Barrier size:
H400mm x W860mm
Tray size:
H90mm x W300mm x D220mm.

419 80271 £38.95

AIR CUSHION
 A durable infl ated Air Cushion with a knobbly  A durable infl ated Air Cushion with a knobbly 
textured surface which can be sat or stepped 
on. Ideal for enhancing touch, balance and co-

Small: 350mm Dia. Large: 550mm Dia.

419 25165 - Small £16.95
419 25166 - Large £35.95

SIT-ON WEDGE
  A durable infl ated wedge with a knobbly 
textured surface ideal for enhancing touch, 
balance and co-ordination.  The Sit-On 
Wedge is particularly comfortable for fl oor 
sitting as it moves the pelvis into a natural, 

 A durable infl ated Air Cushion with a knobbly 

SIT-ON WEDGESIT-ON WEDGE
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SENSORY FAN
 Many children are unable to verbalise their 
frustration, and this is sometimes illustrated 
by their behaviour. Many of these frustrations 
may be due to sensory factors. This fan 
has been designed to enable children 
to tell you how they are relating to their 
sensory environment. The fan contains 9 
different symbols depicting: hot, cold, bright, 
taste, noisy, messy, crowded, smell and  
uncomfortable. The fan is robust and durable. 
Age: 3+. 

419 80361 £5.00

I WOULD LIKE TO SAY... FAN
 Concepts are diffi cult for all children to 
understand. The I Would Like To Say... Fan 
helps children communicate their thoughts 
and needs. The fan contains 10 different 
symbols along with the matching vocabulary: 
yes, no, I’m happy, I’m sad, I would like, drink, 
toilet, snack, help and thank you. The fan is 
robust and durable. Age: 3+.

419 80360 £5.00

BEHAVIOUR FAN 
 A simple way to teach your child appropriate 
behaviour at school or at home. The fan 
contains 13 different symbols depicting 
different behaviours along with the matching 
vocabulary: green, amber, red, well done, 
good speaking, good listening, good sitting, 
time out, stop, calm, no biting, no hitting, and 
no throwing. The fan is robust and durable. 
Age: 3+.

419 80362 £5.00

FEELINGS FAN 
 A simple way for children to express how 
they are feeling. The fan contains 12 faces 
depicting different emotions along with the 
matching vocabulary: scared, confused, 
excited, worried, cry, cross, sad, happy, calm, 
angry, laugh and ill. The fan is robust and 
durable. Age: 3+.

419 80363 £5.00

 WHERE DOES IT HURT? FAN
 A simple way for children to express if
something is hurting or they are feeling 
unwell. The fan contains 12 different body 
parts along with the matching vocabulary: 
head, ear, eye, nose, throat, tummy, arm, leg, 
foot, hand, back, and tooth . The fan is robust 
and durable. Age: 3+.

419 80364 £5.00

SENSORY FAN

BEHAVIOUR FAN 

FEELINGS FAN

 WHERE DOES IT HURT? FAN

WORRY EATERS
Children often have worries or fears and don’t 
always feel that they can communicate to a 
parent or teacher. Encourage children to write 
or draw their troubles on a piece of paper 
and place them in the mouth of the Worry 
Eater. When a parent or carer fi nds the note 
or drawing, they can talk to their child about 
their concerns. Worry Eaters are friendly and 
cuddly, offering reassurance and building 
confi dence. Ideal for autistic children who fi nd 
it diffi cult to communicate.

419 13810 - Sita £19.95
419 13811 - Saggo £19.95
419 13812 - Junior Flint £12.50
419 13813 - Junior Wanda £12.50
419 13814 - Keyring Biff £5.95
419 13815 - Keyring Flamm £5.95

Sita

Saggo

Wanda

Biff

Flint

Flamm
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RED POST BOX
 For children who benefi t from using a visual 
timetable, this postbox is ideal for posting 
activity cards when completed. Can also be 
used as a reward system.
Size: H310mm x W200mm x D200mm .

419 80243 £19.95

EMOTION 
STONES 
 Recognising facial 
expressions and 
understanding 
emotions helps 
children to 
communicate their 
own feelings and 
empathise with others. This set of tactile 
stones is engraved with faces showing 
12 common emotions: happy, sad, angry, 
frightened, worried, surprised, confused, 
bored, calm, proud, shy and embarrassed. 
Each set includes a leaflet full of related 
activities. 

419 16518 £20.00

EMOTIONS COLOUR CARDS 
A set of coloured photographs showing a 
range of emotions and offering clear cues for 
discussion on how the person in the picture 
may be feeling. Link this with work about the 
child’s own experiences of those emotions 
and relate the emotions to their own life. You 
can use this set at whatever level required 
by the individual, making it as complex 
or straightforward as required. Contains 
guidance notes and 48 cards. 

419 13580 £31.95

 UNDERSTANDING FEELINGS 
Designed to help children learn about a range of emotions and enable them to communicate 
more effectively with others. Children will be able to discuss, observe and better understand 
how they and others feel. Included in the set are 13 acetate faces with different feeling 
expressions. These can be handled by the children - placed on a table, window or light panel. 
An A3 poster of these expressions includes a key to what they show. Also included are three 
white face-shaped boards for use with wipe off markers, three blank acetate faces and three 
face-shaped mirrors to observe self expression. The set comes complete with a teacher’s 
guide covering suggested activities and questions to pose. 

419 28336 £25.00

EMOTION BALLS 
 Six brightly coloured balls 
showing different emotions: 
happy, sad, excited, amazed, 
frightened, and angry. Ideal for 
helping to develop emotional 
intelligence.  Age: 3+  . 

419 80274 £14.95

 Recognising facial 

EMOTIONS COLOUR CARDS 

empathise with others. This set of tactile 

THE 5-POINT SCALE
& ANXIETY CURVE POSTER
For children with autism, identifying their 
internal states, how those states typically 
make them feel, and what to do about it are 
essential skills to learn. This poster taps into 
students’ learning strengths by presenting a 
visual system for doing just that. The dual-
sided dry-erasable poster and 36 clip-tabs 
make it an ideal check-in system for school or 
home. It can be easily changed and adapted 
for a single student or a group. 
Size: H910mm x W610mm.

419 80273 £24.95

419 16518 £20.00419 13580 £31.95
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NEW - JUMBO TIMER
A timer with a large clear digital display which 
times up or down in 1 second increments 
to 99 mins and 59 seconds. Features large 
push buttons for ease of use, integral stand, 
magnet mount and on/off switch.
Requires 1 x AAA  (not included).
Size: H100mm x W105mm x D21mm
Display: H53mm x W75mm.

419 26347 £8.99

NEW - TIME TIMER
& DRY ERASE BOARD
A dry erase message board combined with 
a simple timer which makes an ideal activity 
and message centre at home or school. Use 
the board to identify an activity which needs to 
be completed in the available time - the timer 
display shows how much time remains. Great 
for creating a visual time table, organising 
your day, and keeping on track with the task in 
hand. The set comes complete with charcoal 
timer case and dry erase marker. Size:
Dry Erase Board: H200mm x W200mm
Time Timer: H90mm x W90mm

419 26009 £69.95

LARGE SAND TIMER 
 A series of large timers which are ideal for 
helping children develop an understanding 
of time. Sturdy and durable with moulded 
end caps, these large sand timers are an 
ideal resource for teachers to encourage 
tasks to be completed on time.  Age: 3+. 
Size: H160mm x 175mm Dia. 

419 26335 - Green 1 Min £9.95
419 26336 - Pink 2 Mins £9.95
419 26337 - Yellow 3 Mins £9.95
419 26338 - Blue 5 Mins £9.95

MEGA SAND TIMER
 A series of giant-sized timers which are 
ideal for helping children develop an 
understanding of time. Colour coded for 
different time scales, Mega Sand Timers 
are ideal for games and group activities 
where time is a factor. Sturdy and durable 
with moulded end caps.   Age: 3+.  
Size: H300mm x 150mm Dia. 

419 26331 - Green 1 Min £27.95
419 26332 - Pink 2 Mins £27.95
419 26333 - Yellow 3 Mins £27.95
419 26334 - Blue 5 Mins £27.95

CHATTER TRACKER
 Is your classroom too loud? The Chatter 
Tracker will help you to keep the noise 
down. Using a traffi c light method, the 
lights move from green to amber to red as 
the sound level increases. When the light 
turns red a siren indicates that the noise is 
too loud - the siren stops when the noise 
in the room drops. Operates on 240v 
transformed to 12v. 

419 16217 £99.95

NEW - TIME TIMER

MINI SAND TIMERS 
 A set of brightly coloured Mini Sand Timers 
which are perfect for keeping individuals 
focused on the task in hand. Colour coded for 
different time scales.  Age: 3+.  Size: H90mm .

419 26341 - Set of 4 £5.50

MINI SAND TIMERS 
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BIG
RED TIMER
 Manually set the red timer disc to display 
the time allowed for a specifi c activity. An 
indispensable inclusion tool for children 
with attention issues, or those with autistic 
spectrum disorders. 
 Size: D35mm  x 190mm Dia.

419 26342 £21.50

BIG
RED TIMER

NEW - DUAL
POWER TIMERS
Handy sized timers that time up or down to 
99 mins and 59 seconds. A bleeping alarm 
sounds to indicate when the pre-time has 
elapsed. Dual power functionality ensures 
that they’re always charged and ready to go. 
Large push buttons are designed for ease of 
use, and each timer is colour coded for easy 
identifi cation. Size: H65mm x W65mm
.
419 26346 - Pack of 5 £24.99

NEW - TIME TIMER TWIST
A unique 90-minute digital timer that 
shows the time counting down on a 
display disc. Simply twist the Time Timer 
to set any time between up to 90 minutes 
and watch as the time counts down in 
both digits and segmented increments, 
offering a clear indication of the length 
of time remaining for an acitivty. The 
timer has an audible alarm but otherwise 
operates silently, while the magnetic back 
fi xes the timer to any metallic surface. 
Requires 1 x AAA battery (not included). 
Size: 85mm Dia. x D23mm.

419 26001 £29.95

NEW - POCKET TIME TIMER
A handy pocket-sized timer that can be 
taken anywhere. A clear cover protects 
the face during travel and then fl ips open 
to serve as a stand for the timer. Ideal for 
reinforcing attention to a task and developing 
independence by alerting children when a task 
is done or it’s time to move on. 
Size: H75mm x W75mm.

419 26015 £34.95 

2. MAGNETIC TIME TRACKER
Coloured lights and audible alerts track 
time from one minute to 24 hours. Easy to 
program and includes a digital countdown 
screen. An inbuilt magnet enables the 
tracker to be attached to any metal surface. 
Ideal for tests, playtime, practice sessions 
and experiments. Requires 4 AA batteries 
(not included). Age: 3 to 12. Size: H150mm.

419 16224 £25.95

1. TIME TRACKER
 It’s never been easier to keep children 
on track with this unique electronic timer. 
Easily program the green, yellow and red 
lights and six warning sounds to indicate 
the time allotted. Ideal for developing 
time management skills. Requires 4 x AA 
batteries (included). 

419 16218 £27.95

3. TIME TRACKER MINI
A great way to help children keep track of 
time. Green and yellow dials select the total 
activity time and a ‘remaining time’ alert 
customised with fl ashing light and sound 
effect. Adjust volume or turn off sound for 
visual timing. Requires 3 x AAA batteries 
(not included). Size: H120mm.

419 16225 £16.95

1 2 3

NEW - TIME TIMER TWIST

RED TIMER
 Manually set the red timer disc to display 

BIG
RED TIMER

NEW - POCKET TIME TIMER

NEW - DUAL
POWER TIMERS
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NEW - THE ROUND
TABLE WHEEL
A double-sided swivel wheel that helps 
children to manage confl icts and quickly 
fi nd a solution - ideal for developing life 
skills. There are eight different confl icts on 
the front ranging from ‘I don’t understand’ 
and ‘I don’t like this activity’ to ‘I don’t want 
to wait’ and ‘They are making fun of me’. 
The solution to each confl ict appears on 
the back - ‘Ask an adult for help’, ‘Change 
activity’, ‘Take a break to calm down’ or 
‘Ignore or move away’. Easy to handle. 
Size: 230mm Dia.

419 26008 £12.95

NEW - THE ROUND

TALKABOUT BOARD GAME
 The Talkabout Board Game is a journey 
through the week where a player will 
encounter a number of different social skill 
tasks that need to be completed in order to 
get to the end of the week. The purpose of the 
game is to work together. There is therefore 
no winner. Once a player reaches the middle 
of the board, their role is to help the others to 
get there too. Designed to support work on 
social communication skills, self-esteem and 
friendship skills. For 2 to 6 players. 

419 22611 £50.00

PUBLIC OR PRIVATE GAME
A card sorting game where
children use the essential social skills
of turn taking, listening and waiting, 
before placing their picture cards under 
the appropriate concept images of ‘public’ 
or ‘private’. Also includes a booklet 
demonstrating other games and activities to 
reinforce this concept throughout school or 
within the home.

419 80267 £31.95

PUBLIC OR PRIVATE GAMEPUBLIC OR PRIVATE GAME

NEW - SOCIAL SKILLS BINGO
A fascinating bingo-style board game 
designed to prompt discussion and debate to 
help young people make their own choices in 
social situations. Four different boards contain 
48 scenarios, actions or situations initiated by 
one of four headings:
• What could I do when…?
• How do you know when…”
• How can you tell when…?
• I could say when…
The player is invited to consider a situation
or action and decide the most appropriate
response from the choices provided. Once the
player has agreed the response, the situation
can be covered over with the response and
the player then moves to the next situation.
Extra mini dry wipe boards and a dry wipe pen
can be used to record alternative responses,
allowing for discussion about why these may
be more appropriate in different situations.
Contents:
4 x A4 Scenario, Action or Situations Boards
48 x Response Tiles
12 x Mini Dry Wipe Boards
1 x Dry Wipe Pen
1 x Instructions Leafl et
1 x Plastic Storage Box

419 13827 £59.95

NEW - SOCIAL SKILLS BINGONEW - SOCIAL SKILLS BINGO
NEW - SOCIAL SKILLS
BOARD GAMES
A great value compendium of six durable 
board games designed to support the 
development of social and emotional 
skills and the consolidation of those skills 
already learnt. Each of the six games 
explores aspects of good social skills and 
behaviour - from morals, manners, empathy 
and friendship to showing and managing 
emotions:
• How Others Feel
• Acting Out
• Manners
• Mountain of Emotions
• What Should You Do?
• What Makes a Good Friend?
The games provide a comprehensive
approach to promoting the social and
emotional skills that underpin effective
learning, positive behaviour, regular
attendance and emotional health and well-
being. Ideal for use in Emotional Literacy.
Contents:
6 x Board Games (H297mm x W420mm)
20 x Playing Counters
1 x Die

419 13684 £24.99

NEW - SOCIAL SKILLSNEW - SOCIAL SKILLS

  RAINBOW SOCIAL
SKILLS GAME 
 Promoting personal and social development 
in all age groups, this game improves self-
awareness while developing communication 
skills, interaction, verbal expression and 
respectful discussion. Each level of the 
game is colour-coded to relate to a different 
quality for personal and social development: 
red for action, orange for courage, yellow 
for imagination, green for feeling, etc. The 
game encourages positive interaction, helps 
boost confi dence, deals with decision-
making, promotes problem-solving skills 
and consideration of personal values. 2-6 
players or teams. 

419 13499 £59.75

  RAINBOW SOCIAL  RAINBOW SOCIALTALKABOUT BOARD GAME
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NEW - HEY, CHILDREN ON THE AUTISM 
SPECTRUM PLAY TOO!
Children on the autism spectrum often don’t play in the way 
we may expect.They may have diffi culties in communicating 
and socialising with others, approaching play in a very literal 
sense. This book has been written to support those working 
or living with children on the autism spectrum, providing a 
variety of great ideas to encourage those children to play and 
interact. The book’s resources are designed to help adults 
work with all children to ensure they are offered the same 
chances and experiences as others.

419 13824 £18.00

PLAN A IS FOR AUTISM
A practical resource which provides a systematic process for 
helping teachers and others to promote positive behaviour 
in children and young people with autism. ‘Plan A is for 
Autism’ provides an original multi-element approach leading 
to planned individual interventions, enabling those living and 
working with children with autism to jointly plan for change. 
This resource provides an overview of the behaviours of 
children with autism, explores the underlying reasons why 
children with autism act and react as they do, and advises 
how to make a difference. 178 pages.

419 13673 £34.95

EDUCATING AND SUPPORTING
GIRLS WITH ASPERGER'S AND AUTISM
Designed to provide a better understanding of how autism 
(including Asperger's Syndrome) presents in girls, this book 
explains the various diffi culties and disadvantages that girls 
face in educational settings and provides practical strategies 
to overcome them. This resource comes complete with 
a range of worksheets and activities on key issues: self-
awareness, preparing for school life, learning, wider school 
life, preparing for employment, and preparing for further 
study. 296 pages.

419 13676 £34.95

MAX & MILLIE
SOCIAL SKILLS
ACTIVITY PACK
 This interesting book and card set will 
enhance the social skills lessons in the 
classroom and will help to bring Max & 
Millie to life in the eyes of the children. Eight 
categories of behaviour are covered. Each 
chapter includes a short story involving Max 
& Millie to illustrate the behaviour targeted, 
puppet dialogue to engage the children, 
illustrations for colouring and different 
exercises to further discussion. 12 full colour 
cards are also included to help children to 
explore feelings and emotions associated 
with social situations. 

419 28157 - Pack £34.95
419 28158 - Pack & Puppets £149.95

MAX & MILLIE
HAND PUPPETS
 Max & Millie are large hand puppets 
that can be used for promoting group 
discussions and encouraging positive 
interaction. Hand puppets are great for 
use in both mainstream and special needs 
settings as they can help to encourage 
conversation and language skills. For many 
children the puppets come to life and can 
become an important learning aid that 
children can engage with, talk to and play 
with. Size: H850mm.

419 28155 - Millie £61.00
419 28156 - Max £61.00

RORY’S
STORY CUBES
Picture dice which are ideal for creating 
stories, encouraging creativity, developing 
social confi dence, enhancing language 
development skills and making connections 
between people, young and old alike. Roll 
the dice to display a set of images to use as 
the starting point for a story or other literacy 
work. There are nine dice in each set, each 
with six different images - 54 images in total. 
Designed to help with:
• Supporting reduced motor skills - for some
players with reduced motor skills it is diffi cult
to pick up small objects
• Supporting reduced vision acuity - some
players fi nd small images diffi cult to read
Die size: W30mm.

ORIGINAL
Where the story begins! If you’re new to story 
cubes, this is the perfect set to get you started 
with storytelling adventures.
ACTIONS
Add movement and action to your stories. 
Great for teaching language and verbs. 
VOYAGE
Tell stories of voyage and discovery. Great for 
teaching language and nouns.

419 13670 - Original £19.95
419 13671 - Actions £19.95
419 13672 - Voyage £19.95

RORY’SRORY’S
STORY CUBES

MAX & MILLIE

THE WORLD
ACCORDING TO AUTISM
 A multi-functional, fl exible and comprehensive 
resource which aims to map out what a 
diagnosis of an Autistic Spectrum Disorder 
(ASD) looks like for both the individual 
concerned and their family and/or carers. 
This resource facilitates conversations and 
promotes understanding of ASD, providing 
a person-centred view of the individual that 
highlights their positive attributes. This helps 
to promote self-esteem and encourages family 
and/or carers to see the individual rather than 
the diagnosis.
Features in the pack include:
• 2 x Sets of colour coded cue cards
• Worksheets for the cue cards - ‘Like’, ‘Not
Like’ and ‘Special Things’
• Scope to track the development trajectory
of an ASD across the lifespan

419 13649 £49.95

THE WORLDTHE WORLD

MAX & MILLIE
SOCIAL SKILLSSOCIAL SKILLS
ACTIVITY PACK
 This interesting book and card set will 
enhance the social skills lessons in the 
classroom and will help to bring Max & 

MAX & MILLIE
HAND PUPPETS
 Max & Millie are large hand puppets 

MAX & MILLIE
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communicators
helping those who are non-verbal become effective communicators
Products to be used under the supervision of a professional/responsible adult at all times

GO TALK 4+  COMMUNICATOR
 The Go Talk 4+ Communicator is a simple 
AAC device with a 20-message capacity 
over fi ve recording level options. Record and 
playback 10-second messages in association 
with touch-activated picture keys. Two core 
messages remain constant on all level 
options. Requires 2 x AA batteries (included). 
Weight 462g. 
   Size: H300mm x W225mm.

419 80087   £124.50

GO TALK 9+  COMMUNICATOR
 The Go Talk 9+ Communicator is a simple 
AAC device with a 45-message capacity 
over fi ve recording level options. Record and 
playback 10-second messages in association 
with touch-activated picture keys. Three 
core messages remain constant on all level 
options. Requires 2 x AA batteries (included). 
Weight 690g.  Size: H300mm x W225mm .

419 80088   £139.95

TALKING ID
Play a 10-second vocal message or greeting 
with the simple push of a button. Recording 
or re-recording any message is easy. Ideal 
for clients with communication diffi culties. 
Batteries included. Size: L65mm.

419 80238 £9.95

TALKING BUTTONS 
An exciting resource which records and plays 
back 10 seconds of sound. Why not use it for 
leaving messages,
colour-coded question and answer games 
or reminders? Easily mounted for classroom 
displays, all models have a loud and clear 
sound output. Replaceable LR44 batteries 
included.  Size: 45mm Dia.

419 80096 - Pack of 5   £19.95
419 80097 - Pack of 30 £110.00

SOUND BANK PLUS
A simple AAC recorder with up to 30 seconds 
of recording capacity and a wipeable surface 
- children or teachers can write or draw
pictures on the device using a write-on/wipe-
off pen. A snap-on clear cover allows pictures
to be inserted for use in language work. An
alternative mirrored version enables children
to see themselves speak when making a
voice recording. Three sound levels for use in
different environments, recording lock button
to protect important recordings, shower proof
and comes complete with wall mounting slot
and magnets. Requires 3 x AAA batteries (not
included). Size: W120mm.

419 80298 - Write On/Wipe Off £11.95
419 80299 - Mirror £11.95

 MESSAGE DISCS 
Write or draw on the write-on/wipe-off surface 
using dry wipe pens and then record a 
corresponding message, question or sound 
effect. Simply press a button to play back the 
recording. An easy-to-use resource which will 
help children to develop communication skills. 
A great addition to any sensory room (dry 
wipe pens not included). Size: 95mm Dia. 

419 50686 - Red 10 Seconds   £21.50
419 50687 - Blue 30 Seconds   £26.75

 WRIST TALKER
 Play a 10-second vocal message or greeting 
with the slightest push on the face of the Wrist 
Talker. Recording or
re-recording any message is easy. Ideal 
for clients with communication diffi culties. 
Requires 4 x LR44 batteries (included).  Size: 
60mm Dia. 

419 80244   £14.95

GO TALK 4+  COMMUNICATOR

GO TALK 9+  COMMUNICATOR

TALKING BUTTONS 

TALKING IDTALKING ID

 WRIST TALKER WRIST TALKER
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HEAR MYSELF SOUND PHONE
 This fun-to-use phone lets children hear 
themselves speak, focusing their attention on 
every sound they make. Perfect for exploring 
letter sounds, sound manipulation and more, 
the moulded plastic phone is an ideal size for 
children, with a lightweight, easy-grip handle. 
 Age: 3+. Size: L170mm .

419 80246   £8.75

TALKING TUBES TELEPHONE 
EXCHANGE
A set of components with numerous 
combinations of tubing which enable 
children to build a telephone network. The 
tubes encourage every child to be a talker 
by enabling up to eight children to join in 
a conversation at once! A great resource 
in helping develop language, listening and 
communication skills as well as encouraging 
social interaction. The tubes can be used 
indoors or out. Set includes: 8 x handsets (4 
red + 4 blue), 3 x 3m tubing, 12 x 1m tubing, 
6 x connectors (green), 6 x Y-connectors 
(purple ). Age: 3+.

419 80229   £54.95

TALKING TUBES 
 By using the Talking Tubes, children can 
position themselves in different rooms and 
have what feels like a telephone conversation 
with friends they cannot see.  Talking 
Tubes help develop language, listening and 
communication skills as well as encouraging 
social interaction. The set includes two colour-
coded realistic telephone handsets and 3m of 
hollow fl exible tubing. The handsets can be 
removed for easy cleaning. 

419 80228   £14.95

BIG MACK SWITCH
 A communication aid with 20 seconds of 
memory which allows a message to be 
recorded and played back when pressed. Also 
activates equipment via a switching system.  
Requires 9v battery (included).
Size: 160mm Dia.

419 80070   £139.00

LITTLE MACK SWITCH 
 This communicator provides an easy way to 
introduce voice output devices while teaching 
cause and effect. Simply record any message 
for one touch playback - connect to a toy or 
battery operated appliance for instant positive 
reinforcement. Batteries included. 
Size: 110mm Dia.

419 80080   £92.00

BIG POINTS 
 Ideal for speaking and listening 
exercises, you can record and 
play back up to 30 seconds of 
sound. A removable clear top 
enables you to inset pictures, 
symbols, numbers or letters to 
match your recording. Available 
in a set of fi ve vibrant colours 
and wall mountable. Requires 3 x 
AAA batteries, not included.  Size: 
W85mm.

419 80249 - Set of 6   £49.95

VOICE CHANGER
 A lightweight plastic megaphone with 10 
different changeable voice effects. Select the 
required voice changing setting, speak into 
the microphone, press the trigger and hear 
the results projected with six super-bright 
fl ashing LEDs. Voice changes to low pitch, 
high pitch and robotic with variations of tone 
and amplifi cation.  Size: H190m .

419 33101   £11.95

 TALK BACK POSTCARD 
 A lightweight slimline postcard-size voice 
messager with a transparent holder for a 
photo or drawing. Records a short voice 
message and plays it back at the touch of a 
button.     Size: W155mm x D100mm.

419 33102 - Set of 3   £19.95

TALKING PHOTO ALBUM
 Combine literacy and ICT with this Talking 
Photo Album. It supports speaking and 
listening on the literacy framework, especially 
focusing on photo sequences, presentations, 
hiding and revealing pictures, and word 
recognition. Record your stories, timetables 
or messages. Simply insert drawings or 
photographs into the plastic wallets and 
record a 10-second message on every page 
to support the picture. Holds 24 x A5 inserts.
   Size: H150mm x W100mm .

419 80092   £29.95

419 33101   £11.95

 TALK BACK POSTCARD 

TALKING TUBES 

419 80246   £8.75419 80246   £8.75

BIG MACK SWITCHBIG MACK SWITCH

419 80249 - Set of 6   £49.95
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weighted resources
ideal products for developing body awareness & calming
Products to be used under the supervision of a professional/responsible adult at all times

PROVIDING PROPRIOCEPTIVE INPUT
Weighted vests are an effective way of providing  
proprioceptive input - sensations of body movement and 
position without the use of visual cues - which have a calming 
and organising effect for many children. The reason these 
resources work so well is because they provide constant, even 
pressure. Many children with sensory processing disorders, 
autism, or ADHD show dramatic improvement in their ability to 
sit still and concentrate on tasks when using these resources.

SAFETY
Safety and careful monitoring is a priority. These weighted 
resources should be used under the direction of a professional 
therapist or carer who has been advised and trained in its use 
and application. Weighted equipment should be no more than 
5-10% of the child’s body weight.

2. WEIGHTED BODY WARMER
 A ready-to-wear navy body warmer, ideal for providing comfort and 
reassurance in cool conditions. Pockets inside the lining accommodate 
the insertion of weights which provide an even distribution of deep 
pressure. Includes velcro fastenings for ease of dress and undress. 
Total of 450g of weights provided. 

419 97126 - Small 680mm £42.95(V)
419 97127 - Medium 720mm £43.95(V)
419 97128 - Large 750mm £44.95(V)

1. WEIGHTED HOODY
A ready-to-wear navy blue hoody designed to provide all the therapeutic 
benefi ts of a weighted jacket. Seven pockets inside the lining 
accommodate the insertion of weights which are discreetly located 
on the shoulders, around the waist and in the hood. All weights are 
removable for easy washing.

419 97114 - Child Small/Medium 27” Chest £86.95(V)
419 97115 - Child Medium/Large 33” Chest £87.50(V)
419 97116 - Child Large/Adult Small 38” Chest £97.95(V)
419 97117 - Adult Medium/Large 43” Chest £103.95(V)

4. OUTDOOR WEIGHTED FLEECE
 A ready-to-wear green fl eece jacket, ideal for providing comfort 
and reassurance while outside in cool weather. Pockets inside the 
lining accommodate the insertion of weights which provide an even 
distribution of deep pressure. Total of 450g of weights provided. 

419 97136 - Small 850mm £42.95(V)
419 97137 - Medium 860mm £47.95(V)
419 97138 - Large 910mm £48.50(V)

3. WEIGHTED VEST
 A light blue poly cotton vest with four pockets sewn inside the lining for 
adding weights providing an even distribution of pressure. Designed to 
open at the side with Velcro fastening for ease of dress, the vest comes 
with 450g of weights. 

419 97146 - Small 720mm £54.55(V)
419 97147 - Medium 760mm £60.75(V)
419 97148 - Large 850mm £61.75(V)

5. WRIST & ANKLE WEIGHTS
A pair of weighted cuffs with Velcro fastenings which are ideal for 
adding pressure input to wrists and ankles. Available in two sizes:

419 97194 - Small L230mm. Weight 150g. £27.95(V)
419 97195 - Large L280mm. Weight 250g. £28.95(V)

weighted resources
ideal products for developing body awareness & calming
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 WEIGHTED NECK ROLL
 A colourful weighted support for head and neck which provides 
reassuring warmth and pressure to the neck and shoulders. 
Size: L820mm x W110mm.

419 97150 - 1.3kg £32.45(V)

WEIGHTED SHOULDER WRAP
A weighted wrap ideal for applying calming pressure over the 
shoulders. The Weighted Shoulder Wrap has a calming effect, 
improving attention span and reducing excessive fi dgeting. Made 
from cotton and fi lled with plastic beads for safety and comfort. 
Weight: 800g. Size: W1000mm x D210mm.

419 97129 £35.95(V)
Size: L820mm x W110mm.

419 97150 - 1.3kg £32.45(V)

NEW - WEIGHTED BODY WRAP
A weighted wrap that provides calming pressure around the neck and 
shoulders. The weight is evenly distributed and the wrap features 
different effects on each side for an added tactile experience: one side 
is smooth to touch and the other has raised soft dots. Weight: 3lbs. 
Size: L760mm x W560mm.

419 97171 £37.95(V)

NEW - WEIGHTED
GEMMA THE GIRAFFE NECK WRAP
A friendly weighted plush giraffe wrap that provides calming pressure 
around the neck. It can quickly and easily be put on or taken off when a 
student is anxious, needs to calm down, or needs some help to focus. 
Weight: 3lbs. Age: 3+. Size: L760mm.

419 97176 £33.50(V)

NEW - WEIGHTED
GEMMA THE GIRAFFE NECK WRAP
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weighted resources
ideal products for developing body awareness & calming
Products to be used under the supervision of a professional/responsible adult at all times

LADYBIRD
LAP WEIGHT 
 Children will love this friendly weighted 
ladybird. Made from soft plush, the 
Ladybird Lap Weight is ideal for providing 
calming pressure and is also useful for 
helping children who like to fi dget. A 
soft, plain blue cover is included as an 
alternative design. Machine washable.
   Size: 500mm Dia. 

419 13704 - 3lb £29.95(V)
419 13705 - 5lb £30.95(V)

LAP
WEIGHT 
 A weighted lap pad which provides 
reassuring downward pressure to the 
upper thighs while the user is in a seated 
position. Helps to stabilise fi dgeting legs.  
Size: L570mm x W210mm. 

419 97144 - 1kg £32.45(V)

LADYBIRD
LAP WEIGHT 

weighted resources

LAP
WEIGHT 

NEW - WEIGHTED LAP PADS
A range of weighted pads that each apply 
deep calming pressure to the lap and upper 
legs - ideal for use in the classroom, at 
reading time, or any time where you want 
to encourage sitting peacefully. Each pad 
has two textures on either side: one side is 
smooth whilst the other has soft raised dots 
which are tactile to touch. Three different 
weights are available: 3lbs, 5lbs and 7.5lbs. 
Size: L530mm x W260mm

419 97172 - 3lbs (Blue) £35.95(V)
419 97173 - 5lbs (Green) £40.95(V)
419 97174 - 7.5lbs (Lilac) £45.95(V)

NEW - WEIGHTED LAP PADS

NEW - WEIGHTED
HEART CUSHION
A comforting heart-shaped cushion which 
offers support and assists in calming. One 
side is smooth while the reverse has soft 
raised dots to offer extra tactile stimulation. 
Weight: 2.5lbs. Age: 3+.
Size: 450mmDia.

419 97193 £19.95(V)

NEW - WEIGHTED
EMOTIONS CUSHION 
A friendly weighted cushion designed to rest 
on the lap to provide comfort and calming. 
One side of the cushion depicts a happy 
smiling face, while the other side shows a 
sad face: the face can be turned to express 
how the user is feeling, helping to aid 
communication. Weight: 2lbs.
Size: 350mmDia. 

419 97196 £24.50(V)

NEW - WEIGHTED

NEW - WEIGHTED
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NEW - WEIGHTED SOFT FOOTBALL
A soft weighted football that is ideal for calming sensitive football 
fans. Colour may vary. Weight: 2lbs. Age: 3+. Size: 220mmDia.

419 97175 £21.95(V)

NEW - WEIGHTED EMPATHY DOLL
A beautiful soft weighted doll that will help children to explore their 
feelings and develop emotional wellbeing. Placed on the lap, the 
doll calming expression improves concentration and helps with 
practicing eye contact. Weight: 3lbs. Age: 3+.
Size: L550mm x W230mm

419 97177 £29.95(V)

NEW - WEIGHTED
DEREK THE DINOSAUR
A bright fun weighted dinosaur that is great 
fun for any dinosaur lover. The lime green 
fabric has raised soft dots for extra tactile 
stimulation, and the long tail has felt spikes 
running along the length. Weight: 2lbs.
Age: 3+.
Size: H280mm x L350mm x W115mm.
.
419 97185 £26.95(V)

NEW - WEIGHTED
PRIMROSE THE PANDA
A friendly weighted plush panda that provides 
a warm feeling of security, helping those with 
autism to relax and calm down. Weight: 3lbs. 
Age: 3+. Size: H380mm x W350mm.

419 97186 £37.95(V)

NEW - WEIGHTED
AMOS THE ELEPHANT
A lovely cuddly weighted elephant toy that 
provides sensory pressure when hugged, 
helping children to feel calm and safe. 
Amos is an ideal toy for younger children 
that like something weighted and heavy: 
he can be cuddled in bed or laid on the 
tummy or lap to provide sensory relief. 
Weight: 3lbs. Age: 3+.
Size: H320mm x L340mm.

419 97187 £39.95(V)

NEW - WEIGHTED SOFT FOOTBALL

NEW - WEIGHTED EMPATHY DOLLNEW - WEIGHTED EMPATHY DOLL

NEW - WEIGHTED

NEW - WEIGHTED

NEW - WEIGHTED DEREK THE DINOSAUR
A bright fun weighted dinosaur that is great 
fun for any dinosaur lover. The lime green 
fabric has raised soft dots for extra tactile PRIMROSE THE PANDA

NEW - WEIGHTED

NEW - WEIGHTED SOFT FOOTBALL
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weighted resources
ideal products for developing body awareness & calming
Products to be used under the supervision of a professional/responsible adult at all times

FLEXIBLE BALL BLANKET
 An innovative fl ame-retardant cotton blanket which is fi lled with 
50mm plastic balls. The blanket is divided into pockets with 
removable bags which makes it possible to customise the number 
of balls in the blanket according to the individual user’s needs. The 
balls’ weight and pressure improves awareness of the body, calms, 
grounds and provides a sense of security, which ensures deeper 
sleep. This makes the Flexible Ball Blanket ideal for helping to 
relieve sleep disorders and mental and motor restlessness among 
children, adults and the elderly. The blanket can also be used as an 
ordinary duvet at night.
Machine washable. Available in two sizes:
Flexible Junior: L1400mm x W1000mm. Weight: 3.5kg.
Flexible Adult: L2000mm x W1400mm. Weight: 7kg.

419 97191 - Flexible Junior £357.00
419 97192 - Flexible Adult £570.00

weighted resources
ideal products for developing body awareness & calming

CALM BALL BLANKET
 An innovative fl ame-retardant cotton blanket which is fi lled with 
38mm plastic balls. The blanket is sewn in channels with the balls 
arranged in long rows, offering sensory stimulation with even 
pressure. The balls’ weight and pressure improves awareness 
of the body, calms, grounds and provides a sense of security, 
which ensures deeper sleep. This makes the Calm Ball Blanket 
ideal for helping to relieve sleep disorders and mental and motor 
restlessness among children, adults and the elderly. The blanket 
can also be used as an ordinary duvet at night. When rolled up, it is 
as compact as an overnight bag and easy to transport.
Machine washable. Available in two sizes:
Calm Junior: L1400mm x W1000mm. Weight: 3.5kg.
Calm Adult: L2000mm x W1400mm. Weight: 7kg.

419 97197 - Calm Junior £349.00
419 97198 - Calm Adult £545.00

WEIGHTED
BLANKET
A comfy blanket made from soft,
breathable material which provides a deep,
calming pressure without overheating the user. Ideal for those who need 
help with calming, relaxing and sleeping, the Weighted Blanket can 
be used in a range of home or school settings - as a calming strategy 
at school, in the car, or for help with settling down to sleep. Available 
in three weights and colourways: red/green, red/purple and red/grey. 
100% polyester. Hand wash only. 

419 97141 - 3lb £52.95(V)
419 97142 - 5lb £61.95(V)
419 97143 - 8lb £69.95(V)

NEW - TACTILE WEIGHTED HEDGEHOG
Children will love this friendly weighted hedgehog made from soft plush. 
His back is covered with two-tone sequins which appear to change from 
blue to gold and back again when stroked. Ideal for providing calming 
pressure and tactile stimulation. Size: 350mm Dia.  

419 97188 £34.95(V)419 97188 £34.95(V)
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NEW - SENSIT CHAIR
Protac SenSit is a sensory-stimulating chair fi lled with balls in both the 
seat and back as well as in the special neck and side wings. These 
wings can be placed around the body as required, enveloping and 
calming the user. The chair’s stable shape supports the neck, head 
and body, and the fl exibility of the balls in the seat and back makes it 
easy to adjust the chair and create a comfortable sitting position. The 
Protac SenSit chair is ideal for strengthening the user’s body sense 
and makes a good alternative for wheelchair users and bedridden 
patients who need to change position during the day.

419 97180-AB - Aqua Blue £1,295.00
419 97180-B - Black £1,295.00
419 97180-LG - Lime Green £1,295.00

NEW - SENSIT STOOL
The SenSit Stool is ideal for use as a footstool in conjunction with the 
SenSit chair or on its own as a stool or a comfortable anti-rock chair. 
Balls in the upper part of the chair provide both support and sensory 
stimulation.

419 97181-AB - Aqua Blue £195.00
419 97181-B - Black £195.00
419 97181-LG - Lime Green £195.00

NEW - FLUID BALLS
Textured bobbly balls partially fi lled with 
coloured liquid which make a fantastic multi-
sensory resource combining movement, 
noise, colour and texture. Their weight makes 
them ideal for users with sensory integration 
diffi culties while the smaller balls can also 
be used for massage and body awareness 
exercises. Available in three different sizes:
Small: 180mm Dia - 1kg
Medium 210mm Dia - 2kg
Large 250mm Dia - 3kg  

419 25430 - Small 1kg £29.95
419 25431 - Medium 2kg £33.95
419 25432 - Large 3kg £37.95

NEW - SEQUIN
WEIGHTED PILLOW
A lovely soft weighted pillow made from soft 
plush with two-tone sequins on one side. 
Gently stroke the sequined side back and 
forth to see the colour change from blue to 
gold and back again. The pillow provides 
calming pressure to the lap as well as visual 
and tactile stimulation. 
Size: L360mm x W250mm 

419 97183 £26.95(V)

NEW - WEIGHTED CUSHION
A furry weighted cushion made from soft plush 
with hundreds of soft tentacles on one side. 
The cushion provides reassuring pressure 
to the lap while the fronds offer lovely tactile 
stimulation which is ideal for children who like 
to fi dget. Size: L500mm x W230mm  

419 97189 £26.95(V)

NEW - WEIGHTED CUSHION

NEW - FLUID BALLS
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chewies
help for children who need to chew
Products to be used under the supervision of a professional/responsible adult at all times

It is widely recognised that many 
children who have sensory issues fi nd 
chewing very calming.

Chewies are ideal for children with 
autism who have sensory processing 
needs and also for those who require 
help with oral motor strengthening. 
Chewies can also be used as fi dgets to 
help calm and focus.

If you have a pupil who chews on 
inappropriate and unsafe items, the 
following specialist manufactured 
chews make an ideal solution. All  
chews are therapeutic devices which 
should be used by professional 
therapists and carers trained in their 
use. All have great bite resistance but 
are not indestructible and should be 
replaced periodically.

Many of the chews on these pages 
are available in three different levels 
of toughness: Standard (S) for mild 
chewers; Xtra Tough (XT) for moderate 
chewers; Xtra Xtra Tough (XXT) for 
strong aggressive chewers.

NEW - SPIDER BITE
TEXTURED CHEW NECKLACE
A stylish necklace with an attractive chewable 
pendant textured with a contemporary spider 
design - perfect for chewing with front teeth. 
The pendant is attached to a breakaway cord 
for added safety: the cord is 910mm long but 
can easily be shortened by sliding the thread 
out of the clasp, retying the knot at a shorter 
length, and then trimming the excess thread. 
Age: 5+.
Pendant size: H55mm x W50mm x D10mm

419 28417 - S (Red) £11.99(V)
419 28418 - XT (Black) £11.99(V)
419 28419 - XXT (Blue) £11.99(V)

NEW - COMFORTCHEW
A cosy fl eece comforter with an attached 
chewable teether and an elasticate link for 
attaching to a child’s wrist, cot, car seat 
or buggy. Ribbon tags along one edge 
provide extra tactile stimulation. The 100% 
polyester cuddle fl eece is overlaid on one 
side with patterned fabric (95% cotton 5% 
elastane) and is machine washable at 40º. 
The ribbon tags are 100% polyester and the 
whole contains no phthalates or Bisphenol 
A (BPA). Available in two styles: Twinkle 
Twinkle (light blue with navy stars and navy 
cuddle fl eece reverse) and Polka Dot Pink 
(grey with pink dots with pink cuddle fl eece 
reverse). Age: 0+.
Size: L180mm x W180mm

419 28471 - Twinkle Twinkle £17.95
419 28472 - Polka Dot Pink £17.95

NEW - WRITE-N-BITE
CHEWABLE PEN TOPPER
The perfect solution for anyone who chews 
on pen caps: a chewable pen topper that 
looks just like a regular pen cap, designed as 
a discreet way to chew while working in any 
environment. Hollow at one end to fi t over the 
end of a pens with removable caps and most 
HB pencils. Each topper comes with a free 
black ink pen.
Size: L58mm x 12mm Dia.

419 16697 - S (Light Grey) £6.49(V)
419 16698 - XT (Black) £6.49(V)
419 16699 - XXT (Dark Grey) £6.49(V)

NEW - WRITE-N-BITE
NEW - SPIDER BITE

TEXTURED GRABBER
The Textured Grabber is a chew with three 
different surfaces to provide additional tactile 
sensations. The shape makes it perfect for 
small hands. 

419 28345 - S (Purple) £8.50(V)
419 28346 - XT (Green) £8.50(V)
419 28446 - XXT (Blue) £8.50(V)

TEXTURED GRABBER
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NEW - SIDEKICK CHEWIE 
A happy chewable dancing fi gurine with fi ve 
extensions to chew on. Smooth on both sides, 
the Sidekick Chewie provides a safe outlet 
for anyone who needs to chew, with long 
extensions that are ideal for reaching back 
molars. Size: H150mm x W100mm x D13mm

419 28430 - S (Red) £11.99(V)
419 28431 - XT (Lime Green) £11.99(V)
419 28432 - XXT (Blue) £11.99(V)

NEW - BITE-N-CHEW
PENCIL TOPPER
The perfect solution for anyone who chews 
on pencils: a chewable pencil topper that 
provides a discreet way to chew while working 
in any environment. Each cylindrical chew is 
hollow at one end so as to fi t over the end of 
a standard eraser-less HB pencil. Each topper 
comes with a free pencil.
Size: L58mm x 12mm Dia.

419 16694 - S (Dark Blue) £6.49(V)
419 16695 - XT (Lime Green) £6.49(V)
419 16696 - XXT (Blue) £6.49(V)

CHEWBUDDY
SENSORY CHEW
A range of stickman-shaped chewies which 
are ideal for non-aggressive chewers. Each 
comes with a detachable safety lanyard so it 
can be worn around the neck. Size: H95mm.

419 28374 - Red £7.95(V)
419 28375 - Green £7.95(V) 
419 28376 - Blue £7.95(V)
419 28377 - Purple £7.95(V)

CHEWY BERRIES
A set of weighted chunky beads threaded on 
a coloured necklace. Each bead is covered in 
nubbins for additional sensory appeal. Ideal 
for the mild to moderate chewer and great for 
improving low oral muscle tone. Available in 
two colour options - Kicks (multi-coloured) and 
Shades (monochrome). Age: 3+.
Bead size: 28mm Dia.

419 28356 - Kicks £13.95(V)
419 28357 - Shades £13.95(V)

NEW - SIDEKICK CHEWIE 

CHEWBUDDY TUBES
A set of two multi-functional chewy tubes which 
make ideal pencil toppers or hoody toggles. 
Each set of tubes includes one smooth tube 
and one with tactile nodules for added sensory 
feedback. Size: H50mm.

419 28394 - Blue Set of 2 £5.50(V)
419 28395 - Red Set of 2 £5.50(V)
419 28396 - Green Set of 2 £5.50(V)
419 28397 - Purple Set of 2 £5.50(V)

CHEWBUDDY TUBES

CHEWIGEM DISC PENDANTS
Stylish and sophisticated  pendant chews for 
young children or teenagers. Hard-wearing, 
tough and washable, Chewigems are fi tted 
with a breakaway clasp as an added safety 
feature. Durable for 80 hours of solid chewing.  
Size: 50mm Dia.

419 28352 - Silver £14.00(V)
419 28354 - Swirl £14.00(V)

HEXICHEW
A range of snowfl ake shaped chews with six 
prongs. The surface is covered in bumps and 
ridges for sensory stimulation. Suitable for 
mild to moderate chewers. Size: W150mm.

419 28360 - Blue £11.95(V)
419 28361 - Purple £11.95(V)
419 28362 - Multi-coloured £11.95(V)

CHEWIGEM DISC PENDANTS
Stylish and sophisticated  pendant chews for 
young children or teenagers. Hard-wearing, 

HEXICHEW
A range of snowfl ake shaped chews with six 

NEW - BITE-N-CHEW

The perfect solution for anyone who chews The perfect solution for anyone who chews 
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CHEW’ELRY
A brightly coloured
spiral necklace and
bracelet which make
ideal chews. Durable,
hard wearing and
particularly suitable
for children who chew
their clothes.

419 28327 - Necklace & Bracelet £12.99(V)
419 28328 - Necklace Set of 6 £35.95(V)
419 28329 - Bracelet Set of 6 £35.95(V)

for children who chew

419 28327 - Necklace & Bracelet £12.99(V)

Necklace - Set of 6

Bracelet - Set of 6

GRABBER  
The Grabber is an ideal chew which provides an opportunity for the 
mouth to play through jaw movement, tongue movement and oral 
exploration. The shape makes it perfect for small hands. 

419 28343 - S (Purple) £7.95(V)
419 28344 - XT (Green) £7.95(V)
419 28443 - XXT (Blue) £7.95(V)

GRABBER  

CHEWBUDDY BANGLE
A range of hexagonal shaped bangle chewies which provide a large 
biting area - nodules around the outside provide additional sensory 
input. Suits children and adults alike. Size: W70mm.
Wrist opening: W50mm.

419 28370 - Red £7.95(V)
419 28371 - Yellow £7.95(V)
419 28372 - Blue £7.95(V)
419 28373 - Purple £7.95(V)

CHEWBUDDY BANGLE

TRI-CHEW 
A triangular chew covered in ridges and bumps to give varying 
stimulation. If your child chews and clamps their jaw down hard onto 
the Tri-Chew, they may also be seeking deep pressure around their 
jaw. This is the perfect piece of equipment to allow them to do this 
safely. 

419 28340 - Tri-Chew £7.25(V)
419 28323 - Tri-Chew Set of 3 £17.95(V)

Products to be used under the supervision of a professional/responsible adult at all times

TRI-CHEW 
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NEW - GUITAR CHEW
A fun guitar-shaped chew with a ‘neck’ extension 
to reach the back molars and a smooth looped 
‘body’ that’s easy to hold. Ridges and bumps on the 
neck resemble the frets and tuning pegs on a real 
acoustic guitar providing extra sensory input. 
Size: L130mm x W60mm x D13mm

419 28433 - S (Blue) £7.99(V)
419 28434 - XT (Lime Green) £7.99(V)
419 28435 - XXT (Orange) £7.99(V)

NEW - NECKERCHEWS
A fully reversible and super absorbent neckerchief with a triple 
layer of soft, high quality cotton. A hygienic medical grade silicone 
corner presents a chewable corner for light chewers. Available in 
three colourways (blue & white stripes, navy, and cerise) and two 
sizes (medium and large) with adjustable poppers. Please note: the 
Neckerchew is not suitable for aggressive chewers. Sizes:
Medium: Neck 380mm to 420mm, Drop 250mm
Large: Neck 420mm to 500mm, Drop 320mm

419 28461 - Stripes Medium £12.99(V)
419 28462 - Stripes Large £13.99(V)
419 28463 - Navy Medium £12.99(V)   
419 28464 - Navy Large £13.99(V)   
419 28465 - Cerise Medium £12.99(V)
419 28466 - Cerise Large £13.99(V)

NEW - NECKERCHEWS
A fully reversible and super absorbent neckerchief with a triple 
layer of soft, high quality cotton. A hygienic medical grade silicone 
corner presents a chewable corner for light chewers. Available in 
three colourways (blue & white stripes, navy, and cerise) and two 
sizes (medium and large) with adjustable poppers. Please note: the 
Neckerchew is not suitable for aggressive chewers. Sizes:
Medium: Neck 380mm to 420mm, Drop 250mm
Large: Neck 420mm to 500mm, Drop 320mm

419 28461 - Stripes Medium £12.99(V)
419 28462 - Stripes Large £13.99(V)
419 28463 - Navy Medium £12.99(V)   
419 28464 - Navy Large £13.99(V)   
419 28465 - Cerise Medium £12.99(V)
419 28466 - Cerise Large £13.99(V)

A fun guitar-shaped chew with a ‘neck’ extension 

‘body’ that’s easy to hold. Ridges and bumps on the 
neck resemble the frets and tuning pegs on a real 

419 28433 - S (Blue) £7.99(V)
419 28434 - XT (Lime Green) £7.99(V)

CHEWIMOJI
A set of chewable communication aids, not 
only are they super great to chew on but 
also allow those who fi nd communication a 
challenge to use them to express their mood. 
Eight emotions are: Happy, Sad, Excited, 
Anxious, Tired, Bored, Angry and Content. 
Size: 55mm x 55mm x 80mm.

419 28368 £15.95(V)

CHEWIMOJICHEWIMOJI

CHEWY TOY KEYS
A fl exible pair of chewable toy keys on a 
chewable keyring. Size: L140mm.

419 28393 £6.50(V)
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CHEWBUDDY DISCS
A range of disc chewies with ridges and 
dimples making them perfect for mouthing and 
chewing. Ideal for non-aggressive chewers. 
Each comes with a detachable safety lanyard. 
Size: 50mm Dia.

419 28384 - Red £7.50(V)
419 28385 - Yellow £7.50(V)
419 28386 - Green £7.50(V)
419 28387 - Blue £7.50(V)
419 28388 - Purple £7.50(V)

NEW -
BITE SABER
TEXTURED CHEW NECKLACE
Children and adults alike will love to feel the 
force with this chewable sci-fi  laser sword 
pendant - a super cool solution for anyone 
who needs to chew and ideal for reaching 
the back molars where chewing is sometimes 
needed the most. The Bite Saber features a 
tactile handle with a smooth ‘blade’ for biting 
and chewing. The pendant is attached to a 
breakaway cord for added safety: the cord is 
910mm long but can easily be shortened by 
sliding the thread out of the clasp, retying the 
knot at a shorter length, and then trimming the 
excess thread. Age: 5+.
Size: L100mm x 15mm Dia.

419 28420 - S (Blue) £11.99(V)
419 28421 - XT (Black) £11.99(V)
419 28422 - XXT (Green) £11.99(V)

NEW - BRICK STICK
CHEWABLE PENCIL
TOPPER
The perfect solution for children who chew 
on pencils or pen caps: a chewable brick-
style pencil topper that is ideal for pairing 
with homework, note-taking and other writing 
exercises. Each topper is solid on one end 
for chewing, hollow at the other end so as to 
fi t over a standard HB pencil, and textured 
on both sides for additional tactile input. 
The toppers also provide extra weight to the 
pencil, offering increased hand awareness 
and promoting proper pencil positioning.
Size: L60mm x W15mm x D12mm

419 28436 - S (Magenta) £6.99(V)
419 28437 - XT (Lime Green) £6.99(V)
419 28438 - XXT (Purple) £6.99(V)

NEW - BRICK STICK

NEW - CHEW DUDE 
CHEWABLE NECKLACE
An attractive necklace with a friendly 
chewable brick fi gure pendant that children 
will love - perfect for chewing with front teeth. 
The pendant is attached to a breakaway cord 
for added safety: the cord is 910mm long but 
can easily be shortened by sliding the thread 
out of the clasp, retying the knot at a shorter 
length, and then trimming the excess thread. 
Age: 5+.
Pendant size: H60mm x W40mm x D12mm

419 28414 - S (Red) £11.99(V)
419 28415 - XT (Lime Green) £11.99(V)
419 28416 - XXT (Blue) £11.99(V)

NEW - CHEW DUDE 

NEW - CHEWBUDDY GHOST
A friendly ghost-shaped chew available in 
a range of colours with a detachable safety 
lanyard so it can be worn around the neck. 
Chewbuddy Ghost’s medical grade material 
has great bite resistance with some ‘give’ 
making it pleasant to bite on. 
Size: L60mm x W50mm x D8mm

419 28439 - Blue £5.95(V)
419 28440 - Red £5.95(V)
419 28441 - Green £5.95(V)
419 28442 - Purple £5.95(V)

NEW - CHEWBUDDY SKULL
A great fun skull chew available in a range of 
colours with a detachable safety lanyard so 
it can be worn around the neck. Chewbuddy 
Skull’s medical grade material has great 
bite resistance with some ‘give’ making it 
pleasant to bite on. Recommended for mild to 
moderate chewers.
Size: L60mm x W50mm x D8mm

419 28450 - Blue £5.95(V)
419 28451 - Yellow £5.95(V)
419 28452 - Purple £5.95(V)
419 28453 - Black £5.95(V)

NEW -
BITE SABER
TEXTURED CHEW NECKLACE
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WAVE BANGLES
A pair of bright bangle chewies with a soft, 
smooth texture which can be twisted and 
squeezed. Suitable for mild to moderate 
chewers. Size: 60mm Dia. 

419 28363 - Pink £8.95(V)
419 28364 - Rainbow £8.95(V)

EMOTION BANGLE
A chewable bangle which doubles as a 
communication aid. Simply show the side that 
represents how the person is feeling      - the 
red side reads “Leave Me Be!” while the green 
side reads “Talk to Me!”.

419 28358 - Small 55mm Dia. £8.95(V)
419 28359 - Large 65mm Dia. £9.95(V)

EMOTION BANGLE

THE SPINNER
Perfect for chewing and fi dgeting, these 
necklaces consist of an outer ring and 
dual coloured, spinning inner disc. 
Suitable for mild to moderate chewing. 
Weight: 61g.
Size: 140mmDia. x D20mm.

419 28365 - Green £13.45(V)
419 28366 - Pink £13.45(V)
419 28367 - Red £13.45(V)

ETERNITY NECKLACE
Soft feel, these matte pendants are 
rewarding to touch and perfect for a 
sensory seeker. Suitable for moderate 
chewers. Available in a range of four 
colours with matching cord.
Drop size approximately 900mm.

419 28410 - Black £13.45(V)
419 28411 - Navy Blue £13.45(V)
419 28412 - Purple £13.45(V)
419 28413 - Red £13.45(V)

CHEWBUDDY TUFF
A pair of tough stickman-shaped chewies 
which are ideal for the more aggressive 
chewer. Each comes with a detachable safety 
lanyard so it can be worn around the neck. 
Size: H95mm.

419 28378 - Black £7.95(V)
419 28379 - Yellow £7.95(V)

CHEWY CHUBES
A smooth tube chewy threaded on a long 
cotton cord which can be adjusted to make a 
necklace or bangle. Each set comprises four 
tubes and cord. Suitable for mild chewers. 
Tube size: L55mm. Cord size: L800mm.

419 28390 - Blue £13.95(V)
419 28391 - Red £13.95(V)
419 28392 - Multi-coloured £13.95(V)

CHEWBUDDY SUPER
A range of large solid clover-shaped chewies 
with raised ridges and dots for additional 
sensory feedback. Ideal for aggressive 
chewers, each comes with a detachable 
safety lanyard so it can be worn around the 
neck. Size: H95mm.

419 28380 - Red £10.25(V)
419 28381 - Green £10.25(V)
419 28382 - Blue £10.25(V)

 CHEWS
 A set of four colourful chews in different 
geometric shapes which are an ideal size 
for children to hold. The different textured 
surfaces provide sensory input. Age: 3+. 
Includes:
• 1 x Yellow Star - W100mm
• 1 x Blue Rectangle - W110mm
• 1 x Green Circle - 90mm Dia.
• 1 x Red Diamond - W110mm

419 28355 - Set of 4 £14.50(V)

NEW - Y CHEW
A Y-shaped oral motor chew tool with a 
smooth handle and two extensions to chew 
on, each with a different texture: one ribbed 
and one with gentle bumps for a varied 
sensory experience.
Size: handle L63mm; extensions L45mm and 
L35mm.

419 28423 - S (Light Blue) £6.99(V)
419 28424 - XT (Turquoise) £6.99(V)
419 28425 - XXT (Dark Blue) £6.99(V)

NEW - Y CHEW
A Y-shaped oral motor chew tool with a A Y-shaped oral motor chew tool with a 
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 FIDGET BAG
 Finger fi dgets can be useful to aid concentration in the classroom. This selection of fi dgets are 
ideal for keeping fi dgety fi ngers happy and focused on the job in hand. Contents (may vary):

• 1 x Sensory Bag • 2 x Koosh Balls • 3 x Fiddly Fidgets
• 4 x Spine Balls • 3 x Hedgehog Balls • 6 x Bendy Men
• 5 x Finger Colour Mats • 1 x Jump Bean Motion • 3 x Dinki Glitter Tubes
• 3 x Hedgehog Balls • 3 x Tactile Animal
• 1 x Mondo Ultimate Spaghetti Ball

419 25222 £84.95

CUDDLE
BALLS
 Bright, colourful
and made of soft and
tactile fabric. You can put your arms through 
the Cuddle Ball and cuddle. Shake to hear the 
bell inside jingle.  Age: 0+.

419 25209 - 200mm Dia. £15.95
419 25208 - 300mm Dia. £25.95

FINGER FIDGETS AID 
CONCENTRATION
IN THE CLASSROOM
Different pupils have different needs, 
so it’s important to consider and try 
out fi dgets until you fi nd the right one. 
Some may be too visually interesting 
and distracting, and noisy ones may 
not be popular with teachers and 
carers. Here are a few pointers to help 
you get the best out of using fi nger 
fi dgets.

Talk to your class or individual pupils 
about what the fi dgets are aimed to 
do. Let them try out and experience 
different pieces and explore which 
ones they fi nd satisfying to hold.

Remember that the idea of using a 
fi dget means:
• Still listening and concentrating

while your fi ngers fi dget.
• Not using the fi dget to distract

others around you.
• Fidgets which are not used properly

will go back in the box.
• Popular fi dgets will be shared out

and taken in turns by everyone who
wants to use them.

Ask your class if the fi dgets helped. 
Give pupils some responsibility in 
deciding whether to use them and 
learn to regulate their attention and 
have strategies to use.

SCRUNCHY
FIDGET DINOSAURS
Soft and stretchy glow in the dark dinosaurs 
which can be squeezed, tugged and pulled, 
providing lots of sensory tactile experiences. 
Available individually or as set of three 
different.  Age 3+.  Size: L200mm.

419 26088 £5.95
419 26089 - Set of 3 £14.95   

CUDDLE

 Bright, colourful
and made of soft and

SCRUNCHY
FIDGET DINOSAURS
Soft and stretchy glow in the dark dinosaurs 
which can be squeezed, tugged and pulled, 

SCRUNCHYSCRUNCHY
NEW - FIDGET FINGER 
STRENGTHENER
A tactile fi nger strengthener that is simple to 
play. First squeeze all the gum from the lycra 
channels into the clear gumball globe. Then, 
using motor-planning, tactile discrimination 
and small muscles, move each of the 
gumballs through the gum and into the correct 
colour-coded chambers.Great for improving 
fi ne motor skills and keeping fi ddly fi ngers 
busy.

419 25295 £22.95182 Call us on: 01274 965089



SPINE BALLS
 Four bright UV reactive Spine Balls which are 
fi rm and bouncy, yet soft to touch. 
Age: 3+. Sizes: 38mm Dia., 50mm Dia.,
60mm Dia. and 70mm Dia.

   419 40431 - Set of 4 £14.00 FIDDLY FIDGET 
 Made from strips of stretchy, washable 
material, the Fiddly Fidget is brightly coloured 
and an ideal item for fi ngers to fi ddle with!  
Age: 5+.  Size: 160mm Dia. 

419 25217 £5.45

BENDY SMILEY MEN
 A set of six friendly stick men with fl exible 
limbs which are great for creating a range 
of poses. Ideal for aiding concentration and 
keeping hands busy. Colours may vary.  Ages: 
3+. Size: H120mm .

419 25219 - Set of 6 £9.95

BENDY MONKEY
This friendly monkey has long fl exible limbs 
for creating a great range of poses. Ideal for 
aiding concentration and keeping hands busy. 
Colours may vary.  Ages: 3+. Size: H130mm.

419 25290 £2.50
419 25291 - Set of 3 £6.95

FINGER FIDGETS 
 Fidget while you work! A set of four colourful, 
innovative pencil toppers which are sure to 
keep little fi ngers busy as they screw, snap or 
bump the different ends. Includes pencils.

419 25215 - Set of 4 £6.35

COLOURFUL CATERPILLAR
A colourful air-fi lled soft, squishy, tactile and 
friendly caterpillar which glows under UV light. 
A great favourite as a fi dget. Colours may 
vary. Size: L200mm.

419 10310 £3.50

TWISTY
JUNGLE ANIMALS
Colourful, strong, durable and appealing 
jungle animals made from wooden segments 
which twist, tug, pull and turn. Children will 
love the friendly crocodile and cheerful giraffe. 
Colour and design may vary. Age: 3+.
Size: L170mm.

419 23072 £3.25

TWISTY
JUNGLE ANIMALS

FLEXI ROBOTS
Friendly colourful wooden robots with fl exible 
arms, legs and head which can be positioned 
in lots of directions - great to fi dget with. 
Colours and designs may vary. Ages: 18m+. 
Size: H120mm.

419 23070 £3.95

FLEXI ROBOTS

FINGER
EXERCISE
STRETCHER
 A great fi nger fi dgeter ideal for children and 
adults who fi nd it hard to concentrate. This 
rubber disc full of stretchy fi nger holes is 
excellent for developing hand strength and 
fi ne motor skills.  Size: 240mm Dia. 

419 28407 £14.95

COLOURFUL CATERPILLAR

419 25219 - Set of 6 £9.95

FINGER FIDGETS 

BENDY MONKEY

NEW - FIDGET FINGER LOOPS
Colourful fabric and canvas loops that 
exercise a child’s tactile discrimination 
and sequencing as they push a hidden 
ball through a maze of compartments. The 
rainbow loop offers compartments with a 
range of bright colours and different textures 
while the blue canvas loop reduces visual 
stimulation with solid colour. The blue loop 
also includes a mesh transition panel to assist 
with visual tracking of the ball.

419 25293 - Set of 2 £19.95

NEW - FIDGET FINGER LOOPS

SPINE BALLS

EXERCISE
STRETCHER
 A great fi nger fi dgeter ideal for children and 

NEW - FIDGET FINGER LOOPS
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ATOMIC BEAD BALL
A unique stress ball which provides soothing 
calming sensations when touched. Covered 
in a tough rubber outer layer, internal micro 
beads provide fi rm resistance when the ball 
is squeezed and stretched. Makes a perfect 
fi dget. Colours may vary. Size: 65mm Dia.

419 10318 £3.95

HEDGEHOG BALLS
Five colourful, fi rm knobbly balls, ideal for 
massage or hand and fi nger exercises. 
Five different sizes and colours available.

419 25122 - Green 55mm Dia. £2.75
419 25123 - Orange 70mm Dia. £3.25
419 25124 - Yellow 80mm Dia. £3.95
419 25125 - Red 90mm Dia. £4.25
419 25126 - Blue 100mm Dia. £4.75
419 25128 - Set of 5 £15.95

MONDO ULTIMATE 
SPAGHETTI BALL 
 A fun and incredibly stretchy tactile mass of 
spaghetti-like strands.  Age: 3+. 
Size: L300mm .

419 25257 £7.95

STRETCHY RINGS
A set of six colourful stretchy tactile rings, 
each with hundreds of fl oppy tentacles which 
can be pulled and stretched. Soft and tactile, 
the rings can also be worn on arms and legs, 
or as a headband. Age: 3+. 

419 25216 - Set of 6 £26.50

ATOMIC BEAD BALL

HEDGEHOG BALLS

STRETCHY RINGS

MONDO ULTIMATE 

FIDGET WHEEL
A soft pliable silicone wheel which can be 
squeezed and manipulated to move the 
internal coloured beads. Mix the beads up 
and encourage the child to arrange them 
back into their respective groups. A tactile 
game to promote logic skills. Ages: 3+.
Size: 270mm Dia.

419 25245 £16.95

FIDGET WHEEL

NEW - CATERPINCH (left)
An irresistible fi dget that no one will want to 
put down! Each segment contains a securely 
sealed ‘mushable’ liquid that offers a unique 
tactile sensation when the segment is 
pressed. An ideal tool for warming up fi ngers 
before writing or for keeping busy fi ngers 
active in one place. Not suitable for mouthing. 
Size: 270mm x 40mm.

419 25292 £19.95

NEW - TWIDGET TWO BULB 
TRACKERS
A set of three transparent Twidget fi dgets 
comprising connected bulbs fi lled with 
different quantities of coloured balls: one blue 
with 90% fi ll, one green with 60% fi ll, and 
one purple with 30% fi ll. Each Twidget also 
contains a high-visibility yellow ball to track 
from one bulb to the other, offering audible 
reward as the ball pops when it passes from 
one bulb to the other. Great for strengthening 
hands and fi ngers, coordinating body sides, 
encouraging sequencing or simply as a fi dget 
toy. Durable outer PVC shell fi lled with non-
toxic silicon gel and colourful PVC balls. Each 
Twidget also has a loop for attaching to a key 
chain. Size: 130mm long.

419 25118 - Set of 3 £14.95

NEW - TWIDGET TWO BULB 

An irresistible fi dget that no one will want to 
put down! Each segment contains a securely 
sealed ‘mushable’ liquid that offers a unique 
tactile sensation when the segment is 
pressed. An ideal tool for warming up fi ngers 
before writing or for keeping busy fi ngers 
active in one place. Not suitable for mouthing. 
Size: 270mm x 40mm.
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TACTILE
ANIMALS 
 A set of three friendly creatures each 
presenting a different tactile experience: the 
crocodile is knobbly, the hedgehog is spikey 
and the caterpillar is rough. Made from soft 
latex and noisy when squeezed.  Age: 3+. 

419 23161 - Set of 3 £15.25  

KOOSH BALL
 Lightweight and tactile with thousands of soft 
tentacles to run your fi ngers through. Age: 3+.  
Size: 90mm Dia.

419 22224 £4.95

GOOHEY MESH BALLS
 A soft tactile ball which transforms into a 
grape bunch when squeezed. Set of four in 
different colours . Age: 3+.  Size: 75mm Dia. 

419 25335 - Set of 4 £11.95

KOOSH BALL
 Lightweight and tactile with thousands of soft 

TACTILE
ANIMALS 
 A set of three friendly creatures each 

PUFFER HEDGEHOG BALL
Vibrant soft and stretchy tactile balls which 
make great fi dgets. Colours may vary.
Size: L150mm.

419 10313 £3.55

WOODY THE WORM
Woody the friendly worm will provide hours 
of bending and twisting fun. Strong, durable 
and appealing, Woody is made from wooden 
segments which twist, tug, pull and turn. 
Colours may vary. Age: 1+. Size: L160mm.

419 23071 £2.85

PUFFER HEDGEHOG BALL

WOODY THE WORM

GOOHEY MESH BALLS

BUSYLEGZ 
Placed discreetly under a desk, Busylegz 
is a durable pivoted cone platform which 
makes an ideal resource for controlling 
active legs, enabling calming movement 
and aiding concentration.
Size: H280mm x W410mm .

419 25567 £46.95

AIR CUSHION
 A durable infl ated Air Cushion with a 
knobbly textured surface which can be sat 
or stepped on. Ideal for enhancing touch, 
balance and co-ordination. 
Small: 350mm Dia. Large: 550mm Dia.

419 25165 - Small £16.95
419 25166 - Large £35.95

SIT-ON WEDGE
  A durable infl ated wedge with a knobbly 
textured surface ideal for enhancing touch, 
balance and co-ordination.  The Sit-On 
Wedge is particularly comfortable for fl oor 
sitting as it moves the pelvis into a natural, 
supported upright position. For this reason, 
it is particularly good for children who have 
rounded shoulders or low muscle tone, as 
the seat helps the body sit in a good postural 
position. 
 Small: W250mm x D250mm.
Large: W320mm x D320mm.

419 25550 - Small £24.95
419 25549 - Large £29.95 AIR CUSHION

GOOHEY MESH BALLSGOOHEY MESH BALLS

SIT-ON WEDGE
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survival with a fi dget
helping children to stay calm & concentrate
Products to be used under the supervision of a professional/responsible adult at all times

SQUIDGIE BALL 
 A soft, squidgy rubber ball which is great for 
throwing and easy-to-catch. It is bite-and 
chew-resistant and will fl oat in water. Age: 3+.
Size: 90mm Dia.

419 25225 £7.95

SQUIDGIE BALL 

KNITTING BALL
A malleable geometric ball which makes an 
ideal fi dget. Fits easily into the palm of your 
hand and great fun to squeeze. Available as a 
set of three. Colours may vary.
Size: 55mm Dia.

419 23074 - Set of 3 £5.95

419 25225 £7.95

KNITTING BALL

TANGLE HAIRY 
Combines the twisting and turning nature of 
a tangle with a tactile stretchy experience. 
Covered with soft, stretchy spines which twist 
into different shapes. Inspires creativity and 
fun. (Not suitable for children who mouth or 
chew objects as the links separate.)   Age: 3+.

419 23021 £9.50

TANGLE THERAPY
 A soft and fl exible tangle with a bobbly 
textured surface. Encourages hand motion 
and fl exibility. Comes complete with 
instructions.  (Not suitable for children who 
mouth or chew objects as the links separate.)   
Age: 3+. Size: L200mm .

419 23013 £10.95

NEW - SPIDER BALLS
Three funny balls with friendly faces and 
dozens of tentacle legs that make them easy 
to grip and catch. Roll a Spider Ball and it 
stops itself as if by magic, so it will never stray 
far if it gets dropped. Some of the legs even 
glow in the dark! Ball colours may vary.
Age: 3yrs +. Size: 75mm Dia.

419 25154 £6.25

NEW - SPIDER BALLS

NEW - POP & SLIDE SHELLY
A fun turtle toy with seven vibrant hexagons 
on the shell. Three colourful push buttons 
slide around beneath the shell and slot into 
place within the hexagons: pop the buttons 
and slide them from slot to slot. Pop & Slide 
Shelly is great for developing tactile skills and 
colour/shape recognition.
Size: H50mm x 100mm Dia.

419 15100 £11.95

NEW - POP & SLIDE SHELLYNEW - POP & SLIDE SHELLY

NEW - COLOUR
CHANGING PUTTY
An exciting Thinking Putty that changes colour 
with just the heat of your hands, making it 
perfect for twists and duo-toned sculptures. 
Cool it in the fridge and then place inside 
a warm hand to see an even more intense 
colour change. Mould, stretch, pull and 
squish to build hand strength and fi ne motor 
skills.  Available in four different colourways: 
Chameleon (green), Amethyst Blush (purple), 
Twilight (blue) or Sunburst (orange). Each tin 
includes 3.2oz of putty. Age: 3+.
Tin size: 100mm Dia.

419 26190 - Chameleon Green £10.99
419 26191 - Amethyst Blush £10.99
419 26192 - Twilight Blue £10.99
419 26193 - Sunburst Orange £10.99

NEW - COLOUR

hand and great fun to squeeze. Available as a 

419 23074 - Set of 3 £5.95

419 23021 £9.50

NEW - POP & SLIDE SHELLYNEW - POP & SLIDE SHELLY
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YUCKEBALL
 These malleable balls are fi lled with gel and 
have a strong outer cover - great to squish! 
Extremely durable, colours may vary.  Age: 3+.  
Size: 90mm Dia.

419 25107 £8.75
419 25108 - Set of 6 £48.95

BUSHY BALL
Brightly coloured Bushy Balls are soft, 
stretchy and tactile to touch. A good 
distracting fi dget. colours may vary. Size: 
100mm Dia.

419 10316 £2.45

 WRIGGLY CENTIPEDES
 A set of four colourful centipedes. Soft, fl oppy, 
stretchy and highly tactile. 
Age: 3+.   Size: L240mm .

419 15128 - Set of 4 £7.95

BUSHY BALLBUSHY BALL
Brightly coloured Bushy Balls are soft, Brightly coloured Bushy Balls are soft, 

WRIGGLY CENTIPEDES

FUZZY & TEXTURED TANGLES
Two colourful tangles with different tactile 
textures. Great for fi dgeters. (Not suitable for 
children who mouth or chew objects as the 
links separate.)  Age: 3+. Size: L170mm .

419 23011 - Fuzzy Tangle £6.95
419 23012 - Textured Tangle £6.95

FUZZY & TEXTURED TANGLES

TANGLE METALLIC
 A refl ective metallic tangle which is fun for 
children to play with. A great fi dget toy. (Not 
suitable for children who mouth or chew 
objects as the links separate.)  
Colours may vary. Age: 3+. 

419 23019 £5.00

TANGLE TEXTURE METALLIC
Bright shiny tangles with different knobbly 
tactile surfaces. Makes a great fi dget toy. 
(Not suitable for children who mouth or chew 
objects as the links separate.)   Colours may 
vary. Age: 3+.

419 23022 £6.00

LARGE TANGLE TEXTURE
Bright colours and fi ve tactile textures add 
great play value as an educational toy or 
puzzle. Bumps and grooves provide tactile 
and visual sensory stimulation making it hard 
to put down. (Not suitable for children who 
mouth or chew objects as the links separate.)   
Age: 3+.

419 23020 £12.50

TANGLE METALLICTANGLE METALLIC

LARGE TANGLE TEXTURE

TANGLE TEXTURE METALLICTANGLE TEXTURE METALLIC

NEW - FIDGET CUBE
A fun palm-sized cube character with a range 
of fi dget features on each side: rock, pop and 
roll, clock, push and pull. A high-quality fi dget 
designed to help children to focus, Fidget 
Cube can be used at home, school or on the 
move. Colours and designs may vary.
Age: 5+. Size: H30mm x W30mm x D30mm.

419 28220 £3.95

NEW - FIDGET CUBENEW - FIDGET CUBE

 GLITTER TUBES
 Clear tubes fi lled with brightly coloured glitter 
which fl oats in liquid. Gentle visual stimulation 
which can be very calming for children.  
Available in three sizes. Age: 3+. 

419 97130 - Dinki L130mm £3.75
419 97160 - Large L320mm £8.95
419 97161 - Spiral L275mm £6.45
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calmers & organisers
helping to develop time awareness & focusing
Products to be used under the supervision of a professional/responsible adult at all times

CHATTER TRACKER
 Is your classroom too loud? The Chatter 
Tracker will help you to keep the noise down. 
Using a traffi c light method, the lights move 
from green to amber to red as the sound 
level increases. When the light turns red a 
siren indicates that the noise is too loud - the 
siren stops when the noise in the room drops. 
Operates on 240v transformed to 12v. 

419 16217 £99.95

BIG RED TIMER
 Manually set the red timer disc to display 
the time allowed for a specifi c activity. An 
indispensable inclusion tool for children 
with attention issues, or those with autistic 
spectrum disorders. 
 Size: D35mm  x 190mm Dia.

419 26342 £21.50

CUDDLE BALL
 Bright, colourful and made of soft and tactile 
fabric. You can put your arms through the 
Cuddle Ball and cuddle! Shake to hear the 
bell inside rattle.  Age: 0+.

419 25209 - 200mm Dia. £18.95
419 25208 - 300mm Dia. £25.95

calmers & organisers

CHATTER TRACKER

CUDDLE BALL

BIG RED TIMER

NEW - TIME TIMER TWIST
A unique 90-minute digital timer that shows 
the time counting down on a display disc. 
Simply twist the Time Timer to set any time 
between up to 90 minutes and watch as 
the time counts down in both digits and 
segmented increments, offering a clear 
indication of the length of time remaining for 
an acitivty. The timer has an audible alarm but 
otherwise operates silently, while the magnetic 
back fi xes the timer to any metallic surface. 
Requires 1 x AAA battery (not included). 
Size: 85mm Dia. x D23mm 

419 26001 £29.95

NEW - POCKET TIME TIMER
A handy pocket-sized timer that can be 
taken anywhere. A clear cover protects 
the face during travel and then fl ips open 
to serve as a stand for the timer. Ideal for 
reinforcing attention to a task and developing 
independence by alerting children when a task 
is done or it’s time to move on. 
Size: H75mm x W75mm

419 26015 £34.95 

NEW - TIME TIMER
& DRY ERASE BOARD
A dry erase message board combined with 
a simple timer which makes an ideal activity 
and message centre at home or school. Use 
the board to identify an activity which needs to 
be completed in the available time - the timer 
display shows how much time remains. Great 
for creating a visual time table, organising 
your day, and keeping on track with the task in 
hand. The set comes complete with charcoal 
timer case and dry erase marker. Size:
Dry Erase Board: H200mm x W200mm
Time Timer: H90mm x W90mm

419 26009 £69.95

NEW - TIME TIMER

NEW - TIME TIMER TWIST
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2. MAGNETIC TIME TRACKER
Coloured lights and audible alerts track 
time from one minute to 24 hours. Easy to 
program and includes a digital countdown 
screen. An inbuilt magnet enables the 
tracker to be attached to any metal surface. 
Ideal for tests, playtime, practice sessions 
and experiments. Requires 4 AA batteries 
(not included). Age: 3 to 12. Size: H150mm.

419 16224 £25.95

1. TIME TRACKER
 It’s never been easier to keep children 
on track with this unique electronic timer. 
Easily program the green, yellow and red 
lights and six warning sounds to indicate 
the time allotted. Ideal for developing 
time management skills. Requires 4 x AA 
batteries (included). 

419 16218 £27.95

 2. LARGE SAND TIMER
 A series of large timers which are ideal for 
helping children develop an understanding 
of time. Sturdy and durable with moulded 
end caps, these large sand timers are an 
ideal resource for teachers to encourage 
tasks to be completed on time.  Age: 3+. 
Size: H160mm x 75mm Dia. 

419 26335 - Green 1 Min £9.95
419 26336 - Pink 2 Mins £9.95
419 26337 - Yellow 3 Mins £9.95
419 26338 - Blue 5 Mins £9.95

1. MEGA SAND TIMER
 A series of giant-sized timers which are 
ideal for helping children develop an 
understanding of time. Colour coded for 
different time scales, Mega Sand Timers 
are ideal for games and group activities 
where time is a factor. Sturdy and durable 
with moulded end caps.   Age: 3+.  
Size: H300mm x 150mm Dia. 

419 26331 - Green 1 Min £27.95
419 26332 - Pink 2 Mins £27.95
419 26333 - Yellow 3 Mins £27.95
419 26334 - Blue 5 Mins £27.95

MINI SAND TIMERS 
 A set of brightly coloured Mini Sand Timers 
which are perfect for keeping individuals 
focused on the task in hand. Colour coded for 
different time scales.  Age: 3+.  Size: H90mm .

419 26341 - Set of 4 £5.50

3. TIME TRACKER MINI
A great way to help children keep track of 
time. Green and yellow dials select the total 
activity time and a ‘remaining time’ alert 
customised with fl ashing light and sound 
effect. Adjust volume or turn off sound for 
visual timing. Requires 3 x AAA batteries 
(not included). Size: H120mm.

419 16225 £16.95

MINI SAND TIMERS 

NEW - JUMBO TIMER
A timer with a large clear digital display which 
times up or down in 1 second increments 
to 99 mins and 59 seconds. Features large 
push buttons for ease of use, integral stand, 
magnet mount and on/off switch. Requires 1 x 
AAA  (not included).
Size: H100mm x W105mm x D21mm.
Display: H53mm x W75mm.

419 26347 £8.99

NEW - DUAL
POWER TIMERS
Handy sized timers that time up or down to 
99 mins and 59 seconds. A bleeping alarm 
sounds to indicate when the pre-time has 
elapsed. Dual power functionality ensures 
that they’re always charged and ready to go. 
Large push buttons are designed for ease of 
use, and each timer is colour coded for easy 
identifi cation. Size: H65mm x W65mm.

419 26346 - Pack of 5 £24.99

NEW - DUAL
POWER TIMERS

1 2 3

1

2 NEW - DUALNEW - DUAL
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relaxation
ideal resources for massage, soothing and calming
Products to be used under the supervision of a professional/responsible adult at all times

 FLOWER SCENTED BUBBLES
A set of four fl oral fragranced bubbles: violet, 
rose, mimosa and lavender. Create different 
sized bubbles by blowing through the large 
and small hoops on the dipping wand. Each 
bottle 60ml. 

419 28627 - Pack of 4 Assorted £5.00

 AROMA DOUGH
 Multi-sensory dough made from a unique 
moisturising formula of beeswax, grape 
seed oil and cocoa butter, each with a 
different blend of pure essential oils. Six 
different colours and fragrances comprising: 
eucalyptus, peppermint, lemon, lime, 
bergamot and lavender. Each piece of dough 
weighs approximately 50g.  

419 13550 £16.75

 AROMA DOUGH
FOOD  SCENTS
 A set of six doughs which smell like food. An 
excellent way to help teach smell recognition 
and association, develop fi ne motor skills 
or play memory games. The set comprises 
apple, banana, pineapple, strawberry, 
chocolate and coffee. Each piece of dough 
weighs approximately 50g and comes in its 
own individual tub.  Age: 3+. 

419 25399 - Set of 6 £16.50

SMELLING POTS 
 A pack of 10 plastic pots with perforated 
lids, ideal for adding scented ingredients to 
encourage children to explore using their 
sense of smell.  Pot size: 40mm Dia. 

419 95117 - Pack of 10 £4.25

FLAVOUR 
LOTTO 
GAME
 A fun game 
which helps 
to teach children about fl avours. The game 
contains 30 individual tubs with tiny sweets 
inside that each player has to identify and 
match to the different images. A great sensory 
experience. Flavours include aniseed, apple, 
banana, cherry, cinnamon, honey, lemon, 
lime, liquorice, mandarin, raspberry, rose, 
spearmint, thyme, vanilla, and more. Each 
tub contains 40 sweets - re-fi lls are available.  
Ages: 7+. 

419 95111 - Game £38.00
419 95112 - Sweet Re-fi lls £26.75

AROMA BALLS
 A set of four colourful balls each with its own 
individual aroma. Soft and squidgy to touch 
offering an excellent tactile feel. 
Size: 55mm  Dia.

419 25390 - Set of 4 £16.50

AROMASTONE (above left)
An easy-to-use crafted ceramic aromastone with silent burner, 
making it ideal for use in any relaxing or calming environment.

419 95404 £24.95

AROMATHERAPY DIFFUSER (above right)   
A diffuser stream which gently vaporises essential oils to create 
fragrant environments. Operates on 240v. 

419 95403 £29.95

AROMATHERAPY STARTER KIT  
 An easy-to-use kit for anyone embarking on aromatherapy. Includes 
a range of essential oils, base oils, mixing bottles and pipettes. 
Recommended for use with a diffuser.

419 95104 £39.95

AROMATHERAPY STARTER KIT  

AROMASTONE (above left)

 FLOWER SCENTED BUBBLES

 AROMA DOUGH

419 95403 £29.95

AROMA BALLS
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AROMA BLOCS
 Peel the plastic fi lm from the 
top of each cube to experience 
a unique smell. The cubes 
are resealable and can be 
re-used. Each set consists of 
eight fragrances:
Outdoors: Cut grass, roses, 
pine, farmyard, sea shore, 
Christmas tree, Victorian 
lavender and garden shed.
Food: Bread, cookie, 
chocolate, mint chocolate, hot 
apple pie, liquorice, apples 
and oranges.
Unpleasant: Stable/horses, 
dragon’s breath, wood smoke, 
factory, fi sh market, rubbish, swamp and washday.
Cooking Time: Bacon, mango delight, stir fry, beef, hot apple pie, 
curry, garlic and smoked fi sh .
Size: W45mm. 

419 13551 - Outdoors £39.95
419 13552 - Food £39.95 
419 13553 - Unpleasant £39.95
419 13554 - Cooking Time £39.95

AROMACARDS
 The AromaCards game
comprises six fragrances:
banana, toothpaste, chocolate,
strawberry, soap and ice cream. These are matched to six picture 
cards depicting everyday events associated with each fragrance; 
eating a banana; brushing your teeth; washing your face, etc. 
The object of the game is to match the chosen fragrance to the 
appropriate AromaCard. Select a fragrance, dip a bamboo stick, 
smell the fragrance and then match it. 6 x 10ml bottles of fragrance, 
400 x bamboo dipping sticks and 6 x picture AromaCards. 

419 95116 £15.95

factory, fi sh market, rubbish, swamp and washday.

AROMACARDS
 The AromaCards game
comprises six fragrances:
banana, toothpaste, chocolate,
strawberry, soap and ice cream. These are matched to six picture 

AROMACARDS
 The AromaCards game
comprises six fragrances:
banana, toothpaste, chocolate,
strawberry, soap and ice cream. These are matched to six picture 

BODY MASSAGE
SENSORY BAG
A comprehensive range of brushes,
rollers, masse and vibrating resources 
which will provide many tactile sensations 
to enjoy and experience.
Bag size: H450mm x W350mm .
Contents (may vary):
• 1 x Sensory Bag
• 2 x Hedgehog Balls
• 1 x Bobo Massager
• 3 x Hand Massagers
• 2 x Massage Rollers
• 1 x Tortoise Massager
• 1 x Octopus Massager
• 1 x Dolphin Massager
• 1 x Backrest Massager
• 1 x Massage Roller Bar
• 1 x Peanut Massage Roll
• 1 x Foot Massager
• 1 x Long Handled Brush
• 1 x Nylon Hand Brush
• 4 x Natural Brushes
• 1 x Duck Wheel Massager
• 2 x Masse Ladybirds
• 1 x Head Tingler
• 1 x Smoothie

419 34022 £84.95419 34022 £84.95419 34022 £84.95
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relaxation
ideal resources for massage, soothing and calming
Products to be used under the supervision of a professional/responsible adult at all times

VIBRATING HEAD 
MASSAGER
(far right)
A stimulating head massager 
which provides vibrating 
sensations that tingle and 
soothe. Requires 1 x AA 
battery (included). Size: 
H300mm x 110mm Dia.

419 34015 £5.95

MASSAGE ROLLS 
 A pair of tactile rollers ideal for use in 
massaging, refl exology and relaxation 
therapy.  Size: W150mm x 65mm Dia. 

419 25167 - Set of 2 £9.95
HAND MASSAGERS
 A set of three brightly coloured tactile 
massagers.  Size: W130mm .

419 25212 - Set of 3 £4.65

PEANUT MASSAGE ROLL
 A spikey peanut-shaped roller which can 
be used for massage, refl exology and 
relaxation therapy. 
Size: W130mm x 70mm Dia. 

419 25239 £3.95

FOOT MASSAGERS
 A set of four brightly-coloured tactile massager 
domes.  Size: 150mm  Dia.

419 25211 - Set of 4 £20.95

MASSAGE RINGS 
 Two soft and fl exible rings that are easily 
caught or thrown. The unique spiney 
surface is ideal for developing a sense of 
touch.  Size: 170mm Dia. 

419 25168 - Set of 2 £11.95

HEDGEHOG BALLS 
Five colourful, fi rm knobbly balls, ideal for 
massage or hand and fi nger exercises. 
Five different sizes and colours available.

419 25122 - Green 55mm Dia. £2.75
419 25123 - Orange 70mm Dia. £3.25
419 25124 - Yellow 80mm Dia. £3.95
419 25125 - Red 90mm Dia. £4.25
419 25126 - Blue 100mm Dia. £4.75
419 25128 - Set of 5 £15.95

HEDGEHOG BALLS MASSAGE RINGS 

FOOT MASSAGERS

HAND MASSAGERS

HEAD TINGLER
(near right)
Simple to use - just move 
the tipped pins around the 
scalp to experience relaxing 
massage tingles.

419 34005 £3.50
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MASSAGE ROLLER  BAR
 Four soft and spiky hedgehog balls on a 
twin-handled roller - the ideal tactile tool for 
multi-sensory stimulation. 

419 40318 £9.50

SEA CREATURE MASSAGERS
 Three large, fi rm hand-held massagers in the 
shape of a dolphin, tortoise or octopus. Use to 
create soothing sensations. 

419 40332 - Octopus £2.95
419 40333 - Dolphin £2.95
419 40334 - Tortoise £2.95
419 40335 - Set of 3 £7.95

MASSAGE ROLLERS 
 Two easy-to-use hand-held rollers.

419 40331 - Set of 2 £3.50

FORTY WHEEL
FOOT MASSAGER
Roll your feet over the rubber spiky wheels to 
receive tactile stimulation. Massages aching 
feet and stimulates the refl exology zones. 
Size W285mm x D200mm.

419 40341 £24.95

LADYBIRD MASSE
A pair of wooden massagers that will relax any 
tense body muscle. The set comprises a six-
legged ladybird and a three-legged ladybird. 
Size: H80mm.

419 40302 - Pair £4.95

SISAL BRUSH
 A hard bristle wooden
brush with a smooth fi le on the back. 

419 40315 £5.95

NATURAL BRUSHES
A set of six natural soft-haired brushes 
to provide you with an interesting tactile 
experience.

419 40343 £8.95

LADYBIRD MASSE

SISAL BRUSH
 A hard bristle wooden
brush with a smooth fi le on the back. 

MASSAGE ROLLERS 

419 40341 £24.95

MASSAGE ROLLERS MASSAGE ROLLERS 

MASSAGE ROLLER  BAR

FORTY WHEEL
FOOT MASSAGER

NEW - FOUR
BALL MASSAGER
A fun hand-held roller with four soft and spiky 
hedgehog balls which provide relaxing tactile 
stimulation. Age 3+.
Size: L200mm x W140mm x H95mmH.

419 33903 £8.95

NEW - NYLON
HAND BRUSHES
A pair of fi rm nylon hand brushes with bristles 
which gently massage the skin, providing 
soothing sensations and helping to boost 
circulation. Size: L90mm x W80mm x H75mm.

419 33908 - Set of 2 £4.30

NEW - JIGGLERS
ELEPHANT & GATOR
Fun oral facial massagers which provide a 
calming low-intensity vibration. Chewable and 
durable, Jigglers are ideal for special needs 
therapy and oral stimulation. Available in two 
styles: Elephant (purple) or Gator (green) - the 
Elephant’s ears make a great spoon for orally 
defensive children. Requires 1 x AA Battery 
(included).

419 34010 - Elephant £14.95
419 34011 - Gator £14.95
419 34012 - Set of 2 (Different) £25.95

NEW - FOUR
BALL MASSAGER

NEW - NYLON

NEW - JIGGLERS

SEA CREATURE MASSAGERS

NATURAL BRUSHES

A fun hand-held roller with four soft and spiky 
hedgehog balls which provide relaxing tactile 
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relaxation
ideal resources for massage, soothing and calming
Products to be used under the supervision of a professional/responsible adult at all times

FLEXIBLE BALL BLANKET
 An innovative fl ame-retardant cotton blanket which is fi lled with 50mm 
plastic balls. The blanket is divided into pockets with removable 
bags which makes it possible to customise the number of balls in the 
blanket according to the individual user’s needs. The balls’ weight 
and pressure improves awareness of the body, calms, grounds and 
provides a sense of security, which ensures deeper sleep. This makes 
the Flexible Ball Blanket ideal for helping to relieve sleep disorders 
and mental and motor restlessness among children, adults and the 
elderly. The blanket can also be used as an ordinary duvet at night.
Machine washable. Available in two sizes:
Flexible Junior: L1400mm x W1000mm. Weight: 3.5kg.
Flexible Adult: L2000mm x W1400mm. Weight: 7kg.

419 97191 - Flexible Junior £357.00
419 97192 - Flexible Adult £570.00

CALM BALL BLANKET
 An innovative fl ame-retardant cotton blanket which is fi lled with 38mm 
plastic balls. The blanket is sewn in channels with the balls arranged 
in long rows, offering sensory stimulation with even pressure. The 
balls’ weight and pressure improves awareness of the body, calms, 
grounds and provides a sense of security, which ensures deeper 
sleep. This makes the Calm Ball Blanket ideal for helping to relieve 
sleep disorders and mental and motor restlessness among children, 
adults and the elderly. The blanket can also be used as an ordinary 
duvet at night. When rolled up, it is as compact as an overnight bag 
and easy to transport. Machine washable. Available in two sizes:
Calm Junior: L1400mm x W1000mm. Weight: 3.5kg.
Calm Adult: L2000mm x W1400mm. Weight: 7kg.

419 97197 - Calm Junior £349.00
419 97198 - Calm Adult £545.00

 VIBRATING PILLOWS 
 Press the pillow to make it vibrate - release 
the pressure and it stops. The Vibrating 
Pillow helps soothe tension leaving you 
feeling relaxed and comfortable. Available 
in: red, blue or silver please state colour 
when ordering. Requires 2 x D size batteries 
(included).  Size: W300mm x D300mm .

419 34104 - Each £20.00
419 34102 - Set of 3 £54.00

MASSAGE BUGS
Fun massagers which vibrate when activated, 
producing gentle resonance which creates a 
calm relaxing feeling and perfect for massage. 
Requires 2 x AA batteries (not included).

419 34003 - Green Frog £5.25
419 34004 - Red Ladybird £5.25
419 34006 - Set of 2 £9.50

RELAXATION
SENSORY TUB
This tub contains all you need to 
create the perfect calming and 
relaxation session.
Size of tub:
H300mm x W800mm x D390mm.
Contents (may vary): 
• 1 x Plastic Tub
• 1 x Aroma Dough
• 1 x Tangle Therapy
• 1 x Sensyball
• 1 x Mini Cuddle Ball
• 2 x Stretchy Rings
• 2 x Aroma Balls
• 1 x Large Sand Timer - 5 Minutes
• 1 x Aromatherapy Music CD
• 1 x Sleep Music CD
• 1 x Massage Roller Bar
• 2 x Massage Rollers
• 3 x Bobo Massagers
• 1 x Stretchy Centipede
• 1 x Kaleidoscope with Magic Wand
• 1 x Weighted Neck Roll
• 1 x Octopus Massager
• 1 x Dolphin Massager
• 1 x Tortoise Massager
• 1 x Box of Aroma Cards
• 1 x Backrest Massager
• 4 x Fruit Scented Bubbles
• 1 x Head Tingler
• 3 x Natural Brushes
• 1 x Ladybird Masse

419 34224 £230.00(V)

419 97192 - Flexible Adult £570.00

MASSAGE BUGS

 VIBRATING PILLOWS 

419 34224 £230.00(V)

MASSAGE BUGS
Fun massagers which vibrate when activated, 
MASSAGE BUGS
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TANGLE THERAPY 
 A soft and fl exible tangle with an overall 
textured surface. Encourages hand motion 
and fl exibility. Comes complete with 
instructions.  Size: L200mm .

419 23013 £10.95

TANGLE THERAPY 

KNOBBLY VIBRATING PILLOW
 Press to activate this relaxing vibrating pillow. 
Enjoy the added tactile benefi t of six fi rm 
plastic spheres. Requires 2 x D batteries 
(included).  Size: W300mm x D300mm .

419 70575 £25.00

BOBO
MASSAGER
A hand-held vibrating massager with three 
contact spheres which light up in an ever-
changing sequence of colourful patterns when 
the massager is activated via the large top-
mounted button. Provides relaxing vibration 
as well as visual stimulation.
Size: 90mmH x 100mm Dia.

419 40337 £7.95

 CUDDLE LOOP (above right)
Made of a stretchable lycra material, 
Cuddle Loop provides a tight, snug, 
swaddle effect for all children. Use in 
seated or lying positions. Knot at any 
point to tighten as illustrated. Suitable for 
children from 3-8 years, 18-45 Ibs. 

419 97157 £23.00

CUDDLE BALLS (below left)
Colourful and made of soft and tactile 
fabric. You can put your arms through the 
Cuddle Ball and cuddle. Shake to hear the 
bell inside rattle.  Age: 0+.

419 25209 - 200mm Dia. £18.50
419 25208 - 300mm Dia. £25.95

AROMATHERAPY MUSIC
A set of three albums which have been 
specially compiled to create a mood and 
atmosphere to complement the relaxation 
experienced through the application of 
essential oils. This gentle music is enhanced 
with natural sounds which are guaranteed to 
soothe away the tensions of the day.

419 27107 - Refl exology CD £11.95
419 27104 - Aromatherapy CD £11.95
419 27108 - Sleep CD £11.95

TANGLE THERAPY 
 A soft and fl exible tangle with an overall 
textured surface. Encourages hand motion 
and fl exibility. Comes complete with KNOBBLY VIBRATING PILLOW

NEW - SENSIT CHAIR
Protac SenSit is a sensory-stimulating chair fi lled with balls in both the 
seat and back as well as in the special neck and side wings. These 
wings can be placed around the body as required, enveloping and 
calming the user. The chair’s stable shape supports the neck, head 
and body, and the fl exibility of the balls in the seat and back makes it 
easy to adjust the chair and create a comfortable sitting position. The 
Protac SenSit chair is ideal for strengthening the user’s body sense 
and makes a good alternative for wheelchair users and bedridden 
patients who need to change position during the day.

419 97180-AB - Aqua Blue £1,295.00
419 97180-B - Black £1,295.00
419 97180-LG - Lime Green £1,295.00

NEW - SENSIT STOOL
The SenSit Stool is ideal for use as a footstool in conjunction with the 
SenSit chair or on its own as a stool or a comfortable anti-rock chair. 
Balls in the upper part of the chair provide both support and sensory 
stimulation.

419 97181-AB - Aqua Blue £195.00
419 97181-B - Black £195.00
419 97181-LG - Lime Green £195.00

A hand-held vibrating massager with three 

 CUDDLE LOOP (above right)
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vibroacoustic
helping to relax, stimulate and aid sensory awareness
Products to be used under the supervision of a professional/responsible adult at all times

VIBROACOUSTIC
THERAPY ROCKER* 
INCLUDING SOFTPLAY 
SPEAKER SEAT*
 A fully supporting rocker with raised sides. 
Experience security and complete relaxation 
through the built-in speakers which provide 
a soothing tactile sensation and resonance.  
Comes complete with Softplay Speaker 
Seat control unit. Sizes:
Rocker:
H1000mm x W660mm x D1500mm .
Softplay Speaker Seat:
H460mm x W440mm x D404mm.

419 76755 £1,095.00(V)

VIBROACOUSTIC

  VIBROACOUSTIC
BODY PILLOW* 
INCLUDING SOFTPLAY
SPEAKER SEAT*
 A body pillow fi lled with beans which mould to your body. The 
built-in speaker sends out vibrations that are felt and heard and 
are ideal for relaxing tight muscles and stimulating circulation. The 
Vibroacoustic Body Pillow helps to develop sensory awareness and 
provides deep relaxation. Comes complete with Softplay Speaker 
Seat control unit. Available in two sizes: 
   Junior Pillow: H500mm x W1500mm x D1000mm.
Adult Pillow: H500mm x W1800mm x D1000mm.
Softplay Speaker Seat: H460mm x W440mm x D404mm.

419 23146 - Junior £985.00(V)
419 23166 - Adult £1,065.00(V)

VIBROACOUSTIC
BODY PILLOW* 
INCLUDING SOFTPLAY

 A body pillow fi lled with beans which mould to your body. The 
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VIBROACOUSTIC
ABBOTSFORD RANGE*
INCLUDING SOFTPLAY SPEAKER SEAT*
Abbotsford Softplay furniture with built-in speakers which provide 
a soothing tactile sensation and resonance. Comes complete with 
Softplay Speaker Seat control unit.  Sizes:
 Chair: H800mm x W840 x D800.
Two Seat Settee: H800mm x W1400 x D800.
Softplay Speaker Seat: H460mm x W440mm x D404mm.

419 24151 - Chair £1,025.00(V)
419 24161 - Two Seat Settee £1,150.00(V)

VIBROACOUSTIC
WATER BED & HOIST PLATFORM*
INCLUDING SOFTPLAY SPEAKER SEAT*
A Softplay water mattress with built-in speaker providing 
vibrations which enable clients to feel and hear music. Enjoy 
relaxing while benefi tting from the warmth of the water bed. 
Comes with raised hoist platform and Softplay Speaker Seat 
control unit. Operates on 240v. 
 Combined size: H400mm x W2440mm x D1220mm .

419 34145 £1,525.00(V)

419 24151 - Chair £1,025.00(V)
419 24161 - Two Seat Settee £1,150.00(V)

VIBROACOUSTIC
WATER BED & HOIST PLATFORM*
INCLUDING SOFTPLAY SPEAKER SEAT*
A Softplay water mattress with built-in speaker providing 
vibrations which enable clients to feel and hear music. Enjoy 

14 COLOUR OPTIONS TO CHOOSE FROM
The * symbol denotes that this

product is available in a range of single colours or 
colour combinations.

Select from the options above and please remember 
to specify when ordering.

If you require any help or advice on colour options, 
please do not hesitate to call.

Purple Black

Baby
Pink

Light 
Blue

CeriseOcean 
Blue

Dark
Blue

Dark 
Green

Lime 
Green

Vanilla

YellowRedWhite Orange

VIBROACOUSTIC

INCLUDING SOFTPLAY SPEAKER SEAT*
VIBROACOUSTIC PLINTH*
INCLUDING SOFTPLAY SPEAKER SEAT*
 The internal speaker built into this plinth sends out vibrations which 
relaxes the whole body. The vibrations can be very calming and 
soothing for people on the autistic spectrum or those with sensory 
processing disorders. Helps to develop sensory awareness and 
provides deep relaxation. Comes complete with Softplay Speaker 
Seat control unit. Sizes: Plinth: H300mm x W2000mm x D900mm.
Softplay Speaker Seat: H460mm x W440mm x D404mm.

419 76761 £1,395.00(V) 
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VIBROACOUSTIC CORNER SEAT*
INCLUDING SOFTPLAY SPEAKER SEAT*
 A Softplay seat manufactured from durable vinyl covered foam, 
incorporating two built-in speakers which emit vibrations that can be 
felt through the seat and back panels. Ideal for relaxing muscles, 
stimulating circulation and aids in the development of sensory 
awareness. Comes complete with Softplay Speaker Seat control unit.
 Sizes: Corner Seat: H1220mm  x W900mm x D900m.
Softplay Speaker Seat: H460mm x W440mm x D404mm.

419 24153 £1,380.00(V)

FOAM EDGED
VIBROACOUSTIC BODY PILLOW*
INCLUDING SOFTPLAY SPEAKER SEAT*
 A vibroacoustic mattress fi lled with beans which mould to your body, 
and inset soft foam edges that hold the user in place, reducing the 
possibility of rolling off. The built-in speaker sends out vibrations 
which are ideal for relaxing tight muscles and stimulating circulation. 
Helps develop sensory awareness and provides deep relaxation.  
Comes complete with Softplay Speaker Seat control unit. Sizes:
Body Pillow: H500mm x W1500mm x D1000mm .
Softplay Speaker Seat: H460mm x W440mm x D404mm.

419 23155 £679.00(V)

FOAM EDGED

VIBROACOUSTIC BALLPOOL*
INCLUDING SOFTPLAY SPEAKER SEAT*
 Feel soothing music vibrations permeate through your whole body as 
you relax in this ballpool. The whole experience is enhanced by gently 
changing coloured lights. Comes complete with Softplay Speaker Seat 
control unit and appropriate number of 75mm transparent balls.  Sizes:
 Ballpool: H700mm x W1450mm x D1450mm .
Softplay Speaker Seat: H460mm x W440mm x D404mm.

419 23149 £1,450.00(V)419 23149 £1,450.00(V)

VIBROACOUSTIC LOUNGER CHAIR*
INCLUDING SOFTPLAY SPEAKER SEAT*
 This deep-seated fi rm-backed lounger has very soft edges which makes 
it ideal for snuggling down and feeling the resonance from the built-in 
vibroacoustic speaker.  Comes complete with Softplay Speaker Seat 
control unit. Sizes: Lounger: H780mm x W700mm x D920mm .
Softplay Speaker Seat: H460mm x W440mm x D404mm.

419 24150 £995.00(V)

VIBROACOUSTIC LOUNGER CHAIR*

INCLUDING SOFTPLAY SPEAKER SEAT*

VIBROACOUSTIC
CUBE CHAIR *
INCLUDING SOFTPLAY SPEAKER SEAT*
 A portable Softplay chair with built-in speakers which relax and calm. 
From a compact cube, the chair unfolds easily to create a comfortable 
lounger which offers full body support.  Comes complete with Softplay 
Speaker Seat control unit. Sizes:
   Closed size: H555mm x W620 x D740.
Open size: H750mm x W620  x D1470.
Softplay Speaker Seat: H460mm x W440mm x D404mm.

419 76766 £675.00(V)

INCLUDING SOFTPLAY SPEAKER SEAT*INCLUDING SOFTPLAY SPEAKER SEAT*

VIBROACOUSTIC CORNER SEAT*VIBROACOUSTIC CORNER SEAT*VIBROACOUSTIC CORNER SEAT*

VIBROACOUSTICVIBROACOUSTIC
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OCEAN WAVES AT SUNSET
Relax to the natural sound of the ocean as it 
vibrates through your body.

419 CD230 £10.95

ETERNAL FOREST
Relax and enjoy this visit to the forest as the 
spellbinding sounds of nature are accentuated 
by the dreamy contemporary music, ensuring 
the most complete relaxation experience.

419 CD196 £10.95

TRANQUILITY
by David Sun
Inspiring, emotive and deeply restful music.

419 CD204 £10.95

SUMMER SOUNDS
Listen to the natural sounds of waterfalls, 
rivers, streams, birdsong and light summer 
rain with occasional complementary music.

419 CD449 £10.95

RAINFOREST
The stunning and awesome beauty of the 
rainforest is captured in this evocative 
recording. The exotic melodies are provided 
by numerous species of birds, insects and 
mammals.

419 CD197 £10.95

THUNDERSTORM
This album follows a thunderstorm from a 
light rain shower through to the full fury of the 
storm and, fi nally, the sound of distant thunder 
as the storm passes.

419 CD484 £10.95

CLASSICS FOR RELAXATION
A collection of great classical pieces of music 
which have been selected for their easy 
tempos and smooth fl owing melodies. Great 
for relaxation.

419 CD543 £10.95

ENGLISH COUNTRY DAWN
Natural sound recordings of dawn birdsong, 
farmyard animals and a gurgling brook bring 
the English countryside to life.

419 CD232 £10.95

THE WAY OF THE OCEAN
by Medwyn Goodal
Dolphins and Orca whales sing out among the 
sound of waves and delicate compositions.

419 CD446 £10.95

SOUNDS OF NATURE  CD
 A relaxing programme of natural sounds 
which encourages the imagination to wander: 
bird song in the morning chorus, red stag, 
pheasants, foxes, buzzards and fallow bucks 
calling, the ripple of a gentle stream, swallows 
feeding their young, sheep and lambs 
bleating. Running time: 30mins. 

419 CD203 £12.45

NEW - MUSIC
FOR RELAXATION
Over one hour of some of the most soothing, 
restful music ever.

419 CD 262 £10.95

NEW - MUSIC FOR CHILDREN
by Anthony Miles
Quiet instrumental music, especially 
composed to calm and soothe children and 
adults alike with a melody of trance-like 
beauty.

419 CD 270 £10.95

ETERNAL FOREST

RAINFOREST

SOUNDS OF NATURE  CD

TRANQUILITY

ENGLISH COUNTRY DAWN

NEW - MUSIC FOR CHILDREN

CLASSICS FOR RELAXATION

NEW - MUSICNEW - MUSIC FOR CHILDRENNEW - MUSIC FOR CHILDREN
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softplay rooms
creating an exciting and colourful world safe for all to explore
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• Softplay products can be made to 
measure

SpaceKraft’s interactive Softplay provides an 
exciting and ever-changing world of brightly-
coloured tunnels, huts, slides and challenging 
obstacles to be explored. Special needs users 
can push their physical boundaries in a totally 
safe environment, and the integration of advanced 
electronics provides feedback in the form of auditory 
rewards to encourage and reinforce learning.

Ballpools
See Page 206

WHY CHOOSE SOFTPLAY?
We are well established in creating safe and exciting 
environments for fun and learning. All our Softplay products are 
manufactured with the best components and are covered in high 
quality nylon-reinforced vinyl.

Environments are individually designed to suit your needs. 
Coupled with the addition of SpaceKraft’s specialist interactive 
products and control systems, you can encourage mobility and 
expression within an ever-changing stimulating Softplay area.

• All Softplay has been tested to standard BS 7176

• All Softplay items are made with
nylon-reinforced phthalate-free vinyl

• Choose from a wide range of bright colours

• All fabrics have been specially chosen
to be durable and easy-to-clean

14 COLOUR OPTIONS TO CHOOSE FROM
The * symbol denotes that this

product is available in a range of single colours or 
colour combinations.

Select from the options above and please remember 
to specify when ordering.

If you require any help or advice on colour options, 
please do not hesitate to call.

Purple Black

Baby
Pink

Light 
Blue

CeriseOcean 
Blue

Dark
Blue

Dark 
Green

Lime 
Green

Vanilla

YellowRedWhite Orange

Sausage Jungle
See Page 208

Tumble Rocker
See Page 209
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SOFTPLAY WALLS* 
 Wall cushions covered in easy-to-clean fl ame retardant vinyl which 
can be tailor-made to fi t any room. Comes with wall fi xing brackets.  
Sizes:
Short Low: H1220mm x W1220mm x D100mm.
Long Low: H1220mm x W2420mm x D100mm.
High: H2000mm x W1220mm x D100mm .
Please contact us if a bespoke size is required.

419 70121 - Short Low £150.00(V)
419 70122 - Long Low £290.00(V)
419 70123 - High £255.00(V)

FOLD-AWAY MAT* 
 An easy-to-fold Softplay mat for space-saving storage, ideal for all 
forms of gym activity. Please state colour when ordering.  Size:
 Open: L2000mm x W1200mm.
Closed: L1200mm x W500mm .

419 75807 £245.00(V)

FOLD-AWAY MAT* 
 An easy-to-fold Softplay mat for space-saving storage, ideal for all 

SOFTPLAY FLOORS* 
Floor cushions covered in easy-to-clean fl ame retardant vinyl which 
can be tailor-made to fi t any room. Sizes:
Square: H100mm x W1220mm x D1220mm.
Medium: H100mm x W1800mm x D1220mm.
Large: H100mm x W2440mm x D1450mm .
Please contact us if a bespoke size is required.

419 70151 - Square £150.00(V)
419 70152 - Medium £250.00(V)
419 70153 - Large £365.00(V)

SOFTPLAY KERBS*
& RETAINING WALLS* 
Ideal barriers which help to contain children within any Softplay 
area. Please state colour, and length in metres when ordering. 
   Softplay Kerb: H150mm x L1000mm x D200mm.
Retaining Wall: H300mm x L1000mm x D300mm.

419 70492 - Softplay Kerb £66.50(V) Per Metre
419 70131 - Retaining Wall £112.50(V) Per Metre

SOFTPLAY WALLS* 

Softplay Walls*

Softplay Kerbs*
& Retaining Walls*

Softplay Floors*

Softplay Walls*

Softplay Floors*

TUMBLING MATS 
 Tumbling Mats come in four bright colours and can be fastened 
together with their Velcro side strips. 
Individual mat size: L1800mm x W600mm. 

419 75387 - Set of 4 £270.00(V)

DESIGN EXPERTISE
Many years of experience enables us to design an appropriate 
level of challenge into each interactive Softplay room. 
Understanding the physical capabilities of the users and the 
intended development programmes is essential to ensure that 
the equipment and layout are appropriate in terms of safety, 
accessibility and level of challenge. SpaceKraft’s unique noisy 
range uses advanced electronics to produce rewards:

• The Rocking Dish is rocked from
side to side to achieve an auditory reward

• Press any hand on the Handwall to generate musical notes

These are just two examples of our extensive product range 
designed to encourage gross motor skills. Exercise in disguise!

FREE DESIGN SERVICE

The design service takes away any problems you might have in 
deciding what will fi t in your Softplay room. To fi nd out just what 
you can achieve, please call our professional sales team.

Balance Beams
See Page 203
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* Please see colour options on page 200

SOFTPLAY PLATFORM *
 Raised platforms are ideal for use with Softplay steps and slides 
creating an elevated area for play. Sizes: 
 Standard: H700mm x W700mm x D700mm.
Large: H1000mm x W1000mm x D1000mm.

419 75681 - Standard £325.00(V)
419 75682 - Large £490.00(V)

STEPS*
 Steps are ideal for use with Softplay ballpools, platforms and dens.  
Sizes: 
Standard: H700mm x W700mm x D1000mm. 
Large: H1000mm x W1000mm x D1200mm .

419 75684 - Standard £325.00(V)
419 75685 - Large £490.00(V)

NEW - BRIGHT SPARKS
SOFTPLAY FLASHY FLOOR*
An amazing Softplay fl oor that lights up in a myriad of bright colours 
when anyone walks, runs or jumps on it. The immediacy of the 
motivating visual reward is highly effective in encouraging movement 
and motor development, engaging sensory learners working at an 
early cause and effect level, and encouraging shared interaction and 
play. The Bright Sparks Softplay Flashy Floor is constructed from 

high density foam covered in wipe clean reinforced nylon. The tough 
and hard wearing lights are encased in a high density plastic tubing, 
making it virtually unbreakable. Please note that the floor uses special 
elements made exclusively. This will require replacement periodically. 
We expect a two year life expectancy for these elements and a 
complete replacement set is supplied free of charge on delivery. Size: 
L2000mm x W820mm x D90mm 

419 84108 £280.00(V)
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SLIDES* 
 Made from dense foam and covered in thick easy-to-clean fl ame 
retardant vinyl, the Softplay slides are ideal for use in any Softplay 
environment. Sizes: 
Standard: H700mm x W700mm x D1000mm. 
Large: H1000mm x W1000mm x D1200mm .

419 75687 - Standard £325.00(V)
419 75688 - Large £490.00(V) 

SOFTPLAY
BALANCE BEAMS* 
 The wide base of the Softplay Balance Beam makes it extremely stable. 
Available in two sizes. Please state colour when ordering.  Sizes:
Medium: H250mm x  L1200mm x W450mm.
Large: H250mm x L1800mm x W450mm .

419 75395 - Medium £155.00(V)
419 75396 - Large £210.00(V)

NEW - SOFTPLAY RIBBED STEPS*
An innovative staircase with fi ve ribbed Softplay steps that make it 
easier for users who crawl to climb to the top. Available in three different 
sizes, the Softplay Ribbed Steps are ideal for placing against any other 
piece of Softplay with the same height – such as a ball pool. Everything 
is made from wipe clean nylon reinforced PVC. Available in a range of 
colours – please state colour when ordering. Sizes: 
Size 1: H700mm x W1000mm x D1000mm
Size 2: H900mm x W1000mm x D1000mm
Size 3: H1000mm x W1000mm x D1000mm

419 75697 - Size 1 (H700mm) £380.00(V)
419 75698 - Size 2 (H900mm) £420.00(V)
419 75699 - Size 3 (H1000mm) £460.00(V)  

419 75395 - Medium £155.00(V)
419 75396 - Large £210.00(V)

Size 1: H700mm x W1000mm x D1000mm
Size 2: H900mm x W1000mm x D1000mm
Size 3: H1000mm x W1000mm x D1000mm

419 75697 - Size 1 (H700mm) £380.00(V)
419 75698 - Size 2 (H900mm) £420.00(V)

419 75395 - Medium £155.00(V)
419 75396 - Large £210.00(V)419 75396 - Large £210.00(V)

419 75699 - Size 3 (H1000mm) £460.00(V)  

SLIDES* 

NEW -
SOFTPLAY PYRAMID*
A three tier Softplay pyramid for fun, safe, scrambling and exploration, 
ideal for climbing up to the top and playing king of the castle before 
making your way down the other side. Everything is made from wipe 
clean nylon reinforced PVC. Supplied in three parts for fi tting easily 
through a door and screwing together with a posi-drive screwdriver. Two 
sizes are available with bases of different heights, one of which is more 
suitable for smaller children . Base sizes:
Small: H700mm x L1220mm x W1220mm
Standard: H900mm x L1220mm x W1220mm.

419 75378 £540.00(V)
419 75379 £580.00(V)
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creating an exciting world safe for all to explore

3. SENSORY DEN*
 A Softplay den with external soft padded
walls and roof, fi tted internally with acrylic mirrors and equipped with 
an interior plinth supporting a Portable Bubble Tube, 1m Fibre Optic 
Sideglow and Lightsource, forming a cosy compact Sensory Room. 
Please state colour when ordering. 
Size: H1000mm x W1000mm x D1000mm .

419 75153 £1,500.00(V)

2. SOFTPLAY DEN*
 The Softplay Den has external soft padded walls and roof, a door and 
window to look through, a Softplay fl oor and internal acrylic mirrors to 
two walls and ceiling. Free-standing and strong enough to climb on. 
Everybody’s favourite hideaway!
Please state colour when ordering. Sizes:
   Standard: H1000mm x W1000mm x D1000mm.
Large: H1000mm x W1400mm x D1000mm. 

419 75151 - Standard £795.00(V)
419 75152 - Large £959.00(V)

1. SOFTPLAY MIRROR DEN*
 A Softplay den with external soft padded walls and roof, fi tted internally 
with acrylic mirrors to three walls and the ceiling. Please state colour 
when ordering.  Size: H1000mm x W1000mm x D1000mm .

419 75155 £765.00(V)

4. SPACE TUBE*
 The Space Tube is ideal to climb on and has a reinforced tunnel to 
crawl through. Please state colour when ordering. 
Size: H750mm x W760mm x D760mm .

419 75371 £430.00(V)419 75371 £430.00(V)

1

2

3

4
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NEW - SOFTPLAY ACTIVITY MIRROR*
A fun wall mirror which provides audio instructions for activities when 
illustrated panels in the surround are pressed, encouraging users to 
demonstrate each activity while looking in the mirror, thereby promoting 
body awareness, understanding of cause and effect, choice making, 
social communication and interactive play. The Softplay Activity Mirror 
comes with eight groups of eight audio instructions: three sets of pre-
recorded messages (body parts, actions and directions) and a further 
fi ve sets for recording your own instructions to meet the specifi c needs 
of learners, which can be changed at any time. Each set of
pre-recorded instructions have eight corresponding illustrated cards 
which slot into transparent pockets on either side of the mirror: pressing 
these pockets activates the audio instructions. You can also make 
your own inserts using symbols or pictures. The mirror surround is 
manufactured from Softplay nylon-reinforced vinyl and the mirrored 
surface is soft and unbreakable, making it ideal for a Softplay room or 
any interactive space. It comes with a hidden control panel and built-in 
speaker that requires a mains power supply. 
Size: H1680mm x W1000mm.

419 70330 £980.00(V)419 70330  £980.00(V)

NEW - SOFTPLAY JIGSAW PANELS* 
A range of nine-piece jigsaw panels featuring fun inclusive 
illustrations of children at play, ideal for fi tting into Softplay 
environments or any other suitable spaces. Manufactured from 
the same high-quality components and nylon reinforced vinyl as 
SpaceKraft’s other Softplay items, each jigsaw comprises nine 
square pieces that easily fi t together to complete the picture, 
adding a different kind of activity to your Softplay area. There are 
four different colourful designs available: Ballpool, Chase, Playing 
Outdoors and Trampoline. 
Jigsaw size: H1000mm x W1000mm.
Softplay surround size: H1220mm x W1220mm x D100mm.

419 70332 - Ballpool £180.00(V)
419 70333 - Chase £180.00(V)
419 70334 - Playing Outdoors £180.00(V)
419 70335 - Trampoline £180.00(V)

NEW - SOFTPLAY JIGSAW PANELS* 

SOFTPLAY
TRAMPOLINE*
 A fi rm foam Softplay plinth completely
encases the metal frame of the Trampoline, making it a safe addition to 
any play area.  Size: H305mm  x W1220mm x D1220mm.

419 75335 £560.00(V)

419 70330  £980.00(V)419 70330  £980.00(V)
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SELF-ASSEMBLY
BALLPOOL*
A Self-Assembly Ballpool which comprisesa Softplay fl oor mat and 
four easy-to-assemble walls with Velcro fastenings. Complete with the 
appropriate number of 75mm coloured balls.  Sizes:
Small: H500mm x W2170mm x D2170mm.
Medium: H700mm x W2170mm x D2170mm.
Large: H500mm x W2840mm x D2840mm.
Extra Large: H700mm x W2840mm x D2840mm.

419 75323 - Small £1,395.00(V)
419 75324 - Medium £1,700.00(V)
419 75325 - Large £1,829.00(V)
419 75326 - Extra Large £2,295.00(V)

INTERACTIVE BALLPOOL*
 A self-assembly ballpool with four coloured switches located at the 
top of each wall which control the colour of the light shining through 
the clear balls - press the green switch and the balls turn green! The 
Interactive Ballpool comprises a Softplay fl oor mat and four
easy-to-assemble walls with Velcro fastenings. Ideal for any darkened 
room, the ballpool comes complete with switches and 75mm clear balls. 
Operates on 240v transformed to 12v.  Sizes:
Medium: H700mm x W1450mm x D1450mm.
Large: H700mm x W2840mm x D2170mm .

419 70382 - Medium £1,475.00(V)
419 70383 - Large £1,759.00(V)
419 70382 - Medium £1,475.00(V)
419 70383 - Large £1,759.00(V)

SELF-ASSEMBLY
BALLPOOL*
A Self-Assembly Ballpool which comprisesa Softplay fl oor mat and 

NEW - SOFTPLAY BALL CANNON* 
Feed soft ball pool balls into the interactive Softplay Ball Cannon 
and see them blasted about three metres across the room! The 
cannon is activated by pressing a built-in switch next to the ball 
feed-in tube, indicated by a handprint motif. The cannon runs for 60 
seconds before the switch needs to be pressed again to reactivate. 
The Soft Play Ball Cannon is manufactured from the same high 
quality components and nylon reinforced vinyl as SpaceKraft’s 
other Softplay items and can be switched off completely when not 
in use. This fantastic resource presents a highly motivating cause 
and effect activity as well as encouraging use of gross motor skills, 
social interaction and cooperative play.
Size: H740mm x W630mm x D480mm.

419 70331 £800.00(V)

NEW - BALL CANNON & SPARKLE TARGET* 
A fantastic exciting game featuring the Softplay Ball Cannon. 
Feed the balls into the cannon, aim at the Sparkle Target, press 
the handprint switch on the side of the cannon and try to hit the 
bullseye! When any part of the target is struck by a ball, it instantly 
lights up, clearly showing your result. The cannon is covered with 
wipe clean nylon reinforeced PVC and will project the balls to a 
distance of about three metres. The cannon runs for 60 seconds 
before the switch needs to be pressed again to reactivate. A great 
fun piece of equipment for any Softplay area and ideal for use in a 
net-enclosed ball pool. Please note: this item requires fi tting by our 
installation team. Sizes: Sparkle Target: 800mm Dia.
Ball Cannon: H740mm x W630mm x D480mm.

419 70336 £1,150.00(V)

419 70383 - Large £1,759.00(V
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MINI ROUND BALLPOOL*
The perfect ballpool for toddlers. Comes with 160 coloured balls, a fl oor 
mat and the option of a Velcro fastened cover. Please state colour when 
ordering.  Size: H250mm x 1100mm Dia.

419 75392 - Ballpool £269.00(V) 
419 75393 - Ballpool with Cover £295.00(V) 

COLOURED BALLS
 75mm diameter lightweight plastic balls supplied in bags of 500, one 
colour per bag. Colours: red, yellow, green, blue and clear. 

419 75911 - Pack of 500 £85.00
NEW - BALL POOL NET FRAME 
A safe containment area for ball pool balls that keeps them inside the 
ball pool during play. Designed to fi t neatly inside our existing ball 
pools and complete with four net walls and roof, the Ball Pool Net 
Frame allows easy access to the ball pool through an opening on one 
side, fitted with tie backs and a Velco strip. The roof height is 2000mm 
above floor level and the net mesh is 50mm. Three standard sizes are 
available suitable for ball pool sizes as follows:
Small – ball pools L1450mm x W1450mm
Medium – ball pools L2840mm x W2170mm / L2170mm x W2170mm 
Large – ball pools L2840mm x W2840mm
Alternatively, we can also make a custom size frame if you send the 
measurements of your ball pool. The frame is available in fi ve colours: 
red, orange, yellow, green or blue – please state colour when ordering.  

419 70385 - Small £850.00(V)
419 70386 - Medium £900.00(V)
419 70387 - Large £950.00(V) NEW - BALL 

POOL SUMP*
A unique new way of 
getting in and out of a 
ball pool. Users climb 
over the raised hump and 
drop into a sump fi lled 
with balls. Dive through 
the sump and emerge into a ball pool. The Ball Pool Sump is 
designed to work with our ball pools – please state your ball pool size 
or part number when ordering. Everything is made from wipe clean 
nylon reinforced PVC. Two sizes are available with walls of different 
heights, one of which is more suitable for smaller children. Sizes:
Small: H700mm x L2000mm x W1220mm
Standard: H900mm x L2000mm x W1220mm

419 75358 £620.00(V)
419 75359 £650.00(V)

over the raised hump and 

the sump and emerge into a ball pool. The Ball Pool Sump is designed 

NEW - CLIMB
THROUGH*
Crawl over and under
the humps of this exciting
Softplay adventure tunnel with upward
humps at both ends and a downward roof hump in the
middle. The roof hump pivots to allow fl exibility so you can never 
get stuck. The Climb Through encourages crawling and signifi cant 
movement to climb out. Everything is made from wipe clean nylon 
reinforced PVC. Two sizes are available with walls of different 
heights, one of which is more suitable for smaller children – please 
state size when ordering. Sizes: Small: H700mm x L2000mm x 
W1220mm.
Standard: H900mm x L2000mm x W1220mm.

419 75366 - Climb Through 700mm £620.00(V)
419 75367 - Climb Through 900mm £650.00(V)
419 75368 - Ball Pool Adapter Wall £240.00(V)
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SOFTPLAY SAUSAGE JUNGLE
& SOFTPLAY GEOMETRIC JUNGLE
A firm Softplay platform with ten soft sausages or geometric shapes 
set in shallow wells. Children will enjoy the obstacle challenge on their 
journey through the jungle. The shapes can be removed to provide 
rollers or play shapes, while the wells can be filled with balls or used as 
stepping stones. Size: H1200mm x L2440mm x W1220mm.

419 75511 - Sausage £995.00(V)
419 75512 - Geometric £995.00(V)

Sausage Jungle

Geometric Jungle
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* Please see colour options on page 200

SOFTPLAY ROLLERS
 Enjoy the obstacle challenge as you journey through or over a pair of 
Softplay rollers. Constructed with foam and covered with a soft feel, 
easy-to-clean material available in any combination of 12 colours: white, 
red, pink, yellow, cream, lime green, dark green, ocean blue, light blue, 
dark blue, purple, black - please state when ordering. The Softplay 
Rollers provide a fun challenge for all! 
Size: H1260mm x W1220mm x D1220mm .

419 75154 £1,050.00(V)

SOFTPLAY ROLLERS

STEPPING STONES
 12 blocks of varying heights offering a challenge to be negotiated. 
Filled with dense foam and covered in multi-coloured nylon-
toughened vinyl.  Floor area required: W1400mm x D1050mm .

419 75481 - 12 Stepping Stones £755.00(V)

TUMBLE ROCKER*
Balance in the middle of the half moon rocker, hold the handles and 
begin to rock. Constructed from foam, covered with an
easy-to-clean material, the Tumble Rocker is ideal for active 
children who want to have fun!  Please note: this item should be 
used in conjunction with Softplay mats. 
Size: H400mm x L1000mm x W805mm .

419 75703 £355.00(V)

SOFTPLAY SEE-SAW*
 A fun Softplay see-saw for two or four children. Please note: this 
item should be used in conjunction with Softplay mats.  
Size: H600mm x W1500mm x D1500mm .

419 75701 £425.00(V)

TUMBLE ROCKER*
Balance in the middle of the half moon rocker, hold the handles and 

ROCKING DISH* 
 A large octagonal Softplay dish which enables pupils to climb in and 
rock to their heart’s content. Four strong handles are fi xed to the top 
edge. Great fun for one or two pupils!  Please note: this item should be 
used in conjunction with Softplay mats.   Size:  H600mm x 1450mm Dia .

419 75702 £695.00(V)

ROCKING DISH* 
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WATERBEDS
A heated water mattress which gives total,
even support, moulding itself to the shape of the body. The heater 
maintains the water mattress to a desired temperature. The 
Waterbeds come with fi rm Softplay edge blocks and are covered with 
easy-to-clean flame retardant vinyl. The Waterbed can be placed 
directly on the floor or on a Waterbed Plinth. Operates on 240v.  
Sizes:  Single: H200mm x L2440mm x W1220mm.
Double: H200mm x L2440mm x W1470mm. 

419 70201 - Single £795.00(V)
419 70202 - Double £945.00(V)

WATERBED
PLINTH
 Place your Waterbed on a Waterbed Plinth to
raise it to a seat height of 400mm or 600mm. The Plinth also enables 
easy mobile hoist access for lifting a person on or off the Waterbed.  
Available in four sizes:
  Single 200: H200mm x L2440mm x W1220mm.
Double 200: H200mm x L2440mm  x W1470mm.
Single 400: H400mm x L2440mm x W1220mm.
Double 400: H400mm x L2440mm  x W1470mm.

419 70203 - Single 200 £310.00(V)
419 70204 - Double 200 £380.00(V)
419 70903 - Single 400 £360.00(V)
419 70904 - Double 400 £430.00(V)

HOIST PLATFORM* 
 Hoist Platforms enable hoist forks to slide directly under the Platform, 
greatly improving the access of the hoist. Ideal for raising the entire fl oor 
area of a room, manufactured from timber, padded foam and covered in 
Softplay easy-to-clean fl ame retardant vinyl.  Sizes:
 Regular: H300mm x L1600 x W1200mm. 
Medium: H300mm x L2000 x W1200mm. 
Large: H300mm x L2400 x W1200mm. 

419 70205 - Regular £445.00(V)
419 70206 - Medium £525.00(V)
419 70207 - Large £595.00(V)

WATERBED PUMP & CONDITIONER 
 An industrial quality foot pump that enables the user to empty their 
waterbed with ease. Comes complete with 4m of tubing. We 
recommends adding conditioner to your waterbed every 9-12 months. 

419 50114 - Pump £50.50
419 50693 - 250ml Conditioner £16.95
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NEW - VIBRATION PAD AND SWITCH* 
A comfortable Softplay pad that provides low resonation vibration to the 
body when sitting or lying down on it. The 4-way switch enables users 
to select the vibration level from low to high. The Vibration Pad is made 
from wipe clean nylon reinforced PVC. The vibration area is 900mm in 
diameter. Please state colour when ordering.
Size: H100mm x L1220mm x W1220mm H.

419 24154 £680.00(V)419 24154 £680.00(V)

NEW - SOFTPLAY
COLOUR LANGUAGE LEARNER 
A fantastic interactive board that teaches basic colours in six different 
languages. Throw the giant colour die and see the board’s illuminated 
panels change to the corresponding uppermost colour on the die 
while also hearing the correct word for that colour. Select any one 
of six languages and adjust the volume using the centrally-mounted 
control panel – a removable mirror cover conceals the panel and 
restricts access to the controls. The surround is manufactured 
from the same high quality components and nylon-reinforced 
vinyl as the rest of our Softplay items while the mirror cover is 
soft and unbreakable. The Softplay Colour Language Learner 
encourages understanding of cause and effect, choice making, 
social communication and interactive play. Designed to be fi xed to 
the wall and supplied with wall fi xing brackets, it operates on 240v 
transformed to a safe low voltage.
Size: 1000mm Dia. x D90mm.

419 75260 £850.00(V)

SOFTPLAY BOLSTERS
 A set of four brightly-coloured bolsters which are ideal for support and 
play. Covered in reinforced vinyl.  Size: L500mm x 200mm Dia. 

419 70255 - Set of 4 £195.00(V)
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BEAN WEDGES*
A range of fi rm Softplay wedges fi lled with expanded polystyrene beans which offer excellent 
support and are ideal for positioning. Covered in easy-to-clean vinyl, Bean Wedges are available 
in three sizes. Please state colour when ordering. Small: H300mm x W600mm x D480mm.
Medium: H400mm x W900mm x D600mm. Large:  H540mm x W1000mm x D600mm.

419 70241 - Small £49.95(V)
419 70242 - Medium £97.50(V)
419 70243 - Large £117.95(V)

FOAM CUBE*
 A fi rm cube fi lled with foam and covered with 
easy-to-clean nylon-reinforced vinyl. Please 
state colour when ordering. 
Size: H400mm x W400mm x D400mm.

419 70411 £61.00(V)

NEW - SOFTPLAY HIDEAWAY
A cosy intimate space for hiding away with your favourite toy. 
Constructed from soft foam with inner reinforced ribs and a white 
nylon cover inside and out, the Softplay Hideaway makes an ideal 
space for sensory work. It comes fl at packed and fi xes easily 
together with Velcro tabs. A 75mm fl oor mat is included and the roof 
is made from breathable fabric with a blackout fl ap.
Size: H1500mm x L1400mm x W1400mm 

419 75373 £320.00(V)

BEAN WEDGES*
A range of fi rm Softplay wedges fi lled with expanded polystyrene beans which offer excellent 
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FOAM WEDGE*
A range of fi rm Softplay wedges which offer excellent support and are 
ideal for positioning. Covered in easy-to-clean vinyl, Foam Wedges are 
available in three sizes. Please state colour when ordering.
Small: H180mm x W460mm x D380mm.
Medium: H350mm x W750mm x D400mm.
Large:  H400mm x W900mm x D700mm.

419 70251 - Small £52.00(V)
419 70252 - Medium £99.95(V)
419 70253 - Large £132.00(V)

NEW - TALKBACK BOARD
A fantastic interactive board which records any six sounds using the 
inbuilt microphone and then enables each sound to be allocated 
to one of six illuminated switch pads on the circular surround. The 
user plays back the sounds by pressing the appropriate panel, 
as indicated by suitable images overlaid on clear fi lm over the 
switch pads. The six recorded sounds are saved to a memory 
bank and can be recalled at any time: eight banks enable a total 
of 48 different recorded sounds to be saved at any one time. 
The centrally-mounted control panel includes a removable mirror 
cover that conceals the panel and restricts access to the recording 
buttons and microphone. The surround is manufactured from the 
same high quality components and nylon-reinforced vinyl as the rest 
of our Softplay items while the mirror cover is soft and unbreakable. 
The Talkback Board encourages understanding of cause and effect, 
choice making, social communication and interactive play. Designed 
to be fi xed to the wall and supplied with wall fi xing brackets, it 
operates on 240v transformed to a safe low voltage.
Size: 1000mm Dia. x D90 mm

 419 75269 £695.00(V)

POUFFE
 A pouffe constructed from foam covered with a soft feel, easy-to-clean 
material available in 12 colours: white, red, pink, yellow, cream, lime 
green, dark green, ocean blue, light blue, dark blue, purple, black - 
please state colour when ordering. Provides excellent support and ideal 
for group activities. Sizes:
Toddler: H190mm x 300mm Dia.
Primary: H300mm x 390mm Dia.
Adult: H400mm x 500mm Dia.
Giant: H500mm x 780mm Dia.

419 34156 - Toddler £85.00(V)
419 34157 - Primary £95.00(V)
419 34158 - Adult £115.00(V)
419 34159 - Giant £125.00(V)

Adult: H400mm x 500mm Dia.Adult: H400mm x 500mm Dia.
Giant: H500mm x 780mm Dia.Giant: H500mm x 780mm Dia.

419 34156 - Toddler £85.00(V)419 34156 - Toddler £85.00(V)419 34156 - Toddler £85.00(V)
419 34157 - Primary £95.00(V)419 34157 - Primary £95.00(V)419 34157 - Primary £95.00(V)
419 34158 - Adult £115.00(V)419 34158 - Adult £115.00(V)419 34158 - Adult £115.00(V)
419 34159 - Giant £125.00(V)419 34159 - Giant £125.00(V)419 34159 - Giant £125.00(V)
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NEW - CURVY SOFTPLAY WALL PADS
Soft foam wall pads with a curved top for a contemporary and 
aesthetically pleasing fi nish to a Softplay area. Curvy Softplay Wall 
Pads are ideal for corner spaces where infi ll pads are not required. 
Two styles are available: the standard full pad or a pad with a
cut-out section sized to fi t any of our interactive panel. Both styles 
are covered with hard wearing reinforced nylon and are wall fixed, 
standing 25mm away from the wall so as to clear the skirting board. 
A softer fabric covering is also available for a less clinical feel – call 
for a free sample of the material. Please note: if plinths are to be 
used with Curvy Softplay Wall Pads, a plinth width of 1220mm is 
required to match the front of the wall pads. All Curvy Softplay Wall 
Pads are supplied with wall fi xing brackets and fi xing instructions. 
Size: H1360mm x W1220mm x D120mm

419 70154 - Standard £160.00(V)
419 70155 - Cut-out £165.00(V)

NEW - FIBRE OPTIC
INTEGRATED MIRROR - CURVED AND FLAT 
A complete Fibre Optic Sideglow and Lightsource incorporated into 
a mirror wall. The Lightsource is fi tted inside the mirror with 100 
fi bre optic strands protruding from the mirror surface at random, 
creating a stunning visual effect. Two control options are available:
Passive – The fi bre optics illuminate on power up and work through 
an automatic colour change sequence.
Interactive – The fi bre optics are activated by a single wireless 
switch, enabling users to turn the fi bres on and off in latched mode. 
This option also works with the SpaceMaster Controller.
Both options are available with either a curved top or a fl at top and 
make a visually arresting addition to any Softplay area. All fi bre 
optic holes are inset above 350mm so as to clear any plinths with a 
height of 300mm. Sizes:
Curved top: H1310mm x W1220mm x D90mm
Flat top: H1220mm x W1220mm x D90mm

419 70156 - Passive Curved Top £800.00(V) 
419 70157 - Passive Flat Top £750.00(V)
419 70158 - Interactive Curved Top £920.00(V)
419 70159 - Interactive Flat Top £900.00(V)
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* Please see colour options on page 200

NEW - SOFTPLAY RADIATOR COVERS 
Soft foam and fabric covers for central heating radiators, protecting 
users from accidental falls or burns. The covers are fi tted with air vents 
to allow air circulation and ensure that the radiator operates properly. 
The valves are still accessible at either end of the radiator. Simply 
measure your radiator, send us a photo and select your fabric. Your 
custom made radiator cover comes with wall mounted brackets that can 
be installed easily, but if you want our team to install it, please let us 
know. Ask for our free measurement guide.

419 15800 - Radiators up to 1200 mm long £280.00(V)
419 15801 - Radiators up to 1400 mm long £300.00(V)
419 15802 - Radiators up to 1600 mm long £320.00(V)
419 15803 - Radiators up to 1800 mm long £340.00(V)
419 15804 - Radiators up to 2200 mm long £360.00(V)
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ABBOTSFORD RANGE*
A colourful range of furniture which is ideal for use in any sensory 
room. Covered in nylon reinforced vinyl, these chairs are hard 
wearing and easily wiped clean. Available in combinations of colour 
choices.  Please state colour when ordering. 
 Chair: H800mm x W840mm x D800mm.
Two Seat Settee: H800mm x W1400mm x D800mm.
Three Seat Settee: H800mm x W1900mm x D800mm .

419 34231 - Chair £400.00(V)
419 34232 - Two Seat Settee £530.00(V)
419 34233 - Three Seat Settee £650.00(V)

 CURVED
SOFTPLAY SEAT
 Colourful curved seating made from solid
foam for support and covered with hard-wearing
easy-to-clean vinyl. Great for sitting, balancing and
lying on. Available in a choice of single colours or multi-coloured - 
please state when ordering.  Size: H350mm x L1320mm x W1320mm .

419 34234 - Single Colour £350.00(V)
419 34235 - Multi-coloured £350.00(V)

 CURVED
SOFTPLAY SEAT
 Colourful curved seating made from solid
foam for support and covered with hard-wearing
easy-to-clean vinyl. Great for sitting, balancing and

DOUBLE
THERAPY ROCKER*
A large fully supporting rocker which seats two. Raised sides provide 
complete relaxation and security. Covered with easy-to-clean nylon-
reinforced vinyl - please state colour when ordering.
Size: H1000mm x L1500mm x W1320mm .

419 76770 £835.00(V)

THERAPY ROCKER*
A fully supporting rocker with raised sides which provides complete 
relaxation and security.  Please state colour when ordering. 
Size: H1000mm x W1500mm x D660mm .

419 76769 £675.00(V)

 CURVED
SOFTPLAY SEAT
 Colourful curved seating made from solid
foam for support and covered with hard-wearing

DOUBLE
THERAPY ROCKER*
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CUBE CHAIR* 
 A portable Softplay chair which unfolds easily 
from a compact cube to create a comfortable 
lounger which offers full body support.  Please 
state colour when ordering. 
Closed size: H550mm x W620mm x D740mm.
Open size: H750mm x W620mm  x D1470mm.

419 76768 £230.00(V)

CUBE CHAIR* 

MONTROSE CHAIR*
 The high sides of this chair provide support, 
comfort and a feeling of security. Covered in 
nylon reinforced vinyl. Please state colour 
when ordering. 
Size: H780mm x W780mm x D890mm .

419 34242 £395.00(V)

MONTROSE CHAIR*

 SOFTPLAY
MODULAR FURNITURE 
 This versatile furniture system makes it easy 
to arrange different room layouts - with so 
many possible combinations, room design 
is limited only by your imagination. Covered 
with nylon reinforced vinyl or soft touch 
waterproof fabric, this furniture is extremely 
hard-wearing and easily cleaned. Please 
state colour when ordering.  

STRAIGHT SINGLE CHAIR* 
 Size: H700mm x W760mm x  D690mm.

419 34152 £225.00(V)

STRAIGHT DOUBLE CHAIR* 
 Size: H700mm  x W1280mm x D690mm.

419 34153 £318.00(V)

STRAIGHT TRIPLE CHAIR* 
 Size: H700mm  x W1800mm x D690mm .

419 34154 £425.00(V)

CORNER CHAIR* 
 Size: H700mm X W690mm x  D690mm.

419 34148 £250.00(V)

SQUARE TABLE* 
   Size: H350mm x W690mm x D690mm .

419 34155 £165.00(V)

CIRCULAR TABLE* 
 Size: H350mm x 690mm Dia. 

419 34149 £160.00(V)

Square TableStraight Single Chair

Corner Chair Straight Double Chair

 The high sides of this chair provide support, 
comfort and a feeling of security. Covered in 
nylon reinforced vinyl. Please state colour 
when ordering. 

MONTROSE CHAIR*

SOFTPLAY

Straight Triple Chair

Straight Double Chair

Corner Chair

CUBE CHAIR* 
 A portable Softplay chair which unfolds easily 
from a compact cube to create a comfortable 
lounger which offers full body support.  Please 
state colour when ordering. 
Closed size: H550mm x W620mm x D740mm.
Open size: H750mm x W620mm  x D1470mm.

419 76768 £230.00(V)

CUBE CHAIR* 

Straight Single Chair

Circular Table

Square Table
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COZEE BEAN BAG * (above)
 Sit in this soft and comfortable memory foam-fi lled 
bag which moulds to the shape of your body to 
provide ultimate comfort. A great way to relax. 
Please state colour when ordering (please note: 
orange and cerise not available).  Available in two 
sizes. Small: H300mm x 530mm Dia.
Medium: H400mm x 680mm Dia.

419 70308 - Small £169.00(V)
419 70309 - Medium £190.00(V)

BEAN BED* (below right)
 A polystyrene bean mattress with foam base - a 
perfect lounger for any Softplay environment. Sizes:
Medium: H450mm x L2000mm x W1000mm.
Large: H450mm x L1450mm x W1450mm.

419 75343 - Medium £405.00(V)
419 75342 - Large £524.00(V)

FLOPPY CUSHION* (right)
 A nylon reinforced vinyl mattress fi lled with 
polystyrene beans. Use as a seat or bed.  Sizes:
Large: H450mm x L1500mm x W1000mm.
Giant: H450mm x L2000mm x  W1200mm.

419 70392 - Large £365.00(V)
419 70393 - Giant £380.00(V)

NEW - SQUEEZE ME SEAT* (right)
A fun Softplay chair that can be used in a variety 
of different ways. Sit on or across the seat and 
the chair gently squeezes the trunk of the body, 
helping to encourage better seating posture. Lay 
the Squeeze Me Seat fl at on the fl oor for a great 
reading position that provides support for the back 
and arm. Back in the upright position, the Squeeze 
Me Seat is also great for gently rocking back and 
forth.  Size: H900mm x W935mm x D500mm

419 70824 £300.00(V)

softplay seating
creating an exciting world safe for all to explore
Products to be used under the supervision of a professional/responsible adult at all times

 A polystyrene bean mattress with foam base - a 
perfect lounger for any Softplay environment. Sizes:
Medium: H450mm x L2000mm x W1000mm.
Large: H450mm x L1450mm x W1450mm.

419 75343 - Medium £405.00(V)
419 75342 - Large £524.00(V)

COZEE BEAN BAG * (above)
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BEAN BAG*
 The ever-popular Bean Bag fi lled with expanded polystyrene beans that 
mould to your body. Covered in strong vinyl, this product is available in 
a wide choice of colours and sizes. 

419 70300 - Nursery 350mm Dia. £55.00(V)
419 70301 - Small 500mm Dia. £85.00(V)
419 70302 - Medium 750mm Dia. £110.00(V)
419 70303 - Large 1000mm Dia. £135.00(V)
419 70304 - Giant 1200mm Dia. £149.00(V)

BEANY ISLAND*  
 The Beany Island is fi lled with polybeads which mould to your body and 
provide gentle support.  Sizes:
Large: H500mm x 1450mm Dia.
Giant: H500mm x 1800mm Dia. 

419 70394 - Large £420.00(V)
419 70395 - Giant £530.00(V)

CORNER BEAN CHAIR* 
 This Softplay chair’s polybead interior moulds to your body supporting 
your back and arms. Available in a choice of colours - please state 
when ordering.  Size: H750mm x W750mm x D750mm .

419 70323 £166.00(V)

NEW - SOFTPLAY
CIRCULAR SEATING
A range of soft furniture designed to fi t within
curved walls and other awkward spaces. Three different interconnecting 
pieces – Round, Concave and End Piece – easily join together and 
build up into any combination of unusually-shaped seating, working 
around oddly-shaped walls or interior features. Made from foam with 
soft vinyl covering, timber base and stubby feet. Parts can be bought 
separately and added to later. Each seat easily wipes clean with a mild 
detergent and damp cloth. Available as three different sets - each set is 
available with seats either 500mm tall (Size 1) or 400mm tall (Size 2).
Set 1 - 6 pieces:
3 x Round, 2 x Concave, 1 x End Piece
Set 2 - 10 pieces:
5 x Round, 4 x Concave, 1 x End Piece
Set 3 - 12 pieces:
6 x Round, 4 x Concave, 2 x End Piece
Sizes:
Size 1: H500mm x 500mm Dia. 
Size 2: H400mm x 500mm Dia. 

419 70811 - Set 1: Size 1 £210.00(V)
419 70821 - Set 1: Size 2 £180.00(V)
419 70812 - Set 2: Size 1 £350.00(V)
419 70822 - Set 2: Size 2 £300.00(V)
419 70813 - Set 3: Size 1 £420.00(V)
419 70823 - Set 3: Size 2 £360.00(V)

NEW - SOFTPLAY
CIRCULAR SEATING
A range of soft furniture designed to fi t within
curved walls and other awkward spaces. Three different interconnecting 

BEAN BAG*
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FLEXIPILLOWS
Flexible pillows which can be used as a seat against a wall or 
unfolded on the fl oor. Each pillow is hinged for fl exible use, easy 
storage and portability. The Flexipillow has a soft hollow fi bre fi lling 
that maintains its shape. Non-slip base for stability and available in 
two sizes. Available in six colours: poppy, yellow, vanilla, lime green, 
blue bell, ebony - please state colour when ordering.
Small: H100mm x W1000mm x D1450mm. 
Medium: H100mm x W1450mm x D1450mm.

419 70400 - Small £165.00(V)
419 70401 - Medium £225.00(V)

TRANSFORMING BEANBAG
 Lay this bean bag fl at on the fl oor to create a large bean mat. Place 
it on its edge to make a comfortable bean bag with back support, 
or use it like a settee and sit side by side. Available in six colours: 
poppy, yellow, vanilla, lime green, blue bell, ebony - please state 
colour when ordering. Size: W1800mm x D1400mm. 

419 70415 £235.00(V)

creating an exciting and colourful world safe for all to explore
Products to be used under the supervision of a professional/responsible adult at all times

BEAN BAG
LOUNGER *
 Flop into this comfy Bean Bag Lounger and relax. The bean fi lling 
moulds to your body to provide good positioning and support for your 
back. Covered in easy-to-clean nylon reinforced vinyl and available in a 
choice of colours - please state colour when ordering. 
Size: H800mm x W1200mm x D700mm .

419 70320 £199.00(V)
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softplay waterproof seating
creating an exciting and colourful world safe for all to explore

* Please see colour options on page 200

NEW - WATERPROOF STOOL*
A fully waterproof Softplay stool with taped seams, making it ideal 
for any sensory environment. Please state colour when ordering. 
Size: H400mm x 500mm Dia.

419 70171 £99.99

NEW - SENSORY
WATERPROOF BEAN BAGS*
Specially designed, fully waterproof bean bags made from 
antimicrobial and body fl uid resistant fabric. Easy to clean with 
taped seams. Available in fi ve sizes - please state size and colour 
when ordering. Sizes:
Small: 700mm Dia. Medium: 800mm Dia.
Large: 900mm Dia. XL: H1150mm x 900mm Dia.
XXL: H1150mm x 1250mm Dia.

419 70143 - Small £140.99
419 70144 - Medium £159.99
419 70145 - Large £188.99
419 70146 - XL £236.99
419 70147 - XXL £299.99

NEW - WATERPROOF BENCH*
A fully waterproof bench with taped seams, making it ideal for any 
sensory environment. Available in fi ve sizes - please state colour 
when ordering. Sizes:
Small: H800mm x W1000mm Medium: H800mm x W1250mm
Large: H800mm x W1500mm XL: H800mm x W1750mm
XXL: H900mm x W2000mm

419 70230 - Small £186.99
419 70231 - Medium £213.99
419 70232 - Large £239.99
419 70233 - X £253.99
419 70234 - XXL £320.99

NEW - WATERPROOF SLAB (CUSHION)*
A fully waterproof cushion with taped seams, making it ideal for any 
sensory environment. Available in two sizes - please state colour 
when ordering. Sizes:
Small: L1250mm x W1000mm Medium: L1250mm x W1200mm

419 70317 - Small £129.99
419 70318 - Medium £148.99
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softplay nursery
creating an exciting world safe for all to explore
Products to be used under the supervision of a professional/responsible adult at all times

SOFTPLAY ACTIVITY HOUSE
A Softplay house built from a fl oor pad, four pillars and roof, all held 
together with Velcro - add the tassel doors and create a secret space! 
Constructed of soft feel, easy-to-clean material available in any 
combination of 12 colours: white, red, pink, yellow, cream, lime green, 
dark green, ocean blue, light blue, dark blue, purple, black - please 
state when ordering. Built size: H1180mm x W980mm x D790mm.

419 70326 £375.00(V)

NURSERY SET *
An interchangeable set comprising a Softplay
platform slide and steps. Ideal for any nursery corner. Please state 
colour when ordering. 
 Slide size: H600mm x W1200mm x D600mm.
Steps size: H600mm x W600mm x D600mm. 

419 75341 £355.00(V)

419 70326 £375.00(V)419 70326 £375.00(V)

NURSERY SET *
An interchangeable set comprising a Softplay

SOFTPLAY TRANSPORT KIT 
 A 14-piece set of various Softplay shapes which enable children to use 
their imagination in creating their own vehicles. The kit can be built into 
a car, tanker, lorry, aeroplane or train. 
 Size of train: H875mm x W1500mm x D750mm .

419 75386 £560.00(V)

NEW - CLOUD MIRROR MAT 
A comfortable soft cloud-shaped foam fi lled
mat that’s ideal for small people to explore. A circular inset mirror 
encourages exploration and development of self-awareness. Made of 
a warm feel wipe clean fabric, the Cloud Mirror Mat is available in two 
colours – blue or pink. Size: H50mm x H912mm x W900mm

419 15501 - Blue £130.00(V)
419 15502 - Pink £130.00(V)

combination of 12 colours: white, red, pink, yellow, cream, lime green, 
dark green, ocean blue, light blue, dark blue, purple, black - please 
state when ordering. Built size: H1180mm x W980mm x D790mm.

419 70326 £375.00(V)419 70326 £375.00(V)

NEW - CLOUD MIRROR MAT 
A comfortable soft cloud-shaped foam fi lled
mat that’s ideal for small people to explore. A circular inset mirror 

419 75341 £355.00(V)

SOFTPLAY TRANSPORT KIT 

SOFTPLAY
NURSERY CORNER SET *
 A colourful Softplay set with bumps, ramp and platform providing easy 
challenges for motor skills development. Includes acrylic mirrors which 
fi t to your room walls, offering focal points of attraction.  Please state 
colour when ordering. Age: 6m to 3yrs. 
Size: H450mm x W1525mm x D1525mm .

419 75402 £545.00(V)

SOFTPLAY
NURSERY
TUNNEL SET *
 This Softplay set consists of two tunnels with triangles and squares 
which can be built into a multi-level platform. Also includes a safety 
crash mat. Encourages exploration and climbing. Please state colour 
when ordering.  Age: 18m to 3yrs.  Required fl oor space:
H685mm x W1825mm x D1825mm .

419 75403 £645.00(V)
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PORTABLE SOFTPLAY KIT
 A 19-piece set of assorted Softplay shapes 
for building - the shapes can be made into a 
house, car or any variety of other structures. 
Ideal for crèches, nurseries and schools 
where Softplay must be removed and stored 
at the end of a day. The items store onto a 
trolley with castors and a strong nylon PVC 
covering case, which will wheel through any 
standard door.  Packed size: H1140mm x 
W690mm x D690mm.  Contents: 
• 4 x cubes
• 1 x rectangle
• 2 x folding mats
• 2 x L-shapes
• 4 x barrels
• 2 x wedges
• 2 x triangles
• 2 x C-shapes

419 75381 £559.00(V)

NEW - CLOUD 
MIRROR BEANY 
A comfortable soft
cloud-shaped bead fi lled 
mat that’s ideal for small 
people to explore. The 
bead fi lling provides 
support and comfort for longer periods of time. A circular inset mirror 
encourages exploration and development of self-awareness. Made of 
a warm feel wipe clean fabric, the Cloud Mirror Mat is available in two 
colours – blue or pink. Size: H100mm (max) x H912mm x W900mm.

419 15504 - Blue £140.00(V)
419 15505 - Pink £140.00(V)

support and comfort for longer periods of time. A circular inset mirror 
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419 15505 - Pink £140.00(V)

419 75381 £559.00(V)

NEW - LOW LEVEL PLAY PEN 
A large safe area for babies and toddlers to explore comprising
soft foam pieces with edge walls that are 400mm high – great for
babies who are just starting to support themselves and a lovely environment for storytime 
reading. Each of the 10 component pieces is covered with a soft feel wipe clean fabric and 
connects to the other pieces with Velcro fasteners, so the structure can easily be taken apart 
and stacked away when not in use. The Low Level Play Pen comes complete with a set of 
eight brightly coloured Softplay shapes in either blue or pink to encourage creative play: the set 
includes two cubes, two rectangular cuboids, three discs and one triangular prism. Sizes:
Assembled play pen: H400mm x L2300mm x W2300mm.
Edge wall blocks (each of 8): H400mm x L1000mm x W300mm.
Floor pieces (each of 2): H50mm x L1700mm x W850mm.

419 15503 £850.00(V)

NEW - DOTTY SEATS
Sets of stackable low level seats designed for small
people to sit on at storytime and then place back on the 
stand when fi nished. Ideal for nursery use, each brightly
coloured seat is fi tted with stubby non-slip rubber feet.
Two sets available – 5 or 12 Dotty Seats – complete with appropriate 
stand. Sizes: Dotty Seat: H100mm x 300mm Dia. 
5 Stand: H540mm x W430mm
12 Stand: H1240mm x W430mm

419 76771 - Set of 5 £280.00(V)
419 76772 - Set of 12 £380.00(V)
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NEW - CARGO NET
A fun climbing net attached to a Softplay track 
and anchored to the sides at three points. 
Users climb the cargo net up a slight incline, 
over the top anchor rod and down the other 
side, placing their feet carefully to navigate 
their way over the net. The unit can also be 
used as a tunnel by scrambling along under 
the net. Everything is made from wipe clean 
nylon reinforced PVC. Two sizes are available 
with walls of different heights, one of which 
is more suitable for smaller children – please 
state size when ordering. Sizes: 
Small: H700mm x L2000mm x W1220mm.
Standard: H900mm x L2000mm x W1220mm.

419 75348 - 700mm £720.00(V)
419 75349 - 900mm £750.00(V)

NEW - SOFTPLAY
WOBBLE FLOOR
A fun new Softplay track with four pivoted 
foam fl oor segments which rock to and fro, 
encouraging users to learn to alter their 
balance in order to stay upright as they move 
along the track. Each fl oor segment moves 
freely as pressure is applied. Everything is 
made from wipe clean nylon reinforced PVC. 
Two sizes are available with walls of different 
heights, one of which is more suitable for 
smaller children. Sizes:
Small: H700mm x L2000mm x W1220mm.
Standard: H900mm x L2000mm x W1220mm.

419 75345 - 700mm £720.00(V)
419 75346 - 900mm £750.00(V)

NEW - CARGO NET

NEW - BIFF BAG STATION
A set of four Softplay biff bags (two long 
and two short) hanging from a steel frame. 
Push and punch the bags out of the way 
as you work your way along the track. The 
sturdy frame is inset into our activity modular 
Softplay walls with the tubes lined in soft 
padding and Softplay covering for safety – 
everything is made from wipe-clean nylon 
reinforced PVC.The bags do not require 
fi xing to the ceiling, but we do suggest that 
the frame is fi xed to the fl oor. Floor mat 
supplied as standard. Optional side netting 
is available to prohibit entry at the sides 
if required. Please note: not suitable with 
underfl oor heating. Sizes:
Long biff bags: L800mm x 250mm Dia.
Short biff bags: L600mm x 250mm Dia.
Station: H2000mm x L2000mm x W1220mm.

419 75347 £890.00(V)
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NEW - SOFTPLAY ROLLERS
A fun Softplay track with fi ve free-moving 
rollers of soft foam fi xed to the walls for users 
to roll down from one end to the other. Two 
steps at one end climb up to the top roller, 
enabling users to easily position their body 
to sit or lie down on the rollers. A 75mm soft 
pad at the end of the roller track ensures a 
soft landing. A foam inner block prevents 
limbs from falling through the roller gaps.  
Everything is made from wipe clean nylon 
reinforced PVC. Two sizes are available with 
walls of different heights, one of which is more 
suitable for smaller children. Sizes:
Small: H700mm x L2000mm x W1220mm.
Standard: H900mm x L2000mm x W1220mm.

419 75375 - 700mm £820.00(V)
419 75376 - 900mm £850.00(V)

NEW - SWING STATION
A swing with a 350mm diameter Softplay 
seat hanging from a free standing steel 
frame.  The sturdy frame is inset into our 
activity modular Softplay walls with the 
tubes lined in soft padding and Softplay 
covering for safety - everything is made 
from wipe-clean nylon reinforced PVC. 
The swing doesn’t require fi xing to the 
ceiling, but we do suggest that the frame 
is fi xed to the fl oor. The swing is designed 
to hold weights up to 120kg and the travel 
distance of the swing is completely inside 
the boundary of the frame within 2000mm. 
Floor mat supplied as standard. Optional 
side netting is available to prohibit entry 
at the sides if required. Please note: not 
suitable with underfl oor heating. Size: 
H2000mm x L2000mm x W1220mm. 

419 75369 £780.00(V) 

NEW - SOFTPLAY TURNTABLE
A fun turntable for children to sit on, turning 
themselves using their strength and balance 
or assisted by a carer sitting on the base. 
Designed for a maximum weight load of 
100kg, the Softplay Turntable is fi tted with 
high quality bearings to ensure years of 
operation. It’s ideal for use as part of a 
Sensory Integration programme but should 
only be used under supervision. Everything is 
made from wipe-clean nylon reinforced PVC. 
Sizes: Turntable: 900mm Dia.
Base: H120mm x L1220mm x W1220mm.

419 75374 £540.00(V)
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HALO SYSTEM
The Halo System uses Softplay wall pads and plinths to 
provide a comfortable base for exploring the extensive range 
of interactive panels and effects. It fits easily 
into any corner of a room and powers from a single mains 
socket. All equipment is switch controlled and uses switch 
progression, the recognised structured method to teach cause 
and effect which uses switch technology to control desirable  
equipment as rewards.

Wall Pads 
All Halo wall pads are made from soft foam covered in
hard-wearing wipe clean reinforced nylon. 
Wall pad size: H1510mm x W1220mm x D110mm. 

Plinths
Halo plinths are made from the same materials as the wall 
pads. All are fitted with 150mm legs to allow hoist access. The 
plinths push right up to the wall pads and can be removed 
quickly and easily for wheelchair access.
Plinth size: H300mm x W1220mm

Equipment 
A range of carefully picked equipment is suitable for both 
smaller and larger areas.

Three Halo systems are available, and arrive complete 
and ready to use. Simply fasten the panels to the wall 
using the supplied brackets and link them together using 
interconnecting cables that tuck neatly away out of sight.

226 Call us on: 01274 965089
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NEW - HALO SYSTEM C
System C comprises:
• Bubble Tube Corner Plinth
• 2 x Bubble Tube Corner Mirrors
• 1.5m Interactive Bubble Tube and 8-Way Switch
• 2 x Softplay Wall Panel
• 3 x Softplay Plinth
• Interactive Infi nity Tunnel with switches
• 150 strand x 2m Fibre Optic Sideglow
• Musical Hand Wall
• Musical Touch Wall
Size of area required when placed into the corner of a room:
H1510mm x L3790 mm x W2560mm

419 82063 £8,190.00(V)

NEW - HALO SYSTEM A
System A comprises:
• Bubble Tube Corner Plinth
• 2 x Bubble Tube Corner Mirrors
• 1.5m Interactive Bubble Tube and 8-Way Switch
• 1 x Softplay Wall Panel
• 1 x Softplay Plinth
• Interactive Infi nity Tunnel with switches
• 150 strand x 2m Fibre Optic Sideglow
Size of area required when placed into the corner of a room:
H1510mm x L2560 mm x W1350mm

419 82061 £3,740.00(V)

NEW - HALO SYSTEM B
System B comprises:
• Bubble Tube Corner Plinth
• 2 x Bubble Tube Corner Mirrors
• 1.5m Interactive Bubble Tube and 8-Way Switch
• 1 x Softplay Wall Panel
• 2 x Softplay Plinth
• Interactive Infi nity Tunnel with switches
• 150 strand x 2m Fibre Optic Sideglow
• Musical Hand Wall
Size of area required when placed into the corner of a room:
H1510mm x L3790 mm x W1350mm

419 82062 £5,200.00(V) 
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MUSICAL HANDWALL*
Press the coloured hands on the Softplay 
panel to be rewarded with musical sounds 
or effect noises. Teachers and carers have 
control of over 64 pre-loaded sounds across 
eight channels which will delight users. An 
exciting auditory addition to any
multi-sensory room, the Musical Handwall 
comprises a Softplay wall pad with eight 
built-in hand switches, a control box with 64 
different sounds and an amplifi er and speaker. 
Requires 240v power supply. Available as a 
square or circular panel.
Square size:
H1000mm x W1000mm x D90mm.
Circular size: 1000mm Dia.

419 58370 - Square £1,095.00(V)
419 58371 - Circular £1,095.00(V)
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NEW - NOISY SWING STATION
A swing with a 350mm diameter Softplay 
seat hanging from a free standing steel frame 
and fi tted with inertia detecting electronics 
designed to play sound when the swing 
is being used. A choice of eight different 
sounds and the volume can be selected by 
the carer. The sound is projected from a wall 
fi xed control unit that can be installed up to 
fi ve metres away. The sturdy frame is inset 
into our activity modular Softplay walls with 
the tubes lined in soft padding and Softplay 
covering for safety – everything is made 
from wipe-clean nylon reinforced PVC. The 
swing doesn’t require fi xing to the ceiling, but 
we do suggest that the frame is fi xed to the 
fl oor. The swing is designed to hold weights 
up to 120kg and the travel distance of the 
swing is completely inside the boundary 
of the frame within 2000mm. Floor mat 
supplied as standard. Optional side netting 
is available to prohibit entry at the sides if 
required. The swing inertia unit is powered 
by a rechargeable switch and supplied with a 
charger. The wall-mounted sound controller 
is mains powered and transformed to a safe 
low voltage. Please note: not suitable with 
underfl oor heating.
Size: H2000mm x L2000mm x W1220mm

419 75357 £980.00(V)

NEW - NOISY SWING STATION

SOFTPLAY NOISY
BALANCE BEAM
A Softplay beam with six brightly-coloured 
sections, each with a number and footprint. 
Make your way along the beam to be 
rewarded with a different fun sound in each 
section. The Noisy Balance Beam comes 
with eight groups of six sounds which can 
be easily changed at the press of a button. 
Comes complete with a control panel and 
built-in speaker which requires 240v power 
supply. The beam includes a built-in wireless 
transmitter which is powered by 3 x AA 
batteries (included). 
   Size: H250mm x W1800mm x D450mm .

419 75350 £720.00(V)

SOFTPLAY NOISY 
TRAMPOLINE
 A metal-framed trampoline completely 
encased by a colourful Softplay plinth, making 
it a safe addition to any play area. Jump up 
and down on the trampoline or press one of 
the four hand prints on the plinth to receive 
a noisy reward. Helps encourage mobility, 
exploration, communication and is great fun! 
The trampoline comes with eight groups of 
fi ve sounds which can be easily changed at 
the press of a button. Comes complete with 
a control panel and built-in speaker which 
requires 240v power supply. The trampoline 
includes a built-in wireless transmitter which is 
powered by 3 x AA batteries (included). 
 Size: H300mm x W1220mm x D1220mm. .

419 75353 £910.00(V)

SOFTPLAY NOISY 

SOFTPLAY PIANO 
 Roll, press and jump on this giant Softplay 
Piano to create an auditory reward. Three 
chromatic scales, a set of chords and four 
sets of pre-loaded sound effects provide a 
quirky take on playing the piano. Teachers 
and carers can control which sounds can 
be heard by making selections through the 
control panel. Includes Softplay Piano, control 
panel and built-in speaker.
Requires 240v power supply.
Size: H90mm x W1800mm x D810mm .

419 75710 £1,295.00(V)
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* Please see colour options on page 200

SOFTPLAY XYLOPHONE 
This large Softplay Xylophone can be 
placed on the fl oor to step on, or on a 
tabletop for playing by hand. Easy to play, 
children are instantly rewarded with musical 
notes and fun sound effects, which are 
pre-loaded onto the system. Teachers and 
carers can control which sounds can be 
heard by making selections through the 
control panel. Includes Softplay Xylophone, 
control panel and built-in speaker.
Requires 240v power supply.
Size: H90mm x W1800mm x D450mm .

419 75711 £1,195.00(V)

SOFTPLAY NOISY
STEPS & SLIDE
 Make your way up the steps to be rewarded 
with a fun sound as you press or stand on 
a handprint or footprint. Comes with eight 
groups of four sounds which can be easily 
changed at the press of a button. A great way 
of encouraging mobility and teaching cause-
and-effect. Comes complete with a control 
panel and built-in speaker which requires 
240v power supply. The steps include a built-
in wireless transmitter which is powered by 3 
x AA batteries (included). 
 Step size: H900mm x W1000mm x  D900mm.
Slide size: H900mm x W1200mm x  D900mm.

419 75351 £1,375.00(V)

changed at the press of a button. A great way 

 Step size: H900mm x W1000mm x  D900mm.
Slide size: H900mm x W1200mm x  D900mm.

419 75351 £1,375.00(V)419 75351 £1,375.00(V)

NEW - NOISY BIFF BAG 
STATION
A variation of the standard Biff Bag Station 
that is fi tted with inertia detecting electronics 
designed to play sound when the bags are 
pushed or punched. Users enter the station 
and work their way down the track pushing 
and biffi ng the bags out of the way, generating 
noises as they move along. A choice of 
eight different sounds and the volume can 
be selected by the carer. The sound is 
projected from a wall fi xed control unit that 
can be installed up to fi ve metres away. The 
sturdy frame is inset into our activity modular 
Softplay walls with the tubes lined in soft 
padding and Softplay covering for safety – 
everything is made from wipe-clean nylon 
reinforced PVC.The bags do not require fi xing 
to the ceiling, but we do suggest that the 
frame is fi xed to the fl oor. Floor mat supplied 
as standard. Please note: not suitable with 
underfl oor heating. Sizes:
Long biff bags: L800mm x 250mm Dia.
Short biff bags:  L600mm x 250mm Dia.
Station: H2000mm x L2000mm x W1220mm 

419 75356 £980.00(V)

NEW - NOISY BIFF BAG 

Slide size: H900mm x W1200mm x  D900mm.Slide size: H900mm x W1200mm x  D900mm.

419 75351 £1,375.00(V)419 75351 £1,375.00(V)
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Noisy Boards are essential interactive Softplay products which 
enhance any sensory environment. Self-contained switches 
within the 90mm deep Softplay give a noisy reward from 
the built-in speaker when pressed. Colourful, appealing and 
great fun, Noisy Boards are great for cause and effect, choice 
making and social interaction. Operates on 240v. Supplied with 
wall fi xing brackets. Size: W1220mm.

NOISY SEASIDE BOARD
 The Noisy Seaside Board has a variety of different sounds that you 
would fi nd at the seaside. Listen to the Punch and Judy show, hear the 
seagulls fl ying overhead, or the donkey braying. 

419 75265 £490.00(V)

NEW - NOISY EVERYDAY SOUNDS BOARD
Press the different items on the Noisy Everyday Sounds Board to be 
rewarded with the appropriate sound – phone, burglar alarm, door bell, 
alarm clock, hoover, washing machine or food mixer.

419 75277 £490.00(V)

NEW - NOISY NURSERY RHYMES
AND SONGS BOARD
A fun noisy board that features favourite nursery rhymes and songs 
that pupils will recognise. Press an illustration to be rewarded with 
the appropriate song or rhyme: ‘Row Row Row Your Boat’, ‘Wheels 
on the Bus’, ‘Incy Wincy Spider’, ‘Humpty Dumpty Sat on a Wall’, ‘Old 
MacDonald Had a Farm’ and ‘If You’re Happy and You Know It’.

419 75278 £490.00(V)

NEW - NOISY HEADS, SHOULDERS,
KNEES AND TOES BOARD
A fun noisy board designed to encourage pupils to engage with body 
awareness while interacting with a favourite song. Press the appropriate 
body part to be rewarded with the name of that body part: head, 
shoulders, knees, toes, eyes, ears, mouth or nose.

419 75279 £490.00(V)

wall fi xing brackets. Size: W1220mm.

NEW - NOISY EVERYDAY SOUNDS BOARD

NEW - NOISY NURSERY RHYMES
AND SONGS BOARD
A fun noisy board that features favourite nursery rhymes and songs 
that pupils will recognise. Press an illustration to be rewarded with 
the appropriate song or rhyme: ‘Row Row Row Your Boat’, ‘Wheels 

 The Noisy Seaside Board has a variety of different sounds that you 
would fi nd at the seaside. Listen to the Punch and Judy show, hear the 
seagulls fl ying overhead, or the donkey braying. 

419 75265 £490.00(V)

NOISY SEASIDE BOARD
 The Noisy Seaside Board has a variety of different sounds that you 
NOISY SEASIDE BOARD
 The Noisy Seaside Board has a variety of different sounds that you 
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creating an exciting and colourful world safe for all to explore
Products to be used under the supervision of a professional/responsible adult at all times

position & seating

AIR CUSHION
 A durable infl ated Air Cushion with a knobbly 
textured surface which can be sat or stepped 
on. Ideal for enhancing touch, balance and 
co-ordination. 

419 25165 - Small: 350mm Dia. £16.95
419 25166 - Large: 550mm Dia. £35.95

POSTURE
PAD JUNIOR
A small multi-functional
wedge which offers comfort,
promotes natural posture and
assists child development. The pad provides 
younger children with a change of lying 
position and encourages sitting balance. Older 
children will improve their upright posture and 
comfort when fl oor sitting, both indoors or 
outside. Size: W280mm x D280mm.

419 25548 £19.95

AIR CHAIR
A hand-washable heavyweight cotton canvas chair that moulds to 
the shape of your body and provides even support no matter what 
position you adopt - from reclining to sitting upright - making it the most 
comfortable chair you’ll ever relax in! Suitable for all ages and easy to 
get in and out of, the Air Chair can be easily fi tted to ceiling joists, a 
pergola or tree. The optional hanging stand is compact and moveable. 
Maximum load: 120kg.

419 70355 - Air Chair £170.00
419 70356 - Air Chair Stand £147.00

LEAF CHAIR
A comfortable
and relaxing chair
which is specially
shaped to cradle the body. The Leaf Chair is
designed to be hung from the ceiling or from its own free
standing hanging frame (sold separately). White only.
Maximum load: 120kg. Chair size: L1700mm x W700mm.
Stand size: H2100mm x W1520mm x D2150mm.

419 70352 - Leaf Chair £645.00(V)
419 70353 - Leaf Chair Hanging Frame £355.00(V)
419 70354 - Leaf Chair Ceiling Mounting Kit £79.00

creating an exciting and colourful world safe for all to explore
Products to be used under the supervision of a professional/responsible adult at all times

position & seating

AIR CHAIRAIR CHAIR
shaped to cradle the body. The Leaf Chair is
designed to be hung from the ceiling or from its own free

POSTUREPOSTURE
PAD JUNIORPAD JUNIOR
A small multi-functionalA small multi-functional
wedge which offers comfort,wedge which offers comfort,
promotes natural posture andpromotes natural posture and

419 70355 - Air Chair £170.00
419 70356 - Air Chair Stand £147.00

SOFTPLAY
PILLOWS
Fibre-fi lled pillows available in four colours. 
Size: H200mm x W600mm x D600mm.

419 70403 - Red £23.95
419 70404 - Yellow £23.95
419 70405 - Green £23.95
419 70406 - Blue £23.95
419 70407 - Set of 4 £89.95

AIR CUSHIONAIR CUSHION

SOFTPLAY
PILLOWS
Fibre-fi lled pillows available in four colours. 
Size: H200mm x W600mm x D600mm.
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position & seating
creating an exciting and colourful world safe for all to explore

* Please see colour options on page 200

BALANCE SEAT
A T-shaped, fi rm plastic seat with a single 
point of support. Encourages good posture 
as a child has to maintain a midline position 
and work to maintain balance. It provides 
movement input without allowing bouncing 
and helps develop core stability in a child 
who is wobbly at the hips and around the 
trunk. Regular use of these seats can improve 
stability without specifi c input.
Age: 3+. Size: H220mm.

419 97054 £16.95

FOAM WEDGE*
A range of fi rm Softplay wedges which offer 
excellent support and are ideal for positioning. 
Covered in easy-to-clean vinyl, Foam Wedges 
are available in three sizes. Please state 
colour when ordering.
Small: H180mm x W460mm x D380mm.
Medium: H350mm x W750mm x D400mm.
Large:  H400mm x W900mm x D700mm.

419 70251 - Small £52.00(V)
419 70252 - Medium £99.95(V)
419 70253 - Large £132.00(V)

SIT-ON WEDGE
  A durable infl ated wedge with a knobbly 
textured surface ideal for enhancing touch, 
balance and co-ordination.  The Sit-On 
Wedge is particularly comfortable for fl oor 
sitting as it moves the pelvis into a natural, 
supported upright position. For this reason, 
it is particularly good for children who have 
rounded shoulders or low muscle tone, as 
the seat helps the body sit in a good postural 
position. 
 Small: W250mm x D250mm.
Large: W320mm x D320mm.

419 25550 - Small £24.95
419 25549 - Large £29.95

FIT CHAIRS
A Gym Ball secured within a plastic chair 
on casters, providing bounce as well as 
movement from side to side. Particularly 
good for children who tip back on their 
seats. Available in two sizes:
Small:
Seat H370mm suitable for up to 100kg.
Large:
Seat H530mm suitable for up to 135kg.

419 25565 - Small £79.95
419 25566 - Large £99.95

SIT-ON PEANUT BALL
A large rubber peanut-shaped ball covered 
with nubbins which offers numerous seating 
positions. Ideal for strengthening the hips 
and trunk, it provides a great sensory range 
of activities - rolling, rocking, balancing and 
bouncing. Age: 3+. Size: L750mm.

419 25557 £39.50

SIT-ON WEDGESIT-ON WEDGE

419 25557  £39.50

position & seating
creating an exciting and colourful world safe for all to explore

BALANCE SEATBALANCE SEAT

creating an exciting and colourful world safe for all to explore

trunk. Regular use of these seats can improve 

creating an exciting and colourful world safe for all to explore

GIANT
FLOOR CUSHION S*
Two giant cushions made from hard-wearing, 
easy-to-clean vinyl with polybead fi lling and 
non-slip base - ideal for group activity and 
relaxation. Available in Black & White
or Multi-Coloured. 
 Size: H100mm x W1400mm x D1400mm .

419 70288 - Black & White £285.00
419 70289 - Multi-Coloured £285.00

FOAM WEDGE*FOAM WEDGE*
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sensory integration
helping with balance and spatial awareness
Products to be used under the supervision of a professional/responsible adult at all times

Sensory Integration is the neurological 
process that organizes sensation from 
one’s own body and the environment and 
makes it possible to use the body effectively 
within that environment. It enables us to 
combine sensory input with previously learnt 
information, memories and knowledge, and 
make a meaningful response.

Sensory Integration is central to learning 
and development, occurring subconsciously 
with little effort in typically functioning 
individuals. It leads to the development of 
body awareness, movement sequencing 
and planning, and appropriate meaningful 
responses.

But many children and adults have not 
developed effi cient processing of sensory 
information and, as a result, fi nd it diffi cult 
to engage in effective environmental and 
social interactions. This may be diagnosed 
as a sensory processing disorder, commonly 
associated with Autistic Spectrum Disorders, 
motor coordination, or attention and learning 
disabilities.

Sensory Integration treatment is client led, 
play based, and takes place in a conducive 

C FRAME
& TRIPLE POINT HEAD
This popular C Frame is a free-standing tubular 
steel suspension system for use with sensory 
integration swing products. The frame eliminates 
the need for permanent structural fi xings, is easy 
to transport and assemble, and is of modular 
construction. 

The C Frame is strong and robust and can be 
ideal in a situation where ceiling fi xing is not 
possible or you require greater fl exibility in the 
area where you would like to work. The frame 
comes with a single point head with the option of 
purchasing a triple point head (illustrated). The 
triple fi xing point allows both a single
point use with rotational device,
and also a two point fi xing
for linear work.

environment where the individual develops
and gains confi dence, leading to neurological
change and adaptive responses. Therapy is an
active process between the individual, the
environment and a trained therapist.

INSTALLATION ADVICE
Suspension systems must be properly installed and able
to sustain a 1,000-pound working load at up to a 45° angle in 
any direction - please ensure that this criteria is met in order 
to provide suspended therapy safely. All equipment should be 
checked regularly to note any damage or wear and tear which 
could adversely affect the safety of the equipment. Purchase
of suspended equipment should be under the advice of a
trained sensory integration therapist.

ADVICE ON USE OF EQUIPMENT
Safe use of equipment on these pages requires the direction of 
an experienced sensory integration therapist. Detailed advice 
about swings is provided as a guide only and does not take into 
consideration specifi c client needs.

For further information visit: www.sensoryintegration.org.uk.

The minimal fl exion in the movement of swings on the C Frame 
provides gentle bouncing action as well as swing movement. 
This can be minimised by the therapist or used as an option for 
the individual. Although the C Frame is free-standing, for adult 
use it is likely to require fl oor fi xing. Two years warranty as 
standard. Maximum weight: 150kg.
Size: 2330mmH x 1860mm Dia. Base.

419 81866 - C Frame  £2,484.00
419 81867 - Triple Point Head  £218.00
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SAFETY ROTATIONAL 
DEVICE (far right)
This device is an essential piece 
of equipment when any rotation 
is being performed and prevents 
twist damage to ropes. The 
Safety Rotational Device should 
be fi tted between your ceiling 
fi xing bracket and harness.
Working load 450kg.

419 80863 £65.00

HEIGHT ADJUSTER
(near right)
It is always essential to adjust the 
height of any swing for a client to 
ensure that the action is appropriate 
and specifi c to the individual’s 
needs. The Height Adjuster is easily 
managed and attaches between the 
ceiling fi xing bracket - or rotational 
device - and harness. This makes it 
easy to adjust the height of your client 
from the fl oor. Comes complete with 
rope. Working load 450kg.

419 80861 £160.00

FLEXI BOLSTER
The Flexi Bolster fl exion swing has a single point of fi xing and should be used with a rotational device 
(sold seperately) to provide linear or rotational movement. This is an intense swing which provides high 
levels of proprioceptive input as the individual holds tightly to maintain their position. It requires stamina 
from the user and close monitoring of the intense vestibular action by an experienced sensory integration 
therapist. It comes in one size only which can accommodate children to adult size. 
Two years warranty as standard.  Maximum weight: 136kg.  Available in a choice of three colours: red, 
green and blue.  Size: H960mm. Seat: 800mm Dia.  Pole: 230mm Dia.

419 81863 £482.00

SWING BOLSTER
This substantial, robust bolster swing can be suspended from 
a single point to offer rotation when used in conjunction with a 
rotational device (sold separately), or suspended from two points 
to provide linear movement. Due to the shape of the seat, a bolster 
is harder to sit on, but is a great piece of equipment to work on and 
ideal for hanging upside down. It provides opportunities to improve 
balance, fl exion control against gravity and is a greater challenge 
than a platform swing. Two years warranty as standard. Maximum 
weight: 136kg.  Available in three sizes with a choice of three 
colours: red, green and blue.
Size 1: L900mm x 230mm Dia.
Size 2: L1200mm x 230mm Dia.
Size 3: L1500mm x 230mm Dia

419 81860 - Size 1 £413.00
419 81861 - Size 2 £476.00
419 81862 - Size 3 £542.00

FLEXI BOLSTER
The Flexi Bolster fl exion swing has a single point of fi xing and should be used with a rotational device 
(sold seperately) to provide linear or rotational movement. This is an intense swing which provides high 
levels of proprioceptive input as the individual holds tightly to maintain their position. It requires stamina 
from the user and close monitoring of the intense vestibular action by an experienced sensory integration 
therapist. It comes in one size only which can accommodate children to adult size. 
Two years warranty as standard.  Maximum weight: 136kg.  Available in a choice of three colours: red, 
green and blue.  Size: H960mm. Seat: 800mm Dia.  Pole: 230mm Dia.

419 81863 £482.00

SWING BOLSTER 
A Swing Bolster is a challenging 
cylindrical swing which requires 
greater fl exion control to maintain 
position and balance.

FLEXION SWING
A fl exion swing is a challenging piece of 
equipment which requires the individual 
to be able to climb onto it, wrap their legs 
around, and maintain a tight fl exed hold with 
either one or two arms. Suitable for the more 
agile and those with more developed muscle 
strength and endurance.

Flexi Bolster
featured with C Frame
and Triple Point Head

Swing Bolster
featured with C Frame
and Triple Point Head
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* Please see colour options on page 200

FLOOR MATS*  (right)
Multi-purpose mats with Velcro edges 
for joining together. Made from nylon 
reinforced vinyl. Please state colour.
Size: H75mm x W1800mm x D1200mm.

419 75001 - Single £190.00(V)
419 75002 - Set of 4 £695.00(V)

O FRAME 
An indoor free-standing suspension system for use with 
sensory swings and bolsters. Easy to construct and 
made from tubular steel, it can also be fi xed to the fl oor 
for extra stability. The O Frame will provide great fun and 
put a smile on your child’s face! Comes with or without 
cushioned mats. Two years warranty as standard. 
Maximum weight: 300kg.
Size: H2200mm x 2350mm Dia.

419 81874 - O Frame £2,349.00 
419 81880 - O Frame & Mats £2,588.00

FOLD-AWAY MAT*  (above)  
 An easy-to-fold Softplay mat for
space-saving storage, ideal for all forms 
of gym activity. Please state colour when 
ordering.  Size:
 Open: W1200mm x D2000mm.
Closed: W1200mm x D500mm .

419 75807 £245.00(V)

FOLD-AWAY MAT*  (above)  
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sensory integration
helping with balance and spatial awareness

Products to be used under the supervision of a professional/responsible adult at all times

HUG‘N’HOLD BOLSTER (left)
This bolster provides endless fun and is 
strong enough to be used by two children 
at the same time. Easy to use, it can be 
suspended from the A, C and O Frames or 
directly from the ceiling. Two years warranty 
as standard. Maximum weight: 136kg. 
Available in three sizes with a choice of three 
colours: red, green and blue.
Size: L1180mm.

419 81880B - Blue £666.00
419 81880G - Green £666.00
419 81880R - Red £666.00

ACTIVITY BOLSTER (below)
The Activity Bolster helps to stimulate muscles and 
improve general body co-ordination and balance. Easy to 
use, it can be suspended from the A, C and O Frames or 
directly from the ceiling. Two years warranty as standard. 
Maximum weight: 136kg. Available in three sizes with a 
choice of three colours: red, green and blue.

419 81877 - Size 1 L930mm £482.00
419 81878 - Size 2 L1265mm £542.00
419 81879 - Size 3 L1570mm £604.00

Activity Bolster
featured with O Frame

Hug‘N’Hold Bolster
featured with O Frame
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sensory integration
helping with balance and spatial awareness

A FRAME 
Made from tubular steel and supported by six 
legs, the A Frame has been designed to carry 
heavy loads. Easy to construct, it will support 
two swings or bolsters at the same time. 
Comes with or without cushioned mats. Two 
years warranty as standard. 
Maximum weight: 300kg.
Size: H2325mm x W5181mm x D1906mm.

419 81876 - A Frame £2,608.00 
419 81875 - A Frame & Mats £2,846.00

BILATERAL BOLSTER
A bolster swing which helps improve bilateral integration and offers 
the benefi ts of postural and balance adjustment. The bolster has 
two ropes attached to the body for clients to grasp and these are 
covered in vinyl to protect hands. Can be used to sit or hang from. 
Easy to use, it can be suspended from the A, C and O Frames or 
directly from the ceiling. Maximum weight: 150kg.  Size: L1200mm.

419 80864 £595.00(V)

SLING SWINGS
A soft nylon knit fabric swing that will not gather and bunch when 
weighted - it works like a net without tangle problems. Easy to use, 
it can be suspended from the A, C and O Frames or directly from 
the ceiling. The Child Sling Swing has a working load of 75kg and 
the Adult Sling Swing has a working load of 125kg.

419 80857 - Child £179.00(V)
419 80855 - Adult £222.50(V)

BILATERAL BOLSTER
A bolster swing which helps improve bilateral integration and offers 

SLING SWING
A sling swing is a 
highly versatile piece of 
equipment which offers 
bounce, linear movement 
and vestibular action. An 
experienced therapist can 
assist a client to use the 
swing in a sitting position, 
curled up or lying prone. 
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PLATFORM SWING
Often the fi rst and most essential 
swing purchased with a suspension 
system. With a height adjuster, 
a platform swing offers many 
opportunities for working close to 
the ground, lying face down, kneeling 
or standing. It offers opportunity to 
develop core stability, linear movement 
and balance. 

PLATFORM SWING (right)
This soft edged platform challenges balance 
and postural movements and can be used 
with clients in a variety of developmental 
positions. The design of a top disc allows 
grading adjustments which enable a wide 
range of tilting movements. Easy to use, it can 
be suspended from the A, C and O Frames 
or directly from the ceiling. Maximum weight: 
120kg.  Platform size: W775mm x D775mm.

419 80856 £360.00(V)

SWING PLATFORM
Used to improve directional and spatial 
awareness, these platforms can be 
suspended from the A, C and O Frames 
or directly from the ceiling. Size 1 is 
square, ideal for one person and comes 
with a spreader square at the top. Size 2 
is rectangular and easily accommodates 
up to two adults sitting side by side 
(reqires two fi xing points). Two years 
warranty as standard. Available in two 
sizes with a choice of three colours: red, 
green and blue.
Size 1: W800mm x D800mm. Maximum 
weight: 136kg.
Size 2: W1200mm x D800mm. Maximum 
weight: 136kg.

419 81864 - Size 1 £352.00
419 81865 - Size 2 £422.00

Swing platform
featured with C Frame
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sensory integration
helping with balance and spatial awareness

BODY ROLLER 
The Body Roller provides deep pressure therapy as a child crawls 
between the rollers. The rollers are fully padded and help the child to 
relax. The tension setting is easily adjusted.  Available in three colours: 
red, green and blue - please state when ordering.
Size: H580mm x W1000mm x D750mm .

419 81881 £482.00

 SENSORY SCOOTER
These padded scooters are ideal for any sensory therapy sessions. 
The scooters can be used in a variety of ways and help to develop 
bilateral motor co-ordination skills. Lying on the Sensory Scooter, 
children can use their arms and legs to navigate around an obstacle 
course, teaching key skills in transitioning, hand/eye co-ordination, 
spatial awareness and proprioception. Maximum weight: 120kg. 
Available in two sizes and three colours: red, green and blue - 
please state when ordering. 
 Small: L900 x W520mm.
Large: L1100 x W600mm .

419 81871 - Small £193.00
419 81872 - Large £214.00

RAMP & SCOOTER
This Ramp & Scooter set comprises
a Sensory Scooter and two different wooden ramps
which can be used for proprioception activity as well as refi ning 
motor co-ordination skills. The scooter has a fl at padded surface 
which makes it easier for your child to lie in a prone position. The 
ramp is easy to construct. Maximum weight: 80kg. 

419 81870 - Set £569.00

RAMP & SCOOTER
This Ramp & Scooter set comprises
a Sensory Scooter and two different wooden ramps

 SENSORY SCOOTER

Products to be used under the supervision of a professional/responsible adult at all times

helping with balance and spatial awareness

BODY ROLLER 

NEW - TURNAROUND BOARD
A fun vinyl-covered turntable to sit or lie on and go for a spin. 
Designed to aid sensory integration, the Turnaround Board 
encourages the development of sense of self, spatial awareness, 
balance, bi-lateral coordination and core stability as part of 
interactive games and activities – ideal for helping to develop 
vestibular and proprioceptive senses. Available in a range of 12 
colours - please state colour when ordering. 
Size: H120mm x W900mm x D600mm

419 81886 £499.00(V)
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NEW - ROLLER SLIDE
A robust wooden slide with six vinyl-
covered rollers for a fun bumpy ride. 
The Roller Slide awakens vestibular and 
proprioceptive senses and can help to 
develop sense of self, spatial awareness, 
balance, bi-lateral coordination and core 
stability when used as part of a sensory 
integration program. The rollers’ vinyl 
covers make them easy to keep clean. 
Available in a range of 12 colours - please 
state colour when ordering. 
Size: H1190mm x L1980mm

419 81885 £820.00(V)

NEW - ROLLER SLIDE
A robust wooden slide with six vinyl-
covered rollers for a fun bumpy ride. 
The Roller Slide awakens vestibular and 

1

2

3

3. ROCKING TOP
This top-like cusioned seat helps to strengthen 
the core muscles and develop balance. With 
its simple and easy-to-use design, children 
learn how to control and balance their bodies 
while having fun. Maximum weight: 100kg. 
Size: H260mm x 500mm Dia. 

419 81883 £102.00

2. BODY BUMPER
The Body Bumper helps children to build their 
upper body strength by kneeling over the 
bumper and rolling back and forth to exercise 
arms and shoulders. Alternatively, they can 
roll the bumper using their feet to increase 
thigh and calf strength.  Available in three 
colours: red, green and blue -  please state 
when ordering. 
Size: H470mm x W560mm x D290mm .

419 81882 £181.00

1. ROCKING HORSE
Contemporary design coupled with a padded 
seat and back makes this Rocking Horse both 
attractive and comfortable. The seat depth 
is adjustable and the back can be reclined. 
Fitted with a black Dartex Pelvic Strap, the 
horse has been designed for children with 
reasonable upper body strength. Available in 
two sizes and three colours: red, green and 
blue - please state when ordering.
 Small: H480mm x W650mm x D290mm x 
280mm Seat.
Maximum weight: 25kg.
Large: H610mm x W835mm x D325mm x 
280mm Seat.
Maximum weight: 45kg.

419 81868 - Small £178.00
419 81869 - Large £205.00
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explore & learn with touch
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NEW - COLOURED
FLUFF BALLS
A set of six brightly coloured fl uff balls that 
are very soft and tactile. Easy to hold, throw 
and catch. Size: 90mm Dia.

419 25280 - Set of 6 £6.55

NEW - COLOURED

PATH FINDER
 A set of eleven wooden sand-embossed 
tactile fl oor tiles. A fun way of promoting 
spatial awareness, orientation skills, 
tactile perception of the feet, general 
balance and basic co-ordination skills. 
   Tile Size: W400mm x D400mm .

419 24149 - Set of 11 £119.95

SUPER SPHERES
 Four super-shiny coloured spheres. A great, 
sensory open-ended resource which will 
delight and engage children’s imagination. 
The set includes red, gold, green and blue 
with smooth, wipe clean surfaces. Age: 0+. 
Size: 150mm Dia.

419 25427 - Set of 4 £39.95

MONDO ULTIMATE
SPAGHETTI BALL 
 A fun and incredibly stretchy tactile ball of 
spaghetti-like strands.  Age: 3+. 
Size: L300mm .

419 25257 £7.95

TACTILE LETTERS 
A set of 26 activity cards which feature 
extra-large lower case letters with a textured 
surface. Trace the letters with a fi nger to 
develop pre-writing skills and letter recognition 
- a fascinating way to explore the alphabet.
Age: 3+.  Size: H125mm x W100mm.

419 16497 £18.50

 TACTILE DOMINOES 
 A set of 24 different tactile dominoes to match 
and play with. Each domino is large and easy 
to pick up. Comes complete with a wooden 
storage tray.  Age: 3+.
Size: W90mm  x D44mm.

419 16806 £32.50

 TACTILE DOMINOES 
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TACTILE
SQUARES 
 A set of six different tactile
interlocking tiles which join together to form 
a mat, path or cube, helping to develop 
exploration and tactile recognition.  Age: 3+.  
Size: W400mm .

419 80848 - Set of 6 £64.50

TACTILE HANDS & FEET 
 A set of six pairs of non-slip tactile hand 
and foot prints in four colours. Ideal for fl oor 
games.  Hand size: L200mm x W170mm.
Feet size: L230mm x W100mm.

419 16110 - Hands £21.50
419 16111 - Feet £21.50
419 16112 - Hands & Feet £39.25

TACTILE HANDS & FEET TACTILE HANDS & FEET 
TOUCH AND MATCH
Match the 12 differently-textured cylinders 
with the corresponding indents on the game 
board. An ideal multi-skill game to enjoy.
Size: W220mm x D170mm.

419 16808 £12.50

TOUCH AND MATCH

NEW - TACTILE PLACE MATS
A set of six textured mats, each with their own 
distinctive colour and texture, from red plush 
or black faux leather to yellow honeycombed 
fabric or green two-tone sequins. The reverse 
of each mat has a special non-slip surface 
suitable for tables or desk tops. 
Size: L360mm x W260mm

419 16802 - Set of 6 £42.95(V)

NEW - TACTILE PLACE MATS
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INTERLOCKING
SENSORY STONES 
Ideal for exploring matching and symmetry, 
these pairs of interlocking stones are 
designed so that each pair attaches in a 
different way - from concentric circles which 
can be continually twisted to shapes that can 
be interlocked in two, three and four positions. 
The set consists of eight stones in four pairs. 
Size: 75mm Dia.

419 16519 - Set of 8 £22.00

 SENSORY STONES 
 These large stones are designed to 
encourage children to experiment with the 
raised and indented shapes and patterns. 
The Sensory Stones can be used on their 
own or as part of a wider sensory experience 
incorporating messy play. The set of eight 
stones include four raised designs (circles, 
dots, wavy lines and grid) and four indented 
designs (circles, lines, zig-zags and spiral). 
The set comes complete with a guide full of 
exciting ideas for sensory play, messy play, 
printing and mark making.  Size: 75mm Dia.

419 16520 - Set of 8 £22.00

SENSORY SHAPES
 This set of 12 tactile Sensory Shapes offer 
children the opportunity to extend their 
understanding of shape through exploratory 
play and mark making. The ridged and 
smooth surfaces can be used to explore 
early numeracy and build comparative and 
descriptive language across all areas of a 
setting including sand, water and outdoors.  
Shapes come in two sizes and comprise 
circle, triangle, square, rectangle, pentagon 
and hexagon. Sizes: H50mm and H80mm.

419 16517 - Set of 12 £22.00

NEW - SPIDER BALLS
Three funny balls with friendly faces and 
dozens of tentacle legs that make them easy 
to grip and catch. Roll a Spider Ball and it 
stops itself as if by magic, so it will never stray 
far if it gets dropped. Some of the legs even 
glow in the dark! Ball colours may vary.
Age: 3yrs +. Size: 75mm Dia.

419 25154 £6.25

NEW - SPIDER BALLSNEW - SPIDER BALLS
Three funny balls with friendly faces and 
dozens of tentacle legs that make them easy 
to grip and catch. Roll a Spider Ball and it 

NEW - SPIDER BALLS

 WRIGGLY CENTIPEDES 
 A set of four colourful centipedes. Soft, fl oppy, 
stretchy and highly tactile. 
Age: 3+.   Size: L240mm .

419 15128 - Set of 4 £7.95

 CRYSTAL ORGANZA 
RAINBOW PACK 
A set of seven colourful organza cloths with 
a sparkling crystal lustre which creates a 
stunning visual effect and is ideal for providing 
tactile stimulation. It can also be used to 
enhance music and movement, soften the 
environment or as part of role play.  Age: 3+.  
Size: W1500mm x D1000mm. 

419 50684 - Set of 7 £19.95
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LARGE ACTIVITY CENTRE 
 A large free-standing double-sided activity board, offering many 
visual and noisy activities. Designed to encourage group play, 
sharing and exploration.  Age: 3+. 
Size: H460mm x W760mm x D330mm .

419 15412 £329.00

MIRROR DIFFRACTION ACTIVITY CENTRE 
 A free-standing, double-sided activity centre with mirrors, diffraction 
tubes, roly-poly drum and a mirror marble wheel. Encourages 
exploration.   Age: 3+. Size: H380mm x W610mm x D250mm .

419 15413 £275.00

TACTILE
CUBE
A set of six large
chunky lightweight
plastic tiles with
interlocking teeth
which easily build
into a large cube with
a tactile surface on
each face: dot, grid or
concentric circles.
Alternatively, the
tiles can be used to
make a pathway as they are durable, strong and feature non-slip rubber 
stoppers. The Tactile Cube stimulates creativity, enhances spatial and 
directional awareness, and develops gross motor actions while children 
play. Age: 3+. Size: H400mm x W400mm x D50mm.

419 16494 - Set of 6 £93.50

FEELIE TACTILE BOXES 
A set of 10 large tactile wooden boxes, each with a hidden 
texture inside. Match the interchangeable textured discs with the 
corresponding texture inside the box. Feelie Tactile Boxes can be 
used with hands and feet, and are a fun way of training basic tactile 
skills.  Age: 3+.     Size: H110mm  x W190mm x D180mm.

419 24145 - Set of 10 £245.00

FEELIE TACTILE BOXES 
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FEELIE BAGS & STAND 
 A table-top stand with seven cubby-hole feelie bags. Ideal for playing 
games of tactile recognition. Comes complete with stand, bags and 
storage board.  Size: H140mm x W700mm x D300mm .

419 24140 £102.00

TACTILE SAND TILES 
A set of 10 sand-embossed fi breboard tiles which help promote tactile 
perception, fi ne motor skills and hand/eye co-ordination. Feel the 
shapes embossed on the tiles with your fi ngers and then transfer your 
tactile experience onto paper.  Age: 3+.  

419 16500 - Set of 10 £82.00

TACTILE SAND TILES 

ODD BALLS SET
A set of four different infl atable balls with distinctive and unusual 
shapes and surface textures. Great fun for throwing and catching as the 
irregular shapes make them bounce and roll in unpredictable directions, 
challenging expectations and hand/eye co-ordination Sizes:
rugby ball L250mm, pyramid ball L180mm, knobbly ball 220mm Dia, 
spikey ball 150mm Dia.

419 25278 - Set of 4 £21.95

tactile resources
Products to be used under the supervision of a professional/responsible adult at all times

ODD BALLS SET

spikey ball 150mm Dia.

419 25278 - Set of 4 £21.95

TACTILE DISCS 
 Using your hands and feet, 
match the large discs to the 
smaller discs hidden in the 
bag. Alternatively, simply 
match the colours. Great 
for developing recognition 
skills, tactile perception and 
encourages communication. 
The Tactile Discs set 
comprises fi ve large and fi ve 
small tactile discs with blindfold 
and storage bag.  Size:
270mm Dia. and 110mm Dia. 

419 16807 £69.95
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TACTILE
FLOOR FRAMES 
 Walk barefoot across these seven fl oor tiles 
to experience different tactile sensations. The 
fl oor frames stack easily onto a mobile trolley.  
Age: 3+.  
Size: H60mm x W530mm x D350mm.

419 24146 - Set of 7 £395.00 

FEELIE HAND BOX 
 Place any object inside the Feelie Hand 
Box for the user to touch, feel and explore. 
Encourages communication and discovery 
(accessories illustrated not included). 
   Size: H160mm  x W360mm x D300mm.

419 24138 £59.95

NEW - FUNNY
FACE FURRY BALL
A large football-sized infl atable ball covered 
with soft fl uorescent fur which glows brightly 
under UV light. One side features a humorous 
friendly face that children will love. Ideal for 
throwing and catching activities in a darkened 
environment. Two styles available: pink 
(smiley face) or green (dizzy face).
Age: 3+.  Size: 210mm Dia.

419 18517-BP - Pink £2.75
419 18517-G - Green £2.75

NEW - FUNNY

NEW - SANDPAPER LETTERS
A set of 26 easy-to-assemble sandpaper 
letters which provide a range of visual, tactile 
and auditory learning activities. Each textured 
letterform is illustrated with corresponding 
images and printed words to help with 
learning letter sounds and names. Trace the 
shape of each letter with a fi nger, or make 
textured rubbings with paper and crayons. 
The set comprises 26 illustrated alphabet 
cards and three printed sandpaper sheets with 
self-adhesive backing.
Card size: H210mm x W150mm

419 16502 £18.99

NEW - NEW - SANDPAPER LETTERSSANDPAPER LETTERS

SILISHAPES
SENSORY CIRCLES
 A set of soft textured circular discs each with 
a distinctive pattern on its face. Non-slip, 
the Silishapes Sensory Circles  are a great 
resource to use on the fl oor with bare feet. 
After use, they can be washed with soapy 
water or placed in the dishwasher. The set 
includes fi ve large and fi ve small discs in a 
range of colours. Age: 3+.
Small: 80mm Dia. Large: 350mm Dia. 

419 26307 £39.95

SILISHAPES
SENSORY CIRCLESSENSORY CIRCLES

MIRROR PEBBLES 
 Children will be absorbed by this refl ective 
collection of differently sized metallic discs. 
These smooth shiny pebbles will fascinate 
when laid in paths and stacked. Four different 
sizes to distinguish, sort and sequence.
Age: 3+ . Size: 45mm Dia. to 150mm  Dia.

419 25426 - Set of 20 £65.95

NEW - MUDBALLS
Texture without all the mess! A set of three 
tactile balls each offering unique textures on 
both the inside and the outside. Each exterior 
has either a bumpy, pointy or smooth textured 
surface while the insides are fi lled with large 
beads, small beads or sand. There’s also 
a hidden snake toy inside each ball for an 
added tactile surprise. For use as a fi dget 
or communication exercises describing 
similarities and differences.

419 25286 - Set of 3 £25.95

NEW - MUDBALLS

TACTILE BALLS
A set of six soft air-fi lled balls each with its 
own distinctive surface texture and colour.  
Age: 1+. Size: 110mm Dia.

419 25345 - Set of 6 £23.95
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RAINBOW RIVERSTONES  
 A set of six colourful plastic platforms comprising 
two large, two medium and two small Rainbow 
Riverstones in mixed colours with raised patterns 
on the upper surface: red/orange, green/blue and 
yellow/pink. Rubber edging prevents slippage. 
The set comes complete with a compact canvas 
carry bag.  Age: 3+.   
Small: H80mm x W270mm x D270mm. 
Medium: H140mm x W350mm x D350mm. 
Large: H130mm x W390mm x D390mm.

419 97040 - Set of 6 £99.95

FLOOR SURFER 
 An attractive roller board with comfy foam 
inserts for children to sit or lie on while they 
surf across the fl oor. Combining active play 
with motor skills development, the Floor Surfer 
ensures safe use by any child irrespective 
of their motor skills level. A raised forward 
section supports the coccyx when the child 
is sitting and cushions the sternum when 
lying down, while tapering at the front gives 
increased freedom of movement. Screened 
wheels and protruding corners are designed 
for extra safety.  Maximum weight: 100kg.  
Age: 2+ .
Size: H140mm  x L560mm  x D370mm.

  419 97016 £95.00

ACTIVITY BALL 
A large transparent gym ball containing 
12 multi-coloured balls which come to life 
when the ball is bounced. The Activity Ball 
captivates and exercises tracking skills.  
Age: 3+.  Size: 600mm Dia.

419 25148 £23.95

FLOOR SURFER 

balance & movement
ideal products for developing motor skills & co-ordination
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PUTT PUTT BALANCE BOARD 
 A balance board designed for one person, 
with a double-layer spiral ball track. Careful 
balance and co-ordination encourages two 
small balls (supplied) to move continuously 
along the track between the layers - in one 
hole and out the other. Improves strength and 
fl exibility in ankle joints and develops a sense 
of balance and co-ordination.  Age: 3+. 
Size: W500mm  x D400mm.

419 97000 £54.95

ROCKING SEESAW BALANCE 
 This durable one-person seesaw is ideal for 
teaching balance, control and co-ordination. 
The non-slip rubber inserts provide sensory 
stimulation for the feet.  Age: 3+. 
Size: H150mm x W550mm x D240mm. 

419 97023 £36.95

TEETER POPPER 
 A fun colourful rocker with 14 inset suction 
cups which pop when you rock! A highly 
durable plastic body with handles at each 
end enables easy movement - stand, 
sit, rock, tilt, wobble, wiggle or spin - 
improving core strength and stability, 
balance, co-ordination and gross-motor 
skills. Every movement is rewarded 
with multiple popping sounds, arousing 
curiosity, stimulating senses, engaging the 
imagination, and encouraging creativity. 
Appeals to a wide range of ages. 
Available in three colourways: pink/green, 
green/blue and blue/green - please state 
when ordering. Weight limit: 50kg .
Size: H190mm x W710mm x D290mm.

419 25568 £36.95

WHIZZY DIZZY
A mini roundabout designed for a single 
child, Whizzy Dizzy has a sturdy plastic base 
supporting a swivelling sitting platform, which 
rotates as the child turns the fi xed central 
wheel. Promoting healthy activity indoors 
and out, Whizzy Dizzy is ideal for improving 
strength and gross motor skills, utilising core 
muscles as they learn to co-ordinate their 
hands and arms in order to spin themselves 
around. Maximum weight: 45kg. Age: 3+.
Size: H300mm x 550mm Dia.

419 97070 £84.95

PUTT PUTT BALANCE BOARD 

ROCKING SEESAW BALANCE 

WHIZZY DIZZY

with a double-layer spiral ball track. Careful 
balance and co-ordination encourages two 
small balls (supplied) to move continuously 
along the track between the layers - in one 
hole and out the other. Improves strength and 
fl exibility in ankle joints and develops a sense 
of balance and co-ordination.  Age: 3+. 
Size: W500mm  x D400mm.

419 97000 £54.95

TEETER POPPER 
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HAMSTER WHEEL
 A strong, stable wheel which can be split into two halves. Easy to 
assemble and ideal for rocking, rolling and balancing. 
Age: 3+.   Size: H420mm x 1200mm Dia. 

419 97062 £243.00

WAVY TACTILE PATH  
 A set of eight sturdy interlocking path sections, each rising and falling 
in elevation. Raised line and circle patterns on the upper surface offer 
different tactile sensations while walking along the path. The path 
sections can be arranged in curved or linear patterns providing a variety 
of confi gurations. Rubber edging prevents slippage. The set comes 
complete with a compact canvas carry bag.  Age: 3+. 
Size of path section: H110mm x W650mm  x D145mm.

419 97043 - Set of 8 £165.95

KOALA 
 A three-sided rocker which can
also be inverted to form a stable seat
or den. Sit inside the Koala to rock or rotate,
stimulating muscle development, balance and co-ordination. The 
exterior has a circular moulding which prevents it from rolling too far 
forward. Turn the Koala upside down to make a challenging seat or a 
small play den - combine several Koalas to make a play tunnel.
Age: 1 to 6.  Size: H430mm x 690mm Dia.

419 97068 £75.00

POLY SPOT MARKERS 
 A set of 12 rubber non-slip markers in six different colours, ideal for 
fl oor games. Size: 230mm Dia.

419 97109 - Set of 12 £14.95

WAVY TACTILE PATH  

KOALA 

or den. Sit inside the Koala to rock or rotate,
stimulating muscle development, balance and co-ordination. The 
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BALANCE STEPPING CLOUDS
 A set of four colourful, tactile cloud-shaped platforms. The blue and 
green clouds each have a different dot or stripe pattern which prevents 
slipping and provides a tactile reward. Each cloud has a hard base and 
a soft topside which can be infl ated to different levels to adapt to each 
child’s ability. Comes with a handy storage bag. 
Age: 3+.  Size: H45mm x W315mm x D237mm. 

419 97020 - Set of 4 £125.00

BODY SOX  
 Each Body Sox is constructed from four-way stretch lycra and has 
an easy to use Velcro open/close entrance. A fantastic way to teach 
spatial language with reinforced tactile information from the lycra 
- ‘tall’, ‘wide’ and ‘tiny’ all start to have more meaning when a child
can feel the shape they make. Many children with autism will enjoy
the sensation of the lycra squeezing against their body. Size:
Small: H1200mm x W700mm.
Medium: H1220mm x W710mm.  Age: 9 to 13.
Large: H1440mm x W760mm. Age: 14+.
Extra Large: H1580mm x W750mm.

419 97151 - Small £35.95
419 97152 - Medium £39.95
419 97153 - Large £44.95
419 97164 - Extra Large £49.95

 POM-POMS 
 A pair of lightweight
Pom-Poms that are ideal for 
encouraging gross arm and 
body movements.  Age: 3+. 
Size: L360mm.

419 97156 - Pair £8.45

PHYSIO ACTIVITY ROLL
A large transparent peanut-shaped gym ball containing 12
multi-coloured balls which bounce around when the Physio Activity 
Roll moves. Recommended for therapy use to promote three-
dimensional sight and co-ordination.  Ages: 3+. 
Size: L900mm x 550mm Dia.

419 25141 £47.00

Size: L900mm x 550mm Dia.

419 25141 £47.00

BALANCE STEPPING CLOUDS

BODY SOX  
 Each Body Sox is constructed from four-way stretch lycra and has 
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NEW - FOREST TUNNEL
A robust easy-to-assemble climbing tunnel comprising brown side 
boards for the tunnel walls and green fl ower and leaf pattern boards 
which connect on the top or bottom. Open holes in the side boards 
provides visibility and allows light to pass through the tunnel, while 
assorted patterns on each side of the boards provide a variety of 
visual and tactile experiences. The multi-angled design allows a 
variety of construction confi gurations and the adorable owl-shaped 
connectors reinforce the tunnel structure for greater stability. The 
Forest Tunnel set contains four brown side boards, two green 
fl ower/leaf pattern boards, three owl connectors, 14 nuts and a 
plastic wrench. Age: 10m+. Size:
Side Boards: H555mm x W540mm x D60-100mm.
Pattern Boards: H685mm x W595mm x D100mm.

419 97075 £265.00

NEW - FOREST TUNNEL

BALANCE
BOARD SETS 
Two sets of balancing discs
each with two different pattern
inserts and three balls. The Small
Balance Boards are designed for a single child while the Large 
Balance Boards are big enough for two. Both sets help develop 
balance and co-ordination and improve strength and fl exibility in 
ankle joints. The Balance Board and pattern inserts can also be 
hand-held.  Age: 3+.  Small: 480mm Dia. Large: 660mm Dia. 

419 97021 - Small Set £36.95
419 97022 - Large Set £64.95

balance & movement

Two sets of balancing discs
each with two different pattern
inserts and three balls. The Small
Balance Boards are designed for a single child while the Large 

Products to be used under the supervision of a professional/responsible adult at all times

OUTDOOR JINGLE BALL 
 A heavy-duty ball for outdoor use. Containing 
bells, it jingles when rolled and is ideal for the 
visually impaired. 

 419 25402 - Small 150mm Dia. £29.95
419 25401 - Large 240mm Dia. £31.95

OUTDOOR JINGLE BALL OUTDOOR JINGLE BALL 
JUGGLING
SCARVES 
 Light, easy to
handle, colourful
and glow furiously
under UV light - all it takes is a slight 
movement to have this set of three Neon 
Scarves waving through the air. Ideal for 
group activities and encouraging movement.  
Age: 3+ . Size: L460mm.

419 40420 - Pack of 3 £7.95

 BILIBO 
A durable, highly versatile seat perfect for 
rocking and spinning. Bilibo is ideal for both 
indoor and outdoor play, develops balance 
and core muscle strength, and invites children 
to use their imagination in an active and 
creative way. Age: 3+. Size: W400mm. 

419 87109 £28.50

419 97075 £265.00 419 97022 - Large Set £64.95

JUGGLINGA durable, highly versatile seat perfect for 
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CO-OPER
BAND
A heavy-duty
latex tube covered
in bright soft velvet
fabric, this large rubber
band offers a unique
take on group interaction.
Use it as a wake-up activity before settling pupils down, providing the 
benefi ts of gross motor activity before concentration tasks.
Size: L1500mm x W1000mm. 

419 97158 - Small (2 to 5 people) £29.95
419 97159 - Large (6 to 12 people) £53.95

Use it as a wake-up activity before settling pupils down, providing the 

 SPIN DISH & SPIN TOP 
 A durable disc-shaped dish and inverted cone 
top large enough for children to climb inside 
and spin round and round. Ideal for use inside 
or out, the Spin Dish and Spin Top encourage 
co-ordination and balance while you play.
Age: 3+. 
Dish size: H170mm x 800mm Dia. 
Top size: H370mm  x 800mm Dia.

419 22591 - Dish £64.95
419 22592 - Top £64.95

 SPIN DISH & SPIN TOP 

HILLTOPS 
 A set of fi ve coloured platforms of 
varying heights with anti-slip rubber 
feet which help to develop a child’s 
ability to balance and estimate 
distance.  Age: 3+.  Three sizes:
H85mm x W360mm; H170mm x W405mm; H255mm x W420mm. 

419 97046 - Set of 5 £84.50

CO-OPER
BAND
A heavy-duty
latex tube covered
in bright soft velvet

 SPIN DISH & SPIN TOP  SPIN DISH & SPIN TOP 

CAROUSEL 
An exciting mini carousel consisting of a 
solid, moulded plastic seat on a steel disc 
mounted with a rotation joint to a solid metal 
base with rubber feet. The seat is placed at a 
slight angle to enable the child to propel the 
Carousel round and round by shifting their 
centre of gravity. It is also possible for younger 
children to use their feet to set themselves 
in motion. The Carousel develops muscle 
interaction as well as strength and balance. 
Maximum weight: 80kg .
Size: H340mm  x 560mm Dia.

419 97050 £165.00

CAROUSEL 

TACTILE HANDS & FEET
 A set of six pairs of non-slip tactile hand 
and foot prints in four colours. Ideal for fl oor 
games. 
Hand size: L200mm x W170mm.
Feet size: L230mm x W100mm.

419 16110 - Hands £21.50
419 16111 - Feet £21.50
419 16112 - Hands & Feet £39.25

TACTILE HANDS & FEET
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SILISHAPES
SENSORY CIRCLES
 A set of soft textured circular discs each with 
a distinctive pattern on its face. Non-slip, 
the Silishapes Sensory Circles  are a great 
resource to use on the fl oor with bare feet. 
After use, they can be washed with soapy 
water or placed in the dishwasher. The set 
includes fi ve large and fi ve small discs in a 
range of colours. Age: 3+.
Small: 80mm Dia. Large: 350mm Dia. 

419 26307 £39.95

SILISHAPES
SENSORY CIRCLES

CRYSTAL ORGANZA 
RAINBOW PACK
A set of seven colourful organza cloths with 
a sparkling crystal lustre which creates a 
stunning visual effect and is ideal for providing 
tactile stimulation. They can also be used to 
enhance music and movement, soften the 
environment or as part of role play.  Age: 3+. 
Size: W1500mm x D1000mm. 

419 50684 - Set of 7 £19.95

HEMISPHERE
STILTS 
 Three pairs of stilts in red, yellow and blue, 
each with rope handles. Easy to use and 
suitable for indoors or out. Age: 3+. 
Size: 150mm Dia. 

419 97034 - 3 Pairs £37.95

SIT-ON
BALL CHAIR
A rubber ball with four small positioning 
prongs, suitable for a child who has a good 
understanding of their needs and are able to 
limit the movement they produce. The Sit-On 
Ball Chair doubles as a therapy ball for core 
stability work. Please note: a good sense of 
balance is required. Age: 3+. Sizes:
Medium: 450mm Dia. Large: 550mm Dia.

419 25551 - Medium £14.95
419 25552 - Large £18.95

balance & movement

BALL CHAIR
A rubber ball with four small positioning 

 Three pairs of stilts in red, yellow and blue, 

SIT-ON
BALL CHAIR
A rubber ball with four small positioning 
prongs, suitable for a child who has a good 
understanding of their needs and are able to 
limit the movement they produce. The Sit-On 
Ball Chair doubles as a therapy ball for core 
stability work. Please note: a good sense of 
balance is required. Age: 3+. Sizes:
Medium: 450mm Dia. Large: 550mm Dia.

419 25551 - Medium £14.95419 25551 - Medium £14.95
419 25552 - Large £18.95

HEMISPHERE

CRYSTAL ORGANZA 
RAINBOW PACK

RIVERSTONES  
 A set of six triangular platforms in various 
colours and sizes: three large and three small. 
The Riverstones provide challenging, active 
and  imaginative fun, helping children build 
confi dence when jumping, judging distances, 
co-ordinating and balancing. Each stone has 
rubber studs to prevent slipping.  Age: 3+.   
Small: H45mm x W250mm x D250mm.
Large: H85mm x W360mm x D360mm.

419 97045 - Set of 6 £57.95

HEMISPHEREHEMISPHERE
STILTS 
HEMISPHEREHEMISPHERE

RIVERSTONES  

ROTATION
BOARDS
These boards
encourage simple
manual manoeuvres to stimulate rotation. 
The small board has two handles and is 
suitable for a single child, while the large 
board has four handles and is big enough 
for two.  Age: 3+. Small: 480mm Dia. 
Large: 660mm Dia.

419 97024 - Small £47.95
419 97025 - Large £79.95
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NEW -
TRICKY FISH
A robust ball tracking game shaped as a 
happy smiling fi sh with a tail for a handle.  
Tilt the board with fi ne motor control to roll a 
small ball along the grooved path. Each side 
offers a different level of challenge: on one 
side, a mini-ball runs under a transparent 
cover, while on the other side, a bigger ball 
must be more carefully controlled to prevent 
it from falling out of the track. Two path styles 
are available: the green fi sh has a linear 
path (basic level) which helps develop hand 
control, the foundation of daily self-care 
abilities; the blue fi sh has a circular path 
(advanced level) which provides training 
for fi ne motor skills related to writing agility, 
throwing and fi nger movement. The big ball 
can be placed in the fi sh’s eye hole for easy 
storage. Tricky Fish helps to improve hand 
stability and fi nger dexterity, develops hand-
eye coordination, enhances visual tracking 
skills, and boosts concentration. Age: 3+. 
Size: L250mm x W210mm x H30mm

419 15070-G - Green £22.95
419 15070-B - Blue £22.95

NEW -
TRICKY FISH
A robust ball tracking game shaped as a 

AIR
CUSHION
 A durable infl ated
Air Cushion with a
knobbly textured
surface which can be sat or stepped on. 
Ideal for enhancing touch, balance and co-
ordination.  Small: 350mm Dia.
Medium: 550mm Dia.

419 25165 - Small £16.95
419 25166 - Medium £35.95

CO-OPER BLANKET
 Ideal for group co-ordinated movement, 
the blanket creates an environment for 
exploring space by encouraging stretching 
and making users aware of resistance. 
When a child feels the support of the 
Co-oper Blanket, it reinforces their body 
awareness - where their body and legs 
are, and how far they are moving. The 
Co-oper Blanket is fabricated from four-
way, heavy duty lycra which forms into a 
2400mm circle. Comes with an activity 
guide.  Size: H1500mm. 

419 97154 £325.00

CO-OPER BLANKET

surface which can be sat or stepped on. 

 ROLLER SEAT 
 Sit in or straddle this deep moulded ‘U’ 
shaped seat, and then ride off in any direction 
you wish! For indoor use only. 
Age: 3+ . Size: H300mm x W380mm.

419 97026 £69.95

RIBBON 
GLITTER 
STICKS
A set of six, high 
quality rainbow 
streamer ribbons, 
each with a sparkling 
plastic wand.  Use to 
strengthen arms and 
shoulders and inject 
a bit of fun into group 
activities!
Ribbon size: 
L1800mm.

419 97061 £14.95

419 97154 £325.00

each with a sparkling 
plastic wand.  Use to 
strengthen arms and 
shoulders and inject 
a bit of fun into group 

419 97061 £14.95
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balance & movement
ideal products for developing motor skills & co-ordination
Products to be used under the supervision of a professional/responsible adult at all times

SENSORY BALL PACK
 A selection of 20 balls with different tactile 
textures, colours, density and bounce 
properties. The balls are supplied in a black 
drawstring bag for easy storage. 
Ball sizes: 55mm Dia. to 75mm Dia.

   419 25275 - Set of 20 £34.95

SENSORY BALL PACK

WATER
LILY SET
A set consisting of lily-pad islands and 
both fl at and curvy connecting bridges. 
Ideal for enhancing physical co-ordination, 
as well as dexterity and balance 
development. The height of the islands 
can be changed to provide a more diffi cult 
challenge. The set includes four islands, 
one fl at bridge and one humpback bridge. 
Age: 3+. Size: 
Island: H166mm x W520mm x D520mm.
Flat Bridge: L1150mm x W266mm.
Humpback Bridge: L1150mm x W266mm.

419 97019 - Set of 6 £319.95

WATER
LILY SET

balance & movement

SEESAW 
 A sturdy one-person seesaw with recessed zig-zag 
track for two small balls (supplied) set into the upper 
surface. Helps to develop balance and co-ordination 
and improve strength and fl exibility in ankle joints.
Light enough to be hand-held by one or two people.  
Age: 3+.  Size: H90mm x W500mm x D230mm. 

419 97009 £33.95

track for two small balls (supplied) set into the upper 
surface. Helps to develop balance and co-ordination 

Light enough to be hand-held by one or two people.  

419 97009 £33.95

 WHALEY BOARD
A whale-shaped rocker board textured 
with waves and bubbles to provide tactile 
stimulation and enhance imagination. 
Sit or stand for a fun rocking game while 
encouraging balance skills and strengthening 
motor co-ordination. Maximum weight: 60kg.
Size: H20mm x L600mm x W340mm.

419 97067 £59.95 

 WHALEY BOARD

SEESAW 
 This fun wooden seesaw helps develop 
concentration, balance and co-ordination. Surface 
ridges help prevent children from slipping or sliding.  
Age: 3+. 
Size: H240mm x W1700mm x D150mm. 

419 97002 £135.95 WATER
LILY SET

419 97009 £33.95

RHOMBIC
SCOOTERS & STACKER 
 A set of four heavy-duty moulded plastic 
scooters designed with integral safe 
protective handles and non-marking 
wheels. Available in two sizes, the set 
comprises four colours: red, yellow, green 
and blue. The Stacker is an ideal way to 
store both sizes of scooter and has
heavy-duty wheels for easy transport. 
Age: 3+. Size:
 Small Scooter: W300mm x D300mm.
Large Scooter: W400mm x D400mm.
Stacker: H800mm x W400mm x D400mm.

419 97107 - Small - Set of 4 £59.95
419 97108 - Large - Set of 4 £82.95
419 97103 - Stacker £29.95

Age: 3+. Size: 
Island: H166mm x W520mm x D520mm.
Flat Bridge: L1150mm x W266mm.
Humpback Bridge: L1150mm x W266mm.

419 97019 - Set of 6 £319.95

RHOMBIC
SCOOTERS & STACKER 
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NEW - OVER THE MOUNTAIN 
A brilliant fi rst jungle gym experience for young children comprising 
large triangular uprights and double-sided wide and narrow 
climbing boards with different tactile patterns on both sides. 
Multiple holes on the triangles enable the boards to be assembled 
in numerous different positions using the provided nuts, creating 
a range of sturdy climbing activity structures to enhance motor 
coordination, develop physical strength, and improve fl exibility of 
body movement. The slopes of the wide and narrow boards can be 
adjusted to make different challenging levels, and indentations in 
the boards help children to climb easily and safely. The set contains 
four triangle boards, two wide boards and three narrow boards with 
20 nuts and a plastic wrench. Age: 1+. Size:
Triangle Board: H593mm x W660mm x D60mm
Wide Board: L522mm x W390mm x D70mm
Narrow Board: L522mm x W223mm x D55mm

419 97074 £295.00

NEW - OVER THE MOUNTAIN 

4. GYMNASTIC BALLS
 A range of heavy-duty moulded vinyl gym balls, used for gymnastics, 
balance and therapy exercise. All balls feature raised ribs for improved 
grip. Available in three sizes.  Maximum weight: 300kg. Age: 3+. 

 419 25129 - Small 550mm Dia. £14.95
419 25133 - Large 950mm Dia. £29.95
419 25134 - Extra Large1200mm Dia. £49.95

 2. JINGLING BALL
 A large transparent gym ball containing four bells. 
Age: 3+.  Size: 600mm Dia.

419 25149 £25.95

5. POWER PUMP
An air pump suitable for infl ating SpaceKraft’s range of activity balls. 
Comes complete with all the necessary adaptors.

 419 25147 £14.95

PHYSIO ROLL
 A large rubber peanut-shaped ball available in fi ve sizes. Movement 
is limited to forward and backward rotation and the controlled 
‘saddle’ provides stability. Age: 3+. 

 419 25135 - Small 300mm Dia. £21.95
 419 25136 - Midi 450mm Dia. £28.95
 419 25137 - Medium 550mm Dia. £33.95
 419 25138 - Large 700mm Dia. £37.95
 419 25139 - Extra Large 850mm Dia. £55.95

1. HALF MASSAGE BALL
A large rubber gym ball half-covered with nubbins - the other half is 
smooth.  Age: 3+.  Size: 400mm Dia.

419 25164 £22.95

3. SIT-ON PEANUT BALL
A large rubber peanut-shaped ball covered with nubbins which offers 
numerous seating positions. Ideal for strengthening the hips and 
trunk, it provides a great sensory range of activities - rolling, rocking, 
balancing and bouncing. Age: 3+. Size: L750mm.

419 25160 £39.50

PHYSIO ROLL

4. GYMNASTIC BALLS 
 A range of heavy-duty moulded vinyl gym balls, used for gymnastics, 
balance and therapy exercise. All balls feature raised ribs for improved 
grip. Available in three sizes.  Maximum weight: 300kg. Age: 3+. 

419 25129 - Small 550mm Dia. £14.95
419 25133 - Large 950mm Dia. £29.95
419 25134 - Extra Large1200mm Dia. £49.95

5. POWER PUMP
An air pump suitable for infl ating SpaceKraft’s range of activity balls. 
Comes complete with all the necessary adaptors.

 419 25147 £14.95

419 25160  £39.50
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activity games - parachutes
helping to promote inclusion, develop co-operative play and co-ordination
Products to be used under the supervision of a professional/responsible adult at all times

Joining in with games in the playground can be hard for children who feel 
socially isolated or find it difficult to initiate play with other children. Exciting 
large equipment is motivating for all. Children will readily join in and work 
together under adult leadership which will later lead to inclusion in the 
playground. Some children may need to be taught an activity, requiring the 
rules and strategies to be explained.

The equipment on the following pages provides structure for directed group 
activities and specific work within class PE. These products offer many 
opportunities for pupils to work positively together and enjoy themselves.

PARACHUTES
A large colourful parachute ideal for group activities and encouraging interaction and 
awareness of others. Tough and durable, it features easy-to-hold hand loops and a 
central air vent. Available in three sizes. Age: 3+.

419 22490 - Small 1.8m Dia. £29.95 
419 22491 - Large 3.5m Dia. £39.95  
419 22492 - Extra Large 6m Dia. £54.95
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FLUORESCENT 
PARACHUTE
 A very brightly coloured parachute 
which is tough, robust and can be 
used for lots of exciting games. A 
10mm rope is sewn into the edge 
of the parachute which allows 
everyone to hold on, maximising 
the number of children who can join 
in the fun - it comfortably allows 30 
children to play. The parachute also 
has a pull-string in the centre which 
enables balls to drop through. Also 
features 12 strong nylon grips and carry bag.  Size: 6000mm Dia. 

419 22499 £61.00

SUNFLOWER PARACHUTE
 A large sunfl ower-shaped parachute which is ideal for co-ordination 
and team building skills for up to 16 children. Bouncing ball 
included.    Size: 5000mm Dia. 

419 22451 £62.00

SENSORY PARACHUTE
A large colourful parachute comprising a patchwork of textures and 
shades with sparkling fabrics and fl uttering ribbons. Use as a fun, 
collaborative game or as a sensory sheet to explore colour, texture 
and pattern. Helps promote and encourage physical development, 
gross motor skills, group play and communication.  Age: 3+. 
Size: 2700mm Dia. 

419 22484 £79.95

NEW - RAINBOW WAVE PARACHUTE
A long brightly coloured parachute with 30 handles which is 
ideal for group participation involving up to 30 children of all 
ages and abilities. The Rainbow Wave Parachute encourages 
physical exercise for the whole body and is a highly effective way 
of developing coordination and balance, social and team work 
skills, colour identifi cation, estimation and probability. Using their 
imagination, children can create a variety of different games, such 
as rolling a ball or bean bags from one end of the wave to the other. 
Made from durable nylon for use inside or outdoors. Ages: 3+.
Size: L8000mm x W1000mm.

419 22452 £24.95

SENSORY PARACHUTE
A large colourful parachute comprising a patchwork of textures and 
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activity games
helping to promote inclusion, develop co-operative play and co-ordination
Products to be used under the supervision of a professional/responsible adult at all times

helping to promote inclusion, develop co-operative play and co-ordination

CANNON STOMP
 The Cannon Stomp is an exciting reaction 
game that can be used for a number of 
different fun and engaging activities. Load the 
Stomp by pushing a foam ball into the cannon 
and then stamp on the dome to shoot. Every 
Cannon Stomp comes complete with two soft 
coated foam balls. Colours may vary. 
Size: 70mm Dia. 

419 25272 £15.45

ACTIVITY JUMP BALL 
 A large space hopper with handles. Colour 
may vary. Age 4+.  Size: 450mm Dia. 

419 25181 £12.95

ANIMALS BOWLING GAME
 A soft ball and six animal skittles made from 
plush fabric, each with a rattle inside. Throw 
or roll the ball at the six skittles to see how 
many you can knock down. Comes complete 
with carrier storage bag.  Age: 0+ .

419 80892 £39.95

WOODEN FOUR-IN-A-ROW 
 A large version of the traditional four-in-a-row 
game comprising a sturdy frame and smooth 
fi nished wooden black and red counters. 
Simply remove the locking pegs at the side 
to fl ip the frame and let the counters fall out.  
The robust plywood construction is ideal for 
outdoor play in the conventional way - racing 
your partner to make a row of four with your 
counters - or for practising simple counting 
skills. This set offers a great way to develop 
logic and motor skills.

419 80876 £40.00

BOUNCE & CATCH
 A pair of bounce and catch discs which catch 
and return balls to as much as 20m away. 
Adaptable to many sports - volleyball, tennis, 
rounders and many more - Sports Disc acts 
as a throwing disc for indoor and outdoor use. 
The pack includes two discs and a soft ball.  
Size: 450mm Dia.

419 22223 £16.50

WOODEN DOMINOES
 A set of giant durable beechwood dominoes 
which are great for playing outdoors. With 
smooth fi nished edges and strong painted 
black dots, the dominoes can be used to 
play the traditional game - taking it in turns 
matching the equal dots until you have 
used up all your dominoes - or for number 
recognition practice, and simple adding 
and subtracting games. Ideal for improving 
numeracy and confi dence. The set contains 
28 dominoes.  Size: L150mm. 

419 80873 £19.95

BOUNCE & CATCH

ACTIVITY JUMP BALL 

CANNON STOMP

ACTIVITY JUMP BALL 
 A large space hopper with handles. Colour 

WOODEN DOMINOES

ANIMALS BOWLING GAME

NEW -
MINI DICE DOMES
A set of six small dice domes for use with dice 
games. Just push the plunger on the side of 
the dome to make the dice tumble around 
without rolling away. Ages: 3+.
Size: H115mm x 60mm Dia.

419 15095 - Set of 6 £11.99

NEW -
MINI DICE DOMES
A set of six small dice domes for use with dice 
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GIANT DOMINOES (right)
A giant-sized version of the traditional 
dominoes game which encourages colour and 
number matching, and strategic thinking. A 
great reward to offer at the end of a numeracy 
session! 
Size of each domino: W210mm x D105mm .

419 34163 £39.95

GIANT SNAKES
& LADDERS (above right)
A giant-sized version of the traditional 
snakes & ladders game in which the players 
themselves act as the counters moving aroud 
the board.  Throw the giant infl atable dice and 
off you go - climb the ladders and be careful 
not to slide down the snakes! Age: 3+ .
Size: W3000mm x D3000mm .

419 80874 £49.95

GIANT DRAUGHTS (below)
A giant square draughts board for use on a 
table or fl oor. Comes complete with 32 large 
counters - 16 blue & 16 red. Age: 3+.
Board size: W970mm x D970mm.
Counter size: 70mm Dia.

419 80849 £7.95419 80849 £7.95

NEW - LARGE DICE DOMES
A set of six dice domes that are ideal for 
activities and games which require a single 
dice. Simply push the plunger down to make 
the dice tumble and jump around until it 
settles and your number is revealed. With the 
dice enclosed within the clear dome, it can 
never fall out, roll away and get lost! Ages: 3+.
Size: H165mm x 60mm Dia.

419 15013 - Set of 6 £24.99

NEW - LARGE DICE DOMESNEW - LARGE DICE DOMES

HI-TOWER (left)
 Build a tower, then take it in turns to remove 
bricks, carefully re-adding them to the top 
of the tower. Tension increases the higher 
the tower becomes, until eventually the 
construction topples. Great fun for head-to-
head contests or as a team.  Age: 3+ .

419 80872 £89.95
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activity games
helping to promote inclusion, develop co-operative play & co-ordination
Products to be used under the supervision of a professional/responsible adult at all times

LINKITS
 A set of 95 colourful interlocking foam 
shapes which inspire creative play, 
enabling children to build a variety of 
models which encourage teamwork and 
communication while enhancing muscle 
stability in the hands. 

419 80837 - Set of 95 £64.95

LINKITS
 A set of 95 colourful interlocking foam 

helping to promote inclusion, develop co-operative play & co-ordination

BRICK ME
 A set of 45 lightweight interlocking plastic 
bricks which encourage children to build. 
Brick Me helps stimulate hand/eye
co-ordination and imagination.  The set 
comprises 30 large and 15 small bricks. 
Small brick size:
H60mm x W125mm x D125mm.
Large brick size:
H60mm x W255mm x D125mm.

419 16491 - Set of 45 £69.95

BRICK ME
 A set of 45 lightweight interlocking plastic 

419 16491 - Set of 45 £69.95419 16491 - Set of 45 £69.95

REFLECTOR CUBE
 A set of six chunky lightweight plastic tiles with interlocking teeth
which easily build into a large cube with a different mirror effect on each face: convex, 
concave, fl at, funhouse. With safe and durable high quality mould-in mirrors, the tiles can be 
used either individually or combined. The Refl ector Cube encourages creativity, curiosity,
self-awareness and development of gross motor skills.  Age: 3+.
Tile Size: H400mm x W400mm x D50mm .

419 97037 - Set of 6 £135.00
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CONSTRUCTION TOWER
A set of 12 chunky lightweight plastic 
tiles with interlocking teeth and tactile 
surfaces which easily build into a large 
four-sided tower with a triangular roof. 
The four different shapes and colours 
create interest in exploring shapes and 
space while enhancing design ability. 
Construction Tower encourages creativity, 
imagination and development of gross 
motor skills while children play. Age: 3+.
Tile size: H400mm x W400mm x D50mm.

419 16492 £125.00

CONSTRUCTION TOWER

RIBBON
GLITTER STICKS
A set of six, high quality rainbow streamer 
ribbons, each with a sparkling plastic wand.  
Use to strengthen arms and shoulders and 
inject a bit of fun into group activities! Ribbon 
size: L1800mm.

419 97061 - Set of 6 £14.95

GLITTER STICKS

PED-A-ROLLER
  A four-wheeled walker which can 
be pedalled forwards or backwards.  
Designed for a single child, the
Ped-a-Roller includes two handles for 
extra stability. Age: 3+ .

419 97014 £72.95    

PED-A-ROLLER

419 97014 £72.95

GIANT FOUR-IN-A-LINE 
 Each player or team takes it in turn to drop 
counters into the frame, trying to create a line 
of four while stopping your opponent from 
doing the same. A fun game to use indoors or 
outdoors.  Age: 3+.
Size: H1300mm .

419 80871 £195.00

RAINBOW BRICKS
A set of see-through bricks with rubberwood 
frames and colourful transparent acrylic 
inserts. Featuring rounded corners and six 
different inserts (red, green, blue, yellow, clear 
and mirror), the 36 double and half-sized 
bricks (24 large and 12 small) can be used for 
building and stacking, as well as colour mixing 
and lightbox work. Age: 2+. 
Size of small brick:
H75mm x W100mm x D75mm.
Size of large brick:
H75mm x W200mm x D75mm.

419 60623 £134.95

RIBBON
GLITTER STICKS
A set of six, high quality rainbow streamer 
ribbons, each with a sparkling plastic wand.  
Use to strengthen arms and shoulders and 
inject a bit of fun into group activities! Ribbon RAINBOW BRICKS
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activity games
helping to promote inclusion, develop co-operative play and co-ordination
Products to be used under the supervision of a professional/responsible adult at all times

HONEY HILLS
 A playset comprising six honeycomb-
shaped tactile containers which can be 
used for a range of activities. Each unit 
features a twin hexagon design with 
one convex and one concave side. The 
concave side includes a tactile non-slip 
pattern and the convex side can be fi lled 
with any tactile or messy play material of 
your choice. The units can be stacked and 
joined to form creative paths of different 
heights and challenges. This versatile 
resource can be used for balance, 
coordination, motor skill and sensory 
development. The playset also includes 
three hexagonal tactile bags (red, blue, 
green) which fi t inside the honeycomb 
containers and can be packed with tactile 
materials. Age: 3+. 
Size: H111mm x W488mm x D260mm.

419 97066 - Set of 6 £159.95

HONEY HILLS
TRICKY TREE
A fun three-dimensional puzzle tree with 
robust discs which slot over the central 
trunk and then must be turned to different 
positions to pass over the trunk boughs 
and reach the base. The discs feature 
raised shapes on one side and different 
facial expressions on the other. Tricky 
Tree helps to develop problem-solving 
ability, and enhances wrist and whole 
body movement coordination. The set 
comprises a green trunk and base board 
with three yellow discs and three orange 
discs. Age: 1+.
Size: H410mm x L310mm x W310mm

419 16526 £125.00

CROCODILE
WALL GAME
 A fun crocodile-shaped activity wall 
assembled from fi ve colourful panels, each 
featuring a different activities to encourage 
hand/eye coordination and fi ne motor skills: 
• Slotted line followers and interlocking cogs
• Rotational maze
• Percussive instruments and mirror
• Magnetic pen and ball followers
• Threading loopy activities
The activities offer a range of hands-on
problem-solving learning opportunities for an
individual child or small groups of children
playing and learning collaboratively. The wall
comes fully assembled in ready-to-go pieces
with fi xing holes and attachment screws for
easy-fi tting to a wall.  Age: 12m+.
Size: L1745mm.

419 23134 £169.00
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activity games bubbles
helping to promote inclusion, develop co-operative play and co-ordination

BUBBLE LIQUID 
 An effective bubble solution
supplied in 1 litre bottles. 

419 28522 - 1 Litre £9.75
419 28524 - 5 x 1 Litre £42.99

 FLOWER SCENTED BUBBLES
A set of four fl oral fragranced bubble mixtures: 
violet, rose, mimosa and lavender. Create 
different-sized bubbles by blowing through 
large and small hoops on the dipping wand. 
Each bottle 60ml. 

419 28627 - Set of 4 £5.00

BUBBLE MACHINE - 
SWITCH ADAPTED 
& BUBBLE LIQUID
 A compact switch-activated bubble 
maker – just plug in your favourite switch 
to create a steady stream of marvellous 
bubbles. The Bubble Machine accepts 
any switch with 1/4” jack plug. Requires 2 
x AA batteries (included) and switch (not 
supplied - see pages 74 to 79).  Comes 
complete with bubble liquid.  Age: 3+.  Size: 
L140mm .

419 80631 £30.95(V)

MULTI-BUBBLER
& BUBBLE LIQUID
 This twin bubble set enables users to create 
giant bubbles or a stream of small bubbles. 
Multi-Bubbler comes complete with two 
bubble batons, bubble tray and 250ml bottle 
of bubble liquid.  Age: 3+. 

419 28521 £15.95 

BUBBLE CREATOR
& BUBBLE LIQUID  
 A hand-held toy which produces a steady 
stream of bubbles - simply add the bubble 
liquid and turn the handle on the back. Bubble 
Creator produces a stunning visual effect that 
will mesmerise children all day long. Comes 
complete with 250ml bottle of bubble liquid.  
Age: 3+. 

419 28523 £18.95

419 28522 - 1 Litre £9.75

 FLOWER SCENTED BUBBLES

BUBBLE CREATOR

MULTI-BUBBLER

BUBBLE STREAM
 A large bubble maker which projects a stream of bubbles into 
the air. Just load the gate with Bubble Stream Bubble Liquid 
(sold separately), switch on and see hundreds of bubbles 
appear as if by magic! 

419 20215 - Bubble Stream £129.00
419 50828 - 5 Litre Bubble Stream Liquid £49.99
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developmental writing
helping with complex movements & making writing fun
Products to be used under the supervision of a professional/responsible adult at all times

WRITING
SLOPE
 A classroom
essential, this sturdy slope enables children 
to work and write at the optimum angle. The 
simple design requires no assembly and is 
easy to stack and store. Each Writing Slope is 
set at the recommended angle of 20° and has 
a rubber grip to prevent slipping. 
Size: H120mm x W300mm x D330mm .

419 13391 - Clear £28.00
419 13393 - Set of 5 Clear £113.00
419 13392 - Red £28.00
419 13394 - Set of 5 Red £113.00

START WRITE,
STAY RIGHT! WORKBOOKS 
 Two workbooks specifi cally written to 
accompany Start Write, Stay Right! and to 
provide a range of opportunities to practice 
the skills necessary to promote automatic and 
effi cient handwriting. 
• Appropriate colouring for pupils

who find this task difficult
• Grid patterns and unfinished drawings

to help develop planning and sizing
• A range of pencil patterns to encourage

fluency of movement
• Unique worksheets for children to

understand that different fonts don’t
change the words

• Age appropriate academic sheets
for practising capital letters, reversals
and spacing.

419 13601 - Age 5 to 8 £19.99
419 13602 - Age 9+ £19.99

START WRITE, STAY
RIGHT! HANDWRITING PAPER 
 Help pupils master the size and spacing of 
letters and words with this
handwriting paper. Designed with the help of 
occupational therapists, these different types 
of paper enable children to develop the skills 
to write clearly and with ease. Includes notes 
explaining the reasoning for using a specifi c 
paper type and how to grade the child to 
improve. Contains 14 photocopiable paper 
designs and a CD with the option to print them 
in colour.  Size: A4.

419 13603 £19.99

START WRITE, STAY RIGHT !
 Whether introducing handwriting for the 
fi rst time or supporting older children with 
diffi culties, this book is packed with practical 
guidance to help. Taking a holistic approach, 
it addresses the environmental, postural 
and physical elements required for effective 
and automatic handwriting. It includes 
‘Ready to Write’ assessments, handwriting 
fundamentals, review and assess worksheets, 
and photocopiable resources. 

419 13514 £19.99

PORTABLE WRITING SLOPE 
 Set at the recommended angle of 20°, this 
wooden slope has been designed with a 
detachable stand so it can be stored fl at 
and is easy to use on the move. Available in 
two sizes, both slopes have a rubber grip to 
prevent slipping. 

419 13399 - A4 £39.95
419 13398 - A3 £45.95

WRITINGWRITING
SLOPESLOPE
 A classroom A classroom
essential, this sturdy slope enables children essential, this sturdy slope enables children 

PORTABLE WRITING SLOPE PORTABLE WRITING SLOPE 

START WRITE,

developmental writing

START WRITE, STAY

Engaging a child’s interest and 
motivation for writing and recording 
their thoughts on paper is a crucial part 
of education. Ensuring a good pencil 
grip makes letter formation more fl uid 
and natural. On the following pages is 
a range of pens, pencils and grips to 
enable children to fi nd the right tools 
for their handwriting. Attractive writing 
equipment encourages greater interest 
in presentation and the selection of 
resources will help to make writing fun 
and successful.

START WRITE, STAY RIGHT !START WRITE, STAY RIGHT !
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WRITING CLAW 
A fun and effective way to teach young 
children how to hold their pencil correctly. 
Three connected rubber thimbles enable 
students to focus on good handwriting rather 
than the mechanics of holding the pencil. The 
result is an effi cient pencil grasp and improved 
handwriting. Writing Claw is perfect for children 
with autism, ADHD, developmental disabilities, 
learning disabilities and general fi ne motor 
delay.

419 16646 - Small (3 to 5) £1.05
419 16647 - Medium (6 to 11) £1.45
419 16648 - Large (11+) £1.65

PENCIL GRIPS 
 A set of six chunky soft easy-to-use pencil 
grips. Available in two sizes. 

419 16639 - Set of 6 Regular £10.75
419 16644 - Set of 6 Large £13.95

 GEL GRIPS
 A set of 12 translucent pencil grips which help 
aid concentration. 

419 16640 - Set of 12 £5.50

PENAGAIN - PEN & PENCIL
 Specially designed to fi t snugly between 
the fi ngers, PenAgain creates a balanced 
handwriting motion. The unique cradling 
‘Y’ shape takes the stress away from 
writing. Simply twist the base to operate.  
Available as a pen or a pencil.

419 16631 - Pen £8.50
419 16651 - Set of 2 Pencils £5.50

YOROPEN 
 An easy-to-hold pen which enables the 
user to see the words that they are writing 
more clearly. Ideal for left-handed people. 

419 16630B - Blue £5.95
419 16630P - Pink £5.95

419 16631 - Pen £8.50
419 16651 - Set of 2 Pencils £5.50

PENAGAIN - PEN & PENCIL

PENCIL GRIPS 

 GEL GRIPS

NEW - BUTTER GRIP
A round tactile gripper that fi ts over standard 
pencils and most pens, providing support 
for the fi nger muscles during writing and 
colouring activities. Specially designed to 
promote correct fi nger positioning during 
writing tasks, the Butter Grip serves as a 
tactile cue for the fi ngers to grasp. Ideal 
for both left- and right-handed writing and 
recommended for children and young adults 
alike. Size: 25mm Dia.

419 16650 - Set of 2 £7.49

NEW - BUTTER GRIPNEW - BUTTER GRIP

NEW - STEGOSAURUS GRIPS 
Fun dinosaur pencil grips with specifi c indents 
for each fi nger that encourages the user to 
instinctively hold the pencil correctly. The 
Stegosaurus Grip fi ts over standard pencils 
and most pens with the head facing the 
point. The sturdy spines prevent fi ngers from 
crossing over on the pencil barrel. Comes as 
a pack of four in assorted colours. 
Size: L63mm

419 16675 - Pack of 4 £6.99

NEW - DOLPHIN GRIPS
Fun dolphin pencil grips with accentuated 
fi nger indents that help to encourage 
maintaining a correct tripod hold. Made from a 
soft comfortable silicone material, the Dolphin 
Grip fi ts over standard pencils and most pens 
with the head facing the point. Comes as a 
pack of fi ve in assorted colours. Size: L47mm

419 16676 - Pack of 5 £5.99

NEW - ESSENTIAL PENCIL 
GRIP KIT
An essential pack of 20 different pencil grips 
that offers grips for wide variety of situations 
from specifi c needs – such as a fi nger across 
the thumb – or for increased comfort during 
handwriting exercises. Made from soft 
materials that are comfortable to hold, the 
grips won’t slip down the pencil when used. 
Contents and colours may vary.

419 16678 £13.99

NEW - SQUOOSHI GRIPS
Sparkling new brightly coloured pencil grips 
that not only look fantastic, but also help 
with handwriting issues. Made from silicone 
material for increased comfort, Squooshi 
Grips feature fi nger and thumb indents to 
encourage maintaining the correct hold and 
control. Comes as a pack of fi ve in assorted 
colours. Size: L40mm

419 16677 - Pack of 5 £4.99

NEW - ESSENTIAL PENCIL NEW - DOLPHIN GRIPS

NEW - STEGOSAURUS GRIPS 
NEW - SQUOOSHI GRIPS

419 16650 - Set of 2 £7.49
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developmental mark making
helping children to express themselves with shapes & patterns
Products to be used under the supervision of a professional/responsible adult at all times

GIANT PALM STAMPERS
& GIANT PALM PAINTERS
Two sets of four moulded plastic domes, 
each with a black elasticated hand strap 
and different textured materials. Giant Palm 
Stampers feature four different printing 
textures for use in paint or sand: plastic turf 
effect, wavy lines, interlinked pattern, and 
waffl e effect. Giant Palm Painters feature four 
different painting materials: crackle, fl exible 
plastic waffl e, closed pore sponge, and foam 
strips. Size: 145mm Dia. 

419 16687 - Stampers Set of 4 £10.00
419 16689 - Painters Set of 4 £10.00

SANDTRAY PLAYSET 
A solid wooden tray with a toughened safety 
glass base which comes with a variety of 
creative sandplay tools. Age: 3+.  The set 
includes:
• 1 x Sandtray
• 1 x Quartz sand - 1kg
• 1 x Acrylic sand pen
• 1 x Spikey ball
• 2 x Beetle magnets
• 2 x Decorative rakes
• 4 x Wooden base supports
Size: H50mm x W650mm x D500mm .

419 16001 £142.00

SAND 
 A 1kg bag of quartz sand.  Age: 3+. 

419 16009 £3.95

DRAW & WRITE TOUCH 
BOARD
 Use your fi ngers to draw and write on this 
touch board, then lift the fl ap to erase and 
start again. The smooth vinyl cover is easy 
to use and lots of fun to touch. Encourages 
drawing and letter formation.  Age: 2+.    Size: 
W410mm  x D310mm.

419 22598 £34.95

MAGNETIC GEL MATS & 
STYLUS
Innovative gel mats which are fun and easy 
to use. Create marks with the stylus - or any 
magnetic shapes - and then erase easily with 
a simple swipe. Six mats with their own stylus 
available in two sizes. Age: 2+.

419 10212 - A5 £24.95
419 10213 - A4 £28.95

GIANT PATTERN MARKER S
A moulded plastic dome with a black 
elasticated hand strap and either four large 
chalks or four large crayons in its base. Ideal 
for children with limited motor skills, the Giant 
Pattern Marker  enables them to express 
themselves through colourful mark making. 
Refi lls available for both chalks and crayons.  
Size: 150mm Dia.

419 16686 - Chalk Marker £5.00
419 16686R - Chalk Refi ll £3.00
419 16688 - Crayon Marker £5.00
419 16688R - Crayon Refi ll £3.00

OUTDOOR MARK MAKING 
DAISIES  CHALKBOARD SET 
A set of fi ve colourful, attractive and weather 
resistant daisy-shaped chalkboards which 
transform playground fencing into an exciting 
and fun area for young children to explore 
mark making. Made from durable plastic, 
simply attach to fencing at the required height 
through pre-punched holes using cable ties 
supplied. Wipe clean. 
Size: H1000mm x W800mm .

419 65150 - Set of 5 £89.95

419 22598 £34.95

MAGNETIC GEL MATS & 

SAND 

GIANT PALM STAMPERS

Opportunities for sensory mark making 
is important for those children who 
need a sensory element to help them 
successfully engage with learning. As 
well as providing a vital step towards 
formal writing and drawing skills, it can 
help with physical skills development 
and increased body awareness.

Mark making can be done with fi ngers 
(or other body parts) as well as with 
small and large tools in a wide range of 
activities. It could be making marks on 
a tray fi lled with foam, sand or fi nger 
paint, forming letters out of play-
dough, creating patterns with coloured 
chalk on a chalkboard, or painting with 
sponges. 

Once letter formation and hand-eye 
coordination has been acquired, the 
fi ner motor skill of writing can be 
introduced. But it’s important that 
children have enough opportunities to 
engage in more informal mark making 
before being expected to use a pencil.
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developmental art
helping children to be creative & imaginative

NUMBER 
RUBBING 
PLATES
A set of 10 textured 
numeric templates for 
children to make rubbing 
patterns: numbers 1 to 
10 with a corresponding 
number of dots.  Number 
Rubbing Plates provide a tactile activity which 
encourages number recognition and creativity. 
Made from resin, the plates attach to any 
internal or external wall.   
Size: H300mm x W210mm. 

419 16612 - Set of 10 £89.95

PALM PRINTERS 
 A set of six easy-to-hold foam printers each 
with a different face or design. 

419 16642 - Set of 6 £5.95

HEMISPHERICAL STAMPERS 
A set of four textured stamps with different 
patterns. The domed design makes them 
easy to use with modelling materials and 
paint, enabling even young children to make 
a pattern or print. Each rubbery stamp has a 
soft-grip handle and is easy to clean. 

419 16685 - Set of 4 £5.50

 CHUBBIE
EGG CRAYONS
 Ideal for small hands, these easy-grip egg-
shaped wax crayons are superb for little 
artists. Brilliant for general mark making, 
colouring activities and making texture 
rubbings. Supplied in eight bright assorted 
colours.  Size: H60mm .

419 16607 - Set of 8 £5.25

EASY-GRIP CRAYONS
A set of six crayons with plastic easy-grip 
handles. Colours: red, yellow, blue, pink, 
green, and black. Refi lls available. Age: 3+.

419 16692 - Set of 6 £7.95
419 16693 - Refi lls £3.95

CHUBBIE
EGG CRAYONS

PALM PRINTERS PALM PRINTERS 

From an educational viewpoint, 
creativity is the starting point for 
encouraging children to convert their 
ideas into reality. The enjoyment of 
painting, mark making and colouring 
leads naturally into the higher level 
cognitive skills of handwriting. This 
creative stage is necessary for helping 
children to relax in the classroom, 
to begin holding a mark making tool, 
and begin to engage in teacher-led 
activities. A child who enjoys painting, 
colouring and pattern making will be 
able to move on almost seamlessly to 
higher skills which record their levels 
of understanding and learning.

PAINT DIP TRAYS
 A set of four easy-to-clean paint trays. 

419 16643 - Set of 4 £4.95

EASY GRIP PAINT BRUSHES
 A set of six shaver-style brushes with rounded 
wooden handles which are easy to hold and 
manoeuvre. Fun to use with any type of paint.

419 16609 - Set of 6 £8.45

FINGER PRINTERS
A set of 24 easy-to-use thimble printers - just 
pop them on your fi ngers and start printing! 
Finger Printers help to improve co-ordination 
and fi ne motor skills. Eight printing stamp 
designs - three of each. Age: 3+. 

419 16690 - Set of 24 £3.95

EASY GRIP SHAPE BRUSHES
A set of four paint brushes with easy grip 
handles and four different patterns to get 
creative with: star, spiral, cross and rectangle. 
Age: 3+.

419 16691 - Set of 4 £4.95

EASY GRIP PAINT BRUSHES

FINGER PRINTERS

EASY GRIP SHAPE BRUSHESEASY GRIP SHAPE BRUSHES

 ANIMAL PATTERN
ROCKER STAMPER 
 A set of four easy-grip textured stamps for 
creating fun animal patterns - simply rock the 
stamper in paint and then roll onto paper. 

419 16684 - Set of 4 £5.95

HEMISPHERICAL STAMPERS 

PAINT DIP TRAYS
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developmental scissors
helping children to use scissors and develop fi ne motor skills
Products to be used under the supervision of a professional/responsible adult at all times

ESSENTIAL SCISSOR KIT 
 Designed for use by teachers working in an inclusive mainstream 
environment, this essential scissor kit includes a range of adapted 
scissors for special needs together with notes and guidance on 
general scissor usage. Supplied in an A5 zip PVC wallet, the set 
contains seven scissors of three different types plus guidance 
notes. 

419 16059 £39.50

DEVELOPING SCISSOR
SKILLS AT HOME BOOK
Using scissors is a complex activity requiring concentration,
co-ordination and fi ne motor skills. By working together through
the activities in this book, carers and parents will be able to help 
their children develop scissor skills. 16 pages. A4.

419 16071 £5.95

SCISSOR ASSESSMENT KIT 
 The Scissor Assessment Kit contains 10 different styles of adapted 
scissors together with guidance notes on their benefi ts and 
applications. Left handed versions of the scissors are included 
where available and a handy carry case provides easy storage. 15 
pairs of scissors in total. 
   Size of case: H100mm x W230mm x D210mm .

419 16050 £105.00

DEVELOPING SCISSOR SKILLS BOOK
Ideal for people teaching children scissor skills, with photocopiable 
worksheets providing exercises and activities for every stage of 
scissor skill development. A comprehensive guide for parents and 
teachers. 120 pages. A4. 

419 16069 £13.95

   Size of case: H100mm x W230mm x D210mm .

419 16050 £105.00

DEVELOPING SCISSOR SKILLS BOOK
Ideal for people teaching children scissor skills, with photocopiable 
worksheets providing exercises and activities for every stage of 
scissor skill development. A comprehensive guide for parents and 
teachers. 

environment, this essential scissor kit includes a range of adapted 

419 16059 £39.50

SCISSOR ASSESSMENT KIT 
 The Scissor Assessment Kit contains 10 different styles of adapted 
scissors together with guidance notes on their benefi ts and 
applications. Left handed versions of the scissors are included 
where available and a handy carry case provides easy storage. 15 
pairs of scissors in total. pairs of scissors in total. 

co-ordination and fi ne motor skills. By working together through
the activities in this book, carers and parents will be able to help 

419 16071 £5.95

419 16069 £13.95419 16069 £13.95
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TABLE TOP SCISSORS
 These scissors are operated by depressing 
the large T-shaped handle which reopens 
when the pressure is released. The base 
provides stability. Designed for use by children 
with very limited strength and control, or for 
use one-handed. 

419 16063 £24.95

SMALL TABLE TOP SCISSORS
 These scissors require a gentle pressing-
down action on the top of the T-shaped handle 
to use - they reopen when the pressure is 
released. Ideal for children with poor strength 
or who are unable to use scissors with 
conventional loops. Blade guard supplied for 
safety. 

419 16061 £9.95

SMALL TABLE TOP SCISSORS

EASIGRIP &
MINI-EASIGRIP SCISSORS
 Lightweight and easy to use scissors which 
reopen when pressure is released. Ideal for 
early scissor skill development and for use 
by those with weak hands or an inability to 
use conventional scissors. The Mini-Easigrip 
Scissors are two-thirds the size of the Easigrip 
Scissors and ideal for children with restricted 
growth. Both scissors are fi tted with safety 
blade protectors.

419 16051 - Right Blue £6.50
419 16052 - Left Green £6.50
419 16062 - Mini Red £4.95

NEW - LONG LOOP
EASI-GRIP SCISSORS
A range of ultra-light weight self-opening 
scissors with the added benefi t of a long 
loop handle which gives a more positive 
grip, preventing scissors twisting in the hand 
thereby aiding stabilisation. Designed for use 
by those with weak hands and wrists or those 
who are unable to use conventional style 
scissors due to swollen and painful joints.

419 16072 – Adult Right Blue £6.95
419 16073 – Adult Left Green £6.95
419 16074 – Child Right Blue £6.65
419 16075 – Child Left Green £6.65

TRAINING SCISSORS
 The double loops on each handle of 
these scissors enable a teacher and child 
to simultaneously complete the cutting 
action. Training Scissors assist children 
who have poor visual-motor co-ordination, 
lack the strength to complete a cutting 
action, have a tremor and cannot place 
the scissors at a given starting point, 
or have poor background/foreground 
differentiation. 

419 16053 - Right Blue £6.50
419 16054 - Left Green £6.50

SELF-OPENING
SCISSORS
 Conventional style scissors with a discreet 
spring which reopens the scissors 
after each cut. Ideal for children in a 
mainstream setting who need some extra 
assistance using scissors. Blade guard 
supplied for safety. 

419 16057 - Right Blue £5.95
419 16058 - Left Green £5.95

TRAINING SCISSORS

A range of ultra-light weight self-opening 

thereby aiding stabilisation. Designed for use 

who are unable to use conventional style 

SELF-OPENING
SCISSORS

LONG LOOP SCISSORS
 Designed so that the strength of the whole 
hand can be used, providing improved 
control of cutting action. This advantage 
makes these scissors suitable for those 
with tremor or poor motor control, 
particularly those with dyspraxia. 

419 16055 - Right Blue £5.50
419 16056 - Left Green £5.50

TABLE TOP SCISSORS
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developmental messy play
having fun with messy textures
Products to be used under the supervision of a professional/responsible adult at all times

MESSY PLAY TRAY 
 This large, versatile tray is great for 
providing a contained area for messy 
play. Eight-sided to encourage group play, 
extremely durable and easy to clean. 
Size: L940mm .

419 16908 £15.95

SNOW POWDER 
 Instantly create safe tactile fl uffy snow 
for play and display. Just add water 
- it even feels cold! Comes complete
with measuring scoop and scientifi c
explanation. 100g pot makes over 7.5
litres of snow.  Age: 4+.

419 16904 £6.95

MESSY PLAY TRAY 
JELLY CRYSTALS 
Just add these crystals to water and stir 
for a fun, tactile jelly experience. The 3.5kg 
bag makes up 35 pints of jelly. Flavours and 
colours may vary - contains gelatin. 

419 16902 £14.95

WATER MARBLES
A jumbo pack of over 3000 colourful marbles - 
just drop them in a bowl of water to see them 
grow over 200 times their original size! The 
warmer the water, the faster they grow. Throw, 
roll, bounce or catch - Water Marbles are 
slippery, slick and cool. Non-toxic and safe for 
children. Pack: 100g. Age: 3+.

419 16926 £9.95

GLOW GOO
Make your own goo which glows in the dark. 
Quick, easy, and fun to make, Glow Goo 
radiates a luminescent green in any darkened 
environment. Combine the three ingredients, 
stir and the goo will start to take its slimy form. 
Charge under a light and you’re ready to glow! 
Age: 3+.

419 40480 £4.45

GLOW GOO

COLOUR
CHANGING
GELLI BAFF
Sprinkle the crystals onto water to magically 
turn it into goo for fantastic messy play! The 
consistency varies depending on how much 
the Colour Changing Gelli Baff  is diluted. 
When it’s time to pack away, simply add 
the dissolving powder and the goo turns to 
coloured water. Children will love playing with 
both the thick goo and the coloured water and 
exploring the material as it changes between 
the two. Non-staining. Use under adult 
supervision. Colours may vary. 
Age: 3+.  Size: 300g.

419 16903 £7.50

Sprinkle the crystals onto water to magically 
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NEW - MESSY PLAY SLIME
Turn ordinary water into a glorious 
colourful slime with a completely safe, 
UK-manufactured slime powder. Hours of 
glorious gooey, drippy, oozy fun in your 
own messy play area. Simple to use - just 
add more water to see how it changes 
the consistency and goopiness of the 
slime. Contents include 15 x 50g sachets 
of slime powder and a handy instruction 
guide. Available in blue, green or red.
Age: 3+.

419 16911 - Blue £24.95
419 16912 - Green £24.95
419 16913 - Red £24.95

SKWOOSHI RAINBOWS
A set of 10 different coloured stretchable 
dough balls which never dry out - once you 
get them in your hands you won’t want to 
put them down! Very stretchy and creates 
amazing shapes. Includes: 10 x 2oz balls and 
instruction sheet. Age: 3+.

419 16920 £15.95

CORNFLOUR
Just add this powder to water and stir for a 
fun, tactile gooey experience.  Great for messy 
play. Age: 3+.  Size: 3.5kg bag.

419 16901 £9.95

CORNFLOUR

GLOW IN THE
DARK GOO BALLS
Glow in the Dark Goo Balls are an amazing 
wonder of chemistry. Slimy and gross to the 
touch, they grow to 200 times their original 
size, slip, slide, bounce and explode! They 
will glow for hours in the dark and under a UV 
light. Safe and non-toxic. Age: 3+.

419 40481 £14.95

GOBBLEDY GOOP
Just add water to create the most ooey, 
gooey slime imaginable! This pack of goop 
includes three food colouring tablets to turn 
the slime different colours. Safe and non-toxic. 
Pack contains: 30g of Gobbledy Goop, 3 x 
colouring tablets, plus experiment ideas and 
explanations sheet. Age: 5+.

419 16923 £4.45

NEW - MESSY PLAY SLIME

JELLY STONES
Drop these amazing pebbles into a bowl of 
water and watch as they absorb 200 times 
their own volume of water! Jelly Stones 
transform from small hard pebbles into large 
squishy blobs in a matter of minutes - they 
can be used over and over again.
Pack contains: 45g each of topaz, sapphire 
and ruby Jelly Stones, plus experiment ideas 
and explanations sheet. Age: 3+.

419 16924 £4.45
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developmental messy play
having fun with messy textures
Products to be used under the supervision of a professional/responsible adult at all times

CRACKLE BAFF
Make your water play environment crackle 
and pop with this magical popping dust. 
Sprinkle Crackle Baff onto water and watch 
it bubble. Non-staining and great for sensory 
play. Contents include 6 x 8g sachets.
Age: 3+.

419 16910 £3.95

MESSY FUN KIT
Children will love exploring the different 
textures found in the Messy Fun Kit. 
Specially designed to encourage lots of 
sensory play, this kit has everything you 
need to investigate different materials and 
sensations. Age: 3+.
Contents (may vary):
• 1 x Tub of Instant Snow
• 1 x Pack of Water Marbles
• 1 x Pack of Jelly Stones
• 1 x Box of Crackle Baff
• 1 x Can of Crazy Soap
• 1 x Pack of Gobbly Goo
• 1 x Mixing bowl

419 16909 £32.95

Products to be used under the supervision of a professional/responsible adult at all times

PLAY FOAM 
 A fun sculpture bead set with lightweight, 
non-sticky malleable foam beads which 
can be squashed into hundreds of designs. 
Play Foam never dries out and is reusable. 
Non-toxic and non-allergenic. Comes in eight 
different colours.  Age: 3+.

419 16905 £19.95

PLAY FOAM 

MESSY PLAY HAND & FACE PAINT
A set of paints which help children to discover how colours blend to create new colours - by 
painting on themselves! Afterwards the paint either washes off or brushes away. Ideal for 
enhancing physical and creative development, the set includes six 100g paint pots - red, pink, 
blue, green, orange, black - and instruction sheet. Age: 3+.

419 16928 £24.95

HONEY HILLS
 A playset comprising six honeycomb-shaped 
tactile containers which can be used for a 
range of activities. Each unit features a twin 
hexagon design with one convex and one 
concave side. The concave side includes a 
tactile non-slip pattern and the convex side 
can be fi lled with any tactile or messy play 
material of your choice. The units can be 
stacked and joined to form creative paths 
of different heights and challenges. This 
versatile resource can be used for balance, 
coordination, motor skill and sensory 
development. The playset also includes three 
hexagonal tactile bags (red, blue, green) 
which fi t inside the honeycomb containers and 
can be packed with tactile materials. Age: 3+.  
Size: H111mm x W488mm x D260mm.

419 97066 - Set of 6 £159.95274 Call us on: 01274 965089



NEW - MESSY PLAY 
FANTASY KIT
Fill the infl atable play tray with water, 
sprinkle over the Gelli powder and watch 
the mixture transform into masses of thick, 
bright pink goop for hours of messy play. 
The Fantasy Pack includes beautiful fairies 
and unicorns to gallop around in a world 
of gooey pink Gelli! Each set includes 
an infl atable play tray, fi ve sachets of 
Gelli powder and an eight piece toy set 
comprising 3 x unicorns, 3 x fairies, 1 x tree, 
and 1 x mushroom house.  

419 16914 £17.50

NEW - MESSY PLAY
DINO KIT
Fill the infl atable play tray with water, 
sprinkle over the Gelli powder and watch 
the mixture transform into masses of thick, 
bright green primordial soup for hours of 
messy play. The Dino Pack includes a 
swampful of different dinosaurs to wallow 
in a world of gooey green Gelli! Each set 
includes an infl atable play tray, fi ve sachets 
of Gelli powder and an eight piece toy set 
comprising 4 x big dinosaurs, 2 x small 
dinosaurs and 2 x palm trees.

419 16915 £17.50

NEW - MESSY PLAY NEW - MESSY PLAY

GELLI SNOW RAINBOW
Explore texture, temperature, absorption and 
more with the incredible Gelli Snow Rainbow. 
Just add water, completely safe. Age: 3+.

419 16922 £4.95

GELLI SNOW RAINBOW

SPACE SAND
This amazing sand never gets wet - drop it in 
water and then remove it with a spoon to see 
it emerge completely dry! Age: 3+.

419 16925 £4.45

 CRAZY SOAP 
 Squirt it, sculpt it, bounce it,
fl oat it - a fun addition to
sand and water play. Great
for sensory play too. Size: 250ml .

419 16907 £4.95

for sensory play too. Size: 250ml .

SOAP FLAKES
Just add these fl akes to water and whisk for a 
fun, tactile foamy experience.  Great for messy 
play. Age: 3+.

419 16906 - Pack of 3 £8.50
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developmental blowing
helping children to develop breathing control
Products to be used under the supervision of a professional/responsible adult at all times

 CLEVER CANDLES 
 Clever Candles make a great alternative to 
real candles. These rechargeable candles 
respond to being blown on and off - once to 
turn the candle on and again to turn it off. 
With no risk of burns or fi re, these realistic, 
fl ickering candles are clean and mess free. 
Includes 12 tealight-style candles with a 
docking/charging station - no batteries 
required. 

419 16525 - Set of 12 £34.95

BLOW THE BALL GAME 
 Blow the ball through the straw to manoeuvre 
one of three different balls through the maze. 
A good combination of controlled breathing 
plus a steady hand is required - the different 
balls need varying blowing effort to make 
them move. The Blow the Ball Game consists 
of wooden game board, metal ball, wooden 
ball, table tennis ball and 10 straws.  Age: 3+.
Size: W300mm x D400mm .

419 16503 £32.50SOUNDHOSE 
For a unique sound effect, just blow, hum or 
whistle into one end of the Soundhose while 
directing the other end at your ear.  Age: 3+. 

419 26137 £3.00
419 26147 - Set of 3 £7.95

BLOWING LOTTO 
 An amusing game which helps children 
develop breathing control and lip muscles. 
Each player takes turns at blowing the ball 
from one hole to another. The fi rst player 
to land on all the pictures is the winner.  
Age: 3+. 

419 16521 £29.95

TURBINO WIND GAME 
 It’s easy to blow the propellor into motion 
but not so easy to control it! Try to stop the 
propellor at a specifi c square. Turbino is 
challenging, fun and helps children develop 
breathing control.  Age: 3+. 

419 16522 £19.75   

PARTY BUBBLES 
 Create dozens of different-sized bubbles by 
blowing through the hoops on the dipper. 
Each bottle 60ml. 

419 28526 - Set of 5 £5.50

BLOWING LOTTO 

Age: 3+. 

419 16521 £29.95

developmental blowing

 CLEVER CANDLES 

PARTY BUBBLES 

NEW - BLASTER
A long transparent tube with 12 colourful 
pom-poms that makes a fun and versatile 
way to exercise respiration. Place a
pom-pom inside the Blaster, clamp on 
the end cap, and then suck and blow to 
visually track the pom-pom back and forth. 
Blaster is one of the few resources which 
provides both suck and blow opportunities 
as well as great ocular and respiration 
choices.

419 28426 £19.95

NEW - BLASTER

AIR
FLUTTERS
 Four colourful, 
friendly farm animals 
which blast air or 
squirt water when 
squeezed. Bright 
and tactile, great fun.  
Age: 3+. 

419 28507 £8.75

BLOW THE BALL GAME 

A long transparent tube with 12 colourful 
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developmental oral placement
helping children with speech, breathing & sensory skills

It’s widely recognized that children 
who are sensory seeking or who have 
other sensory issues can be helped 
by chewing. Some children fi nd that 
chewing enables them to self-regulate 
and to be calm and focused. Others 
may simply need help with oral motor 
strengthening and development.

Chewies are a safe tool to use with any 
individuals who have a sensory need 
to chew and can be used to help calm 
children who have sensory processing 
needs, including those with autism 
spectrum disorder. Chewies can be 
used to provide portable, ‘on the go’ 
oral sensory input for sensory seekers, 
and also offer a safe way to exercise 
mouth muscles and promote oral 
strength.

All chewies have been manufactured 
specifi cally for this purpose and are 
therefore safe to use. They are 
therapeutic devices and should only 
be used by professional therapists, 
education and care staff who are 
trained in how and why they are used. 
All chewies have great bite resistance 
but they are not indestructible and 
should therefore be replaced 
periodically.

NEW - CHEW DUDE 
CHEWABLE NECKLACE
An attractive necklace with a friendly 
chewable brick fi gure pendant that children 
will love - perfect for chewing with front teeth. 
The pendant is attached to a breakaway cord 
for added safety: the cord is 910mm long but 
can easily be shortened by sliding the thread 
out of the clasp, retying the knot at a shorter 
length, and then trimming the excess thread. 
Age: 5+.
Pendant size: H60mm x W40mm x D12mm

419 28414 - S (Red) £11.99(V)
419 28415 - XT (Lime Green) £11.99(V)
419 28416 - XXT (Blue) £11.99(V)

NEW - CHEW DUDE NEW - CHEW DUDE 

NEW - CHEWBUDDY SKULL
A great fun skull chew available in a range of 
colours with a detachable safety lanyard so 
it can be worn around the neck. Chewbuddy 
Skull’s medical grade material has great 
bite resistance with some ‘give’ making it 
pleasant to bite on. Recommended for mild to 
moderate chewers.
Size: L60mm x W50mm x D8mm

419 28450 - Blue £5.95(V)
419 28451 - Yellow £5.95(V)
419 28452 - Purple £5.95(V)
419 28453 - Black £5.95(V)

NEW - JIGGLERS
ELEPHANT & GATOR
Fun oral facial massagers which provide a 
calming low-intensity vibration. Chewable and 
durable, Jigglers are ideal for special needs 
therapy and oral stimulation. Available in two 
styles: Elephant (purple) or Gator (green) - the 
Elephant’s ears make a great spoon for orally 
defensive children. Requires 1 x AA Battery 
(included).

419 34010 - Elephant £14.95
419 34011 - Gator £14.95
419 34012 - Set of 2 (Different) £25.95

NEW - SIDEKICK CHEWIE 
A happy chewable dancing fi gurine with fi ve 
extensions to chew on. Smooth on both sides, 
the Sidekick Chewie provides a safe outlet 
for anyone who needs to chew, with long 
extensions that are ideal for reaching back 
molars. Size: H150mm x W100mm x D13mm

419 28430 - S (Red) £11.99(V)
419 28431 - XT (Lime Green) £11.99(V)
419 28432 - XXT (Blue) £11.99(V)

NEW - SIDEKICK CHEWIE 

NEW - GUITAR CHEW
A fun guitar-shaped chew with a ‘neck’ 
extension to reach the back molars and a 
smooth looped ‘body’ that’s easy to hold. 
Ridges and bumps on the neck resemble the 
frets and tuning pegs on a real acoustic guitar 
providing extra sensory input. 
Size: L130mm x W60mm x D13mm

419 28433 - S (Blue) £7.99(V)
419 28434 - XT (Lime Green) £7.99(V)
419 28435 - XXT (Orange) £7.99(V)

CHEW’ELRY
A brightly coloured spiral necklace and bracelet 
which make ideal chews. Durable, hard wearing 
and particularly suitable for children who chew their 
clothes.

419 28327 - Necklace & Bracelet £12.99(V)
419 28328 - Necklace Set of 6 £35.95(V)
419 28329 - Bracelet Set of 6 £35.95(V)

NEW - GUITAR CHEWNEW - GUITAR CHEW

CHEW’ELRY
A brightly coloured spiral necklace and bracelet 
which make ideal chews. Durable, hard wearing 
and particularly suitable for children who chew their 
clothes.

419 28327 - Necklace & Bracelet £12.99(V)
419 28328 - Necklace Set of 6 £35.95(V)
419 28329 - Bracelet Set of 6 £35.95(V)

NEW - GUITAR CHEWNEW - GUITAR CHEW

NEW - CHEWBUDDY SKULL
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developmental threading
helping children with the development of fi ne motor skills
Products to be used under the supervision of a professional/responsible adult at all times

THREADING BUTTERFLY 
 Thread the cord in and out of the wings of the 
bright yellow butterfl y. Encourages hand/eye 
co-ordination and dexterity.  Age: 3+.  

419 15382 £12.95  

GIANT BUTTONS 
 Large colourful buttons in fi ve different sizes 
and colours. A fun resource for sorting, 
stacking and threading, each size of button 
has a different number of holes. The set 
contains 50 coloured   buttons, 6 coloured 
laces and 4 white laces with a smiley-head 
stopper bead.   Age: 3+ .

419 28252 £15.95

STRING-A-LONG LACING KIT 
 Create your own design or follow one of the 
kit’s colourful pattern cards - pick a string, 
thread the pen, then ‘punch and pull’ a 
colourful picture. The String-a-Long Lacing 
Kit helps develop hand/eye co-ordination, fi ne 
motor skills, counting and patterning skills. 
The kit includes 1 design board, 1 punch pen, 
18 laces, 16 pattern cards and instruction 
sheet.  Age 3+.  Size: W236mm x D226mm.   

419 28249 £16.50

NEW - THREADING NUMBER CHEESE
A large, attractive wooden lacing cheese that makes early mathematical 
processes fun and interesting. Help the cheeky mouse to eat its way 
through the wedge of cheese by passing it through a sequence of 10 
numbered holes. Aids hand-to-eye coordination skills and encourages 
number recognition, sequencing, identifying odd/even numbers, 
counting up and down, addition, subtraction, and so on. Age: 3+.
Size: H140mm x W80mm x D42mm.

419 15010 £8.99

PINKY KNITS 
 Use your fi ngers to create a woollen noodle! Follow the step-by-step 
instructions and watch your noodle take shape. The cleverly designed 
box doesn’t need to be opened - the wool comes straight from an eyelet 
in the lid which means tangles are kept to a minimum. Pinky Knits 
can be used as a supervised therapy aid for improving concentration, 
manual dexterity and manipulation. Great for fi ne motor skills. Available 
in red, purple and mustard - please state colour when ordering. 

419 28265 £7.95

THREADING BUTTERFLY 
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THREADING TREE 
 An easy-to-handle wooden tree with friendly 
bee attached to a cord for feeding in and out 
of the branches.  Age: 3+.  

419 15381 £12.95  

SEE THROUGH
LACING BOARD
A colourful plastic lacing board which is ideal 
for improving fi ne motor skills. The holes 
across the board reduce on each line helping 
children to develop more precise movements 
providing an excellent resource for helping 
children with perceptuo-motor diffi culties. 
Colours may vary. 
   Size: W200mm .

419 15053 £8.75

PRIMARY LACING BEADS 
 These beads are perfect for developing hand/
eye co-ordination, fi ne motor, cognitive and 
visual perception skills. The set contains two 
laces and 30 brightly coloured wooden beads 
with oversized holes. Store in the supplied 
wooden box.  Age: 3+.  Size: W230mm x 
D190mm.

419 15029 £10.75 

THREADING ANIMALS 
Three friendly beechwood animals which 
make ideal toys for improving hand/eye co-
ordination and fi ne motor skills. Age: 3+.
Size: L115mm x W113mm.

419 15180 - Bee £11.99
419 15181 - Bunny £11.99
419 15182 - Fish £11.99
419 15183 - Set of 3 £33.95

LACING BUTTERFLIES
A range of six colourful wooden butterfl ies with 
wings that fl ap. Ideal toys for improving hand/
eye co-ordination and fi ne motor skills. Each 
butterfl y is supplied with two cotton threading 
laces. Age: 3+. Size: W180mm x L140mm.

419 15190 - Green £12.99
419 15191 - Orange £12.99
419 15192 - Red £12.99
419 15193 - Blue £12.99
419 15194 - Yellow £12.99
419 15195 - Turquoise £12.99

LACE THE SHAPES
Improve basic shape recognition and 
hand/eye co-ordination with this set of 12 
durable plastic shape cards and laces. 
Each card has a hand symbol indicating 
where threading should begin. Age: 3+.
Size: W110mm x D80mm.

419 15185 - Set of 12 £21.99

LETTERS FOR THREADING 
Improve basic letter recognition and 
hand/eye co-ordination with this set of 
26 durable plastic letter cards and laces. 
Each card has a hand symbol indicating 
where threading should begin. Age: 3+.
Size: W200mm x D145mm.

419 15186 - Set of 26 £32.99

NUMBERS FOR THREADING  
Improve basic number recognition and 
hand/eye co-ordination with this set of 10 
durable plastic number cards and laces. 
Each card has a hand symbol indicating 
where threading should begin. Age: 3+. 
Size: W165mm x D110mm.

419 15184 - Set of 10 £18.99

PRIMARY LACING BEADS 

THREADING ANIMALS 
Three friendly beechwood animals which 
make ideal toys for improving hand/eye co-
ordination and fi ne motor skills. Age: 3+.
Size: L115mm x W113mm.

LACING BUTTERFLIESLACING BUTTERFLIES

THREADING ANIMALS THREADING ANIMALS THREADING ANIMALS 
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developmental
helping children with hand/eye co-ordination & complex hand movements
Products to be used under the supervision of a professional/responsible adult at all times

FEED THE ANIMALS 
Develop fi ne motor control and hand/eye 
co-ordination while helping hungry animals 
gobble up treats! The range comprises a 
dog, a rabbit and a monkey with giant-sized 
mouths - use the giant tweezers to grab treats 
and drop them into each animal’s mouth! 
Each animal comes with its own bowl of 
30 treats. Age: 3+.  Animal size: H140mm.

419 28260 - Feed the Dog £21.95
419 28261 - Feed the Rabbit £21.95
419 28262 - Feed the Monkey £21.95
419 28263 - Set of 3 £62.50

EXPLORER RING 
 A toroid tube fi lled with hundreds of coloured 
beads which pass around the ring through fi ve 
control doors. Designed to develop fi ne motor 
skills, each door has a different locking control 
which must be manipulated to allow the beads 
to pass through: pull the knob, turn the key, 
rotate the cuff, spin the handle and squeeze 
the buttons.  Age: 3+.    Size: 340mm Dia. 

419 15787 £24.95

ROLLING 4 FUN 
 Four different challenges which develop 
hand/eye co-ordination and motor skills 
development in one fun game! Roll, spin, fl ick 
or blow the ball along the tracks - there are 
two different weighted balls to alter the level of 
challenge. Age: 3+.
Size: W280mm x D250mm .

419 97065 £24.95

SLIDING GAME
A fi ne motor skills training toy incorporating 
four basic hand movements: straight motion, 
see-saw motion, circular motion and turning - 
hold the wooden knobs and move them in the 
directions of the arrows. Age: 18m+.
Size: W280mm.

419 23119 £14.99

LATCHES BOARD
Promote fi ne motor and memory skills with 
this intriguing board containing locks and 
latches of all shapes and sizes. Learn colours, 
numbers and animals by exploring the board 
and unlocking the different characters behind 
the doors. Age 3+.
Size: W400mm x D300mm.

419 15079 £24.50

BUTTERFLY
WALL BOARD 
Mount the tracking board to
the wall at a height suitable for children to use 
their hands or feet to slide the tracker around 
the butterfl y. Encourages spatial orientation 
and manual co-ordination.  Age: 3+. 
Size: H600mm x W500mm .

419 23111 £46.00

LATCHES BOARD

EXPLORER RING 

BUTTERFLY
WALL BOARD 
Mount the tracking board to
the wall at a height suitable for children to use 

SLIDING GAME

In order to progress to more complex 
physical skills such as using 
cutlery and writing, a child needs 
to be dexterous enough to use their 
hands and fi ngers with control and 
accuracy. Once gross motor skills 
are established, more controlled 
movement can often be acquired and 
practiced through fun and motivating 
activities.

When choosing fi ne motor tasks, 
consider the child’s level of ability and 
interests. Whole hand grasp control 
comes before more accurate control 
such as pincer grip, and these fi ner 
movements should be allowed to 
develop naturally rather than forced.

NEW -
BEAN PODS
A set of three giant bean
pods, each containing three colourful beans 
(one large and two small). Gently press the 
sides of the pods in the middle to open the 
two halves and release the beans for creative 
stacking and sorting activities. Patterns on 
the surface of the beans provide different 
tactile experiences and stacking challenges, 
enhancing hand strength and stability. 
Reassembling the pods with the correct 
arrangement of beans helps to enhance fi ne 
motor skills. Also ideal for colour matching to 
assist with colour recognition ability. Age: 1+.
Pod size: L185mm x W70mm x D53mm

419 28259 £24.95

the butterfl y. Encourages spatial orientation 
and manual co-ordination.  Age: 3+. 
Size: H600mm x W500mm .

419 23111 £46.00

BEAN PODS
A set of three giant bean
pods, each containing three colourful beans 

ROLLING 4 FUN ROLLING 4 FUN 
 Four different challenges which develop 
ROLLING 4 FUN 
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tracking & fi ne motor skills
helping children with hand/eye co-ordination & complex hand movements

TWEEZERS 
A set of 12 large plastic tweezers in six 
assorted colours, which are ideal for practicing 
motor skills, dexterity and sorting activities.  
Size: L120mm .

419 28266 - Set of 12 £9.95

TUBEY
FLOOR MODEL 
 A fun free-standing panel which encourages 
hand/eye co-ordination and tracking. Six 
coloured balls are supplied with each model 
- watch them travel through the transparent
tubes before dropping into the tray.  Age: 3+.
Size: H370mm x W500mm.

419 09712 £180.00

TALL TUBEY (right) 
 Place a ball in either of the top entrance 
holes and watch it thread its way to the 
bottom - why not place two balls and have a 
race? Six coloured balls supplied. 
Age: 3+.  Size: H550mm x W300mm .

419 23131 £154.95

HAND
HELD TUBEY 
 Twist and turn this easy-to-hold tubey to 
guide the ball through the tube, encouraging 
hand and arm movement to improve 
dexterity. Comes with four coloured balls.  
Age: 3+.  Size: W230mm.

419 23132 £44.00

 TAI CHI BALL 
 A sturdy, transparent sphere containing a 
small inner ball on a circulated track. Twist, 
turn and roll to move the small ball along the 
track. Ideal for developing and exercising 
hand/eye co-ordination and wrist/arm 
movement. Complete with stand. 
   Size: 200mm Dia. 

419 25179 £47.00

TUBEY
FLOOR MODEL 

HAND
HELD TUBEY 
 Twist and turn this easy-to-hold tubey to 
guide the ball through the tube, encouraging 
hand and arm movement to improve 

NEW -
TRICKY FISH
A robust ball tracking game shaped as a 
happy smiling fi sh with a tail for a handle.  
Tilt the board with fi ne motor control to roll a 
small ball along the grooved path. Each side 
offers a different level of challenge: on one 
side, a mini-ball runs under a transparent 
cover, while on the other side, a bigger ball 
must be more carefully controlled to prevent 
it from falling out of the track. Two path styles 
are available: the green fi sh has a linear 
path (basic level) which helps develop hand 
control, the foundation of daily self-care 
abilities; the blue fi sh has a circular path 
(advanced level) which provides training 
for fi ne motor skills related to writing agility, 
throwing and fi nger movement. The big ball 
can be placed in the fi sh’s eye hole for easy 
storage. Tricky Fish helps to improve hand 
stability and fi nger dexterity, develops hand-
eye coordination, enhances visual tracking 
skills, and boosts concentration. Age: 3+. 
Size: L250mm x W210mm x H30mm

419 15070-G - Green £22.95
419 15070-B - Blue £22.95

NEW - SPIN AGAIN
A robust corkscrew pole with six colourful 
cogs which thread onto the pole and spin 
down into position on the domed base. Each 
disc is dual-coloured, forming a rainbow when 
arranged from largest to smallest on the pole, 
encouraging hand-eye coordination. Even 
the smallest cog will spin all the way down 
to the base, which can also be set to wobble 
or remain fi rm. Each cog is made from solid 
coated plastic (free from BPA). Age: 3+.
Size: H420mm x W170mm x D170mm.

419 15140 £22.95

HAND
HELD TUBEY 
 Twist and turn this easy-to-hold tubey to 

 TAI CHI BALL  TAI CHI BALL 

A robust corkscrew pole with six colourful 

NEW -
TRICKY FISH
A robust ball tracking game shaped as a 
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developmental squeeze
helping children to develop fi ne motor skills
Products to be used under the supervision of a professional/responsible adult at all times

THERA BOLLY
A colourful game designed to promote
co-ordination and manipulation skills. The 
small balls stick onto any polished surface, 
glass and each other! The suction base 
of each Thera Bolly encourages small 
construction, counting, colour sorting and 
recognition. Age: 3+. 

419 25140 £29.95

FIDGET WHEEL
A soft pliable silicone wheel which can be 
squeezed and manipulated to move the 
internal coloured beads. Mix the beads up 
and encourage the child to arrange them back 
into their respective groups. A tactile game to 
promote logic skills. Ages: 3+. 
Size: 270mm Dia.

419 25245 £16.95

BUSHY BALL
Brightly coloured Bushy Balls are soft, 
stretchy and tactile to touch. A good 
distracting fi dget. Colours may vary.
Size: 100mm Dia.

419 10316 £2.45

COLOURFUL CATERPILLAR
A colourful air-fi lled soft, squishy, tactile 
and friendly caterpillar which glows under 
UV light. A great favourite as a fi dget. 
Colours may vary.  Size: L200mm.

419 10310 £3.50

FINGER EXERCISE 
STRETCHER 
 A great fi nger fi dgeter ideal for children and 
adults who fi nd it hard to concentrate. This 
rubber disc full of stretchy fi nger holes is 
excellent for developing hand strength and 
fi ne motor skills.   Size: 240mm Dia. 

419 28407 £14.95

SCRUNCHY FIDGET 
DINOSAURS 
Soft and stretchy glow in the dark dinosaurs 
which can be squeezed, tugged and pulled, 
providing lots of sensory tactile experiences. 
Available individually or as set of three 
different.  Age 3+.  Size: L200mm.

419 26088 £5.95
419 26089 - Set of 3 £14.95   

TWISTY DROPPER 
 Develop hand strength and fi ne motor skills 
with these curly liquid droppers. Perfect 
for use with a water table, they feature 
translucent tubes and soft, durable bulbs for 
easy suction.  Age: 2+ . Size: L159mml.

419 15159 - Set of 4 £10.95

TWISTY DROPPER TWISTY DROPPER 

developmental squeeze

FIDGET WHEEL

THERA BOLLY SCRUNCHY FIDGET SCRUNCHY FIDGET 

NEW - CATERPINCH
An irresistible fi dget that no one will want to put 
down! Each segment contains a securely sealed 
‘mushable’ liquid that offers a unique tactile 
sensation when the segment is pressed. An ideal 
tool for warming up fi ngers before writing or for 
keeping busy fi ngers active in one place. Not 
suitable for mouthing. Size: 270mm x 40mm.

419 25292 £15.95

into their respective groups. A tactile game to 
promote logic skills. Ages: 3+. 
Size: 270mm Dia.

419 25245 £16.95NEW - CATERPINCHNEW - CATERPINCH

Products to be used under the supervision of a professional/responsible adult at all times

FIDGET WHEEL
A soft pliable silicone wheel which can be 
squeezed and manipulated to move the 
internal coloured beads. Mix the beads up 
and encourage the child to arrange them back 
into their respective groups. A tactile game to 

FIDGET WHEEL

internal coloured beads. Mix the beads up 
and encourage the child to arrange them back 
into their respective groups. A tactile game to 

NEW - GHOSTBUSTERS SOUND BAG
A tactile fabric bag that features the ‘no ghosts’ motif from the popular 
Ghostbusters fi lms on one side and plays the Ghostbusters theme 
song when squeezed. Tied with a thick red cord, the robust sound 
box inside can be removed by an adult when the batteries need 
replacing. Requires 3 x 1.5v LR44 cell button batteries (included). 
Age: 3+. Size: H120mm x W85mm x D50mm.

419 28023 £2.25

Age: 3+. Size: H120mm x W85mm x D50mm.

419 28023 £2.25
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DYNAMO ANIMAL TORCHES
 Four fun animal torches which are ideal for 
developing fi ne motor skills and cause and 
effect. Repeatedly squeeze the handle fi rmly 
to make the torch light up - no batteries 
required!  Size: H115mm.

419 26315 - Penguin £4.95
419 26316 - Pig £4.95
419 26317 - Tiger £4.95
419 26318 - Duck £4.95

SQUEEZY
POP-EYES FROG & DUCK 
 Squeeze the frog and duck to make their eyes 
pop out! A great visual reward for effort. 
Age: 3+.  Size: H100mm.

419 25420 - Frog £6.50
419 25421 - Duck £6.50

PUFFER
HEDGEHOG BALL
Vibrant soft and stretchy tactile balls which 
make great fi dgets. Colours may vary.
Size: L150mm.

419 10313 £3.55

YUCKEBALL 
 These malleable balls are fi lled with gel and 
have a strong outer cover - great to squish! 
Extremely durable, colours may vary. 
 Age: 3+.  Size: 90mm Dia.

419 25107 £8.75
419 25108 - Set of 6 £48.95

FLASHING CRYSTAL STARS
 A set of three soft and pliable crystal stars  
which illuminate when squeezed. Use under 
supervision.  Age: 3+ .  Size: 60mm Dia. 

419 26142 - Set of 3 £4.95

FLASHING CRYSTAL STARS

NEW - ROLL-N-RATTLE
SENSORY BALLS
A set of three highly tactile balls with dozens 
of bumps and a tacky surface that make 
them very easy to catch and hold. When fully 
infl ated, small plastic beads partially fi ll the 
ball chamber, providing an audible feedback 
when the ball is rolled or shaken. The beads 
can also provide a deadening effect, turn 
the balls into beanbags - depending on the 
degree of infl ation. Set includes one red, one 
yellow and one blue ball.
Size: 100mm Dia.

419 25281 - Set of 3 £27.95

NEW - ROLL-N-RATTLE

AROMA BALLS
 A set of four colourful balls each with its own 
individual aroma. Soft and squidgy to touch 
offering an excellent tactile feel. 
Size: 55mm  Dia.

419 25390 - Set of 4 £16.50

AROMA BALLS

NEW - GHOSTBUSTERS 
WHOOPEE CUSHION
A traditional rubber latex whoopee cushion 
that makes a hilarious raspberry blowing 
sound when sat on. The cushion features 
the familiar ‘no ghosts’ motif from the popular 
Ghostbusters fi lms on one side. Age: 3+.
Size: 170mm Dia.

419 28024 £2.65

DYNAMO ANIMAL TORCHES

NEW -
COLOURED FLUFF BALLS
A set of six brightly coloured fl uff balls that 
are very soft and tactile. Easy to hold, throw 
and catch. Size: 90mm Dia.

419 25280 - Set of 6 £6.55

419 28024 £2.65

NEW -

PUFFER
HEDGEHOG BALL
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developmental
helping children to develop logical thinking
Products to be used under the supervision of a professional/responsible adult at all times

MATCHING SOUND CUBES
Shake each cube to fi nd the six pairs of 
matching sounds. An ideal way of training 
auditory perception, colour recognition and 
concentration skills. Comes in a drawstring 
bag. Age: 3+.
Size of individual cube: W40mm.

419 16501 £54.95

FARMYARD ANIMALS BOARD
This sturdy wooden puzzle includes three 
pieces with large wooden knobs for easy 
grasping. Full colour matching pictures appear 
underneath each piece. A great activity board 
for encouraging hand/eye co-ordination and 
developing visual perception skills. Age: 1+.
Size: H310mm.

419 80884 £8.95

MATCHING TEXTURES BAG
A set of 20 pieces of fabric, each made from 
one of 10 different textures. Match the fabrics 
into identical pairs in a simple tactile puzzle 
game. Play with eyes open or closed to 
vary the diffi culty of the puzzle. Comes in a 
drawstring storage bag. Age: 3+.

419 34201 £16.95 ASSORTED LARGE BUTTONS
 A large and colourful assortment of buttons 
in various shapes and sizes - ideal for aiding 
colour recognition, the development of fi ne 
motor skills and hand/eye co-ordination. 
Thread the buttons together as you match 
them! Age: 4+.  Size: 41mm Dia. to 50mm Dia. 

419 28253 - Pack of 90 £9.95

SHAPE DOMINOES
A set of 21 wooden dominoes each with a pair 
of coloured tactile, raised geometric shapes. 
Encourages children to learn shape, colour 
defi nition, sorting and observation.
Domino size: W100mm x D50mm.

419 16814 £15.50

MATCHING TEXTURES BAG

INTERLOCKING
SENSORY STONES 
Ideal for exploring matching and symmetry, 
these pairs of interlocking stones are 
designed so that each pair attaches in a 
different way - from concentric circles which 
can be continually twisted to shapes that can 
be interlocked in two, three and four positions. 
The set consists of eight stones in four pairs. 
Size: 75mm Dia.

419 16519 - Set of 8 £22.00

THE NOISE
A set of six easy-to-hold pairs of wooden 
cubes that have to be matched according to 
the sound emitted when shaken.
Age: 3+. Size: W70mm.

419 18103 £27.95

SHAPE DOMINOES

 ASSORTED LARGE BUTTONS

FARMYARD ANIMALS BOARD

INTERLOCKING

NEW - HONEY BEE
NUMBER STONES
A set of 20 numbered bee stones which 
can be used for a range of learning-
through-play activities. Each friendly bee 
has a numeral on its back from 1 to 10, 
matching it to one of the other bees in 
the set.The bee stones help children to 
develop an understanding of numbers and 
apply that knowledge in different contexts 
by recognising the numerals shown on the 
bees’ backs and relating them to groups of 
objects. Explore number sequences, odd 
and even numbers, addition, subtraction 
and number bonds. Age 3+. Size: L50mm.

419 16535 £20.00

NEW - HONEY BEE 
NUMBER CARDS
Designed for use with Honey Bee Number 
Stones, this set of 16 colourful activity 
cards provide an exciting way to help 
children develop early number skills. 
Vibrant photographic backgrounds feature 
marked positions for the bee stones, 
prompting discussion of numerals from 1 
to 10, the concept of numbers, and how 
numbers can be represented. The cards 
can also be used to explore number 
sequences, odd and even numbers, 
addition, subtraction and number bonds. 
Made from durable plastic, suitable for 
use outside. Age: 3+. 
Size: L275mm x W210mm.

419 16536 £15.50

NEW - HONEY BEE

NEW - HONEY BEE 

419 80884  £8.95

THE NOISETHE NOISE
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matching, puzzles & games
helping children to develop logical thinking

MATCHING PATCHES
A set of 12 cloth patches, each with a 
coloured picture on the front and a black and 
white pattern on the back. Each picture has a 
matching pair and a distinctive tactile texture. 
Complete with a handy drawstring storage 
bag. Age: 3+. Size: W95mm.

419 34203 £18.95

WOODEN STENCIL GAME
 A set of 30 wooden stencils for matching to 
fi ve picture game cards - helps with shape 
recognition and co-ordination skills. Stencils 
include trees, fl owers, birds, butterfl ies, 
elephant, cow, rabbit, pig, clouds, sun, 
aeroplane, train, cars, yacht, houses, castle 
and others.  Stencil size: W70mm x D70mm.

419 16815 £11.00

LACE & PLACE
Roll the game dice, identify the required 
pieces by colour or shape, and then place 
them in the correct position on the slotted 
game board. Can also be used as a lacing 
activity. Supplied in wooden tray.
Size: W235mm x D345mm.

419 80888 £17.95

PATTERN MATCHING SHAPES
A set of fi ve boards printed both sides with 
a colourful pattern, plus a large quantity of 
wooden shapes. Recreate each pattern with 
the shapes - promotes colour and shape 
recognition and fi ne motor skills.

419 16816 £22.99

WOODEN STENCIL GAME PATTERN MATCHING SHAPES

MATCHING PATCHES

LACE & PLACE

NEW - COLOUR
MATCHING EGGS
A plastic egg box containing a dozen eggs 
which each pull apart to reveal brightly 
coloured centres and 12 different numbers 
to match with corresponding pegs and holes. 
Ideal for learning to count, number recognition 
and colour matching. Age: 18m+.
Sizes: Carton: L296mm. Egg: 45mm Dia.

419 16823 £16.99

NEW - CRYSTAL CARNIVAL 
A set of 12 transparent animal-shaped blocks 
on a robust tripod stacker together with six 
colourful double-sided game cards. Each 
of the three animal shapes - elephant, fi sh 
and owl - appears in four different coloured 
blocks: red, yellow, blue and clear. Each 
animal shape has a different geometric hole in 
the centre for stacking onto its own stacking 
rod: the elephants stack onto the square rod, 
the owls stack onto the triangular rod, and 
the fi sh thread onto the cylindrical rod like 
nuts onto a bolt. The game cards provide 
clear instructions for a variety of games and 
activities that teach matching, sequencing, 
and shape and colour identifi cation. The 
Crystal Carnival promotes hand-eye 
coordination, self-care skills, wrist dexterity, 
and understanding of colour mixing with light. 
Age: 10m +
Base size: H107mm x L207mm x W135mm.

419 16822 £24.95

NEW - SENSORY
SOUND EGGS
A beautifully realistic set of six speckled play 
eggs comprising pairs with three matching 
sounds. Listen to the sound that each egg 
makes and discover which eggs have the 
same sound to pair them together - then mix 
them up and play again. Age: 2+.
Size: L63mm.

419 16512 - Set of 6 £20.00

NEW - CURIOSITY CUBES
A set of four transparent compartmentalised 
candy-coloured cubes with beads of 
different sizes inside. Twist and turn the 
cubes to roll each of the beads into their 
own compartments. Alternatively, the cubes 
can be used together as a stacking toy or 
to aid with colour identifi cation. Curiosity 
Cubes encourage motor skills and hand-eye 
coordination, as well as offering opportunities 
for logical thinking and learning through trial 
and error. Age: 18m+.
Size: H70mm x W70mm x D70mm. 

419 28101 £12.99

NEW - CRYSTAL CARNIVAL 

NEW - COLOUR

NEW - CURIOSITY CUBES
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developmental shape & sort
helping children with systematic thinking
Products to be used under the supervision of a professional/responsible adult at all times

DOUGHNUT
MATCHING BOARD
Place each of the nine coloured 
doughnuts onto its matching coloured 
post. Encourages early logic skills and 
colour recognition. Age: 1+.
Size: W280mm.

419 16818 £18.95

DOUGHNUT

  LARGE PEG
GEOMETRIC SHAPE BOARD 
 Eight brightly coloured shapes with bold 
outlines and large wooden knobs which fi t 
into matching slots on the puzzle board, 
encouraging hand/eye co-ordination and 
developing fi ne motor and visual perception 
skills.  Age: 6m+. Size: W394mm x D305mm.

419 80883 £18.55

  LARGE PEG

NEW - SORTING STONES
A set of 20 durable play stones featuring 
colourful geometric bug characters engraved 
on one side. Each set comprises fi ve bug 
shapes (circle, square, rectangle, triangle and 
hexagon) in four primary colours (red, blue, 
yellow and green), which offer the opportunity 
to explore shapes and colours in a variety 
of contexts, indoors or outside. A leafl et with 
additional activities is provided with ideas 
for introducing the stones to your setting 
and games to explore sorting, counting, and 
pattern skills. Sorting Stones are cast from a 
unique mix of resin and stone. Please note: 
coloured dishes illustrated are not included. 
Age 3+. Size: 45mm Dia.

419 16530 £20.00

NEW - SORTING STONES

LARGE SHAPE
MATCHING BOARD
Six pairs of large coloured shapes to fi t into 
the coloured-outline puzzle board, helping to 
develop early logic skills, colour recognition 
and shape matching. Age: 1+.
Size: W380mm x D280mm.

419 16821 £39.95

LARGE SHAPE
MATCHING BOARD

MAGNETIC SHAPE MATCHING
A magnetic board with 16 different shapes in 
various colours to sort and match, helping to 
develop colour and shape recognition.
Age: 2+. Size: W460mm.

419 16817 £69.95

MAGNETIC SHAPE MATCHING

 4 TOWER SHAPE SORTER
 Sort the 16 brightly coloured squares onto the 
wooden sorter. Ideal for developing hand/eye 
co-ordination and colour perception.  Age: 3+.  
Size: W245mm.

419 15389 £12.95  

 4 TOWER SHAPE SORTER

STACKING CARROT
A fi ve-piece carrot-shaped stacking tower with 
four connector blocks of different shapes and 
colours. Select the right shape, colour and 
number to build the carrot! Age: 2+.
Size: H220mm x 105mm Dia.

419 80889 £17.50 

STACKING CARROT
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FIDGET LINKS
 These colourful links  make a great fi dget tool, 
ideal for sorting, counting or just fi dgeting with. 
Fidget Links help to develop fi ne motor skills 
and colour differentiation. 
 Age: 3+.  Size: L40mm.

419 23164 £12.95

MATCHING
SHAPE BOARD
 A colourful six-piece shape sorter with chunky 
easy-grip knobs. Ideal for encouraging shape 
discrimination and promoting fi ne motor skills. 
Age: 6m+.  Size: 245mm Dia.

419 80890 £17.95

TURN-N-SORT
Twist and screw the pieces into place. An 
essential learning tool which teaches children 
to distinguish shape, colour and type. Age: 3+. 
Size: 200mm Dia .

419 15082 £19.95

SHAPE,
SIZE & COLOUR
LEARNING BOARD
A 12-piece wooden shapes peg puzzle which 
helps children develop colour matching, size 
sequencing and logical thinking. Each piece is 
easy-to-grip and will only fi t into its own slot on 
the puzzle board. Age: 1+. Size: W380mm .

419 16819 £59.95

SHAPE STACKER
A sturdy and colourful stacking pyramid made 
of wood.  A great toy to encourage fi ne motor 
skills development and logical thinking.
Age: 1+.  Size: W110mm.

419 28256 £14.95

BALANCING RAINBOW
This colourful wooden balancing toy will help 
children with the development of
hand/eye co-ordination and the concept 
of balancing. Each of the four elasticated 
location rods holds fi ve discs.
Age: 2+. Size: H130mm x W255mm .

419 28255 £18.95

TURN-N-SORT

SHAPE,
SIZE & COLOUR

BALANCING RAINBOW

SHAPE STACKER

MATCHING
SHAPE BOARD
 A colourful six-piece shape sorter with chunky 

NEW - OOMBEE CUBE
A sturdy plastic sorting toy that is ideal for 
encouraging shape recognition and matching 
skills whilst developing fi ne motor skills. Each 
side of the brightly coloured cube features a 
geometric recess which matches one of six 
soft and squishy food grade silicone shapes 
attached by thread to the cube corners.
Age: 10m+. Size: 95mm cubed.

419 15098 £12.95

NEW - OOMBEE CUBE

SHAPE
SORTER
Young children will enjoy pushing the six 
geometrical shapes through the matching 
slots. Helps develop hand/eye
co-ordination. Age: 1+. Size: H100mm.

419 16820 £14.95

419 16819 £59.95

SHAPE
SORTER
Young children will enjoy pushing the six 

419 16820 £14.95
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developmental social skills
helping children to build confi dence and improve their ability to talk to others
Products to be used under the supervision of a professional/responsible adult at all times

Most of us take social interaction in 
our stride. We may be outgoing, or we 
may be shy, but most of us know how 
to respond or how to pick up basic 
signals about how someone is feeling. 
We have understanding of our own 
emotions, and can often understand 
how someone else may be feeling. 
These skills are highly complex and 
are learned through years of picking 
up signals and learning to respond. 
Autism makes this a much harder 
process.

Children who have autism:
• Are unlikely to consider how

someone else may be feeling
• Are often focusing on themselves
and their own immediate needs
• Are likely to misinterpret or miss

non verbal signals - such as
facial expressions

• Do not pick up on language
which is not clear in meaning
or contains inference

• Are likely to have diffi culty
controlling emotions and
understanding feelings

• Are likely to not know how to
behave in many social situations
and need to have support to learn
how to respond

This selection of products offer games 
and activities to work on these social 
interaction issues: from hearing stories 
about feelings, studying bright cards 
about emotions to understanding 
personalised social situation stories.

  RAINBOW SOCIAL
SKILLS GAME 
 Promoting personal and social development 
in all age groups, this game improves self-
awareness while developing communication 
skills, interaction, verbal expression and 
respectful discussion. Each level of the 
game is colour-coded to relate to a different 
quality for personal and social development: 
red for action, orange for courage, yellow 
for imagination, green for feeling, etc. The 
game encourages positive interaction, helps 
boost confi dence, deals with decision-
making, promotes problem-solving skills and 
consideration of personal values. 2-6 players 
or teams. 

419 13499 £59.75

  WHAT ARE THEY
THINKING? COLORCARDS 
  These imaginative photo cards provide an 
innovative way of initiating conversation with 
individuals and groups. The user imagines 
what the people shown on the cards are 
thinking and how they may feel in a similar 
situation, and then fi lls in the speech bubble 
either verbally or in writing. Includes a CD 
with all the images to print out as individual 
worksheets. 30 x A4 cards. 

419 13590 £44.95

TALKABOUT BOARD GAME 
 The Talkabout Board Game is a journey 
through the week where a player will 
encounter a number of different social skill 
tasks that need to be completed in order to 
get to the end of the week. The purpose of 
the game is to work together, and there is 
therefore no winner. Once a player reaches 
the middle of the board, their role is to help 
the others to get there too. Designed to 
support work on social communication skills, 
self-esteem and friendship skills. For 2 to 6 
players. 

419 22611 £50.00

  WHAT ARE THEY
TALKABOUT BOARD GAME 

NEW - SOCIAL SKILLS BINGO
A fascinating bingo-style board game 
designed to prompt discussion and debate to 
help young people make their own choices in 
social situations. Four different boards contain 
48 scenarios, actions or situations initiated by 
one of four headings:
• What could I do when…?
• How do you know when…”
• How can you tell when…?
• I could say when…
The player is invited to consider a situation
or action and decide the most appropriate
response from the choices provided. Once the
player has agreed the response, the situation
can be covered over with the response and
the player then moves to the next situation.
Extra mini dry wipe boards and a dry wipe pen
can be used to record alternative responses,
allowing for discussion about why these may
be more appropriate in different situations.
Contents:
4 x A4 Scenario, Action or Situations Boards
48 x Response Tiles
12 x Mini Dry Wipe Boards
1 x Dry Wipe Pen
1 x Instructions Leafl et
1 x Plastic Storage Box

419 13827 £59.95

NEW - SOCIAL SKILLS
BOARD GAMES
A great value compendium of six durable 
board games designed to support the 
development of social and emotional 
skills and the consolidation of those skills 
already learnt. Each of the six games 
explores aspects of good social skills and 
behaviour - from morals, manners, empathy 
and friendship to showing and managing 
emotions:
• How Others Feel
• Acting Out
• Manners
• Mountain of Emotions
• What Should You Do?
• What Makes a Good Friend?
The games provide a comprehensive
approach to promoting the social and
emotional skills that underpin effective
learning, positive behaviour, regular
attendance and emotional health and well-
being. Ideal for use in Emotional Literacy.
Contents:
6 x Board Games (H297mm x W420mm)
20 x Playing Counters
1 x Die

419 13684 £24.99

NEW - SOCIAL SKILLS NEW - SOCIAL SKILLS BINGO
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developmental life skills
helping children to learn about the everyday world they live in

Basic life skills are often learned 
automatically, without conscious 
thought. Children who have autism 
tend not to be able to pick up life skills 
in this automatic way, and need to 
have instruction and support to learn 
about their world and how they need to 
behave.

This range of products is aimed to 
spark your imagination to consider 
different ways to teach life skills - 
from learning to set the table or doing 
fastenings, to considering what people 
really mean when they use non-literal 
phrases such as, “Pull your socks up”. 
Have fun with these motivating tools 
for learning.

LEARN TO DRESS CHIMP 
 A soft, colourful cheeky monkey toy with easily 
removable clothes - dungarees, T-shirt, shoes 
and socks. The dungarees feature simple 
button, loop and zip fastenings to explore 
while the shoes include laces to tie. Also 
includes a Velcro fasten banana which can be 
removed and reattached to either hand. Helps 
to develop fi ne motor skills while learning to 
master basic dressing activities.  Age: 3+.    

419 15127 £36.75

UNDO-ME CUBE
 A soft, light, colourful cube with different types 
of fastenings on each surface - laces, buttons, 
zips, poppers, Velcro, clasps and buckles. 
A fun way to learn how to use the various 
fastenings on clothes and shoes.  Age: 3+ . 
Mini: H150mm x W150mm x D150mm.

419 75818 - Mini £18.95

PROBLEM SOLVING 
This set of 48 cards illustrates everyday 
problems and two ways of solving them. 
An alternative way to introduce the concept 
of problem solving while also offering 
answer options, which make it easier for the 
hesitant child to plan a way forward. A good 
introduction to learning problem solving in 
everyday life. 

419 13644 £29.95

MANIPULATIVE TOLA DOLL
A large soft bodied doll, dressed in several 
layers of clothes with different fastenings 
- wooden and plastic buttons, poppers,
Velcro, zips, laces and buckles. Playing
with the doll teaches children how to do
up the various fastenings and increases
dexterity and self-reliance. Age: 3+.
Size: H750mm.

419 75827  £49.95

SIMPLE SEQUENCES 
 These quality cards show a range of familiar 
daily activities. There are 12 sets of two-part 
sequences which can be used as a starting 
point to talk about tasks and how to go about 
them - such as cleaning teeth or packing 
a school bag. There are eight further sets 
with three-part sequences to extend the 
task. Useful to use on a visual timetable to 
demonstrate what is required of the child. 

419 13642 £29.95

BASIC SEQUENCES 
 This set of cards depicts 16 three-step 
sequences of activities found in day-to-day 
life. Put them together to demonstrate basic 
concepts or to encourage understanding of 
order and direction. 

419 13641 £29.95

BASIC SEQUENCES 

SIMPLE SEQUENCES 

PROBLEM SOLVING 

for learning.

LEARN TO DRESS CHIMP LEARN TO DRESS CHIMP LEARN TO DRESS CHIMP 

 A soft, light, colourful cube with different types 
of fastenings on each surface - laces, buttons, 
zips, poppers, Velcro, clasps and buckles. 

MANIPULATIVE TOLA DOLL

NEW - THE ROUND
TABLE WHEEL
A double-sided swivel wheel that helps 
children to manage confl icts and quickly 
fi nd a solution - ideal for developing life 
skills. There are eight different confl icts on 
the front ranging from ‘I don’t understand’ 
and ‘I don’t like this activity’ to ‘I don’t want 
to wait’ and ‘They are making fun of me’. 
The solution to each confl ict appears on 
the back - ‘Ask an adult for help’, ‘Change 
activity’, ‘Take a break to calm down’ or 
‘Ignore or move away’. Easy to handle. 
Size: 230mm Dia.

419 26008 £12.95

NEW - THE ROUND
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developmental emotions
helping children to express themselves & share their feelings
Products to be used under the supervision of a professional/responsible adult at all times

NEW -
EMOTIONS
SMART BALL
An infl atable ball illustrated with faces 
depicting a range of different emotions, which 
provides a fun way of identifying feelings and 
engaging in empathy activities. Catch the 
ball, identify the emotion shown in the nearest 
face, and describe an occasion when you felt 
that emotion. Suitable for all ages and for use 
both indoors and outside. Size: 300mm Dia.

419 13777 £5.99

NEW - PERSONAL & 
EMOTIONAL SKILLS
BOARD GAMES
A compendium of personal and emotional 
skills board games to help develop children's 
social awareness in a vibrant, enjoyable 
format. Six competitive and fun games that 
teach essentials for learning and life: Getting 
On, Good to Be Me, Changes, Keeping 
Calm, Going for Goals, Say NO to Bullying. 
All instructions are printed on the game 
boards so they can never be lost. Includes 24 
counters and die.

419 13778 £24.99

SMART BALL
An infl atable ball illustrated with faces 

NEW - TALK
ABOUT…..HOW WE FEEL
A set of 32 colour photo cards illustrating a full 
range of emotions to help children explore, 
understand, recognise and name different 
feelings. Featuring images of the same group 
of children throughout, four examples of each 
emotion are pictured: happy, cross, surprised, 
sad, confused, frightened, bored and 
disgusted. The set also includes a CD-ROM 
containing assessment checklists and all of 
the images for easy uploading onto computers 
and interactive whiteboards. Ages: 3+.

419 13530 £25.00

NEW - PERSONAL & 

EMOTIONS COLOUR CARDS 
A set of coloured photographs showing a 
range of emotions and offering clear cues for 
discussion on how the person in the picture 
may be feeling. Link this with work about the 
child’s own experiences of those emotions 
and relate the emotions to their own life. You 
can use this set at whatever level required 
by the individual, making it as complex 
or straightforward as required. Contains 
guidance notes and 48 cards. 

419 13580 £31.95

 UNDERSTANDING FEELINGS 
Designed to help children learn about a range 
of emotions and enable them to communicate 
more effectively with others. Children will 
be able to discuss, observe and better 
understand how they and others feel. Included 
in the set are 13 acetate faces with different 
feeling expressions. These can be handled 
by the children - placed on a table, window or 
light panel. An A3 poster of these expressions 
includes a key to what they show. Also 
included are three white face-shaped boards 
for use with wipe off markers, three blank 
acetate faces and three face-shaped mirrors 
to observe self expression. The set comes 
complete with a teacher’s guide covering 
suggested activities and questions to pose. 

419 28336 £25.00

WORRY EATERS
Children often have worries or fears and don’t 
always feel that they can communicate to a 
parent or teacher. Encourage children to write 
or draw their troubles on a piece of paper 
and place them in the mouth of the Worry 
Eater. When a parent or carer fi nds the note 
or drawing, they can talk to their child about 
their concerns. Worry Eaters are friendly and 
cuddly, offering reassurance and building 
confi dence. Ideal for autistic children who fi nd 
it diffi cult to communicate.

419 13810 - Sita £19.95
419 13811 - Saggo £19.95
419 13812 - Junior Flint £12.50
419 13813 - Junior Wanda £12.50
419 13814 - Keyring Biff £5.95
419 13815 - Keyring Flamm £5.95

WORRY EATERS

Sita

Saggo

Wanda

Biff

Flint

Flamm

NEW - TALK

NEW -
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NEW - FEELINGS &
EMOTIONS ACTIVITY CARDS
A durable set of 50 photo cards that 
illustrate a diverse range of emotions - such 
as fear, confusion, jealousy, excitement, 
embarrassment and sadness. The reverse 
of each card features activities for group or 
talk-partner discussion with story starters 
that encourage thinking and development on 
key social and emotional aspects of learning. 
The cards can be used to discuss empathy, 
explore body language and facial expressions, 
promote inclusion, and provide stimulus for 
writing stories, poems and other literature. 
Card size: H148mm x W210mm 

419 13685 £18.99

EMOTIONS DOMINOES 
 A game of dominoes for children to match 
simple emotion faces. Encourages turn 
taking and discussions about emotions and 
facial expressions. 18 beechwood dominoes. 
Domino size: W100mm. 

419 19113 £18.95

EMOTIONS DOMINOES 

EMOTION
BALLS 
 Six brightly coloured balls showing different 
emotions: happy, sad, excited, amazed, 
frightened, and angry. Ideal for helping to 
develop emotional intelligence.  Age: 3+  . 

419 80274 £14.95

EMOTION
BALLS 
 Six brightly coloured balls showing different 

EMOTION STONES 
 Recognising facial expressions and 
understanding emotions helps children 
to communicate their own feelings and 
empathise with others. This set of tactile 
stones is engraved with faces showing 
12 common emotions: happy, sad, angry, 
frightened, worried, surprised, confused, 
bored, calm, proud, shy and embarrassed. 
Each set includes a leaflet full of related 
activities. 

419 16518 £20.00

MESSAGE MIRROR
 Laser cut into the mirror surface is a message 
so that the user is prompted to consider a 
thought. Provided with double-sided sticky 
pads for easy fi xing, Message Mirrors can be 
used as a conversation piece, to prompt a 
response, discuss feelings and encourage a 
positive self-image.  Size: 200mm Dia.

419 30314 - How I Feel Today £6.75 
419 30315 - Look At Me £6.75
419 30316 - Who Am I? £6.75

MESSAGE MIRROR

SENSORY FAN 
 Many children are unable to verbalise 
their frustration, and this is sometimes 
illustrated by their behaviour. Many of 
these frustrations may be due to sensory 
factors. This fan has been designed to 
enable children to tell you how they are 
relating to their sensory environment. The 
fan contains 9 different symbols depicting: 
hot, cold, bright, taste, noisy, messy, 
crowded, smell and uncomfortable. The 
fan is robust and durable. Age: 3+. 

419 80361 £5.00

I WOULD LIKE
TO SAY... FAN 
 Concepts are diffi cult for all children to 
understand. The I Would Like To Say... 
Fan helps children communicate their 
thoughts and needs. The fan contains 10 
different symbols along with the matching 
vocabulary: yes, no, I’m happy, I’m sad, 
I would like, drink, toilet, snack, help and 
thank you. The fan is robust and durable. 
Age: 3+.

419 80360 £5.00

BEHAVIOUR FAN 
 A simple way to teach your child 
appropriate behaviour at school or at 
home. The fan contains 13 different 
symbols depicting different behaviours 
along with the matching vocabulary: 
green, amber, red, well done, good 
speaking, good listening, good sitting, 
time out, stop, calm, no biting, no hitting, 
and no throwing. The fan is robust and 
durable. Age: 3+.

419 80362 £5.00

FEELINGS FAN 
 A simple way for children to express how 
they are feeling. The fan contains 12 
faces depicting different emotions along 
with the matching vocabulary: scared, 
confused, excited, worried, cry, cross, 
sad, happy, calm, angry, laugh and ill. The 
fan is robust and durable. Age: 3+.

419 80363 £5.00

 WHERE DOES
IT HURT? FAN 
 A simple way for children to express if 
something is hurting or they are feeling 
unwell. The fan contains 12 different body 
parts along with the matching vocabulary: 
head, ear, eye, nose, throat, tummy, arm, 
leg, foot, hand, back, and tooth . The fan is 
robust and durable. Age: 3+.

419 80364 £5.00

FEELINGS FAN 

EMOTION STONES 

NEW - FEELINGS &
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balls
helping develop hand/eye co-ordination and balance
Products to be used under the supervision of a professional/responsible adult at all times

NEW - COLOURED
FLUFF BALLS
A set of six brightly coloured fl uff balls that 
are very soft and tactile. Easy to hold, throw 
and catch. Size: 90mm Dia.

419 25280 - Set of 6 £6.55

NEW - COLOURED

SENSORY BALL PACK
 A selection of 20 balls with different tactile 
textures, colours, density and bounce 
properties. The balls are supplied in a black 
drawstring bag for easy storage.
Sizes: 55mm Dia. to 75mm Dia.

   419 25275 - Set of 20 £34.95

SENSORY
RAINBOW GLITTER BALLS
A set of seven different coloured balls which 
contain sparkling glitter that swirls around 
like stardust as the balls move!  Colours: red, 
silver, gold, green, blue, pink, purple. Size: 
65mm Dia.

419 25284 - Set of 7 £17.95

FUN-Z-BALLS
A set of three colourful balls each with a 
different and distinctive reaction when rolled, 
promoting exploration and sensory play while 
enhancing fi ne and gross motor skills.
Age: 1+.  Size: 175mm Dia. 

419 25285 - Set of 3 £26.95

FUN-Z-BALLS

SENSO DOT BALLS
A set of four duo-coloured spikey textured 
balls which are perfect for assisting with the 
development of hand/eye co-ordination and 
both fi ne and gross motor skills. Colours may 
vary. Age: 1+.
Size: 80mm Dia.

419 25282 - Set of 4 £24.95

SENSO DOT BALLS

KNITTING BALL
A malleable geometric ball which makes an 
ideal fi dget. Fits easily into the palm of your 
hand and great fun to squeeze. Available as a 
set of three. Colours may vary.
Size: 55mm Dia.

419 23074 - Set of 3 £5.95

KOOSH BALL 
 Lightweight and tactile with thousands of soft 
tentacles to run your fi ngers through. Age: 3+.  
Size: 80mm Dia.

419 22224 £4.95

KNITTING BALL
SENSORY
RAINBOW GLITTER BALLS

KOOSH BALL KOOSH BALL 
 Lightweight and tactile with thousands of soft  Lightweight and tactile with thousands of soft 
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NEW - SPIDER BALLS
Three funny balls with friendly faces and 
dozens of tentacle legs that make them easy 
to grip and catch. Roll a Spider Ball and it 
stops itself as if by magic, so it will never stray 
far if it gets dropped. Some of the legs even 
glow in the dark! Ball colours may vary.
Age: 3yrs +. Size: 75mm Dia.

419 25154 - Single £6.25
NEW - ROLL-N-RATTLE
SENSORY BALLS
A set of three highly tactile balls with dozens 
of bumps and a tacky surface that make 
them very easy to catch and hold. When fully 
infl ated, small plastic beads partially fi ll the 
ball chamber, providing an audible feedback 
when the ball is rolled or shaken. The beads 
can also provide a deadening effect, turn 
the balls into beanbags - depending on the 
degree of infl ation. Set includes one red, one 
yellow and one blue ball.
Size: 100mm Dia.

419 25281 - Set of 3 £27.95

NEW - MUDBALLS
Texture without all the mess! A set of three 
tactile balls each offering unique textures on 
both the inside and the outside. Each exterior 
has either a bumpy, pointy or smooth textured 
surface while the insides are fi lled with large 
beads, small beads or sand. There’s also 
a hidden snake toy inside each ball for an 
added tactile surprise. For use as a fi dget 
or communication exercises describing 
similarities and differences.

419 25286 - Set of 3 £25.95

NEW - SPIDER BALLS

NEW - ROLL-N-RATTLE

NEW - MUDBALLS

SQUIDGIE BALL
 A soft, squidgy rubber ball which is great for 
throwing and easy-to-catch. It is
bite-and chew-resistant and will fl oat in water. 
Size: 90mm Dia.

419 25225 £7.95

SQUIDGIE BALL

ATOMIC BEAD BALL
A unique stress ball which provides soothing 
calming sensations when touched. Covered 
in a tough rubber outer layer, internal micro 
beads provide fi rm resistance when the ball 
is squeezed and stretched. Makes a perfect 
fi dget. Colours may vary.
Size: 65mm Dia.

419 10318 £3.95

ATOMIC BEAD BALL

SPINE BALLS 
 Four bright UV reactive Spine Balls which are 
fi rm and bouncy, yet soft to touch. 
Age: 3+. Sizes: 38mm Dia., 50mm Dia.,
60mm Dia. and 70mm Dia.
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balls
helping develop hand/eye co-ordination and balance
Products to be used under the supervision of a professional/responsible adult at all times

SENSYBALL 
 A bright yellow ball covered with nubbins
which makes it tactile, easy to throw, catch 
and hold.  Age: 3+.  Available in two sizes:
Small: 90mm Dia. Medium: 200mm Dia.

   419 25102 - Small £4.95
   419 25103 - Medium £7.50

SENSORY BELL BALL
A jingle bell enclosed in a sphere woven from 
fl exible foam-covered blue and yellow plastic 
strips. The ball is lightweight and perfect for 
rolling and playing catch.
Age: 3+. Size: 110mm Dia.

419 80786 £8.95

SENSORY BELL BALL

TACTILE BALLS
A set of six soft air-fi lled balls each with its 
own distinctive surface texture and colour.  
Age: 1+. Size: 110mm Dia.

419 25345 - Set of 6 £23.95

MYSTERY SENSORY BALLS
Six refl ective mirror balls which look identical 
but have individual characteristics. Some 
wobble when rolled, or turn and won’t roll in 
a straight line. Some feel funny when twisted, 
spun or shaken and others make different 
shaker or rattle sounds. The shiny mirror 
surface provides a distorted fi sh-eye lens 
refl ection which is fascinating for children 
to observe. Robustly constructed from 
stainless steel, the Mystery Sensory Balls are 
lightweight, smooth and tactile to handle, and 
are of particular appeal to children with special 
needs. Ages: 0+. Size: 100mm Dia.

419 25279 - Set of 6 £39.95

MYSTERY SENSORY BALLS

NEW - SILVER SENSORY
REFLECTIVE BALLS
A set of four mirror balls that present a 
fascinating fi sh-eye-lens view of reality, 
stretching refl ections into images that children 
fi nd spellbinding. Made from hard-wearing 
stainless steel, these smooth tactile balls 
are robustly constructed but surprisingly 
lightweight and can be easily handled by 
young children. For use inside or outdoors, 
the balls also make an ideal focal point for 
displays. Age: 0+.
Sizes: 60mm, 80mm, 100mm and150mm Dia.

419 25262 - Set of 4 £24.99

SENSYBALL 
 A bright yellow ball covered with nubbins

TACTILE BALLSTACTILE BALLS
A set of six soft air-fi lled balls each with its A set of six soft air-fi lled balls each with its 

WIGGLY GIGGLY 
 Roll this ball across the fl oor or simply turn it 
in your hands to be rewarded with the giggles!  
Available in two sizes:
Small: 110mm Dia. Large: 250mm Dia.

   419 25382 - Small £8.95
   419 25381 - Large £10.95
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CONSTELLATION BALL
A large clear infl atable ball with a subtle 
textured surface, containing thousands of tiny 
colourful plastic beads which rattle and dance 
as the ball is bounced and rolled. Ideal for 
gentle, controlled physical play where children 
can roll or pass the ball to each other.
Age: 1+. Size: 300mm Dia.

419 25283 £10.95

 ACTIVITY
BALL
A large transparent gym ball containing 
12 multi-coloured balls which come to life 
when the ball is bounced. The Activity Ball 
captivates while exercising tracking skills. 
Age: 3+. 

419 25148 -  600mm Dia. £23.95

JINGLING BALL
 A large transparent gym ball containing four 
bells.  Age: 3+. 

419 25149 -  600mm Dia.  £25.95

HALF MASSAGE BALL 
A large rubber gym ball half-covered with 
nubbins - the other half is smooth.  Age: 3+. 

419 25164 - 400mm Dia.  £22.95JINGLING BALL

CONSTELLATION BALL

NEW - TRANSPARENT
ACTIVITY BALL
An infl atable transparent beach ball containing 
a cylinder fi lled with multi-coloured foam 
shapes that roll from one end to the other 
when the ball is in movement. Ideal for 
stimulating eye mobility. Size: 320mm Dia.

419 25287 £12.95

NEW - TRANSPARENT

ODD BALLS SET
A set of four different infl atable balls with 
distinctive and unusual shapes and surface 
textures. Great fun for throwing and 
catching as the irregular shapes make them 
bounce and roll in unpredictable directions, 
challenging expectations and hand/eye
co-ordination Sizes: rugby ball L250mm, 
pyramid ball L180mm, knobbly ball 220mm 
Dia, spikey ball 150mm Dia.

419 25278 - Set of 4 £21.95

ODD BALLS SET

NEW - EASY GRIP BALLS
A set of four brightly coloured infl atable balls 
with a honeycomb effect over the surface 
which aids grip when catching and throwing. 
The balls are lightweight but sturdy and a 
good size for young children to handle. Ideal 
for improving confi dence with ball skills and 
hand/eye co-ordination. Red, green, blue and 
yellow Easy Grip Balls - infl ation required. 
Age: 0+. Size: 250mm Dia.

419 25380 - Set of 4 £23.95

HALF MASSAGE BALL 
An infl atable transparent beach ball containing 

419 25283 £10.95

 ACTIVITY

bounce and roll in unpredictable directions, 
challenging expectations and hand/eye
co-ordination Sizes: rugby ball L250mm, 
pyramid ball L180mm, knobbly ball 220mm 
Dia, spikey ball 150mm Dia.

419 25278 - Set of 4 £21.95

419 25148 -  600mm Dia. £23.95
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light-up balls
great fun for any darkened environment
Products to be used under the supervision of a professional/responsible adult at all times

FLASHING
BOUNCING
BALLS
Bounce these brightly coloured balls to see 
them light up and fl ash. Great fun!
Size: 50mm Dia.

419 25274 - Set of 6 £8.95

SPIKY FLASHING BALL
A tactile ball covered with soft malleable 
spikes which are fun to touch. Every bounce 
activates the internal light, illuminating every 
spike with fl ashing colours. Ages: 3+. Size: 
90mm Dia.

419 20138 £2.95

FLASHING SPIKY
METEOR BALL
This ball has a fi rm rubbery texture which 
lights up when bounced or hit. Ideal for use in 
a dark sensory room.  Colours may vary.
Age: 3+. Size: 75mm Dia.

419 21183 £2.75
419 21184 - Set of 3 £7.95

CRATER BALL
This ball is covered with
craters and contains a light-up fl ashing core. 
Bounce it against any fi rm surface and its 
centre fl ashes and glows in a variety of 
different colours. Size: 55mm Dia.

419 21180 £2.50

 MUSICAL BUMBLE BALL 
 Turn on the Bumble Ball and watch it
light up, bounce around and laugh
enthusiastically! A fun sensory experience for children. Requires 3 x AA 
batteries (not included).     Size: 90mm Dia. 

419 25190 £10.95

FLASHING SPIKY
METEOR BALL
This ball has a fi rm rubbery texture which 

SPIKY FLASHING BALL

NEW - CORAL
FLASHING
BALLS
A set of four
coral-textured balls that
illuminate with bright colours when bounced hard
on the fl oor. On impact, each ball fl ashes with two
different colours for 15 seconds, making them ideal
for throwing and catching activities in a darkened environment. Colours 
may vary. Size: 65mm Dia.

419 21186 - Set of 4 £7.95

illuminate with bright colours when bounced hard
on the fl oor. On impact, each ball fl ashes with two
different colours for 15 seconds, making them ideal

 MUSICAL BUMBLE BALL 
 Turn on the Bumble Ball and watch it
light up, bounce around and laugh
enthusiastically! A fun sensory experience for children. Requires 3 x AA 

CRATER BALL
This ball is covered with
craters and contains a light-up fl ashing core. 

FLASHING
BOUNCING
BALLS
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 IRREGULAR SENSORY BALLS
 These tactile, coloured balls light up and fl ash 
when bounced or squashed. Their irregular 
shape means they hop and bounce at odd 
angles adding to the fun! Size: 80mm  Dia.

419 25276 - Set of 4 £11.95

 TEXTURED SENSORY
LIGHT BALLS 
 A set of four fi rm balls which light up and 
fl ash when bounced. Each ball has a different 
colour and texture. Age: 3+. Size: 100mm Dia.

419 25277 £13.95

FLASHING EYEBALLS 
 A set of three plastic Flashing Eyeballs which have LED lights inside 
that activate when tapped or dropped. Weighted so the eye is always 
looking upwards!  Size: 40mm Dia. 

419 25238 - Set of 3 £9.95

RAINBOW
FLASHING BALL 
 A tactile multi-coloured ball which
fl ashes when bounced.  Age: 3+.
Size: 70mm Dia. 

419 25236 £3.75

GLITTER FLASHING BALL
This LED fl ashing ball is fi lled with water 
and glitter which swirls and illuminates when 
bounced. Great fun for dark areas!
Ages: 3+. Size: 55mm Dia.

419 21182 £2.50

FLASHING BOBBLE BALL
Drop or catch this multi-coloured ball to make 
it light up. The surface is split into different 
coloured sections which make the light appear 
to change colour as the ball moves. Bobbles 
provide a tactile surface. Age: 6m+.
Size: 90mm Dia.

419 21185 £3.25

419 25236 £3.75

 IRREGULAR SENSORY BALLS  TEXTURED SENSORY TEXTURED SENSORY TEXTURED SENSORY

FLASHING BOBBLE BALL

FLASHING EYEBALLS 
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musical resources
lots of fun ways to experiment with making music
Products to be used under the supervision of a professional/responsible adult at all times

DOUBLE HALF
MOON TAMBOURINE
An easy-to-hold 20-cymbal half moon shaped 
double tambourine - available in three colours. 
Age 3+. Size: 250mm Dia. 

419 66098B - Black £ 7.95
419 66098R - Red £ 7.95
419 66098Y - Yellow £ 7.95

TRIANGLE WITH BEATER
Strike the hanging triangle with the beater to 
generate a high-pitched ringing tone. Available 
in two sizes.

419 66203 - Small 150mm £3.95
419 66204 - Large 200mm £4.95

TRIANGLE ON STAND
A hanging triangle and beater on a desktop 
wooden stand which offers easy access to the 
triangle and ensures inclusivity.
Size: H200mm.

419 66221 £ 10.95

EGG
SHAKERS 
 Brightly coloured plastic eggs which rattle 
when shaken. Colours may vary. 
Size: H60mm.

419 66050 - Set of 2 £3.75

GIRAFFE SHAKER 
 A set of three plastic giraffe-shaped shakers
fi lled with tiny beads, which reward with a 
rattling sound when shaken.  Size: H120mm.

419 66510 - Set of 3 £6.95

HALF MOON
TAMBOURINE 
An easy-to-hold 16-cymbal half moon shaped 
tambourine.  Age 3+. Size: 250mm Dia. 

419 66097 £ 7.95

YOUNG MAESTRO SET 
A set of four shakers each with a different 
sound and visual effect. Textured handles 
provide an added tactile experience.
Age: 6m+.  Size: H140mm.

419 66517 - Set of 4 £15.95

EGG
SHAKERS 
 Brightly coloured plastic eggs which rattle 
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BELLY BELLS
A waist band with ten noisy bells and Velcro 
fastening. Encourages movement with an 
auditory reward.
Size: L220mm x 110mm Dia.

419 66061 £4.95

WRIST BELLS
A pair of wrist bands with small tinkling bells 
attached.  Worn on ankles or wrists, the Wrist 
Bells provide a happy jingling reward with 
even the slightest movement.

419 66060 - Pair £3.50

 RAINBOW MUSIC
DESK BELLS 
 A set of eight desktop bells which
ring with different notes when tapped.
Brightly coloured and easy to play, each
bell is differentiated by colour and tone. The Rainbow Music Desk Bells are numbered, enabling 
them to be lined up and played by a single child or by a group of children working together, making 
them ideal for encouraging interaction and teamwork. Music sheets and nursery rhymes are 
included. 

419 66030 £33.95

RAINBOW MUSIC BELLS 
 A set of eight different Rainbow Music Bells that are easy 
to ring.  Age: 3+ .  Size: H140mm .

419 66024 £29.95

MUSICAL
BELLS 
A pair of easy to hold
hand shaker bells, which offer a jingling sound 
with the slightest movement. 

419 66160 - Set of 5 £10.75
419 66161 - Set of 9 £14.95
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musical resources
lots of fun ways to experiment with making music
Products to be used under the supervision of a professional/responsible adult at all times

musical resources
lots of fun ways to experiment with making music

TEMPLE DRUM 
 Temple Drums are easy to
play and don’t require a musical
background to enjoy them. The drumhead
layout makes it simple to jump right into creating a soothing 
harmonic sound and percussive beats: each segment is carefully 
hand-tuned to play an accurate tone and balance, generating 
desirable, melodic and meditative tones which are calming and 
great for relaxing. Alternatively, kick it up a notch and play hard and 
loud!

These compact drums are designed to be used in your lap or any 
fl at surface. They are tough and durable enough to withstand a 
good beating and can be used outside. Each Temple Drum is 
supplied with a pair of beaters and is available in three sizes.

Small: 200mm Dia. Suitable for 1 to 2 players. Six harmonic notes 
from the 4th & 5th octaves arranged as a diatonic scale. 

Medium: 305mm Dia. Suitable for 1 to 3 players. Eight harmonic 
notes from the 3rd, 4th & 5th octaves arranged as a heptatonic 
scale.

Large: 405mm Dia. Can be played by up to 4 players.  11 
harmonic notes from the 3rd, 4th & 5th octaves arranged as a 
chromatic scale.

419 66080 - Small £319.00
419 66081 - Medium £419.00
419 66082 - Large £519.00

INTERACTIVE LIGHT TEMPLE DRUM
 A magical addition to the Temple Drum family, this interactive light 
version has the same notes and tones as the Medium Temple 
Drum, but also creates a stunning light show when played in any 
darkened environment. As each segment is struck, internal LEDs 
display an intricate pattern of coloured lights which project on walls 
and ceilings - the effects are extremely relaxing and great fun to 
interact with. The Interactive Light Temple Drum comes complete 
with beaters, and a remote control for selecting colour, brightness, 
mode and speed. Requires 2 x 9v batteries (not included). 
Size: 305m Dia.

419 66083 £559.00

 A magical addition to the Temple Drum family, this interactive light 
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OCEAN DRUM 
 Rock this drum to hear the sound of the sea 
as dozens of tiny ball-bearings roll across the 
drum skin, generating the sound of ocean 
waves. Age: 3+.  Size: 300mm Dia. 

419 66490 £19.95

LOLLIPOP DRUM
A brightly coloured easy-to-hold drum which 
looks just like a large lollipop and provide a 
noisy auditory reward. Sizes: Small: 200mm 
Dia. Large: 250mm Dia.

419 96470 - Small £9.95
419 96480 - Large £11.25

BEGGAR’S
DRUM
Twist the drum back
and forth to create a drum roll of sound. 
Encourages wrist movement. Size: L220mm.

419 66652 £4.95

FRAME DRUM
A colourful drum with a robust
handle which makes it easy to hold.
Each drum comes with its own beater. 
Available in three colours.

419 66216 - Blue £4.95
419 66217 - Red £4.95
419 66218 - Yellow £4.95
419 66219 - Set of 3 £12.95

 PARUM PUM PUM SET
A robust, high quality percussion set which provides a range of auditory and tactile experiences: 
silly centipede drumsticks, jingle bells ant, busy bee maraca and clacker, cute caterpillar 
tambourine, shaka-shaka eggs and parum pum drum. A fun way to develop music and motor skills 
- all the instruments pack neatly away inside the drum. Age: 18m+.
 Size: H250mm x 300mm Dia.

419 66208 £32.50

HAND
DRUMS
WITH BEATERS
Flattened African-style drums with 
colourful beaters, available in four 
different sizes. Age 3+.

419 66002 - 150mm Dia. £1.95
419 66003 - 200mm Dia. £2.95
419 66004 - 250mm Dia. £3.95
419 66005 - 300mm Dia. £4.95
419 66006 - Set of 4 £10.95

HANDHAND
DRUMSDRUMS

FRAME DRUM
A colourful drum with a robust

419 66208 £32.50

LOLLIPOP DRUMLOLLIPOP DRUM
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TWIRLY TUBE  
 Turn this tube upside down to see hundreds 
of tiny plastic balls tumble, making spinners
twirl and creating a noisy waterfall sound. 
 Size: H310mm

419 66132 £ 10.95

CABASA
A wooden shaking instrument with its own 
percussive sound. Easy to play, the Cabasa 
helps to develop good wrist action and 
dexterity, and is a big favourite with children. 
Two sizes available. Age 3+.
Small: 90mm Dia. Large: 135mm Dia.

419 66022 - Small £13.95
419 66023 - Large £18.00

METAL SHAKER TUBE
Shake this metal tube to be rewarded with the 
sound of rattling beads. 
Size: L200mm x 50mm Dia.

419 66512 £7.85

JINGLE STICK
A 13-bell hand-held jingle stick
which produces a festive sleigh-bell 
sound. Age 5+. Size: L185mm.

419 66150 £5.25

PERCUSSION KIT
A complete set of percussion instruments 
in a clear storage bag - everything 
your children need for a fun musical 
experience. Ages: 3+.
Contents:
• 1 x Pair of Wooden Rhythm Sticks
• 1 x Jingle Stick
• 1 x 3 Bell Shaker
• 1 x Triangle with Beater
• 1 x Pair of Maracas
• 1 x Tambourine

419 66500 £14.95

A wooden shaking instrument with its own 
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WOODEN FROGS
 Hand-crafted percussive wooden frogs - run 
the beater up and down their backs to be 
rewarded with a croaking sound. Sizes:
Small: L100mm. Large: L170mm.

419 66137 - Small £5.95
419 66138 - Large £ 12.95
419 66139 - Set of 2 £ 17.95

STRIPED MARACAS
A pair of traditional maracas with
colourful hand-painted stripes. Age 3+. Size: L230mm.

419 66523  - Pair £8.95

GUIRO SHAKER TUBE 
 Stroke the ridged wooden tube with the 
scraper to hear a clatter, or shake to be 
rewarded with a rattling sound.  Size: L140mm.

419 66655 £4.95

WOODEN SHAKER
Shake this hand-painted wooden
instrument to be rewarded with the sound of
rattling beads. Size: L210mm.

419 66521 £6.95

STRIPED MARACAS
A pair of traditional maracas with

WOODEN SHAKER
Shake this hand-painted wooden
instrument to be rewarded with the sound of
rattling beads. Size: L210mm.

GUIRO SHAKER TUBE GUIRO SHAKER TUBE 

GUIRO
A ribbed wooden instrument that 
produces a clacking sound when 
scraped. A beater is included.
Size: L360mm.

419 66650 £ 12.95

WOODEN MARACAS 
 A pair of lightweight traditional maracas
with hand-painted fl owers. Colours may 
vary.  Size: L200mm .

419 66111 - Pair £7.95

WOODEN MARACAS 
 A pair of lightweight traditional maracas
with hand-painted fl owers. Colours may 
vary.  Size: L200mm .
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early years
play based learning
Products to be used under the supervision of a professional/responsible adult at all times

ROLLING
BELLS 
 Three jingly bells in a tactile spinning tube. 
The frame can be gripped with both hands. 
Colours may vary.  Age: 6m+.
Size: W125mm.

419 66506 £6.95

ROLLING
SHAPES 
 A tactile spinning tube containing colourful 
geometric beads. The frame can be gripped 
with both hands. Colours may vary. 
Age: 6m+. Size: W125mm.

419 66505 £6.95

ROLLING
BELLS 
 Three jingly bells in a tactile spinning tube. 

ROLLING
SHAPES 
 A tactile spinning tube containing colourful  A tactile spinning tube containing colourful 

NEW - ICY ICE BUILDING SET
A 56-piece set of large, high quality, 
lightweight hollow plastic blocks which make 
a stimulating three-dimensional platform for 
imaginative open-ended play. The elaborate 
angle design of interlocking snowfl ake-
shaped blocks offers infi nite construction 
combinations, enabling children to explore 
their creativity, spatial awareness, hand-
eye coordination and fi ne motor skills while 
building fun, colourful structures in two or 
three dimensions. The smaller blocks fi t 
into the centres of the large blocks and 
are interchangeable between the different 
coloured blocks for more imaginative displays. 
Easily stacked for storage, the set comprises 
28 large blocks (blue, green, orange and
white - 7 of each colour) and 28 small blocks 
(blue, green, orange and white - 7 of each 
colour). Age 2+. Sizes:
Large block: W225mm x D15mm.
Small block: W100mm x D15mm.

419 15107 £135.00

NEW - ICY ICE BUILDING SET

MR FACE
& MISS FACE
 A fun way of introducing children to emotions, 
feelings and facial expressions. Using the 
22 detachable pieces you can easily make a 
happy, sad or funny face. Ages: 3+. 
Size: H700mm .

419 34196 - Mr Face £24.00
419 34197 - Miss Face £24.00

NEW - POP & SLIDE SHELLY
A fun turtle toy with seven vibrant hexagons 
on the shell. Three colourful push buttons 
slide around beneath the shell and slot into 
place within the hexagons: pop the buttons 
and slide them from slot to slot. Pop & Slide 
Shelly is great for developing tactile skills and 
colour/shape recognition.
Size: H50mm x 100mm Dia.

419 15100 £11.95

ZOO ANIMALS
TACTILE PUZZLE
A six-piece puzzle with different textures to 
explore under the peg-handled pieces. Feel 
the furry and bumpy textures and match the 
animal pieces. Great for learning shapes, 
colours and developing fi ne motor skills. Age: 
18m+. Size: W300mm.

419 34206 £15.95

ZOO ANIMALS

YOUNG MAESTRO SET 
A set of four shakers each with a different 
sound and visual effect. Textured handles 
provide an added tactile experience.
Age: 6m+.  Size: H140mm.

419 66517 - Set of 4 £15.95

YOUNG MAESTRO SET 

NEW - POP & SLIDE SHELLYNEW - POP & SLIDE SHELLY

419 34206 £15.95
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SAND & WATER TABLE 
 Encourage children’s creative play with
this sand and water table featuring an
innovative multi-layered design and screw-on water valve. The 
Sand & Water Table is fully mobile and all legs are adjustable to suit 
the height of the children. The tub can be lifted right out for easy 
cleaning and the lid fi ts easily on to the top. Helps promote sharing 
and interaction among children. 
Size: H580mm x W890mm x D630mm.

419 97039C - Clear £169.95
419 97039B - Blue £149.95 

SAND & WATER TABLE 
 Encourage children’s creative play with
this sand and water table featuring an
innovative multi-layered design and screw-on water valve. The 

SAND & WATER TABLE 
 Encourage children’s creative play with
this sand and water table featuring an

 ACTIVITY
3D PLAY RUGS 
Innovative quality play rugs add
a fabulous 3D aspect to children’s play.
Made from thick, wool-like pile with realistic woven images 
which provide an activity area for endless hours of creative and 
imaginative play. Each feature has a different texture. All rugs are 
durable, fully washable, hypo-allergenic, anti-static, stain resistant, 
fade resistant and non-fl ammable. Toys illustrated not included.
Rug size: W1800mm x D1340mm. 

419 70570 - Farm £165.00
419 70572 - Mini City £165.00

NEW - SOUNDS OF
THE FOREST
Help Baby Owl through the forest to fi nd his 
mum with this beautiful interactive story time 
set. As the story of Baby Owl unfolds, children 
can join in with the musical elements, creating 
their own hooting sound with the specially 
designed owl whistle, introducing them to the 
fundamental skills of making music through 
rhythm. Each set includes a fully illustrated 
board book and an owl whistle.

419 13617 £12.99

NEW - SOUNDS OF

TWISTY
DROPPER 
 Develop hand strength and fi ne motor skills 
with these curly liquid droppers. Perfect 
for use with a water table, they feature 
translucent tubes and soft, durable bulbs for 
easy suction.  Age: 2+ . Size: L159mm.

419 15159 - Set of 4 £10.95

TWISTYTWISTY
DROPPER DROPPER 
 Develop hand strength and fi ne motor skills 
with these curly liquid droppers. Perfect 
for use with a water table, they feature 

NEW -
GHOSTBUSTERS
WHOOPEE CUSHION
A traditional rubber latex whoopee cushion 
that makes a hilarious raspberry blowing 
sound when sat on. The cushion features 
the familiar ‘no ghosts’ motif from the popular 
Ghostbusters fi lms on one side. Age: 3+.
Size: 170mm Dia.

419 28024 £2.65 online.nicheofficesolutions.co.uk 305



early years
play based learning
Products to be used under the supervision of a professional/responsible adult at all times

PADDLE WHEEL 
 Two sets of colourful paddles on a
sturdy wooden spindle. Flip the paddles to see
the full range of colours.  Age: 0+.
Size: H300mm x W400mm.

419 97090 £75.00

Products to be used under the supervision of a professional/responsible adult at all times

PADDLE WHEEL 
 Two sets of colourful paddles on a
sturdy wooden spindle. Flip the paddles to see
the full range of colours.  Age: 0+.
Size: H300mm x W400mm.

419 97090 £75.00

CASEY CATERPILLAR
Casey is a colourful giant caterpillar who
encourages children to learn the alphabet in
both upper and lower case. Ideal for learning colour
identifi cation too! Plush with embroided letters.  Size: L1000mm.

419 15218 £20.00

NEW - BEAN PODS
A set of three giant bean pods, each containing three colourful 
beans (one large and two small). Gently press the sides of the 
pods in the middle to open the two halves and release the beans 
for creative stacking and sorting activities. Patterns on the surface 
of the beans provide different tactile experiences and stacking 
challenges, enhancing hand strength and stability. Reassembling 
the pods with the correct arrangement of beans helps to enhance 
fi ne motor skills. Also ideal for colour matching to assist with colour 
recognition ability. Age: 1+. Pod size: L185mm x W70mm x D53mm.

419 28259 £24.95

A set of three giant bean pods, each containing three colourful 

419 15218 £20.00

LEARN TO DRESS CHIMP 
 A soft, colourful cheeky monkey toy with easily 
removable clothes - dungarees, T-shirt, shoes 
and socks. The dungarees feature simple 
button, loop and zip fastenings to explore 
while the shoes include laces to tie. Also 
includes a Velcro fasten banana which can be 
removed and reattached to either hand. Helps 
to develop fi ne motor skills while learning to 
master basic dressing activities.  Age: 3+.    

419 15127 £36.75

LEARN TO DRESS CHIMP 
WATER FLUTES 
 Fill the fi ve fl utes with water to create fi ve 
different tones. Comes with fi ve music song 
sheets to follow. Ideal for water play.  Age: 3+ . 
Size: H310mm.

419 28509 - Set of 5 £8.95

WATER FLUTES 

NEW - MELODY SNAIL
A soft friendly musical snail with a colourful 
keyboard running along her back. Each of 
the eight colour ‘keys’ represents a different 
note or melody, offering a range of auditory 
rewards and enabling children to play along 
with colour matching music cards (included). 
Ideal for enhancing hand-eye coordination 
and developing fi ne motor skills. Requires 2 x 
AA batteries (included). Age: 6m+.

419 28105 £29.99

A soft friendly musical snail with a colourful 
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NEW -
HONEY BEE
NUMBER STONES
A set of 20 numbered bee stones which 
can be used for a range of learning-
through-play activities. Each friendly bee 
has a numeral on its back from 1 to 10, 
matching it to one of the other bees in 
the set.The bee stones help children to 
develop an understanding of numbers and 
apply that knowledge in different contexts 
by recognising the numerals shown on the 
bees’ backs and relating them to groups of 
objects. Explore number sequences, odd 
and even numbers, addition, subtraction 
and number bonds. Age 3+. Size: L50mm.

419 16535 £20.00

NEW - HONEY BEE 
NUMBER CARDS
Designed for use with Honey Bee Number 
Stones, this set of 16 colourful activity 
cards provide an exciting way to help 
children develop early number skills. 
Vibrant photographic backgrounds feature 
marked positions for the bee stones, 
prompting discussion of numerals from 1 
to 10, the concept of numbers, and how 
numbers can be represented. The cards 
can also be used to explore number 
sequences, odd and even numbers, 
addition, subtraction and number bonds. 
Made from durable plastic, suitable for 
use outside. Age: 3+. 
Size: L275mm x W210mm.

419 16536 £15.50

NEW -
HONEY BEE

NEW - HONEY BEE 

SENSORY BALL COLLECTION 
 A set of four soft balls with different patterns, 
textures and sounds to explore: stripes, stars, 
spirals and dots. Wipe clean. Age: 0+.
Size: 150mm Dia. to 180mm Dia.

419 28108 - Set of 4 £36.95

NEW - KLICKITY
A unique sensory lap toy featuring fun clicking 
sounds, movements and textures. Push in 
the pink ball on one side and the blue ball on 
the other side pops out. The green and purple 
knobs on either side click in and out, while the 
bright orange and blue ball on top spins round 
and round. Each soft rubber ball also features 
a different texture, encouraging sensory 
exploration. Klickity promotes simple cause 
and effect learning and helps develop fi ne 
motor skills. Age: 1+. Size: 180mm Dia.

419 15139 £23.00

NEW - KLICKITY

 BIRD
HAND
PUPPETS 
 These bright colourful hand puppets are also 
suitable for adult hands. A squeaker in each 
puppet’s beak makes it very communicative.  
Ages: 3+. Size: H500mm. 

419 28161 - Blue £14.95
419 28162 - Red £14.95
419 28163 - Set of 2 £26.95

SENSORY BELL BALL
A jingle bell enclosed in a sphere woven from 
fl exible foam-covered blue and yellow plastic 
strips. The ball is lightweight and perfect for 
rolling and playing catch. Age: 3+. 
Size: 110mm Dia.

419 80786 £8.95

PUPPETS 
 These bright colourful hand puppets are also 
suitable for adult hands. A squeaker in each 
puppet’s beak makes it very communicative.  
Ages: 3+. Size: H500mm. 

419 28161 - Blue £14.95
419 28162 - Red £14.95
419 28163 - Set of 2 £26.95

3D ACTIVITY BOOK 
 The 3D Activity Book has an assortment of 
textures and activities. Amongst the pages 
you will fi nd squeakers, pulling activities, 
moving beads, peek-a-boo games and a 
mirror. Ideal for stimulating the senses and 
developing fi ne motor skills and hand/eye
co-ordination.  Size: H210mm x W210mm .

419 13564 £14.95
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early years
play based learning
Products to be used under the supervision of a professional/responsible adult at all times

LIGHTS &
SOUNDS BUZZERS 
Colourful game-show-style buzzers which 
turn any lesson into a game. Four colours 
(blue, red, green, yellow) and sounds 
(siren, charge, laser and buzzer).
Requires 2 x AAA batteries (included). 
Ages 3+. Size: 90mm Dia .

419 15225 - Set of 4 £18.50

FARMYARD BUZZERS 
Colourful game-show-style buzzers which 
turn any lesson into a game. Four different 
fun animal sounds: cockerel, cow, dog 
and horse. Requires 2 x AAA batteries 
(included).  Ages 3+.  Size: 90mm Dia .

419 15226 - Set of 4 £16.50

NEW - GHOSTBUSTERS SOUND BAG
A tactile fabric bag that features the ‘no ghosts’ motif from
the popular Ghostbusters fi lms on one side and plays the
Ghostbusters theme song when squeezed. Tied with a thick
red cord, the robust sound box inside can be removed by an
adult when the batteries need replacing. Requires 3 x 1.5v
LR44 cell button batteries (included). Age: 3+. 
Size: H120mm x W85mm x D50mm.

419 28023 £2.25

OCEAN
TEXTURES SHAPE SORTER
A vibrantly coloured, ocean-themed box with 
six differently shaped wooden blocks which 
fi t into corresponding holes. Ideal for learning 
about shapes and colours, the box features 
different textures to develop sense of touch. 
Age: 1+. Size: H230mm.

419 34207 £19.95

419 28023 £2.25419 28023 £2.25

OCEAN

PERCUSSION KIT
A complete set of percussion instruments in 
a clear storage bag - everything your children 
need for a fun musical experience.
Contents:
• 1 x Pair of Wooden Rhythm Sticks
• 1 x Jingle Stick
• 1 x 3 Bell Shaker
• 1 x Triangle with Beater
• 1 x Pair of Maracas
• 1 x Tambourine
Ages: 3+.

419 66500 £14.95

PERCUSSION KIT
NEW - TSUM TSUM LIGHT UP
One of a wide range of cute soft Disney 
Tsum Tsum toys featuring familiar Disney 
and Pixar characters such as Nemo, Simba, 
Baloo, Goofy, Cinderella, Destiny, Sven and 
King Louie. Pat or gently squeeze to see the 
character blush as its cheeks light up and it 
chuckles or squeaks. Please note: characters 
may vary. Age: 0+
Size: H60mm x L120mm x W80mm.

419 20145 - Single £3.45

NEW - TSUM TSUM LIGHT UP

MAGNETIC FISHING GAME 
 This bright, colourful set enables early group 
play as children learn about the concepts of 
water and magnetism through a fun fi shing 
game. Includes six fi sh and two fi shing 
rods with cute magnetic worms to catch the 
fi sh. The fi sh fl oat upright in the water and 
blow bubbles when submerged. Great for 
developing communication and motor skills as 
well as early number work. Includes CD with 
teacher resource materials.  Age: 18m+ .

419 28529 £27.95

MAGNETIC FISHING GAME 
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LEARN
TO COUNT HEDGEHOG
A colourful wooden toy which makes learning 
to count a fun experience. Each of the 
hedgehog’s ten colourful wooden spikes 
is painted in a different colour and with a 
different number. Match the dots on the 
hedgehog's back to the number on the spike 
to complete the puzzle. Age: 3+.
Size: W250mm.

419 15311 £17.95

NEW - SORTING STONES
A set of 20 durable play stones featuring 
colourful geometric bug characters engraved 
on one side. Each set comprises fi ve bug 
shapes (circle, square, rectangle, triangle and 
hexagon) in four primary colours (red, blue, 
yellow and green), which offer the opportunity 
to explore shapes and colours in a variety 
of contexts, indoors or outside. A leafl et with 
additional activities is provided with ideas 
for introducing the stones to your setting 
and games to explore sorting, counting, and 
pattern skills. Sorting Stones are cast from a 
unique mix of resin and stone. Please note: 
coloured dishes illustrated are not included. 
Age 3+. Size: 45mm Dia.

419 16530 £20.00

NEW - SORTING STONES

SEE INSIDE
SENSORY BLOCKS
Four sets of three brightly coloured 
transparent sided cubes. Each set of three 
contains matching coloured balls with a 
different diameter in each cube. Tactile, noisy 
and ideal for stacking and sorting. Age: 3+. 
Size: W50mm.

419 26312 - Set of 12 £46.95

SEE INSIDE

MIND SHAPES 
 A soft huggable toy which comprises three 
different shapes: ball, pyramid and cube. Each 
is designed to be a sight, sound and tactile 
sensation for a baby. Encourages hand/eye 
co-ordination.  Age: 0+.

419 28106 - Set of 3 £20.95

transparent sided cubes. Each set of three 
MIND SHAPES 
 A soft huggable toy which comprises three 

WATER PLAY MAT
Press the painted hands on the mat to move 
the fl oating sea shapes through the water. 
Helps instigate hand movement and the 
feeling of resistance. Made from tough clear 
plastic. Age: 3+. Size: 300mm Dia.

419 28299 £11.95

WATER PLAY MAT

 GROOVY SKWISH
 The Skwish can be pulled or squashed but still 
returns to its original shape. The bright colours 
and shapes provide 
visual stimulation. 

419 15147 £12.95

 GROOVY SKWISH GROOVY SKWISH

LEARN
TO COUNT HEDGEHOG
A colourful wooden toy which makes learning 

UNDO-ME
CUBE
 A soft, light, colourful cube
with different types of fastenings on
each surface - laces, buttons, zips, poppers, 
Velcro, clasps and buckles. A fun way to learn 
how to use the various fastenings on clothes 
and shoes.  Age: 3+ . Available in two sizes.
Mini: H150mm x W150mm x D150mm.

419 75818 - Mini £18.95

BLACK & WHITE BASKET 
 A soft basket full of 10 high contrast velour 
resources: noisy cuddly animals, peek-a-poo 
cloths and play ball. Machine washable.
Age: 0+. Basket size: H200mm. 

419 25423 £39.95

MY FIRST ANIMALS
TACTILE PUZZLE
Lift up the puzzle pieces to
discover the different texture of
each animal. Ideal for small hands and 
developing both hand/eye co-ordination and 
fi ne motor skills. Age: 12m+. Size: W220mm.

419 34205 £10.95

NEW - SORTING STONES
A set of 20 durable play stones featuring 
NEW - SORTING STONES
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WHERE IS HOWIE’S OWIE? 
 Develop body part awareness and vocabulary 
by using the fun bandage magnets to search 
for Howie’s Owie - a red magnetic dot. Guess 
which bandage covers the Owie, learning 
body parts through play. The reverse side 
features a write and wipe surface for labelling. 
Includes 20 magnets and activity guide. 
Age: 3+.  Size: H480mm x W330mm .

419 15791 £18.50

TEACHING TAC-TILES
A bag of colourful tiles with rich textures - 
smooth, bumpy, ridged and rough - together 
with corresponding activity cards. Select a 
card and then reach into the bag to fi nd the 
corresponding tile by touch alone. A great way 
to engage a child's senses and strengthen 
fi ne motor skills. Includes 20 tiles (fi ve shapes 
in four textures) and 10 activity cards. Tile 
size: H50mm.

419 34200 £12.95

TEACHING TAC-TILES

SQUIGZ 
Sticky fi dgets in various shapes and 
colours which easily connect to each other 
and also stick to any suitable surface - 
bathtubs, windows, table tops, etc. They 
fl ex, they stick, they pop - once they take 
hold, it takes some pull to separate them! 
Leaves no residue or marks. Age: 3+. 

419 25326 - Pack of 24 £22.50
419 25327 - Pack of 50 £39.50

SQUIGZ
BENDERS 
 Bendy tubes with Squigz
suckers for connecting your
Squigz pieces. They bend, they twist, they 
loop. Encourages creative construction 
and playful experimentation. Includes: 6 
blue benders (100mm), 6 green benders 
(150mm) and 6 original Squigz pieces.  
Age: 3+. 

419 25325 - Pack of 18 £22.50   

SQUIGZ 

CHIME FRAME
& BEATER 
 Six colourful wooden chimes 
suspended within a strong 
frame. Complete with beater 
attached.  Age: 0+. 
Size: H270mm x W370mm .

419 97035 £89.00419 97035 £89.00

NEW -
SPIN AGAIN
A robust corkscrew
pole with six colourful
cogs which thread
onto the pole and spin
down into position on the domed base. Each 
disc is dual-coloured, forming a rainbow when 
arranged from largest to smallest on the pole, 
encouraging hand-eye coordination. Even 
the smallest cog will spin all the way down 
to the base, which can also be set to wobble 
or remain fi rm. Each cog is made from solid 
coated plastic (free from BPA). Age: 3+.
Size: H420mm x W170mm x D170mm.

419 15140 £22.95

down into position on the domed base. Each 

NEW - CRYSTAL CARNIVAL 
A set of 12 transparent animal-shaped blocks
on a robust tripod stacker together with six colourful
double-sided game cards. Each of the three animal shapes - elephant, fi sh and owl - appears 
in four different coloured blocks: red, yellow, blue and clear. Each animal shape has a different 
geometric hole in the centre for stacking onto its own stacking rod: the elephants stack onto 
the square rod, the owls stack onto the triangular rod, and the fi sh thread onto the cylindrical 
rod like nuts onto a bolt. The game cards provide clear instructions for a variety of games and 
activities that teach matching, sequencing, and shape and colour identifi cation. The Crystal 
Carnival promotes hand-eye coordination, self-care skills, wrist dexterity, and understanding of 
colour mixing with light. Age: 10m +. Base size: H107mm x L207mm x W135mm.

419 16822 £24.95

NEW - CRYSTAL CARNIVAL 
A set of 12 transparent animal-shaped blocks
on a robust tripod stacker together with six colourful
double-sided game cards. Each of the three animal shapes - elephant, fi sh and owl - appears 
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STACK & LEARN
 A selection of bright, colourful learning 
resources which can be used to stack and 
sort. Rainbow stacker containers are also 
ideal for sand and water play with a different 
shape at the bottom of each cup and textured 
edges to stimulate touch. Ideal for getting 
groups of children working together.  
Sizes: H100mm to H250mm.

419 15102 £33.95

STACK & LEARN

SQUEEZY
JUNGLE ANIMALS 
  A set of three squeezable jungle animals 
with fl exible textured bodies. The 
set includes an elephant, giraffe and 
orangutan. Age: 0+ . Size: L200mm.

419 97085 - Set of 3 £27.95

MIRROR
DIFFRACTION ROLY-POLY 
Roll the Mirror Diffraction Roly-Poly to be 
rewarded with the noise of tumbling beads 
and the visual attraction of the six bright 
diffraction panels. Two mirror discs are 
mounted at each end of the cylinder. 
 Age: 3+.   Size: W250mm x 140mm Dia. 

419 15416 £59.95

SQUEEZY
JUNGLE ANIMALS 

SQUEEZY DINOSAURS 
 A set of three squeezable dinosaur toys 
with fl exible textured bodies. The set 
includes a tyrannosaurus, triceratops and 
stegosaurus. Age: 0+ . Size: L290mm.

419 97084 - Set of 3 £27.95

ROLY-POLY MIRROR DRUM 
 Rotate the Roly-Poly Mirror Drum to see 
your refl ection appear again and again and 
receive the noisy rewards from the tumbling 
beads within.  Age: 3+. 
 Size: H200mm x W270mm x D200mm .

419 15414 £54.95

FLIP FINGERS 
 Five brightly-coloured tubes on a sturdy 
wooden spindle. The tubes revolve at the 
slightest touch - fl ip them to hear the bells 
inside.  Age: 0+ . Size: H240mm x L300mm .

419 15383 £54.95

SENSORY TUBES 
 Develop awareness and encourage tactile 
exploration with these multi-functional plastic 
tubes. The free-standing, dual opening tubes 
include eight solid and four vented lids which 
fi t securely and twist easily on and off. Fill with 
any selection of small objects and children 
will enjoy investigating all things bright, noisy, 
aromatic and more! Contents illustrated not 
included.  Age: 2+. Size: L300mm .

419 15158 - Set of 4 £23.00

SENSORY TUBES 

SQUEEZY DINOSAURS 

FLIP FINGERS 

MIRROR
DIFFRACTION ROLY-POLY 

AIR
FLUTTERS 
 Four colourful, friendly farm animals which 
blast air or squirt water when squeezed. Bright 
and tactile, great fun.  Age: 3+. 

419 28507 - Set of 4 £8.75

AIR
FLUTTERS 
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WASHABLE 
SENSORY BALLS
These six brightly coloured 
sensory balls are ideal for 
helping children to build 
sensory awareness as they 
play. Each ball has a different 
texture and some also make 
a noise. Age: 18m+. Size of 
largest ball: 150mm Dia.

419 25409 £46.95

SEE INSIDE
ACTIVITY BALLS  
A set of four fl exible and 
durable translucent balls 
each containing a sensory 
experience with different 
colours, weights, shapes and 
sizes. Age: 3+.
Size: 210mm Dia.

419 80785 £54.95

HIDE-N-GO 
 Reach inside the Animal Barn or Fish Bowl 
to fi nd friendly animal characters, enhancing 
tactile awareness and sensory skills. The 
barn includes cows, ducks, horses and pigs. 
The fi sh bowl includes fi sh in three different 
colours and sizes, all of which snap together 
like pop beads. 
Size of fi sh bowl: H170mm x W150mm.
Size of animal barn: H170mm x W150mm.

419 15795 - Fish Bowl £20.50
419 15796 - Animal Barn £20.50

HIDE-N-GO 

NEW - ROLLOBIE
A colourful friendly space animal with an 
enclosed rattle that sounds everytime she’s 
picked up or rolls around on her belly ball. 
Turn the silicone horns on Rollobie’s head 
to change her eyes from open to closed 
and back. The soft fringe running down 
her back, recessed spots on her body 
and knobbly horns offer a variety of tactile 
sensations. Rollobie encourages gross and 
fi ne motor skills, imaginative play and auditory 
development. Ages: 1+.
Size: H160mm x W105mm.

419 15096 £12.95

NEW - ROLLOBIE
A colourful friendly space animal with an 

SNEAKY SNACKY SQUIRREL 
COLOUR MATCHING GAME
An early skills game of strategy for sneaky 
squirrels! Be the fi rst to fi ll your log with acorns 
to win this nutty game of colour matching and 
recognition. Promotes fi ne motor skills and 
hand/eye co-ordination as players use the 
unique squirrel-shaped tweezers to pick and 
place the correct coloured acorns. Age: 3+.

419 15220 £16.95

MUSICAL FANTASY
This musical wooden toy plays a soothing 
melody when activated. The brightly-coloured 
balls rotate as the melody plays, creating 
an audible and visual reward. Ideal for very 
young children. Size: H150mm.

419 15122 £25.95
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play based learning

NEW - 
WOODEN 
BARRELS
A set of 10 large, 
smooth beechwood 
barrels that are 
ideal heuristic 
play resources, 
encouraging 
children to explore 
and investigate the 
shape and texture of objects from the world 
around them. Wooden Barrels support the 
development of sensory, observation and 
motor skills. Size: H65mm x 55mm Dia.

419 49117 £10.99

NATURAL SEA SHELLS
A collection of small sea shells in a variety 
of different shapes, colours and textures. 
The shells are extremely tactile and ideal for 
sorting games. Age: 3+. 800g bag.

419 49106 £12.95

NATURAL FEATHERS
A bag of approximately 150 fl uffy bird feathers 
in an assortment of colours. Natural Feathers 
are highly tactile and ideal for counting and 
sorting games. 14g bag.

419 49101 £6.95

NATURAL BAMBOO RINGS
Dozens of bamboo cuttings in varying sizes. 
Great for heuristic play - stacking, counting,
fi dgeting and mark making - and helps to 
develop fi ne motor skills and hand/eye
co-ordination. Age: 3+. Pack: 500g.

419 49103 £6.95

NATURAL BARK REINDEER
A pack of 30 reindeer shapes carved from 
natural silver birch bark and coloured gold. 
Ideal for collage, sensory stimulation and 
heuristic play. Age: 3+. Size: W70mm.

419 49107 - Set of 30 £7.95

NATURAL WILLOW BALLS
A set of four small lightweight tactile balls 
woven from willow twigs - perfect for little 
hands to investigate. Age: 1+.
Size: 40mm Dia.

419 49100 - Pack of 4 £4.95

NATURAL BARK STARS
A pack of 25 star shapes carved from 
natural silver birch bark. Ideal for collage, 
tactile stimulation and heuristic play.
Age: 3+. Size: W70mm.

419 49108 - Set of 25 £4.95

NATURAL EXPLORATION 
STARTER PACK 
A starter pack of natural products which 
enable children to explore, discuss and 
discover the natural outdoor
environment. Pack includes:
• River Pebbles - 1kg
• Polished Stones  - 1kg assorted colours
• Small Seashells - 500g
• Large Seashells - 500g
• Branch Chips - 250g
• Branch Offcuts Oval - 250g
• Branch Offcuts Circle - 250g
• Branch Stumps - 250g
• Regular Pine Cones - 250g
• Bark Squares - Pack of 10
• Coloured Seagrass - Pack of 4
• Willow Balls - Pack of 4
• Bodhi Leaves - Pack of 20
• Gemstones - 250g
Supplied in a deep rectangular maize
basket. Age: 3+. Basket size:
H150mm x W420mm x D310mm.

419 49115 £59.95

NATURAL COLLECTION 
FOR TREASURE BASKET
A collection of 20 wooden resources for a 
treasure basket:
• 2 x Wooden Balls
• 1 x Hemisphere
• 1 x Wooden Disc
• 2 x Wheels
• 1 x Wooden Figure
• 2 x Cubes
• 2 x Egg Cups
• 1 x Napkin Ring
• 1 x Large Spool
• 2 x Bowls
• 3 x Wooden Rings
• 1 x Barrel
• 1 x Onion Top
Comes complete with drawstring bag and
guidance notes. Age: 3+.

419 49112 £26.95

NATURAL WILLOW BALLS
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early years story sacks
play based learning
Products to be used under the supervision of a professional/responsible adult at all times Storysacks provide a novel method 

of enabling parents to contribute in a 
major way to their children’s literacy 
and provide a valuable resource 
to teachers. Each Storysack® is a 
large cloth bag containing a quality 
children’s picture book with supporting 
materials that help to stimulate reading 
activities. To bring the book to life, soft 
toys of the main characters, artefacts 
relating to items in the story, a non-
fi ction element and a game based on 
the book are all included. A useful 
guide and prompt also suggest ways 
of developing listening, reading and 
writing skills using the contents of the 
Storysack®.

3. THE BIG HUNGRY
BEAR STORYSACK®
The popular story of ‘The Little Mouse, 
the Red Ripe Strawberry and the Big 
Hungry Bear’ comes to life in this fun-fi lled 
Storysack®. Scenery, puppets and a story and 
song CD provide for a creative retelling while 
the Little Mouse game works at different ability 
levels to develop sequencing skills. Then 
learn more about mice with the non-fi ction 
book. Age: 3+ .

419 13562 £39.95

  2. WE’RE RIDING ON
A CARAVAN SENSORY TALE
 Join the caravan for an exciting trek along 
China’s ancient Silk Road in a story that will 
make you feel like part of the story as you 
hear, smell and feel the delights of trading 
precious stones and spices. A great multi-
sensory resource complete with camel 
puppet, large and mini ‘diamonds’, silk 
cocoons, shells, cinnamon sticks, purses, 
wooden camels, a wooden spoon and an 
activity card. Age: 3+ .

419 13665 £64.95

1. WE’RE SAILING TO
GALAPAGOS SENSORY TALE
 Climb aboard the sail boat for a voyage 
around the Galapagos Islands. Exotic 
creatures feature on every page and 
educational endnotes enhance the story with 
information about the animals, the islands and 
Charles Darwin. A great multi-sensory tale 
complete with whale and tortoise puppets, 
a bag of shells, football rattle and swanee 
whistle to bring the story to life. Age: 3+ .

419 13666 £59.95

  4. THERE WAS AN
OLD LADY STORYSACK ®
 The popular nursery song ‘There Was an Old 
Lady Who Swallowed a Fly’ is enhanced with 
an old lady doll, beanie animals and a ‘My 
Grandmother Went to Market’ game in this 
fun-fi llled Storysack®. Comes complete with 
CD and non-fi ction pony and kitten books.
Age: 3+ .

419 13563 £52.00

1

2

3

4
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NEW - THE PRINCESS 
AND THE DRAGON 
STORYSACK®
When a princess who behaves like a 
dragon meets a dragon who behaves like 
a princess, who knows what will happen? 
The story of ‘The Princess and the Dragon 
is accompanied in this Storysack® by 
a language game, a character mask 
book and fabulous Princess and Dragon 
character hand puppets – everything 
to involve children in expression, 
performance and discussion of this quirky 
tale. Age: 3+ .

419 13678 £57.00

NEW - OUR CAT CUDDLES 
STORYSACK®
Lizzie and Dominic desperately want a 
kitten, but they get much more than they 
bargained for! The puppets and audio CD 
in this Storysack® bring the story of ‘Our 
Cat Cuddles’ vividly to life, whilst creative 
language development cards build on the 
exciting language used in the book, and a 
non-fi ction game helps to teach children 
about caring for pets. A variety of activities 
involving the use of language, adjectives 
and pet care can be explored using this 
Storysack®. Age: 3+ .

419 13677 £56.00

419 13678 £57.00419 13678 £57.00

OLD MACDONALD STORYSACK®
The classic Old Macdonald song is brought to life in a fun-fi lled 
Storysack®. Explore a farm using the novelty non-fi ction book and 
retell the story using the plush Old Macdonald puppet and animal 
fi nger puppets while playing the CD. Reinforce animal names and 
counting with a game of Old Macdonald Snap. Age: 3+ .

419 13613 £52.00

MRS HONEY’S HAT STORYSACK®
Reinforce the events in the story of ‘Mrs Honey’s Hat’ and learn 
the days of the week with this fun-fi lled Storysack®. The plush Mrs 
Honey doll with felt hat pieces offers creative tellings of the story, a 
themed sorting and matching game can be played at many different 
levels, and a fantastic pop-up non-fi ction book is full of fascinating 
facts about spiders. Age: 3+ .

419 13614 £49.50
419 13613 £52.00

facts about spiders. 

419 13614 £49.50419 13614 £49.50
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sensory gardens
the great outdoors is a wonderful learning environment for children of all ages
Products to be used under the supervision of a professional/responsible adult at all times

WINDY GARDEN
SENSORY TUB 
This tub contains a wide range of mobiles, 
windsocks, windmills, and chimes - 
everything you need to create a colourful, 
exciting and stimulating action garden 
where the slightest breeze sets everything 
in motion. Size of tub:
H300mm x W800mm x D390mm.
Contents (may vary):
• 1 x Plastic Tub
• 5 x Twister Tranceglows
• 1 x Rattan Bamboo Chime
• 1 x Triple Disc Windmill
• 1 x Spiral Spring Bamboo Chime
• 5 x Windsocks
• 1 x Bamboo Chime
• 6 x Glittering Windsocks
• 4 x Sunfl ower Mobiles
• 3 x Rainbow Double Windmills
• 5 x Windmill Flowers
• 1 x Cockerel Weather Vane
• 1 x Parrot Mobile

419 34095 £195.00

TEMPLE DRUM 
 Temple Drums are easy to play and 
don’t require a musical background to 
enjoy them. The drumhead layout makes 
it simple to jump right into creating a 
soothing harmonic sound and percussive 
beats: each segment is carefully hand-
tuned to play an accurate tone and 
balance, generating desirable, melodic 
and meditative tones which are calming 
and great for relaxing. Alternatively, kick it 
up a notch and play hard and loud!

These compact drums are designed to 
be used in your lap or any fl at surface. 
They are tough and durable enough to 
withstand a good beating and can be used 
outside. Each Temple Drum is supplied 
with a pair of beaters and is available in 
three sizes.

Small: 200mm Dia. Suitable for 1 to 2 
players. Six harmonic notes from the 4th 
& 5th octaves arranged as a diatonic 
scale. 

Medium: 305mm Dia. Suitable for 1 to 3 
players. Eight harmonic notes from the 
3rd, 4th & 5th octaves arranged as a 
heptatonic scale.

Large: 405mm Dia. Can be played by 
up to 4 players.  11 harmonic notes from 
the 3rd, 4th & 5th octaves arranged as a 
chromatic scale.

419 66080 - Small £319.00
419 66081 - Medium £419.00
419 66082 - Large £519.00

TEMPLE DRUM 
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1. WINDSOCKS
A range of fi ve bright, eye-catching windsocks 
which are ideal for any sensory garden or play 
area. Size: L1200mm.

419 65315 - Tropical Fish £3.95
419 65304 - Flower £3.95
419 65305 - Butterfl y £3.95
419 65306 - Ladybird £3.95
419 65307 - Bee £3.95
419 65308 - Set of 5  £18.95

7. SUNFLOWER MOBILES
A range of three colourful sunfl ower-shaped 
mobiles which spin easily in any breeze.
Size: L900mm x 400mm Dia.

419 65356 - Red £3.50
419 65358 - Pink £3.50
419 65359 - Green £3.50
419 65360 - Set of 3 £7.50

6. DOUBLEFLOWER WINDMILL
A set of four colourful double windmills which 
spin easily in the gentlest of breezes.
Size: L900mm x 400mm Dia.

419 65365 - Set of 4 £11.75

4. GLITTERING WINDSOCKS
A set of six metallic windsocks which fl utter 
and glitter in the slightest breeze or draught.
Size: L1250mm.

419 33130 - Set of 6 £49.95

5. SPIRAL SPRING
BAMBOO CHIME
A giant mobile with six bamboo chimes and 
beater. Size: L650mm.

419 65340 £16.95

3. BAMBOO CHIME
A rustic tactile mobile with six noisy bamboo 
wind chimes. Size: L600mm.

419 65332 £9.95

2. RATTAN BAMBOO CHIME
This arched rattan mobile has 10 bamboo 
chimes and three beaters.
Size: H480mm x W430mm.

419 65338 £16.95

1

2

3

4
5

6 7
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OUTDOOR MARK MAKING
OUTER SPACE
CHALKBOARD SET 
A set of fi ve colourful, attractive and weather 
resistant chalkboards with an outer space 
theme which transform playground fencing 
into an exciting and fun area for young 
children to explore mark making. Made from 
durable plastic, simply attach to fencing at the 
required height through pre-punched holes 
using cable ties supplied. Wipe clean. 
Size: H740mm  x W740mm.

419 65151 - Set of 5 £89.95

WOODEN VIEWERS 
A set of six solid circular portholes with 
wooden frames and different coloured viewing 
panels.  Size: 250mm Dia. 

419 22228 - Set of 6 £34.95

COLOUR CATCHERS 
A set of four rectangular window viewers with 
wooden frames and coloured panels: red, 
yellow, green and blue. Colour Catchers can 
be fastened to fencing or railings and are ideal 
for children to look through. The set comes 
complete with metal hooks for easy fi xing. 
Size: H500mm x W250mm.

419 22227 - Set of 4 £42.95 

GIANT CHALK
PATTERN MARKER 
A moulded plastic dome with black elasticated 
hand strap and four large chalks in its base. 
Ideal for children with limited motor skills, the 
Giant Chalk Pattern Marker  enables them to 
express themselves through colourful mark 
making. Refi lls available.  Size: 150mm Dia.

419 16686 - Marker £5.00
419 16686R - Refi ll £3.00

GIANT CRAYON
PATTERN MARKER 
A moulded plastic dome with black elasticated 
hand strap and four large crayons in its base. 
Ideal for children with limited motor skills, the 
Giant Crayon Pattern Marker  enables them 
to express themselves through colourful mark 
making. Refi lls available.  Size: 150mm Dia.

419 16688 - Marker £5.00
419 16688R - Refi ll £3.00

OUTDOOR MARK MAKING 
DAISIES  CHALKBOARD SET 
A set of fi ve colourful, attractive and weather 
resistant daisy-shaped chalkboards which 
transform playground fencing into an exciting 
and fun area for young children to explore 
mark making. Made from durable plastic, 
simply attach to fencing at the required height 
through pre-punched holes using cable ties 
supplied. Wipe clean. 
Size: H1000mm x W800mm .

419 65150 - Set of 5 £89.95

NUMBER RUBBING PLATES 
A set of 10 textured numeric templates for 
children to make rubbing patterns: numbers 
1 to 10 with a corresponding number of dots. 
 Number Rubbing Plates provide a tactile 
activity which encourages number recognition 
and creativity. Made from resin, the plates 
attach to any internal or external wall.   Size: 
H300mm x W210mm. 

419 16612 - Set of 10 £89.95

WOODEN VIEWERS 
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 MINIBEAST GRAB & GO KIT 
 Go exploring for minibeasts with this comprehensive set. The 
magnifi ers include a stand so they can be left set up, while the 
shallow trays provide great contrast for studying minibeasts outside. 
Age: 3+.  Contents (may vary):
• 3 x Magnifying Bugviewers
• 3 x Clear Buckets
• 6 x Child-sized Trowels
• 3 x Shallow White Trays
• 6 x Magnifi ers
• 6 x A5 Clipboards
• 6 x Pairs of Binoculars
• 6 x Pond Nets

419 34097 £99.95

BUTTERFLY GARDEN 
 The Butterfl y Garden brings the colour and wonder of live butterfl ies 
right into the home or classroom in a reusable habitat. Raise fi ve 
butterfl ies while learning all about metamorphosis. Watch each 
caterpillar’s transition as it matures, changes into a chrysalis, and 
fi nally emerges as a butterfl y. After observing your butterfl ies, 
experience the joy of releasing them into the wild. Comes complete 
with butterfl y garden habitat, voucher to redeem fi ve caterpillars and 
food (online or by post) and a fun-fi lled fact and activity guide. 

419 65417 - Butterfl y Garden £16.95
419 65418 - Additional Caterpillar £11.95

& Food Vouchers

COMPLETE GARDENING SET 
 A complete set of brightly coloured gardening tools which includes 
a leaf rake, soil rake, broom, spade, dutch hoe, garden fork, hand 
tools and a wheelbarrow. This set is perfect for undertaking any 
number of gardening tasks and helps provide young gardeners with 
an enjoyable hands-on learning experience. 

419 65319 - Set of 11 £139.00

TIDY GARDEN SET 
 Make gardening fun with this set of quality, robust tools. The Tidy 
Garden Set includes a leaf rake, shovel, soil rake and broom. Great 
for encouraging children to get to work in the garden. 

419 65318 - Set of 4 £39.95

COMPLETE GARDENING SET 
 A complete set of brightly coloured gardening tools which includes 
a leaf rake, soil rake, broom, spade, dutch hoe, garden fork, hand 
tools and a wheelbarrow. This set is perfect for undertaking any 
number of gardening tasks and helps provide young gardeners with 
an enjoyable hands-on learning experience. 

419 65319 - Set of 11 £139.00
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HEXAGONAL RAISED GROW BED 
 A raised six-sided 18-panelled fl ower bed which is ideal for 
wheelchair users. Constructed from timber (FSC), the grow bed is 
supplied fl at packed and comes complete with galvanised brackets, 
fi xings and instructions.  Size: H430mm  x W2000mm x D1100mm .

419 65109 £129.95419 65109 £129.95

NEW - WOODEN FRAMED
OUTDOOR MIRROR
A solid wooden framed safety mirror which is designed to be wall 
mounted and left outdoors. It can be fi tted either portrait or landscape, 
adding light, refl ecting colour and opening up smaller outdoor spaces, 
bringing a popular feature of sensory rooms into the sensory garden. 
Children will be engaged by their own refl ection, seeing what is 
happening around them and viewing their environment from different 
angles. The frame is made from Scandinavian Redwood (FSC).
Size: H1200mm x W690mm x D80mm.

419 65227 £895.00

OUTDOOR
SENSORY TRAYS 
 A collection of six numbered
wooden trays made from robust
timber (FSC) which can be used
indoors or out. Ideal for sensory exploration or counting activities, 
children will love exploring the contents, sorting and sieving.
Ages 3+.    Size: W330mm. 

419 65108 - Set of 6 £79.95

indoors or out. Ideal for sensory exploration or counting activities, 

419 65227 £895.00

OUTDOOR
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NEW - MUD KITCHEN - 
WHEELCHAIR ACCESSIBLE
Messy play is even easier with this 
wheelchair accessible Mud Kitchen - 
ideal for playing with sand, mixing messy 
mud pies or exploring shells and leaves. 
With a clearance height of 800mm, most 
wheelchairs will fi t under the work surface, 
allowing those with limited reach and 
mobility to play outdoors. The Mud Kitchen 
also functions as a potting table, so you 
can work with seedlings and compost in a 
standing position. Made from Scandinavian 
Redwood (FSC) with a 10 year guarantee 
against wood rot and insect damage. 
Delivered fully assembled. 
Size: H1250mm x W1800mm x D500mm.

419  65226 £1,998.00

NEW - BUDDY BUSY BENCH
A wheelchair accessible workbench 
ideal for outdoor group work, one-to-one 
activities, as an exploration table or a 
potting table. The central shelving section 
is a great place to hang visual timetables 
and symbol cards, or it can be covered 
and used as a partition. The Buddy Busy 
Bench is designed with a clearance 
of 800mm and no awkward support 
braces or shelves, making it suitable 
for most wheelchairs to fi t under. Made 
from Scandinavian Redwood (FSC) and 
delivered fully assembled. 
Size: H1300mm x W1100mm x D1050mm

419 65224 £795.00

NEW - BUDDY BUSY BENCH

 ACCESSIBLE GARDENING STATION 
This sturdy interlocking ‘L-Shaped’ gardening station has been designed with multiple 
planters and potting area at different heights to enable access for wheelchair users from 
all sides. The unit comprises eight individual sections which can be used for planting or for 
holding equipment, with a central square workspace. The lower section has a clearance of 
approximately 550mm and the higher section is 700mm. Made from European Redwood 
(FSC), the timber has a 10-year guarantee against rot and insect damage. Delivered in 
sections for easy assembly by two adults. Size: H850mm x W2300mm x D2300mm .

419 65212 £1,595.00
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NEW - COLOURED SENSORY TUNNEL
A sturdy garden canopy with transparent coloured side panels that offer 
a visually stimulating new perspective of the garden. Dramatic colourful 
refl ections appear as light shines through each panel, creating colour mixes 
between them to add a new dimension to any outdoor space. The canopy 
forms a sensory tunnel to run, cycle or wheel through, as well as a sheltered 
area to play with toys and instruments placed in the four easy access trays 
attached to the uprights of the structure. These trays are ideal for sensory 
resources, sorting activities, messy play or for use as a nature table. 
Alternatively, they can become sheltered planters for all-weather gardening 
activities. The curved canopy allows rain to run off without collecting in the 
trays below. The side and roof panels are coloured Lexon cast acrylic. The 
frame is made from European Redwood timber (FSC) which has a 10 year 
guarantee against rot and insect damage.
Size: H2050mm x W2050mm x D2000mm.

419 65218 £3,595.00
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RAINBOW ROOM
This wooden outdoor play den features 
eight tinted windows which illuminate the 
interior with a colourful rainbow effect. The 
den offers a calming environment for quiet 
time and an imaginative space for group 
activities, promoting creativity and inclusion.

Manufactured from pressure treated timber, 
the Rainbow Den comes with a five year 
warranty. Delivered fully assembled and 
must be sited on a flat surface.
Size: H1700mm x W1500mm x D1300mm.

419 65129 £1,295.00
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We are dedicated to introducing 
simple, effective Multi-Sensory 
equipment into the care home 
environment. The items included in this 
section have been selected for their 
portability and simplicity.

ABBOTSFORD RANGE*
 Abbotsford is a colourful range of furniture 
which is ideal for use in any care environment. 
Covered in nylon reinforced vinyl which 
is hard-wearing and easily wiped clean. 
Available in a range of colours - please state 
colour when ordering.
 Chair:
H800mm x W840 x D800mm.
Two Seat Settee:
H800mm x W1400 x D800mm.
Three Seat Settee:
H800mm x W1900 x D800mm.

419 34231 - Chair £400.00(V)
419 34232 - Two Seat £530.00(V)
419 34233 - Three Seat £650.00(V)

BEANY ISLAND*
A Softplay Beany Island fi lled with 
polybeads which mould to your body 
and provide gentle support.  Available in 
a range of colours - please state colour 
when ordering. Sizes:
Large: H500mm x 1450mm Dia.
Giant: H500mm x 1800mm Dia. 

419 70394 - Large £420.00(V)
419 70395 - Giant £530.00(V)

MONTROSE CHAIR*
 The high sided Montrose Chair provides 
support, comfort and a feeling of security. 
Covered in nylon reinforced vinyl. Available in 
a range of colours - please state colour when 
ordering. 
Size: H780mm x W780mm x D890mm .

419 34242 £395.00(V)

FIBRE OPTIC SOFTY*
A Softplay Softy cushion fi lled with polybeads which mould to your body providing a safe, 
secure and fi rm position. Comes complete with 150 Strand 3m Sideglow which can be 
spread over the Softy and user, creating a visual and stimulating experience. Supplied with 
Lightsource. Available in a range of colours - please state colour when ordering. Operates on 
240v transformed to 12v. Size: L1600mm x W1200mm.

419 30111 £735.00(V)

KNOBBLY
VIBRATING PILLOW 
 Press to activate this relaxing vibrating 
pillow. Enjoy the added tactile benefi t of 
six fi rm plastic spheres.
Requires 2 x D batteries (included). 
Size: W300mm x D300mm .

419 70575 £25.00

BOBO MASSAGER
A hand-held vibrating massager with three 
contact spheres which light up in an
ever-changing sequence of colourful 
patterns when the massager is activated 
via the large top-mounted button. 
Provides relaxing vibration as well as 
visual stimulation.
Size: 90mmH x 100mm Dia.

419 40337 £7.95

BOBO MASSAGER

KNOBBLY

ABBOTSFORD RANGE*

240v transformed to 12v. Size: L1600mm x W1200mm.

419 30111 £735.00(V)

effective solutions for the care home environment
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FIBRE OPTIC SOFTY*
A Softplay Softy cushion fi lled with polybeads which mould to your body providing a safe, 

MONTROSE CHAIR*
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CALMING BUBBLE TUBE
Bubble tubes provide a gentle colour 
change through a column of effervescent 
water. Very relaxing, calming and soothing 
- touch the tube and feel the gentle
vibrations of the bubbles. Operates on 240v
transformed to 12v.  Three sizes available.

419 50101 - 1m £569.95(V)
419 50102 - 1.5m £605.95(V)
419 50103 - 2m £635.95(V)

PORTABLE
BUBBLE TUBE CORNER 
WITH FIBRE OPTICS* 
A Softplay bubble tube plinth complete 
with 1m bubble tube, 150 strand 2m 
fi bre optic spray, fi xed acrylic mirrors and 
lockable wheels for portability. This unit 
is a fantastic way to create an instant 
sensory corner.  Plinth available in a range 
of Softplay colours - please state colour 
when ordering.
Size: H1200mm x W690mm.

419 50620 £1,669.00(V)

REMINISCENCE 
PROJECTION KIT
A versatile projection kit ideal
for creating conversation
about bygone years. Project
the images on a wall and help
people remember by putting them
directly in touch with images from
the past.
Contents:
• 1 x Mirage Projector
• 1 x Projector 6” Effect Wheel Rotator
• 3 x Projector 6” Effect Wheels:

• 1930s - 1950s Film Posters
• 1940s - 1960s Famous Things
• 1930s - 1950s Music Stars

This is an invaluable tool for care
workers, nurses and occupational 
therapists working in hospitals, day 
centres, residential homes or
educational settings facilitating the 
process of reminiscence.

419 60413 £465.00
14 COLOUR OPTIONS TO CHOOSE FROM

The * symbol denotes that this
product is available in a range of single colours or 

colour combinations.
Select from the options above and please remember 

to specify when ordering.
If you require any help or advice on colour options, 

please do not hesitate to call.

Purple Black

Baby
Pink

Light 
Blue

CeriseOcean 
Blue

Dark
Blue

Dark 
Green

Lime 
Green

Vanilla

YellowRedWhite Orange
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GIANT PLAYING CARDS
 Fantastic as a group game or incorporated in 
a quiz night! Play Your Cards Right is a great 
activity to get everyone involved.

419 13646 £9.95

GIANT FOUR IN A LINE
Each player or team takes it in turn to drop 
counters into the frame, trying to create a line 
of four while preventing your opponent from 
doing the same. A fun game to use indoors or 
outdoors. Size: H1300mm.

419 80871 £195.00

RIBBON GLITTER STICKS
A set of six, high quality rainbow streamer 
ribbons, each with a sparkling plastic wand.  
Use to strengthen arms and shoulders and 
inject a bit of fun into group activities! Ribbon 
size: L1800mm.

419 97061 - Set of 6 £14.95

 TAI CHI BALL 
 A sturdy, transparent sphere containing a 
small inner ball on a circulated track. Twist, 
turn and roll to move the small ball along the 
track. Ideal for developing and exercising 
hand/eye co-ordination and wrist/arm 
movement. Complete with stand. 
Size: 200mm Dia. 

419 25179 £47.00

TOUCH AND MATCH
Match the differently-textured cylinders with 
the corresponding indents on the game board. 
An ideal multi-skill game to enjoy.
Size: W105mm x D40mm.

419 16808 £12.50

NEW - WOODEN DOMINOES
 A set of giant durable beechwood dominoes 
which are great for playing outdoors. With 
smooth fi nished edges and strong painted 
black dots, the dominoes can be used to 
play the traditional game - taking it in turns 
matching the equal dots until you have 
used up all your dominoes - or for number 
recognition practice, and simple adding 
and subtracting games. Ideal for improving 
numeracy and confi dence. The set contains 
28 dominoes.  Size: L150mm. 

419 80873 £19.95

GIANT PLAYING CARDS

TOUCH AND MATCH

 TAI CHI BALL 

resources for the elderly

NEW - WOODEN DOMINOES

NEW - BALANCING
BALL SET
A set of six balls with balance handles that 
makes a great addition to any collection of 
physical play resources. Great for hand-eye 
coordination and balance control. Ages: 3+.
Size:Handle L330mm. Ball 60mm Dia. 

419 97027 £24.95

RIBBON GLITTER STICKSRIBBON GLITTER STICKS

 TAI CHI BALL 
 A sturdy, transparent sphere containing a 
small inner ball on a circulated track. Twist, 

 TAI CHI BALL 
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 AROMA DOUGH
Multi-sensory dough made from a unique moisturising formula of 
beeswax, grape seed oil and cocoa butter, each with a different blend 
of pure essential oils. Six different colours and fragrances comprising: 
eucalyptus, peppermint, lemon, lime, bergamot and lavender. Each 
piece of dough weighs approximately 50g. 

419 13550 £16.75

FLAVOUR LOTTO GAME
 Flavour Lotto is a fun game which relies on the sense of taste. The 
game contains 30 individual tubs with tiny fl avoured sweets inside which 
each player has to identify and match to the different images. Flavours 
include aniseed, apple, banana, cherry, cinnamon, honey, lemon, lime, 
liquorice, mandarin, raspberry, rose, spearmint, thyme, vanilla and 
more. Each tub contains 40 sweets - refi lls are available.

419 95111 - Game £38.00
419 95112 - Sweets Re-fi lls £26.75

AROMASTONE (above left)
An easy-to-use crafted ceramic aromastone with silent burner, 
making it ideal for use in any relaxing or calming environment.

419 95404 £24.95

AROMATHERAPY STARTER KIT  
 An easy-to-use kit for anyone embarking on aromatherapy. Includes 
a range of essential oils, base oils, mixing bottles and pipettes. 
Recommended for use with a diffuser.

419 95104 £39.95

AROMATHERAPY DIFFUSER (above right)   
A diffuser stream which gently vaporises essential oils to create 
fragrant environments. Operates on 240v. 

419 95403 £29.95

LARGE SHEET MAGNIFIER 
 An easy-to-use magnifi er ideal for reading small print. Up to x3 
magnifi cation. 

419 22229  £3.95

PENAGAIN PEN & PENCIL
 Specially designed to fi t snugly between the fi ngers, PenAgain creates 
a balanced handwriting motion. The unique cradling ‘Y’ shape takes the 
stress away from writing and prevents cramp. Simply twist the base to 
operate. 

419 16631 - Pen £8.50
419 16651 - Set of 2 Pencils £5.50

PENAGAIN PEN & PENCILPENAGAIN PEN & PENCIL

FLAVOUR LOTTO GAME

AROMATHERAPY STARTER KIT  

AROMASTONE (above left)
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resources for the elderly

EASIGRIP SCISSORS
 Lightweight and easy-to-use scissors which reopen when pressure 
is released. Ideal for those with weak hands. Fitted with safety 
blade protectors.

419 16051 - Right: Blue £6.50
419 16052 - Left: Green £6.50

TABLE TOP SCISSORS 
 These scissors are operated by depressing the large T-shaped 
handle which reopens when the pressure is released. The base 
provides stability. Designed for single-handed use and by people 
with limited strength and control.

419 16063 £24.95

NUTS &
BOLTS SET
A colourful set of 64 
lightweight plastic pieces 
with four different sizes 
of bolts to match to 
corresponding nuts.

419 15050  £29.95

NEW - SENSORY RAINBOW CASCADE
A set of six sensory liquid towers, each presenting two streams 
of coloured liquid which cascade from top to bottom in droplets at 
varying speeds. Designed to captivate and fascinate, the Rainbow 
Cascades are an ideal resource for quiet focus, as well as inspiring 
curiosity and understanding of simple scientifi c principles. Turn 
them all over at the same time to see which one runs out fi rst! 
Ages: 3+. Size: W55mm x H145mm.

419 26329 - Set of 6 £26.95

EASIGRIP SCISSORSEASIGRIP SCISSORS

NEW - SENSORY RAINBOW CASCADE
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SENSORY BLOCKS
 A set of 16 geometric blocks with wooden 
surrounds and a selection of different effects 
inside: liquid, glitter, acrylic colour, beads and 
sand. The blocks can be used for building, 
creating patterns or as a stimulus to creativity 
on a light box. Also encourages interaction 
and communication.  Size: W140mm .

419 26305 - Set of 16 £44.95

FINGER EXERCISE 
STRETCHER
A fl exible hand-held rubber disc with 52 fi nger 
holes to pull and stretch. An excellent hand 
exerciser. Size: 240mm Dia.

419 28407 £14.95

HEDGEHOG BALLS 
Five colourful, fi rm knobbly balls, ideal for 
massage or hand and fi nger exercises.  Five 
different sizes and colours available.

419 25122 - Green 55mm Dia. £2.75
419 25123 - Orange 70mm Dia. £3.25
419 25124 - Yellow 80mm Dia. £3.95
419 25125 - Red 90mm Dia. £4.25
419 25126 - Blue 100mm Dia. £4.75
419 25128 - Set of 5 £15.95

NEW - SENSORY
RAINBOW GLITTER BALLS
A set of seven different coloured balls which 
contain sparkling glitter that swirls around 
like stardust as the balls move!  Colours: red, 
silver, gold, green, blue, pink, purple.
Size: 65mm Dia.

419 25284 - Set of 7 £17.95

 NEW - ASSORTED
LARGE BUTTONS 
 A large and colourful assortment of buttons 
in various shapes and sizes - ideal for aiding 
colour recognition, the development of fi ne 
motor skills and hand/eye co-ordination. 
Thread the buttons together as you match 
them! Age: 4+.  Size: 41mm Dia. to 50mm Dia. 

419 28253 - Pack of 90 £9.95

NEW - MIRROR BLOCK SET
A set of blocks comprising eight
geometrically-shaped rubberwood pieces with 
double-sided acrylic mirror inserts. Ideal for 
shape recognition, simple block building and 
refl ective pattern-making. Ideal for promoting 
self-awareness. Ages: 12m+. 
Rectangle size: 140mm x 70mm x 40mm. 

419 50776 - Set of 8 £24.95

HEDGEHOG BALLS FINGER EXERCISE 

NEW - MIRROR BLOCK SETNEW - MIRROR BLOCK SET

NEW - ASSORTED

SENSORY BLOCKS

NEW - SENSORY
RAINBOW GLITTER BALLS
A set of seven different coloured balls which 

NEW - SENSORYNEW - SENSORY
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VOICES OF YESTERYEAR 
A four CD set containing some of the most important speeches 
by some of the most important people in world history. These 
recordings will be kept in circulation so that future generations can 
appreciate how and why world politics, medicine, the media and 
sport have evolved in certain directions. 

419 13543 £15.95

LIFE TIMES COLOUR CARDS: WORLD WAR II
 36 photographic cards depicting life between 1939 and 1945 
when the world was at war and daily experiences were defi ned by 
that event. An accompanying booklet contains ideas for use and 
discussion points.  Card size: A5.

419 13588 £37.95

DECADES DISCUSSION CARDS
 40 photographic cards to introduce, remind and inform about 
people, places and events of the 1950s and 1960s. These cards are 
an invaluable tool for care workers, nurses, occupational therapists, 
day centres and residential homes facilitating the process of 
reminiscence. Card size: A5. 

419 13589 £37.95

THE MEMORY BOX 
A guidebook and 120 discussion cards designed to facilitate 
general reminiscence, produce memory diaries, put together guided 
autobiographies or to help facilitate life reviews.  Card size: A5.

419 13519 £41.00

THE MEMORY BOX 

VOICES OF YESTERYEAR 

419 13588 £37.95

DECADES DISCUSSION CARDS

MORE MUSICAL BINGO (above right)
A CD containing a collection of game sheets and song excerpts - 
simply print off the number of game sheets you require, switch on 
the CD and you're ready to play. When players match a song to a 
title on their game sheet, they simply mark it with a cross - as with 
conventional bingo. Each excerpt is between 10 and 30 seconds 
long allowing plenty of time to remember, identify and mark the 
song sheet. There are 40 songs in the game including ‘Yellow 
Submarine’, ‘The Last Waltz’, ‘We Plough the Fields and Scatter’, 
‘Yesterday’ and ‘Red Red Robin’. The perfect activity for day 
centres, residential care homes and other groups of two or more 
people.

419 13571 £25.95

MUSICAL BINGO (below left)
Bingo will never be the same again with this musical version. A 
song is played and the participant places a counter on any square 
containing the title of the song heard. The songs include ‘Auld Lang 
Syne’, ‘Happy Birthday’, ‘I’m Forever Blowing Bubbles’ and the 
‘Wedding March’. This Game pack includes 2 CDs containing 40 
songs; 20 individual printable game sheets; printable song list and a 
guidance booklet. It is suitable for 2-20 players.

419 13570 £39.95
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FAMOUS FACES & EVENTS
This collection of 50 portrait cards 
covers from the post war period to the 
1990s, evoking memories and providing 
stimulus for group discussion and informal 
conversation between older people. The 
set is divided into seven categories - 
Politicians & World Leaders, Royal Family, 
Sports, Music & Arts, Actors, Infamous, 
and Entertainers - and includes a booklet 
of biographical notes for the group leader.

419 13542 £39.95

EXPLORING THE PAST
Working from the premise that the lives
of elderly people are of innate value, 
and that exploring and celebrating those 
people's experiences demonstrates 
their value in a practical way, this 
book provides a manual for working 
on memories both with groups and 
individuals. It includes:
• A clear rationale for, and guidance on,

the benefi ts of this approach
• Good practice guidelines for memory
• A chapter on life story work

with individuals
• A section on working with those with

learning disabilities and dementia
• Ideas for dozens of activities on

15 themes associated with memories of
the past, including:

• childhood years
• food, cooking & shopping
• days out & holidays
• fashions, clothing & looking good
• hobbies, interests

& work experience

419 13607 £35.95

SONGBOOK
& SING ALONG CD
Featuring large clear print, the Song Book 
contains the words to 100 popular songs 
which are ideal for group sing-along 
sessions. The book is divided into six 
sections:
• traditional folk
• old time variety
• World War II
• post-war evergreens
• hymns
• Christmas
Songs include:
• Cockles & Mussels
• You Are My Sunshine
• Que Sera Sera
• Jerusalem
• Away in a Manager
• I’m Enery the Eighth I Am
• Let’s All Go Down the Strand
• Roll Out the Barrel
• We’ll Meet Again
• Auld Lang Syne
The Sing Along CD has been specially
recorded for those who may not have
access to a piano, and features 20 of
the songs from the Song Book. Each
song has a few introductory melodies to
reacquaint the group with the tune.

419 13546 - Song Book £10.25
419 13548 - Sing Along CD £10.25

MUSICAL QUIZ 
 An easy-to-play CD game - simply listen 
to the fi rst few bars of each song and then 
name that tune. 80 different melodies 
designed to bring back memories.  
Contains many favourite tunes from the 
1930s, 1940s, 1950s and 1960s including: 
Born Free, Catch a Falling Star, Delilah, 
Gregory’s Girl, Moon River and Zip-a-
Dee-Doo-Dah. 

419 13581 £19.95

CALMER
BY NATURE DVD
This fi lm contains pure and stunning 
nature footage – there are no people, no 
voiceovers, and no music. Escape into 
a natural world and experience nature's 
wonders and purely natural sounds. 
Created to relieve stress and anxiety, the 
fi lm makes a powerful therapy resource 
for people with dementia and Alzheimer’s, 
and encourages communication by 
creating talking points. Running time: 57 
minutes.

419 27126 £16.95

SOUNDS
OF NATURE  CD
 A relaxing programme of natural sounds 
which encourages the imagination to 
wander: bird song in the morning chorus, 
red stag, pheasants, foxes, buzzards and 
fallow bucks calling, the ripple of a gentle 
stream, swallows feeding their young, 
sheep and lambs bleating.
Running time: 30mins. 

419 CD203 £12.45

CLASSICS
FOR RELAXATION CD
A collection of great classical pieces 
of music which have been selected for 
their easy tempos and smooth fl owing 
melodies. Great for relaxation.

419 CD543 £10.95

FAMOUS FACES & EVENTS
MUSICAL QUIZ 

EXPLORING THE PAST

CLASSICS

SOUNDS

CALMER

SONGBOOK
& SING ALONG CD
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blackout curtains
ideal for creating a dark sensory environment in any room
Products to be used under the supervision of a professional/responsible adult at all times

Width cm

Drop cm
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WHITE PROJECTION NET
A white flame retardant net suitable for back projection, bringing 
projected images closer to clients. Also available complete with track 
and fittings, 3” heading tape (included in the drop measurement) and 
hooks. When ordering please state width and drop - size is per metre 
width with a maximum drop of up to 3m.

419 18202 - Net only £13.50 per metre 
419 18203 - Net with Track and Hooks £66.50 per metre

BLACKOUT CURTAINS
Ideal for covering windows and doors to transform any room into a darkened sensory 
environment. Blackout Curtains also provide an inexpensive alternative to partition walls for 
creating a sensory corner, and can be quickly pushed back out of the way when not in use. 
Black Blackout Curtain - suitable for creating an ultra violet blackroom.
White Blackout Curtain - suitable for creating projection surfaces.

419 18511 - Black Blackout Curtain £14.95 per metre
419 18512 - White Blackout Curtain £14.95 per metre

READY MADE BLACKOUT CURTAINS
Made-up Blackout Curtains complete with curtain track and fittings, 3” heading tape 
(included in the drop measurement) and curtain hooks.

419 18523 - Black Blackout Curtain Ready Made £ - see chart below
419 18524 - White Blackout Curtain Ready Made £ - see chart below

FLUORESCENT FABRICS
Brightly coloured lightweight satin jersey fabrics which glow furiously 
under a UV light. Size: W1520mm.

419 18514 - Cerise £10.50 per metre 
419 18513 - Yellow £10.50 per metre
419 18515 - Orange £10.50 per metre

To calculate the price for your curtain and track, simply measure the width and drop, and read the table rounding up to the nearest size.
Please state whether you require one curtain or a pair when ordering.
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order form

Orders can also be placed using credit or debit cards by phone 
on:
01274 965089
or by 24-hour fax on:
08450 739 410
or by email:
info@nicheofficesolutions.co.uk
or on our website:
online.nicheofficesolutions.co.uk

When ordering your goods please remember to give product 
codes, quantity required and a brief description of the items. 
Where possible, also include an order number, contact name 
and telephone number, delivery address and invoice address 
(if different). 

PRICES 
Prices for individual pieces of equipment are shown on the 
relevant pages of this catalogue and are correct at the time of 
going to press. Prices may be subject to change without notice. 
Errors and omissions excepted.

VAT EXEMPTION
You may qualify for VAT exemption. To qualify you must fill in 
the VAT Relief Form found on the reverse of the Order Form 
and send it with your order. The items of equipment which are 
eligible for VAT zero rating are marked with a (V) after the 
price. We reserves the right to charge VAT subsequent to the 
discovery of a person or organisation making a false claim. 

All prices exclude VAT, which will be charged at the current rate 
unless an order is accompanied by a VAT Relief Form.

DELIVERY CHARGES
We endeavours to deliver standard catalogue products within 
five working days, and manufactured items within 28 days. 
Delivery charges are based on the value of the order as 
follows:

Overnight delivery and non-UK mainland deliveries will 
incur extra charges - please telephone 01274 965089 for 
details.

HOW TO ORDER
Orders can be placed by completing the Order Form (and 
the VAT Relief Form if relevant) and posting to:

Niche Suites,
Malik House,
29 Manor Row,
Bradford,
BD1 4PS

Orders from private individuals must be accompanied by full 
payment. Please make cheques payable to: Niche Office 
Solutions Ltd.

Please feel free to photocopy the order form or call us if you 
need extra forms.

CUSTOMER INFORMATION

Contact Name:

Landline Number or Mobile:

Email Address:

Order Date:

Order Number (if applicable):

Account Number (if applicable):

Delivery Address:

Postcode:

Invoice Address (if different from delivery address):

Postcode:

Card Number:

Card Expiry Date:

Issue Number (Maestro Only):

Cardholder’s Name:

Cardholder’s Signature:

Landline Number or Mobile:

Cardholder’s Address:

Postcode:

CARDHOLDER INFORMATION

HOW TO PAY - Please select one of the following options:

I enclose a cheque/postal order for £

Invoice my account (companies and organisations only)

Debit my Visa/MasterCard/Delta/Maestro card (please complete the Cardholder 
Information below - on receipt of your order, we will contact you by phone for your 
card’s three-digit security number to complete the transaction)

ORDER FORM

Code Description Price Qty Total

Goods Total:

Delivery Charge:

Sub Total:

VAT:

Total:

Please Note:
For larger orders, please use the
Extended Order Form on page 335.

The Order Forms can be enlarged
on a photocopier if required.
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VAT relief / terms & conditions

VAT EXEMPTIONS FOR INDIVIDUALS WITH DISABILITIES

Name:

Address:

I declare that I am an eligible person under paragraph 1 of VAT leaflet 701/7/94
and that I am suffering from (description of illness):

And that I am receiving from Niche Office Solutions Ltd: 
A. The following goods which are being supplied to me 
for domestic or my personal use (description of goods):

B. The following services to adapt goods to suit my condition:

C. The following services of repair or maintenance of goods (description of goods):

And I claim that the supply of these goods or services is eligible for relief from Value Added Tax 
under Group 12 of the Zero Rate Schedule to the Value Added Tax Act 1994. 

Signature:

Date:

VAT EXEMPTIONS FOR PRODUCTS SUPPLIED TO A CHARITY

Charity:

Address:

I declare that the charity named above is receiving from Niche Office Solutions Ltd: 
A. The following goods which are being made available to one or more people with disabilities for 
domestic use (description of goods):

B. The following services to adapt goods to suit the condition of
people with disabilities (description of goods):

And I claim that the supply of these goods or services is eligible for relief from Value Added Tax 
under Group 15 of the Zero Rate Schedule to the Value Added Tax Act 1994. 

Signature:

Date:

We reserves the right to recover VAT if it is discovered that VAT exemption
has been wrongly claimed.

Some products in the catalogue are eligible for zero rating under Group 12 to schedule 8 of 
the VAT Act 1994 providing they are supplied to disabled persons solely for domestic or their 
personal use. Supplies of eligible products may also be zero rated under Group 15 of the VAT 
Act 1994 when: (a) purchased by a charity or purchased with charitable funds for donation to 
a hospital or certain other institutions; (b) purchased by an eligible body, which pays for them 
with funds provided by a charity or from voluntary contributions; (c) purchased by a charitable 
institution providing care, medical or surgical treatment for people with disabilities.

There are severe penalties for making a false declaration. If you are in any doubt about your 
own eligibility or the goods or services you are buying, you should get advice from any local VAT 
office before signing this declaration.

TERMS & CONDITIONS
All goods are sold under the following conditions. 

PAYMENT
Payment on credit or debit card will be processed as soon as 
your order is received and your goods will be despatched at 
the earliest opportunity. Upon the despatch of your goods an 
invoice will be raised. If you are an account holder, payment is 
requested within 30 days of the invoice date - interest may be 
charged on overdue payments.

NON-RECEIPT/DAMAGED GOODS
Damage of goods during transit or
non-receipt of goods must be notified in writing within 5 days of 
delivery. 

RETURNED GOODS
Any customer ordering from us may change their mind about 
items purchased within seven days of receipt of their order. 
However, this cancellation must be confirmed in writing either 
by email, fax or letter. If the item is a manufactured product, it 
is subject to a 20% handling charge. While we reserves the 
right to refuse return of any bespoke manufactured item, we 
will assess each case on an individual basis. Please note: 
items can only be returned if they are unused and in their 
original packaging.

If for any reason you need to return any item, please contact 
us on 01274 965089 for a returns reference. We will not be 
held responsible for any goods returned without a reference.

FAULTY GOODS
All equipment is supplied backed by a warranty which ensures 
the replacement or repair of any faulty goods within 28 days of 
delivery. However, we will not be liable for any loss, damage or 
injury whatsoever, consequential or otherwise, due to, or 
caused by, any defects or deficiencies in or by the use of 
goods supplied (other than by liability of death or bodily injury 
caused by Niche Office Solutions Ltd). 

PRODUCT ENHANCEMENT
Through its policy of continually improving customer service, 
We reserves the right to alter the specifications of any products 
in this catalogue without prior notice.

C.E. MARKING
Where relevant all the equipment conforms to the E.C. 
Directive, E.M.C. compatibility and low voltage directive 
regulations and carries a C.E. mark. This may be displayed on 
the equipment or the accompanying documentation.

RE-CYCLING
We are required by the WEEE Directive to conform to 
environmentally friendly processing of waste electricals. This 
means we offer all customers buying replacement electronic 
equipment free disposal of redundant equipment which carries 
the crossed out wheelie bin symbol. Please 
call us if you are uncertain or require more information on the 
disposal of your existing electronic equipment.

VAT RELIEF
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extended order form
EXTENDED ORDER FORM

Code Description Price Qty Total

This Order Form can be enlarged on a photocopier if required. Goods Total:

Delivery Charge:

Sub Total:

VAT:

Total:
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index
Products to be used under the supervision of a professional/responsible adult at all times

3D Activity Book 307
4 Tower Shape Sorter  286
40 Wheel Foot Massager  193
6” Distortion Wheel 34
A Frame and mat set 238
Abbotsford Range 216
Abbotsford Chair 324
Access Wobble Switch 64
Accessible Gardening Station 321
Acoustic Tactile Wall Panel 101
Acrylic Mirror 19, 146
Activity 3D Play Rug 305
Activity Ball 248
Activity Ball Run Game 108
Activity Bolster 237
Activity Jump Ball 260
Activity Kaleidoscope Panel 109
Additional Blank Choice Cards 66
Air Chair 232
Air Cushion 161, 185
Air Flutters 276
Animal Pattern Rocker Stamper  269
Animals Bowling Game 260
Write-n-Bite Pen Topper 176
Aroma Balls 190
Aroma Blocs 191
Aroma Cards 191
Aroma Diffuser 190
Aroma Dough 190
Aromastone 190
Aromatherapy CD 195
Aromatherapy Starter Kit 190
Assorted Large Buttons 329
Atomic Bead Ball 184
Auditory Sensory Tub  158
Autism Resource
 Kit in a Bag for Classrooms  160
Balance Board Set 252
Balance Seat 233
Balance Stepping Clouds 251
Balancing Ball Set 326
Balancing Rainbow 287
Ball Bubble Tube 11
Bamboo Chimes 317
Bamboo Fibre Optic Sideglow 23
Basic Sequences 289
Battery Adaptors 67
BCB Liquid 19
Bead Bubble Tubes 11
Bead Chain Switch 66
Bean Bag 219
Bean Bag Lounger 220
Bean Bed 218
Bean Pods 280
Bean Wedges 212
Beany Island 324
Beggar’s Drum 301
Behaviour Fan 162
Belly Bells 299
Bendy Mirror 140
Bendy Monkey 183
Bendy Smiley Men 183
Berries Kicks 177
Big Mack Switch 62
Big Red Timer 165
Big Switch 62
Big Wheel Tactile Panel 107
Bilateral Bolster 238
Bilibo 252
Bite Saber Textured Necklace 180
Bite-n-Chew Pencil Topper 177
Black & White Basket 309
Black Magic Box  127
Bladeless Fan with Light 118
Blaster 276
Bloc Switch 65
Blow the Ball Game 276
Blowing Lotto 276

Bobo Massager 195
Body Bumper 241
Body Massage Sensory Bag 148
Body Roller 240
Body Sox 251
Bounce & Catch 260
Box of OHP Sheets 31
Brick Me 262
Brick Stick Pencil Topper 180
Bright Sparks

Flashy Floor 85
Roll & Glow  84
Roller Rattle 133
Shake & Shimmer 132
Softplay Floor 85
Sound Reactive Panel 42
Stalactites Ceiling Tile 84

Bubble Blower
- Switch Adapted 70

Bubble Creator 265
Bubble Liquid 265
Bubble Machine

- Switch Adapted 71
Bubble Stream 265
Bubble Timer Set 137
BUBBLE TUBES 11
Bubble Tube Acrylic Mirrors 19
Bubble Tube Plinth  18
Bubble Tube Portable Corner 14
Bubble Tube Pump  19
Bubble Tube
 Sensory-In-A-Box Kit 99
Bubble Tube Softy 18
Buddy Busy Bench  321
Bushy Ball 187
Busylegz   161
Butterfly Garden 319
Butterfly Wall Board 280
Buttergrip Combo 267
C Frame 234
Cabasa 302
Calmer By Nature DVD 331
Calming Bubble Tube 325
Candy Corn Sensor Switch 64
Cannon Stomp 260
Car & Horse Box

- Switch Adapted 69
Carousel 253
Casey Caterpillar  306
Caterpinch 184
Ceilingscape 83
Chase Jigsaw 205
Chatter Tracker 188
Chew Dude Necklace 180
Chewbuddy Bangle 178
Chewbuddy Discs  180
Chewbuddy Ghost 90
Chewbuddy Sensory Chew 177
Chewbuddy Skull 180
Chewbuddy Super  181
Chewbuddy Tubes 177
Chewbuddy Tuff 181
Chewigem Disc Pendant  177
Chewimoji 179
Chew’lery - Bracelet 277
Chew’lery - Necklace 178
Chews 181
Chewy Toys Keys  179
Child Platform Swing 239
Child Sling Swing 238
Childrens Ear Defenders 161
Chime Frame and Beater 310
Chin Switch 63
Chubbie Egg Crayons 269
Chubes 181
Circus Tactile Panel 106
Clear Rainbow Pebbles 139
Clever Candles 276

Cloud Mirror Beany 223
Cloud Mirror Mat 222
Colour Catchers 318
Colour Changing Egg 118
Colour Changing Gelli Baff  272
Colour Changing Mirror Cloud 54
Colour Changing Mirror Star 54
Colour Changing Putty 186
Colour Changing Rainbow Panel 55
Colour Column 20
Colour Column Sensory Centre 20
Colour Creator 59
Colour Geo Shapes 139
Colour Light Panel 138
Colour Matching Eggs 285
Colour Paddles 139
Colour Rods
 Sensory Ceiling Tile 80
Colour Shooting Star

Mirror Panel  55
Coloured Fluff Balls 242
Coloured Sensory Tunnel 322
Colourful Bubble Tube Fish 19
Colourful Caterpillars 122
Communication Pack 160
Complete Gardening Set 319
Concave Corner Mirror 44
Constellation Ball 295
Construction Tower 263
Co-oper Band Large 253
Co-oper Blanket 255
Co-operative

Slimline Dual Switch 66
Coral Flashing Balls 117
Corner Bean Chair 219
Corner Bubble Tube Plinth 18
Cornflour 273
Corridor Tactile Wall Panel 103
Cozee Bean Bag 218
Crackle Baff 274
Crater Ball 296
Crazy Soap 275
Crocodile Wall Game 264
Crystal Carnival 285
Crystal Organza Rainbow Pack 110
Cube Chair 217
Cuddle Ball 182
Cuddle Loop 195
Curiosity Cubes 285
Curved Corner Mirror 147
Curved Softplay Seat 216
Curvy Wall Pad 214
Dark Den Accessories Kit 91
Dark Den Fibre Optic Set 116
Dark Den Ripple Mat 116
Dave The Dalmatian

- Switch Adapted 73
Davenport UV Rod Switch 64
Decades Discussion Cards 330
Deflector Mirror 31
Desktop Visual
 Timetable Holder 160
Developing
 Scissor Skills at Home 270
Developing Scissor Skills Book 270
Disc Switch 64
Distortion Mirror 141
Dolphin Grip 267
Dome Switch 64
Double Flower Windmill 317
Double Half Moon Tambourine 298
Double Therapy Rocker 216
Doughnut Matching Board 286
Draw and Write Touch Board 268
Drumming Monkey

- Switch Adapted 71
Dual Power Timers 165
Dynamo Animal Torches 283

Dynamo Torch 118
Easigrip Scissors 271
Easy Grip Balls 295
Easy Grip Crayons 269
Easy Grip Paint Brushes 269
Easy Grip Shape Brushes 269
Easy Hold Discovery Set 137
Educating and Supporting Girls
 with Asperger’s and Autism 167
Egg Shakers 298
Emotion Balls 163
Emotion Bangle 181
Emotion Stones 163
Emotions Colour Cards 163
Emotions Dominoes 291
Emotions Smart Ball 290
English Country Dawn 199
Essential Pencil Grip Kit 267
Essential Scissor Kit 270
Eternal Forest 199
Eternity Necklace 181
Exploration Light Tray 138
Explorer Ring 280
Exploring the Past 331
Famous Faces 331
Fanlite  38
Farmyard Animals Board 284
Farmyard Buzzers 308
Feed the Animals 280
Feed the Dog 280
Feed the Monkey 280
Feed the Rabbit 280
Feelie Bags and Stand 246
Feelie Hand Box 247
Feelie Tactile Boxes 245
Feelings & Emotions
 Activity Cards 291
Feelings Fan 162
FIBRE OPTICS 22
Fibre Optic Carpet 26
Fibre Optic Curtain Kit 24
Fibre Optic Fountain 25
Fibre Optic Infinity Panel 27
Fibre Optic Integrated Mirror 214
Fibre Optic Lightsource Seat 25
Fibre Optic Raincloud 29
Fibre Optic Sensory-In-A-Box Kit  99
Fibre Optic Shower Frame 24
Fibre Optic
 Shower Sensory Ceiling Tile 81
Fibre Optic Softy 25
Fibre Optic Star 29
Fibre Optic Star Carpet 26
Fibre Optic Star Curtain 24
Fibre Optic Tactile Wall Panel 102
Fibre Optic Wall Carpet 26
Fiddly Fidget 183
Fidget Bag 90
Fidget Cubes  187
Fidget Finger Loops 183
Fidget Finger Strengthener 182
Fidget Links 287
Fidget Wheel 184
Finger Button Switch 62
Finger Colour Mats - Set of 5 136
Finger Colour Squares 132
Finger Exercise Stretcher 183
Finger Fidgets 183
Finger Printers 269
Fire Engine - Switch Adapted 72
Fit Chairs 233
Flashing Bobble Ball 297
Flashing Bouncing Ball 296
Flashing Crystal Stars 119
Flashing Eyeballs 120
Flashing Spiky Meteor Ball 296
Flavour Lotto Game 190
Flexi Bolster 235
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Flexi Robot 183
FlexiPillow  220
Flip Blocks

Tactile Matching Game 109
 Picture Matching Game 109
Flip Fingers 311
Floating Fish Aquarium 135
Floor Mats 236
Floor Surfer  248
Floppy Cushions 218
Flower Scented Bubbles 190
Fluffy Puppy - Switch Adapted 73
Fluid Balls 175
Fluorescent Mirror Chimeabout 129
Fluorescent Parachute 259
Foam Cube 212
Foam Edged
 Vibroacoustic Body Pillow  198
Foam Wedge 213
Fold-Away Mat 201
Fold-Away Mat 236
Foot Massagers 192
Forest Tunnel 252
Four Ball Hand Massager 193
Frame Drum 301
Fun Tactile Panel 107
Fun Z Balls 292
Funfair Tactile Panel 106
Funny Face Furry Balls 247
Fuzzie Tangles 187
Galaxy Star Projector 35
Gel Grips 267
Gelli Snow Rainbow 275
Gelli Worlds Dino Pack 275
Gelli Worlds Fantasy Pack 275
Genie Sensory Package 114
Ghostbusters

Sound Bag  282
 Whoopee Cushion  283
Giant Bubble Tube 16
Giant Buttons 278
Giant Chalk Pattern Marker 268
Giant Crayon Pattern Marker 268
Giant Dominoes 261
Giant Draughts 261
Giant Floor Cushion 233
Giant Four in a Line 263
Giant Palm Painters 268
Giant Playing Cards 326
Giant Sight and Sound Tubes 135
Giant Snakes and Ladders 261
Giant Softie Colour Panels 133
Giant Texture Palm Stamper 268
Giraffe Shaker  298
Glitter Ball Sensory Ceiling Tile 80
Glitter Flashing Ball 297
Glitter Globe 118
Glitter Tubes 133 ,187
Glittering Windsocks 317
Glow Chair 44
Glow Chair & Do-ozy 44
Glow Goo 131
GLOW IN THE DARK 130
Glow in the Dark Balloon Ball 131
Glow in the Dark Feet 130
Glow in the Dark Gloves 130
Glow in the Dark Goo Balls 131
Glow in the Dark Mixed by Me 130
Glow in the Dark

Moon & Stars Mobile 131
Glow in the Dark Sensory Bag 130
Glow in the Dark Snowflakes 131
Glow in the Dark Stars 131
Glow in the Dark
 Transforming Globe 131
Glow Jumbo Meteroites 131
Glow Squidgie Ball 131
Glow Stretchy Spaghetti 131

Go Talk  168
Gobbledy Goop 273
Goohey Mesh Ball 185
Gooseneck Switch Mounting 67
Grabber 178
Groovy Skwish 309
Guiro  303
Guiro Shaker Tube 303
Guitar Chew 90, 179
Gymnastic Ball 257
Half Massage Ball 257
Half Mirror Mat 140
Half Moon Tambourine 298
Halo System  226
Hamster Wheel 250
Hand Drum with Beaters 301
Hand Held Fibre Optics 28
Hand Held Foam Mirror 143
Hand Held Mirror 144
Hand Held Tubey 281
Hand Massagers 192
Hanging Frame 232
Head Tingler 192
Hear Myself Sound Phone 169
Hedgehog Ball 184
Height Adjuster 235
Helicopter – Switch Adapted 73
Hemisphere Stilts 254
Hemispherical Stampers  269
Henry Hoover - Switch Adapted 73
Hexagonal Raised Grow Bed 320
Hexichew 177
Hide-N-Go - Fish 312
Hide-N-Go - Moo 312
High Cloud Corner Mirror 147
High Power UV Light 124
Hilltops 253
HI-Tower 261
Hoist Platform 210
Home Bubble Tube Kit 88
Home Fibre Optics Kit 88
Home Projector Kit 88
Honey Bee

Early Number Cards 284
Number Stones 307

Honey Hills 264
Hug ‘n’ Hold Bolster 237
I have Autism Fan

Communication passport  160
I Would like to say... Fan 162
Iboy Player &

Doozy Switch Combo 44
Icy Ice Building Set 304
Idance Player 44
Infinity Tunnel
 Sensory Ceiling Tile 81
Interactive Activity Tactile Panel 104
Interactive Ball Bubble Tube 12
Interactive Ballpool 206
Interactive Battery Bubble Tube 15
Interactive Bubble Tube 12
Interactive Bubble Tube Package 15
Interactive Bubble Wall Panel 17
Interactive Fibre Optic Carpet 27
Interactive Fibre Optic Raincloud 29
Interactive Fibre Optic Star 29
Interactive Fibre Optic

Twinkle Panel 42
Interactive Image 93
Interactive Light Temple Drum 300
Interactive Light Up
 Shapes Sensory Ceiling Tiles  81
Interactive Lightsource 23
Interactive Mini UV

Line Lite Panel 42
Interactive Mirror Star 54
Interactive Moodlight 41
Interactive Rainbow Panel 55

Interactive Shooting Star
 Mirror Panel  55
Interactive Infinity

Tunnel Sensory Ceiling Tile 81
Interlocking Sensory Stones 244
Invisible UV Paint 130
Irregular Sensory Ball Set 118
Jelly Bean Switch 63
Jelly Crystals 272
Jelly Stones 273
Jigglers 193
Jigsaw Softies 143
Jingle Stick 302
Jingling Ball 257
Juggling Scarves Scarves 252
Jumbo Fibre Optic Sideglow 23
Jumbo Timer 164
Jump Bean Motion 137
Kaleidoscope Lamp 121
Kaleidoscope with Magic Wand 136
Klickity 307
Knitting Ball 186
Knobbly Vibrating Pillow 195
Koala 250
Koosh Ball 185
Lace & Place 285
Lace the Shapes 279
Lacing Butterflies 279
Lacing Number Cheese 278
Ladybird Lap Weight 172
Lap Weight 172
Large Activity Centre 245
Large Dice Dome 261
Large Infinity Tunnel Lamp 118
Large Peg Geometric
 Shape Board 286
Large Sand Timer 164
Large Sensory Bubble Set 136
Large Shape Matching Board 286
Large Sheet Magnifier 327
Large Tangle Texture  187
Latches Board 280
Leaf Chair 232
Learn to Count Hedgehog 309
Learn to Dress Chimp 289
LED Cylinder Faze Lamp 120
LED Dancing Curtain 54
LED Ducks 120
LED Fibre Optic Mushroom 119
LED Glitter Rocket 121
LED Interactive Infinity Tunnel 36
LED Line Dancer 48
LED Multi Spinner 117
LED Musical Touch Wall 37
LED Par Can 49
LED Rainbow Light 50
LED Torches 117
Letters for Threading 279
Lever Switch Blue 63
Life Times Colour

Cards: World War II 330
Light Diffraction Shape Panels 135
Light Up Dice 120
Light Up Dome 75
Light Up Puppy 117
Light Up Shapes
 Sensory Ceiling Tiles  81
Light Up Teddy 119
Light Up Window
 Sensory Ceiling Tile 80
Light Wave Floor  52
Lights and Sounds Buzzers 308
Lightsource 23
Linelite Tubing 124
Linkits 262
Liquid Cell Timer 132
Liquid Timer Set 137
Little Mack Switch 169

Lollipop Drum 301
Long Loop Easi-Grip Scissors 271
Long Loop Scissors 271
Low Cloud Corner Mirror 147
Low Level Play Pen 223
Lucy The Dog - Switch Adapted 72
Lumiglo Screen & LED Torch 130
Magic Mirrors 142
Magic Power Globe 119
Magic Scanner 51
Magic Wand 124
Magnetic Boards 268
Magnetic Fishing Game 308
Magnetic Shape Matching 286
Magnetic Time Tracker 165
Magnetic UV Shape Board 122
Mains Controller Sensory Kit  61
Manipulative Tola Doll 289
Marble Chase 44
Massage Bugs 194
Massage Peanut Ball 257
Massage Rings 192
Massage Roller Bar 193
Massage Rolls 192
Masse Ladybirds 193
Match it myself Switch 66
Matching Patches 285
Matching Shape Board 287
Matching Sound Cubes 284
Matching Textures Bag 284
Max & Millie

Social Skills Activity Pack 167
Social Skills Complete Set 167

Max Hand Puppet 167
Maxi 9” Effect Wheels 33
Maxi 9” Wheel Rotator 33
Mega Dark Den 116
Mega Sand Timer 164
Melody Snail 306
Message Discs  168
Message Mirror 144
Messy Fun Kit 274
Messy Play Hand & Face Paint 274
Messy Play Slime 273
Messy Play Tray 272
Metal Shaker Tube 302
Micro Light Switch 63
Millie Hand Puppet 167
Mind Shapes 309
Mini Bubble Wall  17
Mini Cuddle Ball 182
Mini Cup Switch 63
Mini Dice Dome 260
Mini Easigrip Scissors 271
Mini Fibre Optic Den 28
Mini Fibre Optic
 LED Mushrooms 118
Mini Round Ballpool 207
Mini Sand Timers 164
Minibeast Grab and Go kit 319
Mirage LED Projector  31
Mirror Block Set 144
Mirror Cloud 54
Mirror Cube 142
Mirror Den 204
Mirror Diffraction Roly-Poly 133
Mirror Diffraction Sensory Tub 155
Mirror Pebbles 134
Mirror Star 54
Mirror Tray  144
Mirror/Diffraction Activity Centre 245
Mirrored Alphabet 145
Miss Face 304
Mobile Sensory Station 94
Mondo Ultimate Spaghetti Ball 184
Montrose Chair 217
Mood Cube 120
Moonlight Cushion 119
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index
Products to be used under the supervision of a professional/responsible adult at all times

More Musical Bingo 330
Mr Face  304
Mrs Honey’s Hat Storysack 315
Mud Kitchen 321
Mudballs 112
Multi Sensory Den 114
Multi-Bubbler 265
Multi-Liquid Motion 134
Multi-Sensory Den 114
Musical Bead Chain 74
Musical Bells 299
Musical Bingo 330
Musical Bumble Ball  120
Musical Fantasy 312
Musical Hand Wall 228
Musical Hopscotch Pad 40
Musical Quiz 331
My First Animals Tactile Puzzle 309
My First Sports Car

- Switch Adapted 72
Mystery Sensory Balls 294
Natural Bamboo 313
Natural Bark Reindeers 313
Natural Bark Stars 313
Natural Brushes 193
Natural Collection
 for Treasure Basket 313
Natural Exploration Starter Pack 313
Natural Feathers 313
Natural Sea Shells 313
Natural Willow Balls 313
Neckerchew 179
Nellie the Elephant

- Switch Adapted 73
Neon Funny Face Balls 129
Neon Scarves 124
Noisy Activity Panel 108
Noisy Everyday Sounds Board 231
Noisy Heads, Shoulders,
 Knees & Toes Board 231
Noisy Nursery Rhymes

& Songs Board 231
Noisy Seaside Board 231
Noisy Softplay Biff Bag Station 230
Noisy Softplay Swing 229
Noughts and Crosses

Abacus Activity Board 108
Number Rubbing Plates 269
Numbers for Threading 279
Nursery Set 222
Nuts and Bolts Set 328
Nylon Hand Massager 193
O Frame 236
Ocean Drum 301
Ocean Textures Shape Sorter 308
Odd Balls Set 246
Old MacDonald Storysack 315
Oombee Cube 287
Ooze Tubes 134
Optical Effect Sensory Bag 136
Original Sensory Tub 152
Our Cat Cuddles Storysack 315
Outdoor Jingle Ball 252
Outdoor Mark Making Daisies 268
Outdoor Mirror  320
Outdoor Sensory Trays 320
Outdoor Weighted Fleece 170
Outerspace Mark
 Making Chalkboard Set 318
Over the Mountain 257
Pack of 8 Pens 31
Paddle Wheel  306
Paint Drip Trays 269
Palm Printers 269
Panel Lifters 43
Panoramic Rotator 31
Parachute 258
Party Bubbles 276

Parum Pum Pum 301
Path Finder 110
Pattern Matching Shapes 285
Peanut Massage Roll 192
Ped-A-Roller 263
PenAgain Twist ‘N’ Write Pencil 267
PenAgain Pen 267
Pencil Grips 267
Peppa Pig - Switch Adapted 72
Percussion Kit 302
Percy The Pig - Switch Adapted 70
Personal & Emotional

Skills Board Games 290
Physio Activity Roll 251
Physio Roll 257
Pinky Knits 278
Pip the Penguin

- Switch Adapted 71
Plan A is for Autism 167
Play Foam 274
Playing Outdoors Jigsaw 205
Pocket Time Timer 165
Pocket Time Timer 188
Comfortchew 176
Poly Spot Markers 250
Pom Poms 251
Pop & Slide Shelly 304
Portable Bubble Tube 15
Portable Bubble Tube Corner 14
Portable Softplay Kit 223
Portable UV Light 129
Portable Workstation 161
Portable Writing Slope 266
Posture Pad Junior 232
Pouffe 213
Power Pump 257
Primary Lacing Beads 279
Prismatic Projector Light  119
Privacy Partition 160
Problem Solving 289
Projection Brolly 34
Projector 6” Effect Blank Wheels  31
Projector 6” Effect
 Blank Wheels Stencil Book 31
Projector 6” Effect Wheel Rotator 31
Projector 6” Effect Wheel 32
Projector 6” Liquid Wheel 34
Projector Hoops 34
Projector Sensory-In-A-Box Kit 98
Projector Tent 35
Protac Ball Blanket 174
Public Or Private Game 166
Puffer Hedgehog Ball 185
Pump 210
Putt Putt Balance Board 249
Quad Light 49
Racing Car - Switch Adapted  70
Racing Penguins

- Switch Adapted 70
Rainbow Bricks 263
Rainbow Flashing Ball  118
Rainbow Glitter Balls 329
Rainbow Lowercase Alphabet 139
Rainbow Music Bells 299
Rainbow Music Desk Bells 299
Rainbow Numbers 139
Rainbow Panel 55
Rainbow River Stones 248
Rainbow Room 323
Rainbow Social Skills Game 166
Rainbow Wave Parachute 259
Rainforest 199
Ramp & Scooter  240
Rattan Bamboo Chime 317
Red Post Box 163
Reflector Cube 262
Relaxation Sensory Trolley 95
Relaxation Sensory Tub 194

Reminiscence Projection Kit 325
Rhombic Scooter 256
Ribbon Glitter Sticks 263
Ribbon Switch 62
Riverstones 254
Robbie Rabbit - Switch Adapted 73
Rocking Dish 209
Rocking Horse 241
Rocking Seesaw Balance 249
Rocking Top 241
Roll N Rattle Sensory Balls 283
Roller Seat 255
Roller Slide 241
Rolling 4 Fun 280
Rolling Bells 304
Rolling Shapes 304
Rollobie 312
Roly-Poly Mirror Drum 144
Rope Linelite Tubing 124
Rory’s Story Cubes 167
Rotation Boards  254
Round Light Panel 138
Round UV Tactile Panel 105
Safety Rotational Device 235
Sand 1Kg Bag 268
Sand and Water Table  305
Sandpaper Letters 247
Sandtray Playset 268
Scissor Assessment Kit 270
Scrunchy Fidget Dinosaurs 131
Sea Creature Massager 193
See Inside Activity Balls 312
See Inside Sensory Blocks 309
See Through Lacing Boards 279
Seesaw 256
Self-Assembly Ballpool 206
Self-Opening Scissors Left 271
Sensit Chair 175
Sensit Chair Foot Stool 195
Senso Dot Balls 292
Sensory Ball Collection 307
Sensory Ball Pack 150
Sensory Bell Ball 294
Sensory Blocks  133
Sensory Centre 21
Sensory Den 204
Sensory Dual Colour Liquid Set 135
Sensory Fan 162
Sensory Floor Tiles 136
Sensory Glitter Storm 137
Sensory Mood Light Table 121
Sensory Mood Shapes   121
Sensory Parachute 259
Sensory Rainbow Cascade 328
Sensory Rainbow Glitter Balls 292
Sensory Room Package 47
Sensory Scooter 240
Sensory Semispheres 139
Sensory Shapes 244
Sensory Sound Eggs 285
Sensory Stones 244
Sensory Tubes 137
Sensory-In-A-Box Kits 96
Sensyball 294
Sequin Weighted Pillow 175
Sesame Street Tickle Me
 Elmo - Switch Adapted 72
Shape Dominoes  284
Shape Sorter 287
Shape Stacker 287
Shape, Size & Colour
 Learning Board 287
Shaped Wall Mirror 146
Shimmering Curtain 135
Shooting Star Mirror Panel 55
Shoulder Wrap 171
Sidekick Chewie Figurine 90
Silishapes Link People 139

Silishapes Sensory Circles 247
Silver Sensory Reflective Balls 294
Simple Sequences 289
Sing Along CD 331
Sing Book 331
Single Pressure Pad Switch 63
Single TidySwitch 66
Sisal Brush 193
Sit on Wedge 161
Sit-On Ball Chair 254
Sit-On Peanut Ball 233
Sit-On Wedge 185
Skwooshi Rainbow Pack 273
Skyline Corner Mirror 147
Sleep CD 195
Slide 203
Sliding Game 280
Slimline Switch 65
Small Table Top Scissors 271
Smell Pots 190
Smoothie Switch 65
Snow Powder 272
Soap Flakes 275
Social Skills Bingo  166
Social Skills Board Games 166
Soft Frame Bubble Mirror 141
Soft Mirror Shapes 140
Soft Play Biff Bag Station 224
Soft Play Wobble Floor 224
Softie Four Way Mirror 143
Softie Mirror Exploratory 143
Softies Mirror Pack 142
SOFTPLAY 200 
Softplay Activity House 222
Softplay Activity Mirror 205
Softplay Balance Beams 203
Softplay Ball Cannon 206
Softplay Ball Pool Sump 207
Softplay Bolsters 211
Softplay Cargo Net 224
Softplay Circular Seating 219
Softplay Climb Through 207
Softplay Colour
 Language Learner 211
Softplay Den 204
Softplay Fibre Optic Tunnel 28
Softplay Floors 201
Softplay Geometric Jungle 208
Softplay Hideaway 212
Softplay Kerb  201
Softplay Mirror Corner 141
Softplay Noisy Balance Beam 229
Softplay Noisy Steps & Slide 230
Softplay Noisy Trampoline 229
Softplay Nursery Corner Set 222
Softplay Nursery Tunnel Set 222
Softplay Piano  229
Softplay Pillows 232
Softplay Platform 202
Softplay Pyramid 203
Softplay Radiator Covers 215
Softplay Retaining Walls 201
Softplay Ribbed Steps 203
Softplay Rollers 225
Softplay Sausage Jungle  208
Softplay See Saw 209
Softplay Swing Station 225
Softplay Trampoline 205
Softplay Transport Kit  222
Softplay Turntable 225
Softplay Walls 201
Softplay Xylophone  230
Softy Mirror Squares 142
Sorting Stones 286
Sound Activated Switch 63
Sound Bank Plus 168
Sound Creator 58
Sound Dome 74
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119
45
45

276
199
305
132
79
35

275
204
60
57
75

85
293
176
296
253
253
281

Sound Sensitive Light Bar 
Soundbeam 
Soundbox 
Soundhose 
Sounds of Nature CD 
Sounds of the Forest Set 
Space Blanket 
Space Frame 
Space Projector 
Space Sand 
Space Tube 
Mains Controller 
SpaceMaster Controller 
Sparkle Dome 
Sparkle Softplay
 Biff Bag Station 
Spider Ball 
Spider Bite Chew Necklace 
Spiky Flashing Ball 
Spin Dish 
Spin Top 
SpinAgain 
Spine Balls 127
Spiral Spring Bamboo Chime 317
Spiral Tube 135
Splat Set 139
Splatz 64
Square Table 217
Squeeze Me Seat 218
Squeezy Dinosaurs   311
Squeezy Jungle Animals 311
Squidgie Ball 186
Squidgy Sparkle Fish 135
Squidgy Sparkle Numbers 137
Squidgy Sparkle Shapes 134
Squigz 310
Squooshi Grip 267
Stack and Learn 311
Stacking Carrot 286
Stand 232
Standard Bubble Tube 1.5m 11
Star Buy Projector Package 30
Star Show Projector 120
Star Wars Porg

- Switch Adapted 69
Start Write Stay Right  266
Steplite  39
Stepping Stones 209
Steps 202
Storytime Dotties 223
Straight Double Chair 217
Stretchy Rings 184
String-A-Long Lacing Kit 278
Striped Maracus  303
Summer Sounds 199
Sunflower Mobile 317
Sunflower Parachute  259
Super Spheres 242
Superbeams 49
Swing Arm Fibre Optic Harness 24
Swing Bolster 235
Swing Platform 239
Switch Adaptors 67
Switch Modifier 66
Table Top Scissors 271
Tactile Animals 185
Tactile Balls  247
Tactile Cube 245
Tactile Discs   112
Tactile Dominoes  110
Tactile Feet 243
Tactile Floor Frames 247
Tactile Hands  112
Tactile Hands & Tactile Feet  112
Tactile Letters 242
Tactile Place Mats 243
Tactile Sand Tiles 113
Tactile Sensory Bag  149

Tactile Squares 111
Tactile Vibration Sensory Tub 153
Tactile Weighted Hedgehog  113
Tai Chi Ball 326
Talk about How we feel 290
Talk Back Postcard 169
Talkabout Board Game 166
Talkback Board 42
Talking Buttons 168
Talking ID 168
Talking Photo Album 169
Talking Tubes 169
Talking Tubes

Telephone Exchange 169
Tall Tubey  111
Tangle Hairy  186
Tangle Metallic  187
Tangle Texture Metallic  187
Tangle Therapy 186
Tash Buddy Button Switches 62
Tash Grasp Switch 62
Tash Pillow Switch  62
Teaching Tac-Tiles 310
Tear Drop Mirror 144
Teeter Popper 249
Temple Drums 300
Textured Grabber 176
Textured Sensory Light Balls 119
Textured Tangles 187
The 5-Point Scale
 & Anxiety Curve Poster 163
The Big Hungry Bear Storysack 314
The Dark Den 91
The Doo-zy Switch 68
The Memory Box 330
The Noise 284
The Princess
 & the Dragon Storysack 315
The Round Table 166
The Sneaky, Snacky
 Squirrel Game 312
The Spinner 181
The Stegosaurus Grip 267
The World According to Autism  167
Thera Bolly 282
Therapy Rocker 216
There Was an
 Old Lady Storysack 314
Threading Animals 279
Threading Bee 279
Threading Bunny 279
Threading Butterfly 278
Threading Fish 279
Threading Tree 279
Thunderstorm 199
Tidy Garden Set 319
Tilt Switches 65
Time Timer & Dry Erase Board  164
Time Timer Twist 165
Time Tracker 189
Time Tracker Mini 189
Touch and Match  110
Touch Bubble Tube   13
Tractor and Traile

- Switch Adapted 69
Traffic Lights 44
Train Set - Switch Adapted 69
Training Scissors 271
Trampoline Jigsaw 205
Transforming Beanbag 220
Transparent Activity Ball 295
Tri Chew 178
Triangle on Stand 298
Triangle with Beater 298
Triangular Mounting Plates 67
Tri-Chew 178
Tricky Fish 255
Tricky Tree 264

Triple Bubble Tube 16
Triple Point Head 234
Tsum Tsum Light Up 308
Tubey Floor Model  111
Tubey Tactile Wall Panel 100
Tumble Rocker 209
Tumbling Mats 201
Turbino Wind Game 276
Turn N Sort 287
Turnaround Board 240
Tweezers 281
Twidgets 2-Bulb Tracker 184
Twin Dome 74
Twirly Tube  302
Twist & Turn Activity Panel  109
Twisty Dropper 282
Twisty Jungle Animals 200mm 183
Tyrannosaurus

- Switch Adapted 73
Ultra Bright LED Light Panels 138
Understanding Feelings 163
Underwater Light Show  118
Undo-Me Mini Cube 309
Universal Switch

Mounting System 67
UV Bubble Wall Panel 125
UV Cannon 126
UV Dry Marker Pens 122
UV Groan Tubes 123
UV Jumbo Fibre Optic Sideglow 23
UV LED Lantern 127
UV Light With Diffuser 123
UV Line Lite Sensory
 Ceiling Tile 81
UV Mega Slinky 122
UV Mirror Line Lite Wall Panel 126
UV Mittens   128
UV Multi-Shapes 126
UV Numbers 126
UV Pinpression 124
Uv Rattle Tubes 123
UV Ripple Mat 129
UV Roller Shaker Tube 123
UV Sensory Bag 127
UV Sensory Centre 21
UV Sensory Tub 125
UV Sensory Waterfall 122
Uv Shaker Tube 123
UV Solar Flare Ball 126
UV Sparkle Dome 75
UV Tactile Panel 105
UV Thinking Putty 128
UV Torch  117
UV Touchable Bubbles 123
UV Tube Drum 127
UV Tube Ladder 122
Uv Twist Tube  123
Velcro Flexi Mirrors  140
Vibe-Lite 65
Vibrating Fibre Optic Spray 120
Vibrating Head Massager 192
Vibrating Pillow

- Switch Adapted 72
Vibrating Pillows 194
Vibration Dome 74
Vibration Pad & Switch 211
Vibro Acoustic Therapy Rocker  196
Vibroacoustic Abbotsford Chair 197
Vibroacoustic Ballpool 198
Vibroacoustic Body Pillow 196
Vibroacoustic Corner Seat  198
Vibroacoustic Cube Chair 198
Vibroacoustic Lounger Chair  198
Vibroacoustic Plinth  197
Vibroacoustic Water Bed  197
Visual Effects Sensory Bag 132
Visual Sensory Fun Bag 134
Visual Sensory Tub 156

Voice Changer 169
Voices of Yesteryear 330
Walk with Me Dino

- Switch Adapted 71
Wall Fixing Bracket 19
Washable Sensory Balls 312
Washing Machine

- Switch Adapted 69
Water Flutes 306
Water Lily - 6 Piece Set 256
Water Marbles 272
Water Play Mat 309
Waterbed 210
Waterbed Plinth 210
Waterbed Plinth 210
Waterproof Bean Bag 221
Waterproof Bench 221
Waterproof Slab 221
Waterproof Stool 221
Wave Bangle 181
Wavy Corner Mirror 147
Wavy Tactile Path 250
Weighed Amos the Elephant 173
Weighed Lap Pad 172
Weighted Blanket 174
Weighted Body Warmer 170
Weighted Cushion 175
Weighted Derek the Dinosaur 173
Weighted Emotions Cushion  172
Weighted Empathy Doll  91
Weighted Gemma
 the Giraffe Neck Wrap 171
Weighted Heart Cushion  172
Weighted Hoodie 170
Weighted Lap Pad 172
Weighted Neck Roll 171
Weighted Primrose the Panda 173
Weighted Soft Football  173
Weighted Vest 170
Weighted Body Wrap 171
We’re Riding on a
 Caravan Sensory Tale 314
We’re Sailing to
 Galapagos Sensory Tale 314
Whally Board 256
What Are They Thinking Cards 288
Where does it hurt Fan 162
Where Is Howie’s Owie? 310
Whizzy Dizzy 249
Wiggly Giggly 294
Windsocks 317
Windsocks 317
Windy Garden Sensory Tub 157
Wobble Mirror 145
Wooden 4 In a Row  260
Wooden Barrels 313
Wooden Dominoes 326
Wooden Frogs 303
Wooden Magnifying Glass 132
Wooden Maracas 303
Wooden Shaker 303
Wooden Stencil Game  285
Wooden Viewers 318
Woody Worm 185
Worry Eaters 162
Worry Eater Keyrings 162
Wriggly Centipedes 187
Wrist Bells 299
Wrist Talker 168
Wrist/Ankle Weights 170
Writing Claw 267
Writing Slope   266
Y-Chew Oral Motor Chew 181
YoroPen 267
Young Maestro Set 298
Yuckeball 187
Zoo Animals Tactile Puzzle 304
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